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CREDITS

ver the course of a century-justly or not-the terms PR and
public relations have become widely accepted shorthand for subterfuge and deception. Between the lines of any book about the rise of
public relations, then, exist unavoidable issues of honesty.
This having been said, I feel compelled to testifY that the presence of one individual's name on the title page of this book is-as is
often the situation with books and other such creations-somewhat
misleading. Creative work is invariably sustained by vital collaborations and in the case of this book this has been especially true. With
' mind, and to correct any such misconceptions, I embrace the
this in
chance to acknowledge those people whose forbearance and friendship
have allowed me to write the book you are about to read.
First among my collaborators is Elizabeth Ewen. Fbr about thirty
years, Liz has scrutinized nearly every word I have written for publication. She has helped me to understand when I am communicating
effectively, when I am not. Her ideas and insights have informed
mine. She has been my most discerning editor and audience. Her
prodigious capacity to read-to reflect critically on what she is
reading-have helped me to become a writer. To take a phrase from
the novelist Richard Powers, this "book is the dance card of ideas we
shared in the foyer of our joint life."

O

Unlike Liz, some of my collaborators are doubtless unaware of the
contributions they have made to this book. Much of my research, for
example, was done fairly anonymously at the New York Public Library;
the Wexler Library of Hunter College; the libraries at Princeton and
Columbia universities; the AT&T Corporate Archive at Warren, New
Jersey; and at the NAM Archive at the Hagley Museum and Library in
Wilmington, Delaware. In each case, these libraries and their staffsby providing their customary services-helped me enormously.
In certain instances, however, librarians or archivists went beyond
the eall of duty, taking a special interest in this project. Ron Sexton-
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currently librarian at the Carnegie Fbundation-escorted me on
many explorations through the stacks of the Watson business library
at Columbia University. At the AT&T Archive, Sheldon Hocheiser
was an invaluable tour guide. Pamela Wonsek, my friend and colleague at the Wexler Library at Hunter College, also took a special
interest in my project. The National Association of Manufacturers'
willingness to open its historical archives to me added a rich dimension to the history told in Part IV of this book.
In each research venue, I benefited also from the efforts of graduate research assistants. Steve Duncombe and Andy Mattson were,
on many occasions, my travel companions on visits to libraries and
archives. At times they scouted things out for me on their own. Their
marvelous efforts and their sensitive noses for good historical evidence landed me a considerable cargo of material.
Other students at Hunter College and the City University of New
York (CUNY) Graduate School made significant contributions to my
research and my thinking. Among them, Michelle Matthews, Susan
Dessel, Lee Greller, Danielle Schwartz, Micki McGee, and William
Tally deserve special mention. So, too, does Mark Pennings, my visiting doctoral student from the University of Melbourne.
As the book moved toward production, Janet I.1eMoal and Nic
Sands were welcome comrades and editorial assistants. Their outstanding efforts made space for me to turn my attention toward
teaching and other school-related responsibilities, secure that my
manuscript was in able and conscientious hands. Janet's contribution
to the visual dimension of this book was additionally helpful.
I want to recognize the meaningful contribution of students who
enrolled in my CULT [ure] of Publicity course, taught at Hunter College
between 1993 and 1995. When I first began teaching the class, I was
feeling a bit lost. I had not yet found my voice as far as the book's subject matter was concerned. The 120 or so students who took the class
during that period-through their critical listening, their thoughtful
interventions, and their humane patience-helped me to find my way.
'1\vo members of the Hunter College administration-I.1aura
8truminglwr Schor and Car·Ios Ilor1,as-have been, ovt~t· a period of
yeat·s, Ullspm·ing i11 tJwit· support of' tJw inquiry that has led to this
hook. At a 1110111011t wlw11 IIIIUI.Y puhlh~ higluw edtwatioll "leadm·s" sub-
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serviently pay tribute to a prevailing philosophy of money, their continued encouragement of intellectual investigation demands special
recognition.
I also want to thank colleagues at Trent University in Ontario
and at the Gottlieb Duttweiler Institut in Zurich, who provided me
with pleasant opportunities to try out pieces of this book at early
stages in their development.
Alongside such distinctly human support, my ability to conduct
necessary research was also supported by a two-year PSC-CUNY
funding grant from the PSC-CUNY. This money helped to underwrite a number of pivotal research trips. It also paid for the transcription of taped interviews.
A number of leading actors in public relations history provided
me with extended face-to-face or telephone interviews. Some, as you
will see, appear directly in the pages that follow. All those who spoke
with me, however, augmented my understanding of the subject.
Among the interviewees, Edward L. Bernays-the PR pioneer whose
career dated back to the years preceding World War !-stands out.
Though approaching 100 years of age when we got together, his sharp
wit and indefatigable spirit animated me. The interest that he took in
this project and his willingness to correspond with me about it were
precious beyond words. Though Bernays and I saw the world very differently, I am unhappy that he did not live to see this book-and his
role in it-in print.
Other interviewees also merit recognition as contributors to this
work. My neighbor Richard Weiner was an essential guide from early on.
His broad experience in the field of PR, as well as his associations with
many in the profession, provided me with numerous important leads.
Leo Bogart's abiding goodwill-and firsthand knowledge of Standard Oil's PR activities during the late 1940s-supplied me with fertile
directions for my inquiry. Conversations I've had with him over the past
few years have helped me repeatedly. My dear friend, Julius C. C. Edelstein, provided personal recollections of Franklin D. Roosevelt's White
House and of the important place of public relations within it. I cannot
overstate my debt to him, and to Nancy Edelstein as well. Our regular
dinners together provided good company and much food for thought.
In my visit to his home in Connecticut, W Howard Chase was a
charming host and informative chronicler of public relations histm·y.
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He offered a compelling example of the ways in which some in the
field of public relations earnestly sought to make large corporations
more accountable to the needs of ordinary Americans. Given many of
my own penchants and predispositions, this was a dimension I needed
to learn something about. Chester Burger was also a gracious host
and informative guide. His insider's knowledge of the rise of media
Consultancy was enormously useful to me. Shelley and Barry Spector,
two present-day professionals, provided me with important visual
materials and sound advice. Interviews with Eugene Secunda and
Philip Lesly were also useful.
I would love to have been able to acknowledge Leone Baxter here.
Her furtive efforts to squelch federally insured health care legislation
in the late 1940s, for example, deserve some explanation from her
own point of view. Her refusal to grant an interview has left empty
spaces in the history that follows.
Contact and discussions with many friends were powerful nourishment for mind and soul. Serafina Bathrick, Phineas Baxandall, Ros
Baxandall, Paul Breines, Steve Brier, Phyllis Ewen, Ferdinando Fasce,
Linda Gordon, Allen Hunter, Julie Kaye, Andrando del Mondo, Gail
Pellett, Marc Perry, Roz Petchesky, Chuck Reich, Sheila Rowbotham,
Anthony Saridakis, Herb Schiller, Harry and Elaine Scott, Stephan
Van Dam, and Joel Zucker have all been there for me. My parents
Scotty and Sol Ewen read and discussed pieces of this book with me,
to my considerable benefit. At critical junctures, Rita Meed helped
guide me through spells of confusion. The folks at the All State Cafe
routinely provided Liz and me with an agreeable place to chill.
More than thirty years ago, my teacher and friend George Mosse
introduced me to some ideas that have flowered within this book, particularly in Parts 2 and 3. Though we see each other only on rare
occasions, ongoing connection to him and his ideas has been very
important to me.
As ever, my soul mates at the Massachusetts Institute for a New
History (MINH), in Truro, rate special recognition. Fbr over twentyfive years tlwy hav<~ pt'Ovided me with an unbroken circle of friendship
and a<lvieP.
I must. also •~xt.nrul el'<~dit to my louhrt,irnn assoeiate Al'chin Bishop,
who U.H m·nn.tivt~ dir·m~t.or· of Billhom·dH of tlw F'ut.m·•~ hu.s OIH~<~ u.gain

permitted me to include materials that will appear in the fortlworning
Encylopwdia Billboardica. Bishop's other contributions to the
graphic dynamics of this book also demand special recognition.
Though he departed from Basic Books just as this volume was
heading into production, my old friend and editor Steve Fraser played
a vital role in this book's realization. When Steve left Basic Books,
Karen Klein-my project editor-assumed responsibility as caretaker for this book. As it proceeded through an often perilous production process, she has been its-and my-intrepid advocate.
Last, my sons Paul Scott Ewen and Sam Travis Ewen, to whom I
dedicate this book, have taught me well over the years. Their deep
love and understanding, along with their Promethean creativity, are
inspiring to me.

It is of great consequence to disguise your inclination and to play the hypocrite well; and men are so simple in their temper and so submissive to their
present necessity that he that is neat and cleanly in his collusions shall never
want people to practice them upon.
-Nicolo Machiavelli, The Prince, c. 1512

Frankly, to manufacture thought
Is like a masterpiece by a weaver wrought.
-Goethe, Faust, 1832
Public sentiment is everything. With public sentiment nothing can fail;
without it nothing can succeed. He who molds public sentiment goes deeper
than he who enacts statutes or decisions possible or impossible to execute.
-Abraham Lincoln, 1860
[N]ewspapers have transformed ... unified in space and diversified in time
the conversations of individuals ... even those who do not read papers but
who, talking to those who do, are forced to follow the groove of their borrowed thoughts. One pen suffices to set off a million tongues.
-Gabriel Tarde, "On Opinion and Conversation," 1898
[We] must become a cult, write our philosophy of life in flaming headlines,
and sell our cause in the market. No matter if we meanwhile surrender every
value for which we stand, we must strive to cajole the majority into imagining itself on our side. . . . [O]nly with the majority with us, whoever we
are, can we live.
It is numbers, not values that count-quantity not quality.
-Everett Dean Martin, The Behavior of Crowds, 1920
A leader or an interest that can make itself master of current symbols is the
master of the current situation.
-Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion, 1922
With the development of modern mass communication there is increasing
difficulty in distinguishing propaganda material from non-propaganda material. ... The conscious selection by editors of "stacked news," as well as their
unwitting publication of copy prepared in the interest of special groups, com-
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plicates, even for those readers who would distinguish, the discrimination
between propaganda and other material. ... The most innocent material, on
the surface, may actually be quite other than it seems.
-Malcolm Willey, "Communication Agencies
and the Volume of Propaganda," 1935
When an industry has finished its financing, when it has mastered the problems of production, it no longer needs a board of directors where the bankers
and production men and engineers dominate. Its major problem for the
future will be public relations .... Part of the places vacated on the boards of
directors when some of the bankers and lawyers and production men retire
will be filled by public relations men-by men who have come up through the
sales and advertising departments .... The age of public relations has only
just begun.
-Bruce Barton, 1936
The engineering of consent is the very essence of the democratic process, the
freedom to persuade and suggest.
-Edward L. Bernays,
"The Engineering of Consent," 1947
If business succeeds in establishing public confidence in its goals, then the

public will follow the counsel of business leadership as the means for
reaching those goals.
The public relations moral of all this is: Declare your end or goal in
respect of public interest before you begin selling your means for reaching
that goal.
-Claude Robinson, president,
Opinion Research, Inc., 1947
The day has clearly gone forever of societies small enough for their members to have personal acquaintance with one another, and to find their station through the appraisal of those who have any first-hand knowledge of
them ....
Publicity is an evil substitute, and the art of publicity a black art. But it
has come to stay. Every year adds to the potency and to the finality of its
judgements.
-Justice Learned Hand, 1952
[P]ublic relations is the white hope of our restless times.
-Milton Fairman, director of
B()J'(hm dairy company, 1952
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Remember! At General Electric, Progress is our most important product.
-Ronald Reagan, host of the General Electric Theater, 1955
0 Lord and God. You are the original image maker. You created us in Your
image and likeness, a "little less than the angels." May we have the courage
to take You as a model.
-Rev. Ulmer Kuhn, "Prayer for Public Relations"
at Tri-State PR Seminar, Public Relations
Society of America, 1964
The communication that is most nearly real, that involves the person by
making him almost a part of it, has the greatest power to sway him.
... When a subject appears to be all around him, a person tends to accept it
and take it for granted. It becomes part of the atmosphere in which he lives.
He finds himself surrounded by it and absorbs the climate of the idea .... It
must be most deftly developed to reach into the subconscious of the person
and tune to his urges, interests and desires. Mere expression of the communicator's point of view will not succeed; it must be attuned to the mental and
emotional bent of the audience.
-Philip Lesly, The People Factor:
Managing the Human Climate, 1974
In every poll I have seen in the past three years, nearly 70 percent of the
American people say they get their news from television. The number alone
is scary and ought to cause those who are still literate to sit down and think
about the day when we will simply plug the TV cord right into our eye
sockets.
As a so-called image maker, I am torn between thinking about how I can
best take advantage of this trend, and where it is likely to lead us. It is not
hard to picture a scenario not unlike The Dating Game, where three candidates give their qualifications, smile, and answer questions about how old
they were when they were allowed to car-date, and the studio audience
presses a button to indicate their favorite.
-Michael Deaver, public relations adviser
to Ronald Reagan, 1987
[W]e are spawning a generation of reporters and news directors who no
longer place any value on the written word, the turn of the phrase, the uncut
long, hard question. All we care about are the almighty pictures, the video,
the story count-and that it moves like a bat out of hell.
We barely listen to what is said any more.
-Andrew I_.ack, president of NBC News,
December 1995

PART 1

Stagecraft and Truth
in an Age of
Public Relations

1
Visiting
Edward Bernays
W

I BEGAN the research for this book -attempting to discover the social and historical roots that would explain the
boundless role of public relations in our world-one of my first stops
along the way was a sojourn with 'Edward L. Bernays, .a man who,
beginning in the 191 Os, became one of the most influential pioneers of
American _public relations, a person whose biography, though not
widely known, left a deep mark on the configuration of our world.
Born in Vienna in 1891, Bernays was the double nephew of Sigmund Freud. (His mother was Freud's sister; his father was Freud's
wife's brother.) His family background impressed him with the enormous power of ideas and accustomed him to the privileges and creature comforts of bourgeois existence.
Bernays was also ~ farsighted architect of modern propaganda
techniques who, dramatically, from the early 1920s onward, helped to
consolidate a fateful marriage between theories of mass psychology
and schemes of corporate and political persuasion.
During the First World War, Bernays served as a foot soldier for
the U.S. Committee on Public Information (CPI)-the vast American propaganda apparatus mobilized in 1917 to package, advertise,
and sell the war as one that would "Make the World Safe for Democracy." The CPI would become the mold in which marketing strategies
for subsequent wars, to the present, would be shaped.
In the twenties, Bernays fathered the link between corporate
salm.; munpuigns and popular social causes, when-while working for
Uw Amol'imw 'lhhu.c~c~o Company-lw J>er·suadc\d women's rights
HEN

marchers in New York City to hold up Lucky Strike cigarettes as
symbolic "Torches of Freedom." In October 1929, Bernays also originated the now familiar "global media event," when he dreamed up
"Light's Golden Jubilee," a worldwide celebratory spectacle commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the electric lightbulb, sponsored
behind the scenes by the General Electric Corporation.
Though Bernays was by birth an Austrian Jew, his work and
vivid writings served as an inspiration for Joseph Goebbels, the notorious Nazi propaganda minister-or so public relations folklore
records.
Bernays's influence would continue to hold sway well into the
post-World War II era. To put it simply, Bernays's career-more
than that of any other individual-roughed out what have become
the strategies and practices of public relations in the United States.
I had encountered Bernays before. In the early 1970s, while
writing a book on the social history of advertising-Captains of Consciousness-I had happened upon some of his writings, mostly from
the 1920s. In the pages of the book, he fittingly looms as an eloquent
and influential ideologue of an American consumer culture in formation.1
Then, in the mid-1980s, while working on another book (All Consuming Images), I again ran into Bernays. This time it was primarily
through his writings from the forties and fifties, when, as an enduring
student of mass persuasion, he helped to educate political leaders on
the uses of the mass media and on the particular advantages of visual
symbols as instruments for what he christened the "engineering of
consent." Once more, through the agency of his fertile and suggestive
writings, Bernays had emerged as a leading character in one of my
manuscripts. 2
Both times my encounters with Bernays were like those that usually take place between historians and the "historical figures" they
write about. They were exchanges between old documents and the
inquiring mind of their reader and interpreter. As I commenced work
on my social history of public relations early in 1990, I assumed, reasonably, that Bernays was long gone. Once more, the picturesque
record that he had left behind was as close as I was likely to get to him.

•

•

•
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Soon, however, I stumbled onto the fact that my reasonable
assumption was incorrect. In a conversation with a neighbor of mine,
Richard Weiner-who is a prominent member of the public relations
fraternity- I learned that Bernays was, in fact, still alive, residing in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Weiner instructed me: "If you're going to do this book, you've got
to talk to Eddie Bernays." I was astonished and delighted to hear
Bernays referred to in the present tense; I was also amused to hear
him referred to as "Eddie." Behind the aura of a historical figure,
stood a guy called Eddie. I obtained Bernays's telephone number and
set out to arrange an interview. He was then on the brink of his
ninety-ninth birthday, and I didn't know what to expect. Would he see
me~ Would he be enfeebled~ He was very old.
An exploratory call to Bernays reached an answering machine. A
woman's voice, official in tone, informed me that I had reached the
offices of "Dr. Edward L. Bernays" and that "Dr. Bernays" was currently unavailable. I was instructed to leave a message. Fbr a man of
almost one hundred, Bernays was still communicating an air of business as usual.
I told the machine:

My name is Stuart Ewen. I am a historian, a writer. I'm currently working on a book on the social history of public relations. I would very much like to come to Cambridge, to visit with
"Dr. Bernays" in order to conduct an oral history interview.
I left my phone number and indicated that should I not hear back
from him shortly, I would call again. Two days later, I received a
phone call at home from Bernays.

It felt weird, like a dream. Given my experience tracking his historical footprints, it was like talking-via Dixie cups and a stringwith a piece of history. His voice was soft, a bit hoarse, the voice of an
elderly man, to be sure, but he also sounded deft and businesslike.
I le ask1~d me about myself, my background, where I taught, the
hook I was writing. I told him that I was a cultural historian, with a
JHU1.ilmlnr· intm·I~Ht in uu~ wnys Umt Uw lll!LSS nwdia have el'isserossed
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with the experiences of twentieth-century American life. I told him
that I knew a great deal about him, his life and contributions, and
added that I had recently published a book exploring the influence of
commercial imagery on the contours of American society.
Without missing a beat Bernays retorted, scrappily, "Of course,
you know, we don't deal in images .... We deal in reality."
My fascinating encounter with Bernays had begun. I had already
been offered a lesson from the master. Ideally, the job of public relations is not simply one of disseminating favorable images and impressions for a client. J1or Bernays and, as I would learn, for many others
in the field, the goal was far more ambitious. Public relations was
about fashioning and projecting credible renditions of reality itself.
Rather than pursue the interview by telephone-I wanted to meet
him face to face- I arranged to visit Bernays at his home on Columbus
Day 1990. In the weeks preceding our scheduled meeting, I refamiliarized myself with some of his writings: Crystallizing Public Opinion
(1923); Propaganda (1928); "The Engineering of Consent" (1947);
and his autobiography, Biography of an Idea: Memoirs of Public Relations CounselEdwardL. Bernays (1965). I also looked at a few writings
I'd never read before: books, some short pamphlets, and speeches.
Bernays, meanwhile, sought to put his own spin on the forthcoming
interview. He sent me a photocopy of a biographical piece about him
that had appeared recently in a special issue of Life magazine, listing
the one hundred most influential Americans of the twentieth century.

•

•

•

•

•

( )n the chill, gray morning of October 12, 1990, I took the shuttle
from lJaGuardia to Logan Airport in Boston, leaving myself enough
1inH~ to arrive at Bernays's home for our scheduled one o'clock interviPw. ( ~rossing the Charles River into Cambridge, the cab took me
towar·d a maze of old, tree-lined streets bordering Harvard Square
und slopped by the large red number 7 that Bernays had informed me
nut.l'lwd his house. 'l'hc house itself was stately, a large, white woodl'rllltlt', sur·r·ouruh~d by some hedges, unpretentious. Walking up the
pulh In ll11• door, I did not know what to expect.

I r·nng· ll11• door·hdl and waited for an answer. A minute or two
JIII.HHnd, nnd l.l11•r·e wns none. Not. a sound. I lad lw foq.(·ottmt? WaH l.lw

apparent wit with which he had spoken to me on the phone only illusory7 I rang again, and waited. Then, after another minute or so had
passed and I had begun to grow disconsolate, I heard soft footsteps
moving slowly toward the door. "Bernays7" I thought. Instead, a Chinese woman, of middle age, opened the door a crack and said, "Yes7"
I told her who I was; that I had, a couple of weeks before, scheduled
an interview for this afternoon with Mr. Bernays.
She looked at me quizzically, then muttered something about his
having been ill yesterday. Inviting me into the house and directing me
to wait in the first floor library, she disappeared to inquire whether he
was up to seeing me.
As I waited, I inspected the shelves of the spacious, highceilinged room in which I stood. It was a remarkable collection of
books, thousands of them: about public opinion, individual and
social psychology, survey research, propaganda, psychological warfare, and so forth-a comprehensive library spanning matters of
human motivation and strategies of influence, scanning a period of
more than one hundred years. These were not the bookshelves of some
shallow huckster, but the arsenal of an intellectual. The cross-hairs
of nearly every volume were trained on the target of forging public
attitudes. Here-in a large white room in Cambridge, Massachusetts-was the constellation of ideas that had inspired and informed
a twentieth-century preoccupation: the systematic molding of public
opmwn.
Captured in thought, I suddenly heard steps moving swiftly
toward the library door. Assuming it was the Chinese woman again,
to report on Bernays's condition, I braced myself for bad news. But
as the door swung open, there-standing before me in a comfylooking brown, three-piece suit and tie and transmitting a sparkle
through his wizened eyes-was a puckish little man with thin, shaggy
white hair. The swift steps I'd heard were those of Bernays, moving
toward the threshold of his one hundredth year. Despite years of pondering him as a shrewd and cynical manipulator of public consciousness, I was immediately entranced. His physical countenance
reminded me of pictures I had seen of an aged Albert Einstein.
Bernays moved toward me and, with smiles, we exchanged formal
introdtwtions. "I want you to have this," I said, and handed him an
insm·ilwd eopy of my last hook, All Oonsuminy lmllfJl~s. whieh lw
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accepted with a nod. He then instructed me that we should go
upstairs, to his office, for the interview.
He led me to the bottom of a tall staircase. On the left side there
was a chair-elevator, the kind one associates with wealthy invalids in
the movies. "You ever ride on one of these things?" he asked me.
"No, I've only seen them in pictures," I responded frankly.
"Get on!" he commanded me, like an elfin carny beside an amusement park ride.
I turned around and sat down, my feet resting on a metal platform at the base of the chair. "Move your feet." he ordered.
"What?"
"Move your feet back."
Without understanding, I drew my feet to the back of the platform, leaving a narrow ledge in front of them. Suddenly, he stepped
onto the ledge, his small pear-shaped body hovering over mine.
"Should I hold you?" I asked, concerned for his frail bones.
"No," he responded dismissively, as he pushed a button on the
side of the chair; we glided up together and, turning a slight corner
toward the end of the voyage, arrived on the second story. At the
summit of the climb, Bernays hopped off onto the landing, and I somewhat shakily-proceeded off behind him. "We don't deal with
images," I thought, "we deal in reality."
He led me through a dark room off the landing. Its walls were
covered with scores of framed black-and-white photographs, many of
them inscribed. Wordlessly, yet eloquently, the pictures placed my
ancient host close to the heartbeat of a century. Bernays on his way
to the Paris Peace Conference, 1919. Bernays standing with Enrico
Caruso. Bernays and Henry Ford. Bernays and Thomas Edison.
Bernays and Dwight David Eisenhower. An inscribed photo portrait
of his uncle, Freud, was also conspicuous. Bernays with the "great
men," at the "great events" of the twentieth century. I looked ...
awestruck. He said nothing. In silence, I was fascinated, entranced
by it all.
From the photo gallery, we stepped into his small office, a solarium,
and took seats by a cluttered desk. We began to talk. He started by
asking me questions: about myself, my background, and what had
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attracted me to his work in particular and-more generally-to the
broader study of communications in twentieth-century America.
I opened with a rhetorical question. "How can you deal with
twentieth-century culture without dealing with ... ?"
" ... the basis of the exchange of ideas that makes the culture,"
he completed my thought.
Coming from different vantage points, from different epochs, we
understood each other. He knew what I was looking for. Within my
historical study of public relations, I sought to make sense of the
peculiar processes of representation and perception-the "exchange
of ideas," as he put it-that have come to distinguish cultural life in
the era of mass communication.

•

•

•

•

•

The next four hours were vintage Bernays. Again and again, I heard
word-for-word reiterations of themes, stories, even specific catchphrases that I had encountered many times before in his writings.
Nonetheless, beyond the actual experience of meeting with Bernays, some parts of the interview were new to me, contributing to the
scope and texture of the history that follows. I was particularly
intrigued, for example, by Bernays's reflections on the connection
between his thinking and that of Walter Lippmann, who published a
book entitled Public Opinion in 1922, just one year before Bernays's
first public relations manifesto, Crystallizing Public Opinion,
appeared. (Bernays's book, Propaganda, 1928, would later follow
Lippmann's sequel to Public Opinion, The Phantom Public, by one
year.) There are, however, some aspects of the interview that are worth
mentioning here, aspects that reflect on the history and meaning of
public relations itself.

•

•

•

•

•

First, throughout the interview, Bernays expressed an unabashedly
hierarchical view of society. Repeatedly, he maintained that although
most people respond to their world instinctively, without thought,
there exist an "intelligent few" who have been charged with the
responsibility of eontemplating and influeneing the tide of history.
Bm·nays pm·eeiv1~d nw as orw of tlwsu "f<~w," so he was willing to
slull'l~ his outlook with 1111~ in st.r·aij.\'htJor'WIU'd t.m·rns.
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Though he had written extensively, over a lifetime, about democracy and the important role that public relations plays in a democratic society, Bernays, himself, was clearly no democrat. He
expressed little respect for the average person's ability to think out,
understand, or act upon the world in which he or she lives.
"There are strange things about the culture," he intoned. "The
average IQ of the American public is 100, did you know that?"'l
Assuming I grasped what for him was obvious, Bernays then sketched
a picture of the public relations expert as a member of the "intelligent
few" who advises clients on how to "deal with the masses ... just by
applying psychology."
As a member of that intellectual elite who guides the destiny of
society, the PR "professional," Bernays explained, aims his craft at a
general public that is essentially, and unreflectively, reactive. Working
behind the scenes, out of public view, the public relations expert is "an
applied social scientist," educated to employ an understanding of
"sociology, psychology, social psychology, and economics" to influence
and direct public attitudes. Throughout our conversation, Bernays
conveyed his hallucination of democracy: A highly educated class of
opinion-molding tacticians is continuously at work, analyzing the
social terrain and adjusting the mental scenery from which the public
mind, with its limited intellect, derives its opinions.
Undoubtedly, this point of view offers a glimpse into Bernays.
More important, it reflects a foundational conceit governing the field
of public relations more broadly. While some have argued that public
relations represents a "two-way street" through which institutions
and the public carry on a democratic dialogue, the public's role within
that alleged dialogue is, most often, one of having its blood pressure
monitored, its temperature taken. 4

•

•

•

•

•

It should be noted that Bernays, at the time of our conversation,
thought that the field of "public relations" had failed to live up to his
"professional" expectations. "Today," he related to me with some
dismay, "any nitwit or dope or anybody can call himself or herself a
public relations counsel. I had a young woman call up two months ago,
and she said I hear you're nice to young people. Can I come in and see
you? And I said, what do you do? She said, 'I'm in public relations.' Ho
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I made a date with her, and when she came in-she was about twentyseven years old, a young woman, apparently intelligent"! said, 'What do you do?'
"She said, 'I'm in public relations.'
"I said, 'I didn't ask you that. I asked you what you did.'
"She said, 'I give out circulars in Harvard Square.'
"She was in public relations! [The term public relations] hasn't
only been misused, but people have used the name for press agents,
flacks, publicity men or women, individuals who simply try to get
pieces into the paper that are favorable to a client. Whereas, by my
definition, a public relations person, who calls themselves [sic] that, is
an applied social scientist who advises a client or employer on the
social attitudes and actions to take to win the support of the publics
upon whom his or her or its viability depends."

•

•

•

•

•

Another phase of the interview deserves special mention. I came to
visit Bernays because he was both a participant in, and a witness to,
the rise of public relations over a period of nearly three-quarters of a
century. Anticipating the interview, I hoped that his recollections
would provide me with some new and clear sense of the particular historical soil out of which public relations, as a phenomenon, grew. In
this regard I was, for the most part, frustrated.
Bernays's take on public relations was remarkable in that it
tended to ignore the particular processes or details of the periods
that had given rise to it. Throughout the interview, he described
public relations as a response to a transhistoric concern: the requirement, for those people in power, to shape the attitudes of the general
population.
For Bernays, public relations reflected the refinement of techniques developed to serve ancient purposes. He appeared to have
thought little about his life or his field as hearing the imprint of a specific historical era. As I prepared to depart from him, I felt a bit disappointed in this regard.
'rhen, as we began discussing the means hy which I would get
from his housn baek to the airpor·t, a em·ious conversation unfolded.
Amid a gnnnral eomplaint about thn <~ost of taxieabs, and aftm·
<•.oumu~linlo(" nw to saw rny IIIOIIPY and hop a t.r-oll<~y. Bnnrays indi-
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cated that he had never learned how to drive an automobile. I
expressed surprise. He explained that he had simply never had to
learn to drive; among his family's train of up to thirteen servants,
there was always a chauffeur. Bernays then proceeded to tell me the
story of one chauffeur in particular, a man he called "Dumb Jack."
Each day, he related to me, Dumb Jack would awaken at five
o'clock in the morning and prepare to drive Bernays and his wife (and
partner in public relations), Doris Fleishman, to the office. The
trusty chauffeur would then return to the family home to carry their
two daughters to school. From there, he would return to the office to
chauffeur Bernays and his wife to business meetings throughout the
day, taking time out to retrieve the daughters from their school. At
the end of the day, according to Bernays, a subdued Dumb Jack
would step into the kitchen and, as the cook prepared the evening
meal, would sit at the kitchen table, lay his head in his hands, and
take a nap. He would go to bed at nine, only to begin his routine
again the next morning at five. Comparing this situation favorably to
the cost of one cab ride to the airport today, Bernays ended his story
by saying that for all this work, Dumb Jack received a salary of
twenty-five dollars per week and got half a Thursday off every two
weeks.
"Not a bad deal," Bernays confided, characterizing the benefits
that his family had derived from Dumb Jack's years of compliant service. Then, with a lilt of nostalgia in his voice, he concluded his story:
"But that's before people got a social conscience."
At that moment, in that nostalgic reverie over a bygone era, my
quest for historical explanation-or at least a piece of it-was satisfied. In an incidental reference to "social conscience," Bernays had
illuminated a historic shift in the social history of property, shedding
inadvertent light on the conditions that gave birth to the practice of
public relations. As the twentieth century progressed, people were no
longer willing to accommodate themselves to outmoded standards of
deference that history, for millennia, had demanded of them.
Bernays was the child of a bourgeois world that was, in many
ways, still captivated by aristocratic styles of wealth, in which relations among the classes were marked, to a large extent, by deepseated patterns of allegiance-of obedience and obligation-between
masters and servants. Like Mr. Stevens (the Anthony Hopkins char-
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acter) in Remains of the Day, Dumb Jack was also a child of these
circumstances.
The "social conscience" to which Bernays had referred arrived at
that moment when aristocratic paradigms of deference could no
longer hold up in the face of modern, democratic, public ideals that
were boiling up among the "lower strata" of society. At that juncture,
strategies of social rule began to change, and the life and career of
Bernays, I should add, serves as a testament to that change.
The explosive ideals of democracy challenged ancient customs
that had long upheld social inequality. A public claiming the
birthright of democratic citizenship and social justice increasingly
called upon institutions and people of power to justify themselves and
their privileges. In the crucible of these changes, aristocracy began to
give way to technocracy as a strategy of rule. Bernays came to maturity in a society in which the exigencies of power were-by necessity-increasingly exercised from behind the pretext of the "common
good." Bernays, the child of aristocratic pretense who fashioned himself into a technician of mass persuasion, was the product of a "social
conscience" that had grasped the fact that a once submissive Dumb
Jack, in the contemporary world, would no longer be willing to place
his tired head quietly in his folded hands at the end of each day, only
to awaken and serve again the next morning. Born into privilege,
developing into a technocrat, Bernays illustrates the onus that the
twentieth century has placed on social and economic elites; they have
had to justify themselves continually to a public whose hearts and
minds now bear the ideals of democracy.
As I pursued my research following my encounter with Bernays
and repeatedly ran into the fear of an empowered public that ignited
the thinking of early practitioners of public relations, the story of
Dumb Jack-the man who was no more-came to mind again and
again, reminding me of the human flesh that encircles the bones of
broad institutional developments.

•

•

•

•

•

Another story bears repeating here. Toward the middle of our intervit~w, hoping that I could gain insight into the way Bernays
apJn·oadwd his pnwtieal work, I asked him to describe how he would
phw mul aUmul to a spt~t~ifit~ puhlie relations assignment. ~,irst of all,
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Bernays instructed, one must rid one's mind of the conventional
"press agent" image. "We've [speaking of himself] had no direct contact with the mass media for about fifty years." Rather, he continued,
the job of a public relations counsel is to instruct a client how to take
actions that "just interrupt ... the continuity of life in some way to
bring about the [media] response."
"How would you do that?" I asked.
Bernays thought for a moment and then turned toward his desk
'
where he had earlier placed the copy of my book. He picked it up and
began to fondle its cover between his small, pinkish-gray fingers,
glancing down at the front of the book, reading, to himself, the
descriptive material and blurbs that appeared on its back. Then, with
a tone of momentousness in his voice, he turned to me:
If you said to me, 'I would like more readers of this book'

[tapping the cover] ... I would immediately get in touch with
the largest American consumer association. And I would say
to the head of the consumer association, 'There are undoubtedly . . . I can't tell you the exact percentage, but X percentage of your members who are very definitely interested in
the images that come from a finance capitalist society and
who I think would enjoy hearing about that. Why don't you
devote one of your twelve meetings a year to consumer
images, the name of a new book, and I think it may be possible for me to get the author to talk to the New York meeting
and you then make an arrangement with American Tel and
Tel and have a videotape made of him beforehand and in
thirty of the largest cities of the United States that have the
American Consumer League, you listen to an in-depth concept of consumers and images ... .'
Then Bernays turned to me and, with an abracadabra tone in his
voice, summarized the imaginable result of his hypothetical phone call
to the head of the country's largest consumer association:
Every one of the consumer groups has contacts with the local
paper, and in some cases the AP may pick it up, or Reuters,
and you become an international star!
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I must acknowledge that I was thoroughly charmed. Here I was,
sitting with Edward Bernays-innovator and artiste of modern
public relations-listening to him apply his costly wizardry to me and
my book. I couldn't get over it and thought to myself, "What a flatterer. This guy really knows how to polish up the old apple." For
weeks after the interview, I was tickled by the incident, retelling it to
friends, students, whoever had the patience to listen. For me, the
story captured Bernays's engaging personality, his ingenious thought
process, his ability to garner a response.
Then, about three months after the interview-the incident
having faded from my immediate memory-I received a most surprising telephone call. It was from Steven Brobeck, president of the
Consumer Federation of America, one of the nation's largest and
most influential consumer organizations. Brobeck wanted to know if I
would be willing to serve as a keynote speaker at the upcoming Consumer Congress in Washington, D.C., a convention that would bring
together more than a thousand members of consumer organizations
from around the country. He wanted me to speak about American
consumer culture and the ways that seductive commercial images are
routinely employed to promote waste and disposability. C-Span, I was
informed, would be taping my keynote speech and would then cablecast it across the country.
I still do not know whether Bernays's hand was behind this invitation or whether the phone call was merely a result of sly coincidence. When I inquired as to the origin of the invitation, nowhere was
there any clear-cut, or even circumstantial, evidence of Bernays's
intervention.
But then I recalled another point in our lengthy conversation,
when Bernays sermonized on the invisibility with which public relations experts must, ideally, perform their handiwork.
When I mentioned to him that, even though Life magazine had
included him in the list of the one hundred most influential Americans in the twentieth century, most Americans would probably not
know who he was, he responded:
I'm sure of it. ... To the average American your name has to
he Walter Cronkite, or . . . [you have to be] the most beautif\tl girl ... sonw movie aetress they know.... In puhlie •·ela-
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Edward Bernays at ninety-nine: "If you said to me, 'I would like more readers of
this book' (tapping the cover of my book) ... I would immediately get in touch
with the largest American consumer association. And I would say to the head of
the consumers' association ... 'Why don't you devote one of your twelve meetings a year to consumer images?'" PHOTO: 1991 ©BARRY SPECTOR

tions, just as in law, you don't-nobody knows who the
lawyer of most people is, and that lawyer may do more than
the brain of the man who is theoretically doing it .... And I
think it should be that way because nobody knows who my
doctor is. I mean, except friends. And he may be the basis of
my living.
And there I was; the mystery still unsolved. Yet the question
remained, and remains, open. Things had uncannily come to pass
much as Bernays had described in his hypothetical disquisition on
the work of a PR practitioner, and I was left to ponder whether there
is any reality anymore, save the reality of public relations. Magnified
by my seductive encounter with Bernays, it is this question and its
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Bernays: "Every one of the consumer groups has contacts with the local paper,
and in some cases the AP may pick it up, or Reuters, and (poof!) you become an
international star!" ARCHIE BISHOP

implications for contemporary life that stand at the heart of this
book.

•

•

•

•

•

One last point. I had gone to Cambridge to interview Bernays and
gather hidden details about the history of the hidden-yet
omnipresent-activity of public relations. In retrospect, I had
gTeatly underestimated the individual with whom I would be talking.
I had presupposed that this keenly aware shaper of public perception, this trader· in realities, was at the same time open to being candidly <~mss-<~XIUnirwd. Yd in the days following our meeting, it
IH~<'aiiiP dear· to IIW that my <~ntire visit had lwen ordwstr·atPd by a
vir·tuoso.

He had even offered me the key by which the pageantry of our
encounter might have been unlocked. During the extensive taped
interview that I assumed I was conducting, Bernays had at one point
turned to me and announced:
News is any overt act which juts out of the routine of circumstance .... A good public relations man advises his client ...
to carry out an overt act ... interrupting the continuity of
life in some way to bring about a response.
From the time I had approached the door of his house, waiting
impatiently for an answer; to my ride on the staircase elevator; to my
walk through the gallery of historical photographs; on to the time,
five hours later, when we parted company, Bernays-who still
claimed to charge $1,000 per hour consulting fees-was giving me,
free of charge, an empirical object lesson in public relations. Above all
else that I gathered from my journey to Cambridge, this was the
prime benefit of my brush with Bernays: experiencing the man himself-still spry at one hundred-in action. 5

2
Dealing in
Reality: Protocols
of Persuasion
F

my readers who are also writers, you know too
well that writing can be a lonely and painful task. No matter how
effortlessly the words may appear to flow on a finally printed page,
behind those words-unseen-lie countless hours, weeks, even years
of quandary, confusion, and doubt. As with movies-in which the
semblance of spontaneity and reality usually corresponds to the
extent to which a film has been laboriously constructed, worked, and
reworked-words that reside on a page usually require frustrating
periods of tedious assembling, reassembling, and editing. Even in
works of "dispassionate" scholarship, of which this book is not an
example, stagecraft and truth inevitably collide.
Fbr me, the burdens of creation have especially characterized
work on this book. It has been more than ten years since I first got
the bright idea to write a book about what, at first glance, appeared
to be the most "natural" of topics: the role of public relations in
twentieth-century American life. Unhappily, it was this sense of "the
obvious" that made this project so difficult for me.
!..Jiving in a society in which nearly every moment of human attention is exposed to the game plans of spin doctors, image managers,
pitehmen, eommunications consultants, public information officers,
u.ud puhli(~ r·elations speeialists, the boundaries of my inquiry
OR THOSE AMONG

u.ppmu·ed

Hmunle~o~s,

and the shape that rny IUIH.Iysis should take, illu-
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sive. Surveying the American cultural habitat, I observed that nearly
every arena of public communication-the windows through which
we come to know our world-was touched by the deliberate activities
. l s. " 1 As I proceeded, the necessary distance
of " compl'1ance pro£esswna
from my subject matter seemed impossible to achieve.
Delving into the historical record, searching for footprints of the
people, ideas, and events that had propelled the growth of a "PR" culture, I discovered a similarly daunting terrain. The intersections
between the rise of public relations and those broader historical turns
that have altered the fabric of public life were also ineffable-or at
least difficult to identify or describe. Repeatedly, just as I believed I
was nearing a point of clarity, I would be overcome by the sinking
feeling that my topic had, once again, slipped through my fingers. In
this condition, I was becoming increasingly difficult to live with.
Along with these vexations, another phantom soon began to haunt
my intellectual soul. Here I was, writing about a topic that was essentially public-whatever that term may mean-yet my research and
writing activities were overwhelmingly private. Inspecting timeworn
documents in the Wertheim Study at the New York Public Library or
pouring through materials in the AT&T Archives in Warren New
' and
Jersey, or trying to make sense of my interviews with Bernays
numerous other public relations pioneers and practitioners, I was tormented by a sense of isolation. Though I was discovering a fascinating
history, unearthing some eloquent artifacts, I desperately craved a
more social milieu in which to discuss and think about what I was
encountering. (On occasion, I must insert, this sense of isolation was
relieved by my research associates, Steve Duncombe and Andy
Mattson. They accompanied me on a number of fruitful archival expeditions, furnishing aid, insight, and much-appreciated companionship.)
In the spring of 1993, I moved toward a decision that would in
'
time, prove indispensable to the completion of my project. I resolved
to begin teaching a course-a plainly unfinished course-in which I
would establish my opportunity to exchange ideas with others (students at Hunter College, City University of New York, where I teach),
to air and test out my discoveries and thoughts on the social history
of publicity and promotion in twentieth-eentury Amerien. It. f<~lt
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risky-What if I had nothing to say?-but, to my confused and lonesome mind, imperative.
In the fall of that year, nearly three years after I had gone to
visit Edward Bernays in Cambridge, Massachusetts, I started
teaching my brand-new course to an assembly of upper-level undergraduate students at Hunter. Consistent with my subject matter, and
following Bernays's injunction to create something that "juts out of
the routine ... to bring about a response," I furnished the course
with a deliberately enigmatic and provocative title: The CULT(ure)
of Publicity.
I began teaching the course with the expectation that my subject
matter would cover the rise of public relations practices in the United
States and would explore those ideas, events, and individuals that
have had an impact on this development. I opened the course with the
story you have just read: of my visit to Bernays, of the charming
lesson he gave me on the practice of public relations, of the ways this
visit prefigured the study that follows.
Though I expected that the course would be of interest to students-examining a prominent, if taken-for-granted, feature of their
world-it did not occur to me that the class, itself, would provide the
students and myself with a venue for testing out public relations techniques. Once again-as was the case with my earlier assumption that
Bernays was no longer alive-I was wrong.
In mid-September I received a phone call from Maria Terrone,
who runs the public relations office for Hunter College. She had just
heard from Lynn Palazzi, a reporter for New York Newsday, one of the
city's three tabloid dailies. Palazzi was interested in writing a story
about "interesting courses being taught at colleges throughout the
city" and wanted to talk to me about the CULT(ure) of Publicity.
'I'errone wanted to make sure I was willing to talk with Palazzi and
that I would permit her to visit my classroom.
Within a few days, on Monday, September 20, I received a congenial telephone call from Palazzi herself. I responded to her request in
a f'r·imully, yet professor·ial, tone. "I would be glad to have you eome,"
I told hm·, "but this is a sm·ious eour·se, and I don't want to have it
tm·rwd into a <~ir·<ms." I told hPr' that I must insist ou two <~onditions.
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First, I asked her not to bring a photographer to class or to take
any pictures herself. Taking pictures, I explained, would unavoidably
disrupt the class session, which I didn't want.
Second, I told her that I did not plan to inform the class that she
would be coming, again to "avoid disruption." She should try to enter
the classroom so as to blend in with the students. I was confident, I
added, in her ability to achieve anonymity; it was still early in the
semester, and students had not yet familiarized themselves with
everyone else in the class.
She accepted the stipulations with good humor and even seemed
to relish the knowledge of being in on a harmless deception. "I look
very young," she informed me, injecting that she would be able to
blend in quite effortlessly.
An unusual opportunity had dropped into my lap. On Wednesday
afternoon, September 22-the session directly preceding Palazzi's
upcoming visit-I met with my class and informed them that "next
Monday a Newsday reporter will be coming to our class." I informed
them of her purpose-to write an article on interesting courses being
taught around the city; I also told them that she would be coming to
class with the belief that none of the students would know she was
there. I suggested to the class that this provided us with a perfect
occasion to test out some of the techniques outlined by Bernays. I
added that in 1947, in an essay entitled "The Engineering of Consent," Bernays had provided the following guidance for our goodnatured mischief. "News is not an inanimate thing," he had
instructed. "It is the overt act that makes news, and news in turn
shapes the attitudes and actions of people."
A good criterion as to whether something is or is not news is
whether the event juts out of the pattern of routine. The developing of events and circumstances that are not routine is one of
the basic functions of the engineer of consent. Events so planned
can be projected over the communication systems to infinitely
more people than those actually participating, and such events
vividly dramatize ideas for those who do not witness the events.
'l'he imaginatively managed event ean compete SlW<~essfully
with othm· events for attention. Newsworthy eventH, involvilllo\'
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people, usually do not happen by accident. They are planned
deliberately to accomplish a purpose, to influence our ideas
and actions. 2
What could we do to turn our class into "news"? Given the fact that
a newspaper reporter was actually coming to our class-fully expecting
that she'd be inconspicuously observing a routine class session in
process-we began to discuss what we as a group might do clandestinely to shape the experience of the class for her, so as to influence the
way she would write about the class. This, after all, was what public
relations experts do all the time. With an infectious sense of amusement, we ventured into the intoxicating realm of PR strategizing.
Students excitedly offered suggestions about what might be done
to put a "spin" on things. Some of the early suggestions verged on the
comical. One student suggested that the entire class should address
me as "Dad" during the class session. Another student proposed that
each time I said something to the class, students would rise and recite
an occult chant. Some responded angrily to these ideas, saying that
they would only succeed in making the class look ridiculous. Others
added that the reporter, unless she was comatose, would surely figure
out that she was being put on. It was our job, some inserted, to do
something noticeable that, at the same time, seemed like "reality."
This led into a discussion of what our goals were. Were we simply
interested in jutting out, or did we want to jut out for a particular
purpose? The purpose, most students quickly agreed, was to make the
class "look good," "look interesting," meet the reporter's standard of
"intriguing." Suggestions poured out from the students, and by the
end of the class period, we had decided upon the following plan:

1: In terms of supplying provocative subject matter for the reporter,
the class decided that we'd open up the class with students
bringing in articles they'd clipped from local newspapers.
Newsday articles would be prominent.
Reading passages from their clippings, students would interpret
how each article-though outwardly an objective news reportwas shaped by the handiwork of public relations professionals.
2: Htudents Wl~t·e interested in communicating the impression that
this was lllt exhihu·atinf.{ eours1~ and that they, as students, partie-
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ipated with enthusiasm. To achieve this aim, we decided that students, throughout the class period, would raise their hands to
indicate an interest in participating in the discussion. They
decided that they would do so prominently and regularly but with
enough constraint to ensure an aura of realism. We arrived at a
set of silent signals to keep the discussion moving: Those students
who actually had something to say would raise their right hands;
those with nothing to say, who were only adding to an imago of
participation, would raise their left hands. That way, no one
would be embarrassed.
3: Our last plan was, in retrospect, the most perilous. Someone in
the class broached the idea that everybody should arrive in class
on Monday dressed in black. Her feeling was that this visual
touch would add a tone of mystery, a sense of import, a kind of
bohemian intellectual tone to the proceedings. One man in the
class objected, insisting that the color black would effect a nmereal-accordingly negative-impression. Partial to wearing black
myself, however, and ignoring the man's admonition, I unwarily
endorsed this last suggestion.
Surrounding all these tactical decisions stood one overarching
strategic commitment. Under no circumstances, we vowed, should
anyone let on that he or she was aware of the stranger among us. The
die was cast, the plan was laid, and the class was adjourned.
On Monday, September 27, Palazzi arrived at my office. She was
right about looking "like a student." She appeared to be in her early
twenties, and her casual dress (black jeans, a pink top, Doc Martens
oxfords) was appropriately studentlike. My attire (black jeans and
boots, a black shirt and vest) likewise seemed unexceptionable.
We began our interview without any indication of what would
soon follow. She asked me about what motivated me to teach the
class. We also discussed the course's scope and my pedagogical
goals.
Then, in an instant, I realized that public relations thinking had
already left an imprint on her· visit. Sp<~eifieally, slw asked why I had
"spelled" the c~om·se namc~ as I had: ( 111111'(111'<') of' P11hlidt.y, instead
of Cultm·<~ of' Puhlic~ity. Hlu~ indic1at.od U111t. my t.ypoM"t·aphimtl
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(pre)TENSION was what had initially caught her eye about the
course. I explained that that was "the idea": to incorporate the wizardry of my subject matter directly into the course title, to make it
stand out from the usual course. I added that my emphasis on the
word CULT, was also a reference to the ways that public relations
people often define their job as one that requires mesmerizing, more
than informing, the public mind.
As class time drew near, I asked her to enter the room on her
own, like any student coming from a prior class. I was concerned, I
told her, that if we entered the class together, the students might
think she was a "special guest." She agreed and told me she would
probably be giving me a call over the next week, to do some "followup." I said "Fine," and then we parted company.
At 4:15PM-five minutes late, to let the visual impact of our plan
sink in-I entered the class and walked to the front. I looked out at
the class and was stunned. Nearly every student, about forty people,
was in attendance. All but Palazzi (whose pink top stuck out at the
far left of my vision) were arrayed in black-an unnerving sight. I
was paralyzed, feeling, for an instant, that I had walked in on some
demonic conclave and sensing a chilling moisture surfacing on my
skin. Nothing had prepared me for the effect our visual stunt would
have on me.
Then, in another instant as I focused past the black and discovered my students' expectant and empathic faces our good-natured, if
positively weird, deception proceeded as planned. Aside from the eerie
darkness of the gathering, our plan fared well. The students had
brought in clippings and they participated energetically. An authentically stimulating discussion unfolded. After a while, I moved on to
talk about the uses of publicity during the Progressive Era, with students using agreed-upon hand signals to ask questions, offer comments, or look interested along the way.
I must confess, however, that the visual shock of the tableau
twver left my consciousness. And when the class ended, and I noticed
Palazzi holt abi'Uptly out of the room, I had the uneasy feeling that
cnn· sdwmc~ had baektired on us, that the sartorial gloom had spooked
hPt'.

•

•

•

A week after the exercise had taken place, I had still not heard
from our reporter. I assumed my worst fears were right, that the
scene had so alarmed her that she had decided to drop us from the
list of courses she would be surveying. I almost blinked, and I thought
of calling her, but decided that a phone call would only confirm that
something had been up. Weeks and then months followed; I received
no call from Palazzi and no word that the article had appeared. I and
the students brushed aside our misbegotten stab at doing PR and
went about our business.

As the course persisted into late November, and the episode
dimmed from memory, I again received a call from Terrone. She was
calling to let me know that she had just heard from Palazzi; the
article was about to appear.
On December 1, I purchased Newsday and eagerly leafed through
to find an article entitled "College Lite," a compendium of "intriguing
and just plain wacky stuff falling from the ivory tower this fall."
Though I was somewhat put off by the disdainful headline-which I
assumed the reporter had nothing to do with-I looked down to the
body of the piece and searched for the section dealing with my course.
Here, in its entirety, is Lynn Palazzi's description of the course:
Almost 50 blocks north of Druks' 21st Street classroom [a
reference to another course described in the article], J efferson's most famous writing-The Declaration of Independence-is being deconstructed and taught, not as a historical
document, but as the ultimate piece of propaganda. Stuart
Ewen, a media-studies professor at Hunter College has built
a course titled "The CULT(ure)of Publicity" around the
guiding principle that our society has evolved into a publicityridden place where "truth is largely defined as that which will
sell to an audience."
Ewen says his goal is to encourage his students-25 or so
urban hipsters wearing varying shades of black-to cast a
more critical eye upon the images and messages they're bombarded with every day. With current front-page fodder for discussion, the elass often sounds Jess like a lecture and mor·p
like a eot't'ee-house exchange of idmts. l<Jwen explninH t.hn
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altered spelling of "culture" suggests "some kind of mesmerism, a power other than reason."
"This is a society where people feel they're constant targets
of instrumental messages, and that often makes them feel
paranoid, as if others are pulling the strings," he says. "As a
result, I think they're very interested in getting a handle on it."
One way Ewen helps broaden students' understanding of
the power of PR is by giving them a backstage pass into the
world of corporate image-making. Because PR strategists are
unwilling to speak about campaigns currently in development,
Ewen compensates by going back to documents like the
selected letters of P. T. Barnum or proceedings from a 1928
AT&T conference and working forward to let students see
how the other half thinks. 3
That afternoon, as the class convened for its regular Wednesday
session, we looked over the article with glee. All were dazzled by the
significance and success of our experiment. While the article's version
of the actual class substance was slipshod and, to some extent, inaccurate, our blueprint for "impression management" had clearly
achieved its goals.
The eccentric typography of the course title had drawn comment
and explanation. The decision to use news items as a centerpiece for
spirited discussion had secured the reporter's attention. The combination of black clothing and free-flowing-if somewhat packagedparticipation had transformed us into a group of "urban hipsters,"
participating in "a coffee-house exchange of ideas." Palazzi's underestimation of the class's size only reflected the convincing semblance of
intimacy we had created. Gratified and amused, we congratulated
ourselves on having mastered the Way of Spin.

•

•

•

•

•

In truth, though, one need not have enrolled in The CULT(ure) of
Publicity to have pulled off our little coup. The ability to publicizeself, product, concept, issue, or institution-is a basic survival skill in
eontemporary life, and field-tested publicity techniques are everywlwm to lll~ found. Beyond the assistance our studies were providing,
tJw leHHOIIH that. KJtided us in our· st.mtngie HflJH'oudl to a visiting
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Newsday reporter are repeated, again and again, across the expanse
of our cultural horizon. If our academic parlor game was, on the scale
of things, innocuous and amusing, the use of public relations techniques-as routinely employed by institutions of social, economic,
military, or political power-may lead to more serious consequences:

• Bernays, throughout his long career, insisted that public relations
is the science of "creating circumstances," mounting events that
are calculated to stand out as "newsworthy," yet, at the same
time, which do not appear to be staged. The field of public relations continues to hold to this dictum, routinely mapping out prearranged occurrences that are projected to look and sound like
impromptu truths. A potent specimen of this practice can be
found in the months that preceded the U.S. entry into the Persian
Gulf War in the winter of 1991.
Some months before, during the fall of 1990, a particularly
alarming story began to be circulated by American news agencies.
Fbllowing the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the report affirmed, Iraqi
soldiers entered hospitals in Kuwait City and removed hundreds
of premature infants from incubators, leaving them to die on cold
hospital floors. Appearing again and again in the American news
media, the story attested to the profound cruelty of the invasionary force.
The source of this story was an anonymous fifteen-year-old
Kuwaiti girl, called N ayirah, who had testified to the horrific
events before the Congressional Human Rights Caucus on
October 10, 1990. According to her story, she was a "hospital volunteer" and a firsthand witness to the purported barbarism. To
ensure her continued safety, the head of the caucus announced,
the girl's true identity had to be kept secret.
Only much later, after the Persian Gulf War was fading into
the historical record, did it turn out that "Nayirah" was, in fact,
Nayirah al-Sabah, daughter of the Kuwaiti ambassador to the
United States. Her actual whereabouts, at the time the alleged
cruelties had taken place, were questionable; she had been witness
to no such events.
Beyond the dubiousness of her· tale, it also turned out that the
mm~tinf.( of the Congn~ssional Ilurruu1 !tights Caueus it.solf' had
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been the brainchild of Gary Hymel, a vice-president of Hill and
Knowlton, one of the largest public relations firms in the world.
Hymel had graciously provided the caucus with all the witnesses
that it heard. Hymel and Hill and Knowlton were on the payroll
of the Kuwaiti royal family in exile and had been given the assignment of manufacturing public support for this U.S. military
intervention. 4
Nayirah's shocking testimony was but one created circumstance in an involved plan to inflame American public outrage.
Within a few months, tales such as hers had readied the public
mind and had led the nation into war.
• The calculated simulation of enthusiasm-a significant aspect of
our classroom encounter with the Newsday reporter-is also
common within contemporary culture. In a variety of configurations, the "applause sign" has ascended as a social principle. Statistical poll results are continuously broadcast, emphasizing the
popularity (or lack thereof) of politicians; policies; products; and,
of course, wars. "Grassroots" expression is now being manufactured by firms specializing in the generation of "extemporaneous"
public opposition or support. (In the PR industry, such orchestrated "grassroots" mobilizations are referred to as ''Astro Turf
Organizing.") A 1993 New York Times article delineated the activities of one such firm:
Consider Bonner & Associates, which occupies an
entire floor of one of Washington's pricier office buildings .... This company is among a new breed of Washington firms that has turned grass-roots organizing
techniques to the advantage of its high-paying clients,
generally trade associations and corporations ....
[T]he new campaigns are sometimes intended to
appear spontaneous .... [T]he rise of this industry has
made it hard to tell the difference between manufactured public opinion and genuine explosions of popular
sentiment.
Bonner & Associates specializes in seizing on
unformed public sentiment, marshalling local interest
groups and raining faxes, phone calls and letters on
Congr·ess or the White House on a few days' notice. 5
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arti•FACT
In 1993-94, as the Clinton administration moved to establish federally guaranteed medical coverage for all
Americans, the Medical-Industrial Complex (M-I-C) went into high gear in an effort to defeat the legislation and protect its highly profitable status quo. In a colossal public relations blitz, calculated to turn
public opinion against universal health insurance, more than one hundred fifty mill!on dollars was spent
by an alliance of vested interests: the pharmaceutical industry, the insurance industry, the American
Medical Association, and other elements of the illness establishment.
In order to smother public fervor for comprehensive health care legislation, however, the M-I-C had to
present its case as if It were coming from ordinary Americans. To effect this charade, a number of purported citizens' organizations sprang up, expressing apparently homespun opposition to federally guaranteed health care.
One such group was the Coalition for Health Insurance Choices which proclaimed itself "A Coalition of
thousands of Americans, from every walk of life and every corner of the country, who are concerned
about health care reform," but was actually funded by the Health Insurance Association of America, a
lobbying group for the insurance industry. In a series of television ads produced by this group, two
ordinary Americans, "Harry and Louise," conveyed their personal fears about the prospect of guaranteed
health care.
Another "third party" front group was RxPartners, which sought to manufacture a seemingly "grassroots" defense of unregulated pharmaceutical pricing policies, but was-in fact--established by a confederacy of large drug companies including Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Hoffmann-LaRoche, Searle,
Upjohn, and Warner Lambert. To construct the semblance of a public outcry against proposed drug price
controls, RxPartners employed "Astro-turf organizing" techniques. As seen in an actual example (Figure
1, below], pre-written letters, with pre-addressed envelops, were sent to people throughout the United
States, ready to be signed and mailed to an appropriate Senator or Congressman.

The Honorable Daniel Moynihan
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Movnihan:
I am opposed to price controls, particularly on an Industry as innovative as
pharmaceuticals. This industry Is the world's leader in developing new wonder drugs
that help millions of Americans every year.

We cannot take the risk that price controls will adversely affect the research and
development of new medicine for future generations. especially since price controls
have never worked.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ewen
New York. NY -

Figure I: An actual astro-turf organizing letter generated by RxPartners, a "third party" front organization which really spoke
for huge pharmaceutical corporations.
ARCHIE BISHOP

• The use of unspoken visual techniques to create a mood-an
approach that in our classroom ground plan was a risky but ultimately effective element-is also rampant throughout the society.
Presidents deliver speeches before dramatic backdrops, carefully
seleeted to br-ing about the desired responses. Corporations invest
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millions on logo designs, conceding that typography has a miraculous ability to convey a particular sensibility or feeling.
More and more, the microscopic details of public communication practice reveal the fingerprints of such thinking. A paradigmatic example of this arrived, unsolicited, in my mailbox at
Hunter College some time back.
While at first glance its source and intent are ambiguous, Life
Is in the Balance turned out to be a lavishly produced "educational" brochure from the Dow Chemical Corporation, posing an
argument against the environmental regulation of the petrochemical industry.
A key question is whether or not the government
should have the final say in most risk reduction. Or
should it be up to the individual person to decide when
he wishes to purchase potentially risky substances ...
[R]isk-taking is part of the balance that makes life
worth living. We can't deny our children that legacy of
hope and challenge by deciding for them that life should
be cushioned against all risk. They should have some
choice in their own tomorrow-a choice to risk sorrow
and learn from it, and above all, the right to risk failure
for success and joy."
In the booklet, escalating stockpiles of toxic waste or the
serious environmental hazards associated with petrochemical
industries go unmentioned. An emotional rhetoric of "individual"
choice and the rights of "our children" provides a heavily laden
disguise for the interests of corporate power.
Yet beyond the confines of conventional language, in a wordless attempt to resonate with the public's increasingly critical
ecological consciousness, the booklet is clad in a forest green
cover, is filled with burnt umber pencil sketches, and is printed
in earth tones. Optical suggestion-a feeling tone of environmental responsibility-is used to varnish the stony argument
that toxicity and the purported contamination of the biosphere
ar-e woundless anxieties. Implicit within all this is a public relations truism: It's not what you say, hut how you say it, that
111aU.1H•s.
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• The extent to which the techniques of our classroom experiment
were able to convey a persuasive intellectual tone for Palazzi's
article, while the substance of the class discussion-as it
appeared in her story-was misrepresented or neglected is likewise not unusual. This imbalance is an exemplary result of public
relations strategies that are aimed at creating impressions while,
in the process, bypassing or downplaying substantive content.
Though in our planning session there was some emphasis placed
on the kind of materials we'd be discussing in the following class,
the greater part of our effort was spent talking about activities
that would magnify and enhance the class's aura.
Such calculations may occur in the most incongruous circumstances. On May 4, 1992-as Los Angeles burned in the wake of
rioting-Advertising Age (a trade journal of the allied advertising
and public relations industries) published the following frontpage panacea for handling the social upheaval:

The time to bring the power of advertising to bear on the
urban rioting that broke out last week is now. ... There are
those who believe the issues involved have nothing to do
with the advertising business, that poverty, despair and
many forms of racism are at the root ofthe problem .... ¥Vi;
don't agree. Certainly, economic conditions play a role, but
so does a shared set of values that make community possible. Voices of restraint are uryently needed to counter the
angry voices of those bent on violence and thefP
'fhe article then suggested that running-shoe companiesgiven their widely acknowledged credibility in the ghetto-provided natural pipelines for the nullification of inner-city rage.
While a torrent of such publicity followed the I~ riots-under a
catchy slogan, Rebuild the Dream-much of South Central LA
still lies in rubble, and the gadgetry of image-management continues to be employed as an approach of first resort.
'l'his kind of thinking-prizing message before suhstmwehas he<•ome typi<~al in om· S()(~iety. 'l'lu~ down playing- of substantive
So<•iaJ <'otl«fif.ions and f.IH~ f'H.tllilint· l'l'lillll«~l~ 011 bt'HIId-tiiUIIC~I'l 01'
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celebrities to address social ills is a peculiar and, as social problems intensify, will be an increasingly problematic feature of our
culture.

•

•

•

•

•

As should be apparent from these several case histories, the methods
employed by our CUI~T(ure) of Publicity class, while bracing for a
Newsday reporter's visit, embody techniques that are widespread
within present-day American society. Yet these contemporary illustrations of PR practice reveal something more. Public relations cannot
be understood simply as an array of value-free techniques employed
for steering news coverage or influencing public opinion. The rise and
consequence of public relations within our world must also be placed
in relation to the motives, the assumptions, and the history of power.
Standing behind the story of N ayirah, for example, are petroleum
interests in the Middle East, interests that have guided the history
and fate of that region for more than a century. Without scrutinizing
historical patterns of power in that area of the world, the story of
Nayirah and the war it helped to instigate makes little sense.
Similarly, the existence of organizations like Bonner & A-;sociates,
which can muster a display of "grassroots" sentiment, on behalf of powerful clients at a moment's notice, can only be comprehended if placed
within a historical context in which elites have been compelled, more
and more, to recognize and respond to the weight of "public opinion."
The visual techniques employed by Dow Chemical Corporation, in
Life Is in the Balance, must likewise be contextualized within the
long-sometimes deadly-history in which American business, particularly the petrochemical industry, has habitually resisted governmental regulation and public accountability. It must also be seen in
relation to over a century of public antagonism toward habitual corporate arrogance.
r~ast, Advertising Age's suggestion that advertising should be
<~mployed to subdue popular outrage in South Central r~os Angeles
disdoses a now entrenched reflex of American business: to employ
idnolog-i<'al pabulum in lieu of addressing concrete social and economi<~ iJH~quitins. gmbedded within such schemes lies a nervous preO<~<·.upntion with tlw perils of dmnoenwy that has ehaperoned the
~I'Owth of' <'ot'por·att~ puhli<· r·dntions f'or· tH~al'ly a t~mrtury.
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In a democratic society, the interests of power and the interests of
the public are often at odds. The rise of public relations is testimony
to the ways that institutions of vested power, over the course of the
twentieth century, have been compelled to justifY and package their
interests in terms of the common good.
In the 1920s, for example, when Bernays published his pioneering handbooks, Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923) and Propaganda (1928), he described modern society as one in which "the
masses" had become increasingly bold, increasingly threatening to the
customary interests of order. There is, he wrote, an "increased readiness of the public, due to the spread of literacy and democratic forms
of government, to feel that it is entitled to its voice in the conduct" of
all aspects of society. s This sense of entitlement, he spelled out, was
the inherent outcome of a historical process that had placed new and
treacherous demands on the doorposts of "the higher strata of
society."
The steam engine, the multiple press, and the public school,
that trio of the industrial revolution, have taken the power
away from kings and given it to the people .... [A]nd the
history of the industrial revolution shows that power passed
from the king and the aristocracy to the bourgeoisie. Universal suffrage and universal schooling reenforced this tendency, and at last even the bourgeoisie stood in fear of the
common people. 9
In the face of such challenges from below, Bernays argued, the
ability to shape and direct public opinion had become essential to the
maintenance of order. In 1923, paraphrasing ideas that he borrowed
from the German sociologist Ferdinand Tonnies, Bernays maintained
that "the future of civilization" lay in the capacity of elites to guide
public opinion efficiently.
It is certain that the power of public opinion is constantly
increasing and will keep on increasing. It is equally eertain
that it is more and more being influene!~d, ehnnged, stirmd by
impulses from below. 'rtw dangm· whid1 this devnloprmmt !~on-
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tains for a progressive ennobling of human society and a progressive heightening of human culture is apparent. The duty
of the higher strata of society-the cultivated, the learned,
the expert, the intellectual-is therefore clear. They must
inject moral and spiritual motives into public opinion. 10
"Intelligent men," Bernays instructed five years later, "must
realize that propaganda is the modern instrument by which they can
fight for productive ends and help to bring order out of chaos." 11
More than the deployment of grand-scale parlor tricks, Bernays
understood his work as a response to endemic social conflicts, as a
strategy for combating or-better yet-managing democratic
appetites.
The perpetual hazards of democracy and the need to meet and
circumvent popular opposition continue to percolate in the public
relations literature. Philip Lesly, a prominent figure in the American
public relations fraternity going back to the 1940s, publishes a
bimonthly newsletter, Managing the Human Climate, in which he discusses issues encompassing public relations and public affairs. Here
again, in the cogitations of a PR pundit, we encounter a note of forewarning, a beleaguered sense that "the masses" are banging at the
gate.
"Issues are increasing and activism is booming again," begins the
September-October 1993 issue of Managing the Human Climate.
Deploring those who protest about AIDS, global warming, abuse of
the elderly, and civil rights, Lesly concludes that the "climate of our
times is focusing on those who claim to be victims-of everything
except their own failings." "Together," he argues, this "Victims Movement" constitutes a "majority-a formidable array of opposition to
established organizations and institutions." To those in charge of such
organizations and institutions, he warns, this requires a "sophisticated strategy to survive."
Lesly' s rhetoric reverberates with a sense of social and historical
emergency. Depicting opposition groups as a social contagion, he
argues that the "ability to fend off such activism now calls for a 'vaceine' against unsound assaults, just as polio required the Salk and
Habin vaeeines." 12 The March-April 1994 issue of Managinr1 the
1/umttn Olimtttt! reit1~rntes the diseuse annlogy:
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• No organization now can afford to let the climate of attitudes develop by accident or through outside forces. It must
work to create its own climate.
• This calls for constant efforts to anticipate ... to read
trends that may create the climate to be coped with. It is
now far more effective to "inoculate" the publics in advance
rather than react when an attack comes. 13
There are a number of tactical suggestions in the newsletterhow to shape the "public agenda," how to "funnel" information into
the "opinion-forming process"; warnings not to "attack opponents'
positions head-on. Don't debate"; "Couching things in the selfinterest of the audience is now mandatory"; and so forth-but at the
core of Lesly's recommendations lies a vision of a society in which the
forces of order are threatened, at every juncture, by the forces of
"self-inflicted chaos." He concludes, urgently:
The trend toward chaos is so pronounced that there now are
instruction books on how to live with it. The real need is how
to live without it: If you want any control over your life and
your loved ones', oppose decontrol and deconstruction wherever
it pops up. 14
In the face of such hyperbole, it is easy to be dismissive. Yet as
I've roamed around the historical record, looking for footprints that
might illuminate the emergence of an Age of Public Relations, I've
encountered such expressions of unease with democracy again and
again. For nearly a century, the attempt to contain the forces of
"chaos" has possessed the evolution of PR thinking and, more than
anything else, it is the glue that holds the history of corporate public
relations together. It is to that history and that persistent struggle
with "chaos" that we now must turn.

PART 2

''The Crowd Is
in the Saddle'':
Progressive Politics
and the Rise of
Public Relations

3
Truth Happens:
An Age of
Publicity Begins
I

1907 THE EMINENT American philosopher, William James, published a book entitled Pragmatism: A New Name for Old Ways of
Thinking. In its pages he summed up a lifetime of tortuous speculation
on the foundations of human belief, on the volatile mental processes
through which people come to know and comprehend their world.
Though sixty-five years of age and approaching the end of his life,
James continued to propose ideas about truth that dismissed the
notion that there are any such things as timeless verities. At an age
when many find refuge in unbending conservatism, James held to the
conviction that there are no absolute truths; there is no consummate
gospel by which people-regardless of their circumstances-may live.
Truth, insisted James, exists in a perpetual state of flux. It is
nothing more than a by-product of human history, an intrinsic outcome of people interacting with their world and elaborating-or disputing-shared assumptions about its terms. "The truth of an idea,"
James declared, "is not a stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made true by events.'n
N

Then-appropriating a fitting analogy in a society in which a
rnar·ket Peonomy and large-scale finance capital were increasingly
shaping the tPrms of national lifp-,James likened the substantiality
of t.l'llth to Umt ot' puper rnmwy.
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Truth lives ... for the most part on a credit system. Our
thoughts and beliefs "pass," so long as nothing challenges
them, just as bank-notes pass so long as nobody refuses them.
As long as people accept the value of each other's truths, he
explained, these truths assume the character of legal tender. They are
passed from person to person without thought or comment like dollar
bills. If, however, events or discoveries occur that weaken or challenge
a people's faith in these ideas, James contended, "the fabric of truth"
breaks down "like a financial system with no cash-basis whatever." 3
In short, James's solution to the riddle of truth was that truth is
something that results from an ongoing-if generally unacknowledged-audit in the public mind. When that audit fails to substantiate the validity of a truth or of a previously accepted body of truth,
an entire system of belief, a worldview, stands in jeopardy and willby stress of historical circumstances-turn to dust. In place of old,
of seeing will
discarded truths, James maintained, new _ways
.................,_"·----·
inevitably arise, truths that are once again able to withstand the
scrutiny of public examination.
James's interpretation of truth as something profoundly
unstable-susceptible to the processes and judgments of ongoing
social verification-was not merely an eccentric example of American
philosophical speculation. When James wrote that "truth happens to
an idea," many contemporaries concurred. Such observations were
increasingly in the air.
Conforming to the logic of its own perspective, "pragmatism's
conception of truth" was itself a by-product of the history that it
occupied .•James's impression of a world in which truth endures a
chronic state of critical appraisal and the outlines of reality are in a
constant state of flux spoke to an environment in which pitched battles over meaning were already taking place-battles to name what
is, to define the social, political, and economic contours of America's
future.
~

-··~~·.

The period between the end of the Civil War and the first decade
of the twentieth century was, for many people in the United States, a
per·iod of profound confusion and turmoil. From being a highly
r·c~gionalized, preindustrial nation in which a relatively dispamtc~
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middle class (comprised, for the most part, of Anglo-American merchants, professionals, artisans, and small landowners) set the social,
economic, and cultural patterns of life in provincial towns and rural
areas, America was now becoming a society driven-in unison-by
an expanding industrial behemoth. Large-scale national economic
consolidation was under way in a wide range of industries, andmore and more-a small number of powerful, disdainfully arrogant
men were dictating the social circumstances and life rhythms of
countless people throughout the United States.
This all-encompassing truth inescapably gave rise to others. For
the customary, localized middle classes-small-businessmen and
others who saw themselves being overshadowed and rendered obsolete-the disdainful misconduct of "robber barons" and the palpable
encroachments of giant enterprises were particularly loathsome. A
sense that their world was being torn asunder and that they were
being rapidly propelled toward indigence began to fester among their
ranks. In response to the transgressions of corporate monopoly and
large-scale industrialization, the search to restore social and economic
stability to their lives-to bring order to the life of the nationemerged as a middle-class obsession.
Amid this "search for order," customary principles of liberalism
were thrown into question.~ The exponential growth of monopolistic fortunes and the accompanying spread of human misery were conditions
that compelled middle-class people to rethink many of their customary
assumptions. Most dramatically, the once-sacred principle offree enterprise was being reexamined by an increasingly critical public eye.
At the time of the American Revolution, the unfettered pursuit of
private enterprise had been widely accepted as a keystone of democratic society. 'lb middle-class soldiers of the Enlightenment-confronting a soaring mountain of bureaucratic encroachments by an
absolutist, mercantile state-the rights of ordinary citizens to pursue
their private interests and private economic activities without state
interference represented the defense of individual freedom and the
marrow of liberalism. Such ideas persevered until the mid-nineteenth
c~cmtluy as tJw relatively inclusive population of white, Anglo-American
nwn c~o11timwd to enjoy eonditio11s of prosper·ity and status within
whut was still H smull-sc~aln, hig·hly loealiznd way of Iit'c~. 1
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By the late nineteenth century, however, the pursuit of profit and
the character of private wealth had changed considerably. The
dynamic ether of an unencumbered marketplace-once the touchstone of democratic faith-was now making "machines of men, robbing them of their humanity and turning them into cool calculators of
personal advantage.""
Private industrial fortunes were being built, in large measure,
through the crushing and absorbing of local small-scale enterprises.
With this, many among the middle class saw their own fortunes diminishing, their prospects dim. Though most among them struggled to
maintain the appearance of doing well and some held stubbornly to a
gospel of wealth-looking to captains of industry as models for emulation-a widening circle of middle-class life was beset by chafing anxiety.
Ira Steward's 1873 description of the "native middle classes'' of
New England provides us with a poignant portrait of the forlorn
hopes that were stalking the vicinity of middle-class existence.
Very few among them are saving money. Many of them are in
debt; and all they can earn for years, is, in many cases, mortgaged to pay such debt .... In the faces of thousands of welldressed, intelligent, and well-appearing people, may be seen
the unmistakable signs of their incessant anxiety and struggles to get on in life, and to obtain in addition to a mere subsistence, a standing in society....
The poverty of the great middle classes consists in the fact
that they have only barely enough to cover up their poverty,
and that they are within a very few days of want, if through
sickness, or other misfortunes, employment suddenly stops.
No one can describe the secret feeling of insecurity that
constantly prevails among them concerning their living, and
how it will be with them in the future; and while actual
hunger and want may never be known, their poverty is felt,
mentally and socially, through their sense of dependence and
pride. They must work constantly, and with an angry sense of
the limited opportunities for a career at their command. 6
Exacerbating such conditions, predatory-virtually unaccountahl<~-heads of corvomtions had taken eontrol of eeonomie lif1~,
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taking on the traits of the despots that eighteenth-century democrats
had fought so vigorously to overthrow. Characterizing the railroad
and shipping magnate, "Commodore" Cornelius Vanderbilt, as a man
who had built a "kingdom within the republic," the journalist Henry
Demarest Lloyd gave voice to a perspective on private wealth that
was beginning to gain popularity among a widening sector of besieged
middle-class Americans. 7
Shielded by once-sacrosanct safeguards of laissez-faire, an imperious monarchy, this one dominated by a parvenu clique of robber
barons, had been reborn. Breaking from axioms of the past, which had
preached the sanctity of free enterprise, a widening population of
middle-class people began to look toward the state and toward the
device of regulation as necessary instruments for controlling the
rapacity of those who held unrestrained private wealth. The compass
of middle-class liberalism was changing polarity. In the shadow of
newly emerging realities, laissez-faire-once the linchpin in the middle
class's notion of its rights-was coming into question. For many, it
was beginning to be seen as a remnant of "outworn economic beliefs." 8
Adding to widespread middle-class apprehensions of chaos, the
human complexion of America itself was changing, becoming increasingly alien. Massing at the borders of American life, a fearsome Babel
of "otherness" overshadowed middle-class sensibilities. Successive
waves of immigrants, arriving in the United States to provide cheap
labor for expanding industries, were perceived as embodying a social
emergency that, unless contained, would inundate and swallow
besieged middle-class American truths. 9 "The typical immigrant,"
warned Josiah Strong in 1885, "is a European peasant, whose
horizon has been narrow, whose moral and religious training has been
meager or false, and whose ideas of life are low. Not a few belong to
the pauper and criminal classes." 10
Amid the threat of deluge, answers to anxious questions-What
is an American~ What is the American way of life~ What is America's
future~-were increasingly unclear. Social and cultural unease, colored by Anglo-Saxon supremacism, began to escalate among the
native middle classes just as new immigrants to American cities were
11111.tm·ially alter·ing tlw choreographies and meanings of Amer·ican life.
I 11 c~ou ntlc~ss i111111 ig'l'lwt twighhol'lwods, in tlw ul'lmn slums of a onee

and future promised land, it should be added, the newcomers were
likewise struggling to maintain or discover their own understandings
of the truth.
Amid the limbo of the modern, pragmatism's volatile conception of
truth was being impelled by forces of history, enacted in the orbits of
everyday life. The United States was becoming a bubbling laboratory
in which warring versions of reality and truth were being proposed,
experimented with, and developed. As the nineteenth century drew to a
close and the sense of imminent social fragmentation accelerated, one
of the most compelling and resonant of these new truths began to
emerge from within the ranks of the embattled middle class itself.
From the 1870s onward, in response to the social pandemonium
of industrialization, a growing assembly of middle-class Americans
sought to provoke a new national dialogue. At the center of this
assembly, a number of influential journalists took on the role of "Progressive publicists," drummers on behalf of social reform. The
excesses of big business, the aggregate explosion of social misery, and
the sense of impending social catastrophe provided abundant raw
materials for their incensed jeremiads.
It was the increasingly distraught and doubtful middle class that
provided the audience for these Progressive agitators, men like
Edward Bellamy, Henry George, and Henry Demarest Lloyd. Amid a
world being swamped by the forces of chaos, the rational projections
of these men seemed to propose the possibility of order.
Bellamy was a journalist who wrote for the Springfield Union in
Massachusetts. In 1888, he strayed from newspaper jargon to publish
a novel entitled Looking Backward. The book, which combined a
harsh critique of the present day with a sanguinely utopian picture of
the future, would have a profound impact on American thinking for
decades to come. Written toward the close of a century marked by
enormous industrial growth and torn by an abyss of human suffering,
the novel embodied an insistent call for fundamental social change.
Bellamy's novel was narrated by a man named Julian West, a
well-to-do New Englander of the late nineteenth eentury who, following an astonishing hundred-year episode of HIIHpmuled animation,
awaktmH into a rww and radieally dumw'd wol'ld. I~\11'1\l'.llHting life at
the mul of Uw twm1tid.h 111H1tury-our· ow11 t.illlo-l~ookiny Unc:kwwrd
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provided a receptive reading public with a vivid and fervently logical
conception of a future society, still predicated on industrial production, yet now guided by humane reason.
Against the industrial exploitation, pauperism, and widespread
urban squalor that ruled the second half of the nineteenth century,
Bellamy envisioned a future that would be governed by clearheaded
intellect, by a machinery of production and distribution that was
organized, not for the pursuit of profit, but according to the guideline
of human need. In Bellamy's utopia, the common good of humanity
had finally prevailed over an age-old ethic of greed.
In place of parasitic robber barons and socially irresponsible corporations, Bellamy predicted that "the people" would-by the close
of the twentieth century-finally take "control of their own business." If the fabric of late-nineteenth-century life was riddled with
"demagoguery and corruption," Bellamy proposed the emergence of a
new and just society, where the "conditions of human life" and the
"motives of human action" had changed. One of Bellamy's twentiethcentury characters summarizes the chasm separating the two Americas in the following terms:
In place of the dreary hopelessness of the 19th century ... its
profound pessimism as to the future of humanity, the animating idea of the [new twentieth-century world] ... is an
enthusiastic conception of the opportunities of our earthly
existence ... the unbounded possibilities of human nature.
The betterment of mankind from generation to generation,
physically, mentally, morally ... [is now] recognized as the
one great object supremely worthy of effort and sacrifice. 11
Reading such words, even today, one can appreciate the degree to
which Bellamy's indictment of industrial existence, as well as his
belief in the urgency of social change, represented a profound assault
on the chaotic conditions of late-nineteenth-century capitalism. In
ways that echoed another nineteenth-century publicist, Karl Marx,
Bdlamy favored foundational changes in the social relations that contl'olled t.lu1 maehinmy of rn·oduction and the fabric of the human condition. Yd unlik11 Mal'x, Bellamy's vision of tmnsfor·mation was not
f'ourull'd 011 Uw pr·emiHe of violm1t upheaval or· irwvitahle elass eontliet.
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The "good society," proposed in Looking Backward, would be the
outcome of a rational process of social evaluation. It would be the
result of newly arrived at truths and the collective handiwork of something called "public opinion."
The change had been long foreseen. Public opmwn had
become fully ripe for it, and the whole mass of the people was
behind it. There was no more possibility of opposing it by
force than by argument. 12
According to Bellamy's prophecy, it would be the force of public
opinion-opinion bolstered by the instrument of reason-that would
perform the task of remaking the world for the benefit of all
humanity. Deliberating upon the social facts and considering the
requirements of humankind, an informed and intelligent "public"
would be the agency through which a new historical epoch would be
initiated. As a telling example of Progressive publicity, Looking Backward was intended to provide the middle-class public with some of the
rational arguments necessary to arrive at such a conclusion.
For those of us who have been schooled by an age of hype-in
which image managers, spin doctors, and legions of ideological cosmeticians routinely package truth for public consumption-expectations such as Bellamy's sound remarkably naive. Yet notions like his,
forecasting an orderly future forged by the hand of public reason,
were at home in the minds of many middle-class Americans in the
twilight years of the nineteenth century. Among journalists of the
period, Bellamy was hardly alone. Parallel thoughts-the belief that
literary petitions and candid facts, presented before the "court of
public opinion," might activate a movement of social enlightenmentwere simultaneously occurring to a growing number of influential
writers.
In 1879, for example-the same year that John D. Rockefeller
consolidated his notorious Standard Oil Trust-another newspaperman, Henry George of the San Francisco Evening Post, published
a pivotal treatise entitled Progress and Poverty. As Rockefeller pro~~nt~dml to st~izn !}() pereent of the American petroleum industry,
Ooor·gt~'s btJst.-seller eontlmnned "the viee and misery that spring from
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the unequal distribution of wealth and privilege." As the oil baron
proclaimed that "it is my duty to make money and still more money,"
George appealed to those reasonable souls who would repudiate this
kind of thinking, those who sought to achieve "a higher social state." 1:l
The social facts underlying industrial progress, George argued,
represented a profound betrayal of hope. At its inception, George
sought to remind his readers, the industrial age had seemed bountiful
with promise. Steam-powered machinery would lighten working
people's toil, and an unparalleled capacity to produce goods would
render poverty a thing of the past. In popular fantasy, George
recounted, "the golden age of which mankind have always dreamed,"
seemed on the horizon. 14 Now, however, engulfed by economic depression and an epidemic of social desolation, the vision that some day
even "the man with the muck-rake" might drink in "the glory of the
stars" was fading from the mind's eye.
Cold reality had set in. "We are coming into a collision with facts
which there can be no mistaking," wrote George. "From all parts of
the civilized world come complaints of industrial depression." Amid the
pandemonium of progress and in spite of a "prodigious increase m
wealth-producing power," there lay a growing mass of human decay.
This association of poverty with progress is the great enigma
of our times. It is the central fact from which spring industrial, social, and political difficulties that perplex the world,
and with which statesmanship and philanthropy and education grapple in vain .... So long as all the increased wealth
which modern progress brings goes but to build up great fortunes, to increase luxury and make sharper the contrast
between the House of Have and the House of Want, progress
is not real and cannot be permanent.
These conditions, George maintained, were pushing industrial society
toward the edge of a dangerous precipice. "The tower leans from its
foundations," he warned, "and every new story but hastens the final
catastrophe." 15
George's intent, however, reached beyond the goal of mere
deseription. The material conditions being described, he believed r)ro.
' t
vuled tlw public~ and the tilture with an irwluetahle agenda. Oeorw~
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hl'ld to the belief that by publicizing the agonies of industrial life and
by mandating his prescribed mandate for a "single tax" on land, the
hopes embedded in the industrial revolution might finally be realized.
"The reaction must come now," he implored his readers, supposing
that publicity and the summoning of middle-class public opinion
could provide the necessary emollient for change.
In 1881, when Henry Demarest Lloyd-an editor at the Chicago
Tribune-published an article in the Atlantic Monthly entitled "The
Story of a Great Monopoly," he was driven by a similar conviction. 16 A
detailed elaboration of the human wreckage that lay in the wake of
the Standard Oil Trust, this article was also more than a simple
chronicle of events. Like George's Progress and Poverty or Bellamy's
soon-to-be-published novel, Uoyd's saga of Standard Oil was motivated by a belief in the power of public opinion to forge social change.
In a corrupt world, Lloyd proclaimed, "Publicity is the great moral
disinfectant." 17
To these three men, and to a generation of Progressive journalists
who followed in their footsteps, the term publicity had not yet assumed
today's connotation of mendacious cunning. If anything, it was understood as a crystalline light by which an unraveling society and its toxic
contradictions might be illuminated and brought to order. It was the
salve that would help to eradicate a social plague, a righteous weapon
that would rouse the middle-class public to resist the tide of social
crime that had seized control of industrial America. Implicit within
these beliefs was the Jamesian intuition that the process by which truth
happens could-with the tool of publicity-be willfully engineered.
By the turn of the twentieth century, the circle of writers and
journalists speaking to-and for-the anxiety-ridden middle class
had widened, and a number of mass-circulation magazinesAmerica's premier national mass media-began to blossom from the
soil of their estrangement. Dubbed "muckraking" by Teddy Roosevelt
in 1906, a swelling torrent of critical, questioning, reform-minded
publicity, largely assuming the form of investigative journalism,
l)(~g·an to reshape the discourse of public life. IH
I )riv<m by an <~s<mlating eorwern over corporate and governnwntal
<~OJTIIJll.ion, n11wkraking was a mor·al indidrrwnt of big husin<•ss, 1111
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assault against the "barbarians ... from above" who were reigning
over American social and economic life. Running through the publicists' writings was a gnawing concern for the increasingly "limited
opportunities" of the traditional middle class and the declining status
of their citizenship in a society where economic centralization and the
buying and selling of political influence were becoming the rule. As
Upton Sinclair summarized it in 1908:
See, we are just like Rome. Our legislatures are corrupt; our
politicians are unprincipled; our rich men are ambitious and
unscrupulous. Our newspapers have been purchased and
gagged; our colleges have been bribed; our churches have
been cowed. Our masses are sinking into degTadation and
misery; our ruling classes are becoming wanton and cynical. 19
A critique of excessive corporate power, rampant political corruption, and a bitter sense of middle-class injury constituted the fundamental ingredients of "muckrake" journalism. A mercenary business
system and its political henchmen were seen as jeopardizing the
"common good" in every corner of American life. "[P]olitics is business," wrote I.Jincoln Steffens in 1904. "That's what's the matter
with it. That's what's the matter with everything-art, literature,
religion, journalism, law, medicine-they're all business .... The
commercial spirit is the spirit of profit not patriotism; of trade and
dickering, not principle." 20
At the heart of this argument lay a venerable conception of the
public and a desire "to apply the standards of public life" to the distended behemoth of big husiness. 21
This idea of the public was, to a great extent, rooted in eighteenthcentury Enlightenment thought. Born amid the vitality of the marketplace, this decidedly middle-class public came to the fore by waging a
social, intellectual, and political offensive against the outmoded truths
of the ancien regime-truths buttressed by blind faith and brute force.
A-;smning reason to be the common birthright of humanity and the
critical examination of knowable facts to be the natural instrument of
truth, this publie, as described by the philosopher Jiirgen Habermas,
waN pr·nrllised on t.lu~ paradigm of informed, literate men, engaged with
OJH~ anotJwr in 1111 ongoing pr·o<~nss of ''m·iti<~al-rational" ddmt.<~.
22
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Such a vision was eloquently expressed by Thomas Jefferson in
his second inaugural address, when he declared that the "diffusion of
information and the arraignment of all abuses at the bar of public
reason should be the creed of our political faith- the text of civil
'
instruction." Intrinsic, here, was the assumption that democracy
depended on the existence of a literate middle-class public, apprised
of current events, continually engaged in discussion.
In many ways the Progressive faith in publicity was heir to this
conception of a conversant democratic public. Fbllowing the teachings
of the Enlightenment, many publicists understood factual disclosure
to be a technique for revealing new and urgent realities. Through the
laying out of material facts and the publishing of information, the
public would become activated. The truth of rife corruption, the facts
of economic brutality, the recital of noxious living conditions-in and
of themselves-would animate the public and ignite a movement for
social reform.
Progressive journalism, at its core, was committed to breaking
the willful secrecy of power by providing fact-filled exposes of institutional corruption and greed. "From whatever point of view the trust
problem is considered," wrote Progressive economist Henry C. Adams
in 1902, "publicity stands as the first step to its solution." 2 l Over the
first decade of the twentieth century, this liberal and materialist faith
in the publicity of facts gave rise to an unprecedented blizzard of
social documentation. Progressive intellectuals, social scientists,
settlement-house workers, and others produced surveys, one after
another to record those social facts that, they believed, embodied a
'
tangible argument for reform. Hull House "Maps and Papers"; WE.
B. DuBois's pioneering study, The Philadelphia Negro; Paul Kellogg's
Pittsburgh Survey; and numerous other studies of the period were
each motivated by a conviction that publicized facts were instruments
of social transformation, energizing food for the public mind.
"There is only one sure basis of social reform and that is Truth,"
declared DuBois and Granville Dill in The Negro Artisan; a "careful
detailed knowledge of the essential facts of eaeh SO(~ial pi'Ohlmn," they
reasorwd, will pi'Ovide a "logieal starting phwn f'or rnf'm·m and uplift."
Hny Htannltt'd Bakm·, anothnr· h~ading puhlic1iHt. of' t.tu~ Ju•r·iod, r·m~allnd
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some years later that "facts piled up to the point of dry certitude, was
what the American people then needed and wanted."" 4 Fbr many in
this generation of reformers, the instrument of the fact was tantamount to the discovery of light. "There is something majestic about a
fact," waxed Mary Simkhovitch of the Greenwich House settlement in
New York City. "Contact with facts, forcibly perceived, made a never
forgotten dent on our plastic minds."" 5 Through surveys and writings,
these people sought to activate a public outcry on behalf of social
order and reform, though it must be added that "reform," in large
measure, was but a shorthand for accountability to the concerns of
middle-class Americans, particularly their worries about "urban problems-labor and social welfare, municipal reform, the interests of the
consu1ner." 26

•

•

•

•

•

Wedged against this Enlightenment belief in the natural power of facts,
in the inherent ability of facts to promote and quicken public debate,
however, Progressive publicity was touched, at the same time, by different conceptions of who the public was and what made it tick. This
distinctly more modern vision of the public was being forged at the
juncture of social developments that were dramatically reshaping the
terrain of American culture in the years surrounding the fin de siecle.
First, the middle-class public that provided an audience for the
muckrakers was significantly different from the eighteenth-century
public that had made the American revolution. If the middle-class
public of the late eighteenth century had actualized itself-economically and politically-amid the democratic energies of the marketplace, the public of the late nineteenth century was marked by its
near-religious commitment to privacy.
Assailed by feelings of economic and social insecurity and fearful
of the alien and "dangerous" elements that seemed to govern life in
eity streets, this middle class had retreated from its formerly activist
!'Ole and had retired to a more insular style of existence, living in staid
neighborhoods, protected from the fearsome energies of the street.
Fhnn the privileged haven of their firesides, thoughts that wandered
towar·d tlw poor·nr· seetions of town "called up a vague and alarming
pidtll'n ... sorndhing str·ar1ge and alim1: a vast eT"Owded area, <t fornign dt.y within our· own." 27

Against these fears, "the home" was solemnized as a necessary
"refuge from the world," a "defense against" the "hostile powers" of
society at large. This ardent embrace of seclusion is richly expressed
in a tribute to "The Home" that appeared in Godey's Ladies Book in
February 1894.
[T]here is an instinctive feeling in the heart of man that
society is not friendly to the development of those impulses
and emotions upon which his happiness as an individual
depends. He is perpetually called upon to spend his energies,
no suggestion is made that he should conserve them. And so,
looking about for some place in which to recuperate his
exhausted forces, he conceived the idea of erecting a little bulwark against the outside world, in which those matters personal to himself should be carried on privately and in quiet. 28
Though a hundred years earlier, the public had defined "the pursuit of happiness" as something activated in the social realm, the
Godey's article revealed a quest for happiness that had migrated anxiously to the private sphere. "Home," the article announced, is nothing
less than "the ability to shut out what is inimical to us and to shut in
all the influences that are harmonious and agreeable to ourselves."
Whereas social optimism, civic engagement, and a pristine faith
in reason had been the birthmarks of the late-eighteenth-century
public, individual anxiety, a sense of impending chaos, and guarded
habits of insularity enveloped middle-class life a hundred years later.
The geographic segregation of classes had reformulated the topography of the urban map, and the parlor had replaced the square as
the locus of middle-class life. This was an increasingly privatized
public, one that was experiencing "public life" from afar-as
spectators.
If the physical environs of middle-class existence were becoming
mor·e detached, however, mental connections to the world at large
wer·e, simultaneously, breeding. Nourishing a trend toward middlel'lass speetatorship, a new and increasingly dismnhodi1~d puhlie sphere
waH l)(~ing spawned hy the dmmatie growth of' IIIU.HH-dr·~~ulation media
hotwmm ttw mu·l.v 1HHOs and the ~'irst World Wm·.
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It began with newspapers. A." was the case in other pivotal industries, financial consolidation and technological innovation combined
to alter the character and scale of big-city and small-town journalism.
Newspapers, like nearly everything else, were becoming embroiled in
giant enterprise.
In circulations, m the number of pages per issue, and in
volume of advertising, the great newspapers grew to sizes
scarcely dreamed of before, while figures representing investments, costs, and revenues reached astonishing totals. 29
The distributions of individual newspapers multiplied, and with
the flowering of large newspaper chains-led by E. W Scrippspeople in a wide diversity of locales were being provided, on a daily
basis, with congruous constructions of reality. Powerful commercial
locomotives, newspapers and news chains-linked further by the
expanding information network of the wire services-transported
standardized news, information, and editorial perspectives through
what was fast becoming a national media culture. Counterbalancing
their growing material seclusion, middle-class readers were discovering incorporeal companionship as members of a more and more
boundless newspaper audience. From the refuge of their middle-class
homes, they were becoming part of a virtual reading public, more
sweeping and synoptic than anything that had preceded it.
Shortly, middle-class magazines began to contribute to this trend.
Prior to their modern metamorphosis, middle-class magazines had
been relatively expensive (thirty-five cents) and their circulations
small. A cloistered tone and genteel subject matter mirrored the insularity of their readers' lives. "Magazines of the old school," wrote
Fredrick Lewis Allen, were "highly respectable publications which
ladies and gentlemen liked to display on their library tables." These
magazines served to reinforce the "interests of culture-a culture
daintily remote from the crass concerns of everyday life." 30 The
encomium to "The Home" (in Godey's Ladies Book) is but one vivid
example of this tendency.
By tlw eady 1H90s, however·, trends that had overhauled newspapm·s began to tr·ansfihi'IH'P nutga;r.irws as wdl. Chang1~s in "tlw 111·t of
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printing-glazed paper made from wood pulp, much cheaper than
rag-paper, and an advance in photography followed by improvements
in the art of printing photographs," permitted the inexpensive production of opulent magazines. Meanwhile modern corporate organizations, including, to some extent, capitalization by newspaper chains,
propelled mass, national magazine circulation.'n
Starting with McClure's and Munsey's Magazine-then Hampton's, Everybody's, Colliers, Cosmopolitan, Scribner's, and The American Magazine-a new generation of magazines began to emerge.
With cover prices of ten to fifteen cents, circulations grew exponentially. If 50,000 people was considered an enormous readership prior
to 1890, between 1900 and 1912, some magazine circulations soared
to 1 million. 32
Yet the ability to assemble huge audiences was not merely an outcome of financial or technical innovation. The capacity to draw a
crowd was also grounded in a new journalistic idiom that was breezy,
worldly, and-following yellow journalism's lead-sensationalistic.
These were flamboyant journals, recalled Mark Sullivan; they were
designed to entertain a home-centered audience with titillating stories
and pictures of the world at large. Photographs were employed with
"liberal extravagance," and features provided gossip about "actresses
or queens, or persons deemed socially important." 33 Another important piece of the new magazines' entertainment formula was "muckrake" journalism.
With huge middle-class readerships, the magazines provided a
far-reaching platform for the dissemination of progressive publicity,
yet the stylistic ambience of these media and the besieged, anxious
sensibilities of their readership began to alter the assumptions of
that publicity. Here, in mass magazines and newspapers, an Enlightenment faith in the "diffusion of information'' before the "bar of
public reason" was being shadowed closely by another, more modern,
media genre: sensational exposes: tawdry tales of corporate greed,
municipal depravity, and moral decay. A significant turn had been
taken. For those of us who have been flooded by a cascade of "tabloid
tdevision," a now familiar media milieu was in the process of being
horn.
'!'his jm11·nalistil~ shift ~~nn h1~ wittwss1~d on a nutnl)(~f' of ft·onts. By
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the early 1890s, New York City police reporter Jacob Riis was
making expressive contributions to a journalism that was simultaneously reformist and sensationalist. His livid reports on ghetto street
gangs in New York, for example, traversed a shaky tightrope between
fact-based social probe and unabashed emotional appeal.
The gang is the ripe fruit of tenement-house growth .... The
tenement received and nursed the seed. The intensity of the
American temper stood sponsor to the murderer.... New
York's tough represents the essence of reaction against the
old and the new oppression, nursed in the rank soil of its
slums. Its gangs are made up of the American-born sons of
English, Irish, and German parents. They reflect exactly the
conditions of the tenements from which they sprang. Murder
is as congenital to Cherry Street or Battle Row, as quiet and
order to Murray Hill. The "assimilation" of Europe's
oppressed hordes, upon which our Fourth of July orators are
fond of dwelling, is perfect. The product is our own.
Such is the genesis of New York's gangs. Their history is
not so easily written. It would embrace the largest share of
our city's criminal history for two generations back, every
page of it dyed red with blood. 34
Edwin Markham's poem, "The Man with a Hoe," provides
another eloquent case in point. Published in the San Francisco Examiner, initially in 1899, it was printed and reprinted, cutting "eastward
across the continent like a contagion." 35 A grim meditation on the
human price of industrialization, Markham's poem pondered the
"slow but awful degradation" of the working class; it was a powerful
petition to the conscience of the nation. In contrast to social surveys
that sought to provide a middle-class public with the "essential facts
of each social problem," "The Man with a Hoe" was a Gothic dirge,
posing visions of neglectful "masters, lords and rulers in all lands"
against the "dread shape" of a human being "bowed by the weight of
eenturies." Evoking the teachings of Genesis and searching for God's
image in this "monstrous thing," Markham found, instead, the
unmistakahh~ footprints of devastation and evil, a man eut off from
"Uw lig-ht ... the mush~ ... and tlw dl'(~am."
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"Who made him dead to rapture and despair,
A thing that grieves not and that never hopes,
Stolid and stunned, a brother to the ox?
lVho loosened and let down this brutal jaw?
"Whose was the hand that slanted back this brow?
"Whose breath blew out the light within this brain?
Like Mary Shelley's hideous creature in Frankenstein- though clearly
less intelligent-the "Hoe-man'' was a misbegotten and dehumanized
bmte, propelled toward monstrosity by the heedlessness of his creators.

0 masters, lords and rulers in all lands,
Is this the handiwork you give to God,
This monstrous thing distorted and soul-quencht?
How will you ever straighten up this shape;
1buch it again with immortality;
Give back the upward looking and the light;
Rebttild in it the music and the dream;
Make right the immemorial infamies,
Perfidious wrongs, immedicable woes?
0 masters, lords and rulers 'in all lands,
How uFill the future reckon with this Man?
How answer his brute question in that hour
"When whirlwinds of rebellion shake all shores?
How will it be with kingdoms and with kingsWith those who shaped him to the thing he is1Vhen this dumb Terror shall rise to judge the world,
After the silence of the centuries?"'
A "dumb Terror" rising "to judge the world," Markham's human
beast of burden was at once a wretched victim and a hideous
"prophecy." More than a paradigmatic case study or an unambiguous
social fact, he was an unveiled expression of the profound psychologieal ambivalenee toward the urban poor that hauntml uu~ minds of his
middh~-dass l'(~ad(~rs.

I•JisPwlwn~

in uu~ mass nmgaziru~s, lur·id nnd IIIOI'Hiist.i(• t.orH~S (ml'r·ipcJ t'Padt•r·s' irnag;inat.ions into smokn-flllt1d luwlu•oonrs of' polit.i(~S,

Mass magazines in the first decades of the twentieth century reflected the contradictions of the Progressive reform movement. In its racist characterization of
African Americans, Irish, Jews, and Italians, this cover of a 1913 "Pro-Suffrage
Number" of Life magazine combined liberal reform-mindedness with middle-class
foreboding about an urban, largely foreign, population that possessed the rights
Of democratic citizenship. COURTESY ANDREW MATTSON
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sequestered board rooms of corporations, and perilous alleyways of
urban slums. Gruesome tales of "white slavery" added a pornographic
twist to the growing practice of muckrake sensationalism. Novels and
book-length exposes also rolled off the presses, their writing style and
ominous-sounding titles (The Octopus, The Jungle, The Shame of the
Cities) further testifYing to the growing fascination with melodramatic narrative.
Intrinsic to nearly all such exposes lay the notion of a violated
middle-class public, overwhelmed by greed, decent but dispirited, desperately in need of deliverance. Listen:
The politicians were struggling for nothing, apparently, but
the offices and the graft to which they hoped to be elected.
The corporations, over them all, were apparently using them
all to keep themselves above the laws by owning the sources
and the agents of the law. And the people~ the "dear people"~
In not one of the private conversations or secret caucuses of
the politicians, do I remember hearing the people mentioned
except in the way that the directors of a "wildcat" mining
company might speak of the prospective shareholders whom
they had yet to induce to buy stock. 37
Shortly into the new century, the river of muckrake publicity had
become torrential. The exposure of social ills was, itself, evolving into
a profitable industry. "Exposure," observed George W Alger in the
Atlantic Monthly in 1907, had become "the typical current literature
of our daily life."
They expose in countless pages the sordid and depressing rottenness of our politics; the hopeless apathy of our good citizens; the remorseless corruption of our great financiers and
business men, who are bribing our legislatures, swindling the
public with fraudulent stock schemes, adulterating our food,
speculating with trust funds, combining in the great monopolies to oppress and destroy small competitors. 'l'hPy show us
our soeial sore spots, like the thret~ dwPrful f'r·imuls of .Joh.
'l'lwy show us tlw growth of busirwss "J.t't'ILI,.," tht• J.t'IUig't'PIIP of
ppr·soual dishorwsty !llllOIIJ.t' lUI honm·nhlo pooplt~, tlw
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oppressing increase in the number of bribe-takers and bribegivers. They tell us of the riotous extravagance of the rich,
and the growth of poverty.... The achievement of the constructive elements of society has been neglected to give space
to these spicy stories of graft and greed.'18
At the end of the first decade of this century, the success of progressive publicity was considerable, but it was also double-edged. On
the one hand, the enormous growth of reform-minded journalism and
of its readership revealed the unprecedented power of the mass media
as a tool for assembling the public nationally around a variety of
social concerns. It was this public that brought a generation of Progressive politicians into office, locally and nationally, in the years
between 1900 and 1914. It was this public that was stirring some
businessmen to question customary policies of secrecy.
On the other hand, the phenomenal flowering of Progressive publicity revealed something else, something that-in the long run-would
pose hard questions concerning the limitations of democracy in twentieth-century America. Behind the sensationalization of Progressive
publicity lay signs that the public had changed in consequential ways. If
the public had once been active in shaping the political life and social
intercourse of the nation, the new public was defined increasingly by its
vulnerable condition of isolation and spectatorship. Readers of masscirculation newspapers and magazines were witnesses to society, no
longer within the public square, but from the sanctuary of their parlors.
Unable to imagine any longer the existence of a powerful and
socially engaged public, Progressive writers began to wander from a
faith in the lucid powers of fact and public reason. In the absence of a
participatory public sphere, morality plays, pitting good against evil,
stories imbued with what Lincoln Steffens would describe as a tone of
"astonishment, shame, and patriotic indignation," appeared to touch a
spectator-audience more effectively than mere factual recitations of
social conditions. Here, at the fateful crossroads joining mass-circulation journalism with the atomized and anxious middle-class readership,
a eoneeption of truth predicated on rational public discourse encounterml another manner of truth, one confirmed-more and more-by
J.,"''aphie ovmtums to pl'ivate emotion. Pletlgt~s of faetieity eontinuetl, hut
Uw pr·ud.ieos of' "dvil iustr'lwtion" Wt~r·t~ hel(inuing t.o he alt.t~r·nd.

4
Controlling Chaos
B

1914, PROGRESSIVISM STOOD at a fateful juncture. The movement for reform was now in its third decade, and what had
begun as agitation by outsiders had left an indelible mark on mainstream American political life. Journalists, literati, politicians, clergymen, professionals, even some whose allegiances lay conspicuously
on the side of business, were convinced that private enterprises
needed to become more responsive to public concerns.
While this vast and varied assembly continued to call for business
reform, however, another worry was coming to dominate their distinctly middle-class imaginations. Amid a burgeoning of militant
working-class politics at home and abroad, fears of revolt from below
began to overshadow the problem of corporate greed. "Whirlwinds of
rebellion," prophesied fifteen years earlier in "The Man with the
Hoe," seemed dangerously near at hand.
y

These feelings of disquiet left their imprint on a wide range of
American biographies. At first glance, Walter Lippmann, a prominent
Progressive intellectual, and Ivy Lee, a journalist who became one of
America's premier corporate public relations men, might appear to
have had little in common. Yet the lives of both were shaped by the
anxieties of this defining historical moment.
I.Jippmann's life, in a number of its details, illustrates one important tr~jectory of this period. Before 1910, while a student at Harvar·d, he had engaged in stirring exchanges with William ,James and
was inspired by the philosopher's impious approaeh to Uw pi'Ohlern of
t.r·uth. As a student, I.ipprnann was also ntlliml h,v urw~nt so1~ial pi'Oblnms of thn day, qtwstions lik1~ those poHod hy I .irll'.oln Htd'f'mts in his
I !10:1 Md !lwtv! ·.~ llXpost\ of mot·al dm~ny in Ht.. I JOII iH. "w,:u lhf! peoplt!
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rule? Is democracy possible?" Steffens had asked. Lippmann would
spend a considerable portion of his life addressing the implications of
these questions.
Graduating from college in 1910, Lippmann joined the ranks of
Progressive publicists as a writer of muckraking pieces for Everybody's magazine under the tutelage of Steffens himself. Shortly thereafter, he joined the Socialist Party, a "rational" choice pursued by
numerous reform-minded intellectuals of the day.
By 1914, however, Lippmann had abandoned his flirtation with
socialist convictions. The rift was evident when, during that year, he
published the widely hailed Drift and Mastery-a book that provoked
Theodore Roosevelt to dub Lippmann "the most brilliant man of his
age." 1 Within the pages of this book, the precocious twenty-five-yearold-already a confidant of President Wilson-reflected on a nation
in peril.
While Lippmann continued to grapple with persistent patterns of
corporate excess, visions of impending social chaos and upheaval-a
revolt of the masses-had begun to modulate these concerns. Images
of the people ruling were, for Lippmann, assuming an air of menace.
Ongoing middle-class hostility toward big business-once understood
as a constructive catalyst for social reform-had now become, to
Lippmann's increasingly conservative mind, an inadvertent stimulus
of social disintegration. As attacks on the practices of big business
mounted and an increasingly militant working-class movement challenged the very concept of privately held wealth, Lippmann became
more and more alarmed. 2
Whatever corporate leaders did, he observed distressfully, their
intentions and activities were being chased by a relentless chorus of
suspicion. The pursuit of profit itself was colored by a taint of malevolence. In a country once "notorious for its worship of success," Lippmann wrote, public disfavor was being heaped "savagely upon those
who had achieved it." 3
In the pages of Drift and Mastery, Lippmann held the muckraking press-which had built circulations by plumbing the depths of
middle-class estrangement-largely responsible for this hazardous
tu r·n of events. The impact of the "popular press of America," he
WI'Otn, "is mwrmous, and for years it has been filled with 'probes' and
'u.mnzing- l'lwnlations.'" '!'hough he adrnittnd the need for business
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and government to embrace "new standards" of behavior, he thought
that a lurid mass culture of inquest and expose had turned reckless.
With one eye on reform and the other aimed at the escalating perils in
the street, Lippmann concluded that the popular media of "exposure"
and their countless tales of "wrongdoing" were contributing to an
unwholesome atmosphere of social unrest that threatened to spin out
of control.
"There is in America today," he remarked uneasily, "a distinct
prejudice in favor of those who make the accusations." While Lippmann acknowledged that corporate improprieties persisted, he saw
the growing whirl of accusation as a collective psychological malady, a
dangerous condition of paranoia, that, unless checked, posed a
greater danger to society than the excesses of wealth.
In urban slums and industrial precincts, Lippmann observed, the
aliens were growing restless. Society, loosened from a foundation of
trust, was adrift.
The sense of conspiracy and secret scheming which transpire
is almost uncanny. "Big Business," and its ruthless tentacles,
have become the material for the feverish fantasy of illiterate
thousands thrown out of kilter by the rack and strain of
modern life. It is possible to work yourself into a state where
the world seems a conspiracy and your daily going is beset
with an alert and tingling sense of labyrinthine evil. Everything askew-all the frictions of life are readily ascribed to a
deliberate evil intelligence, and men like Morgan and Rockefeller take on attributes of omnipotence, that ten minutes of
cold sanity would reduce to a barbarous myth. 4
Lippmann's concerns mirrored those that had been aired by eminent
Progressive politicians for some years. President Theodore Roosevelt,
for example, saw the public fury engendered by unregulated corporations as carrying America toward the brink of chaos. "Corporation
cunning," the president lamented in an interview with the New Haven
Register in 1909, "has developed faster than Hw laws of nation and
Htate. Corporations have found ways to stoa.l Ion!( lu~for·o we have
found that Uwy wm·o sus<~<~ptihlo of puni~o~hrnont l'or Uwf't.. Hoorwr or·
lnl.t\1'1 tlltlt~HS t.IH~I't~ is II I'Oll.l~justrtHHit, t.IUIJ'II Wlll 1~01110 It r·iot.ous Wit~kt~d,
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murderous day of atonement. If it is not by sword and powder and
blood, it must come by peaceful compromise. These fools in Wall
Street think they can go on forever! They can't!"
If blind arrogance among corporate leaders needed to be
thwarted, Roosevelt's platform for averting social disorder reached
beyond the simple regulation of business. "Muckraking" (as he contemptuously christened the new investigative journalism in 1906) and
a public culture of expose were also contributing to a climate of disorder, feeding the flames of insurrection. They, too, were in need of
restraint.
Here the president drew critical distinctions. Moralistic publicity
that highlighted struggles of good versus evil was, to Roosevelt, more
than acceptable. Spotlighting anomalous cases of misconduct, he
believed, was a valid and responsible enterprise. Journalism that challenged the equity of the business system itself, however, was toying
with the forces of revolt.
So far as this movement of agitation throughout the country
takes the form of a fierce discontent with evil, of a determination to punish the authors of evil, whether in industry or politics, the feeling is to be heartily welcomed as a sign of healthy
life.
If, on the other hand, it turns into a mere crusade of
appetite against appetite, of a contest between the brutal
greed of the "have-nots" and the brutal greed of the "haves,"
then it has no significance for good, but only for evil. If it
seeks to establish a line of cleavage, not along the line which
divides good men from bad, but along that other line ...
which divides those who are well off from those who are less
well off, then it will be fraught with immeasurable harm to
the body politic. 5
By 1914, the dread of social chaos had restructured the priorities of
mainstream progressivism. A conservative "search for order," as histm·ian Robert Wiebe has defined it, was eclipsing once-revered ideals
of popular· dernoemcy. Fearful of the "illiterate thousands thrown out
of kiltm· hy tlw nwk and str·ain of model'!l life" and unrwr'Ved by the
oxtm1t t.o whit~h 11 puhli<~ity of nxposur·n was Plll(<~ndm·inl( lUI at.mos-
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phere of social drift, Progressives looked for new strategies that
might be employed to contain this impending social crisis. In this
quest, a growing number turned toward the new ideas and techniques
of the social sciences, hoping to discover foolproof instruments for
diagnosing social problems and achieving social stability.
For the first generation of twentieth-century reformers, the scientific gathering of empirical data-social surveys-had been seen as a
mighty instrument of social improvement. Social surveys, they had
believed, would provide the public with a social agenda for the future.
To Lippmann and a growing number of others, however, the social sciences appealed less in their ability to create an informed public and
more in their promise to help establish social control.
As Lippmann explained in Drift and Mastery, in a society plagued
by a mounting ethos of disarray, order required the application of the
"discipline of science" to democracy. Social engineers, social scientists,
armed with their emerging expertise, would provide the modern state
with a foundation upon which a new stability might be realized. 6 Social
improvement, !Jippmann concluded, would be the fruit of applied
social science more than of mobilized public outrage. Against mythical
phantasms of an approaching apocalypse, novel strategies of social
management and the conviction that a technical elite might be able to
engineer social order were becoming increasingly attractive. The issue
of group dynamics and the attempt to identify the objective underpinnings of subjective life were shaping the discourse of social analysis.
To some extent, this instrumental association between social science and social management had been brewing since the late nineteenth century. Accompanying a democratic current of social analysis
that sought to educate the public at large, another-more cabalistic-tradition of social-scientific thought was emerging, one that
saw the study of society as a tool by which a technocratic elite could
help serve the interests of vested power.
A pivotal figure in this tendency was the French social psychologist
Gustave LeBon. LeBon's 1895 book, The Crowd: A Study qfthe Popular Mind, soon became a Bible to a h"''owing body of puoph~ who were
worried by a dimate of popular um·est. 'lhUisla1nd int.o l~nglish in 1H!Hi
and quiekly appt~m·ing· in a nurniH~r· of' oUuw lanlo('IIU.Io('nH, 'l'lll' Omwd had
a r·t~sourulinJ.!,' irnpat·.t. on 11.11 t~nt.ir·e wmm·nt.ion ot' Hot~iu.l Uroulo('ht..
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Though Le Bon was a "scientist," said his biographer Robert
Nye, his "reading public probably rivalled that of many contemporary
novelists.m His writing style was clear and compelling, and his tone of
social emergency engaged the multiplying amcieties of the middle
classes through much of the industrialized world. Among his early
readers was Theodore Roosevelt, who was deeply affected by LeBon's
writings. 'l'hroughout his presidency-Roosevelt would acknowledge
when the two finally met (at Roosevelt's insistence) in ,June 1914he had kept the :F'renchman's writings always near at hand.
LeBon's book spoke to the deep fears of a world in which the liberal ideal of natural rights had moved beyond its roots in middle-elass
life and had given rise to more inclusive conceptions of popular
democracy. The Paris Commune of 1870 and the spread of socialist
ideas among the Parisian working class were terrifYing examples of
this ominous historic current.
Successfully suppressed throughout much of history, lJe Bon
maintained, "the opinion of the masses" was now overtaking the historical stage. "To-day," he lamented, "the voice of the masses has

Gustave Le Bon, seated at a table: "The crowd is always intellectually inferior to
the isolated individual:' THE BETTMANN ARCHIVE
'---····
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become preponderant .... The destinies of nations are elaborated at
present in the heart of the masses, and no longer in the councils of
princes." Not an anomaly, the revolt from below was characteristic of
a "transitional" period in which old hierarchical structures of power
had been eroded by Enlightenment principles of democracy, while
modern techniques of scientific knowledge had not yet uncovered
ways to establish social order.
"The entry of the popular classes into political life," Le Bon
wrote, "is one of the most striking characteristics of our epoch of
transition."
The masses are founding syndicates before which the authorities capitulate one after the other; they are also founding
labour unions, which in spite of all economic laws tend to regulate the conditions of labour and wages.
'lb-day the claims of the masses are becoming more and
more sharply defined, and amount to nothing less than a
determination to destroy utterly society as it now exists, with
a view to making it hark back to that primitive communism
which was the normal condition of all human groups before
the dawn of civilization.
The divine right of the masses is about to replace the
divine right of kings.
Framing LeBon's dread of the masses lay his belief that-unlike
the revolutionary middle-class "public" that had come to the fore in
the eighteenth century-the crowd was "little adapted to reasoning."
Le Bon argued that individuals of the middle class were still defined
by rational powers of "conscious personality," but the masses-who
reveal their identity only within the tinderbox of the crowd-were
propelled solely by their passions. If middle-class individuals were
capable of reflection, Le Bon ventured, the crowd was only able to
react.
It is only by obtaining some sort of insight into Uw psychology of cr-owds that it can he undel'stood how slig"ht is tlw
1wtion upon them of laws and institutions, how powtwlt~ss tlwy
ar·n t.o hold IUl,Y opinions otlwt• t.luUt t.IIOHtl whidt m·o impost~d
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upon them, and that it is not with rules based on theories of
pure equity that they are to be led, but by seeking what produces an impression on them, and what seduces them. 8
Years later, such ideas about the "psychology of crowds" would
have a profound influence on evolving strategies of publicity. Initially,
Le Bon's book served to bear out-under the banner of sciencemiddle-class fears of imminent popular insurrection. The Crowd, in
validating the need for social control, also provided a theoretical justification for American concerns as encountered in the thought of Roosevelt and Lippmann.
How to achieve social control, however, was a complicated issue.
The dramatic spread of Progressive publicity and the growth of a
mass audience that was consuming its revelations pointed simultaneously in two different directions.
On the level of its content, this publicity had alerted an enormous
number of people to the excesses of wealth, the corruptions of politics,
and the desolation of the urban poor. It had, to the detriment of business interests, consolidated a public around the banner of reform and
had contributed to the atmosphere of instability that so worried Roosevelt and Lippmann.
Yet on another-perhaps more important-level, the spread and
influence of muckraking had also harbored suggestions about how
public opinion might be more effectively managed. With the emergence of the mass media as a connective tissue of modern life, things
were happening to the texture and dissemination of information that
were in the process of altering the physics of perception, changing the
ways that people saw, experienced, and understood the material world
and their place within it.
While Le Bon's social psychology furnished a scientistic justification for middle-class daydreams of social mastery, it was another
Frenchman-a close friend of LeBon named Gabriel Tarde-who
provided powerful suggestions as to how social mastery might
indeed be accomplished. Le Bon's treatise concentrated, for the
most part, on the gnawing problem of the crowd. In response,
'l)tr~le-whose writings are barely known today, but who was, at the
tinw, orw of the world's pl'eerninent social scientists-focused on
"llw pu11l,ic."

If some were terrified by the exposes of the muckraking press,
Tarde's analysis reached beneath the surface to grasp the significance
of the growth of a national and international media apparatus, new
kinds of newspapers and magazines, and a different order of audience. Rejecting Le Bon's notion that "the voice of the masses has
become preponderant," Tarde proclaimed in 1901 that the crowd, in
fact, was a "social group of the past." It is the public-an entity that
functions according to a different set of laws than the crowd-that
constitutes "the social group of the future."
Elaborating on this idea, Tarde constructed a prophetic argument,
the implications of which would be of enormous consequence to the
field of public relations as it arose and expanded across the terrain of
twentieth-century life. Unlike the public of the eighteenth century,
which actualized itself in face-to-face conversation and inhabited the
material locale of the marketplace, the modern public was, Tarde
asserted, an essentially "spiritual collectivity, a dispersion of individuals
who are physically separated and whose cohesion is entirely mental." 9
Writing at a moment when the growth of modern media industries-wedded, internationally, by transoceanic telegraph wires-was
quickening, Tarde's work delineated a world in which the material
foundations of human perception were changing in consequential
ways. People's opinions and conversations, he reported, were no
longer grounded in the immediacy of their lives. If the public and its
conversations had once emanated from a distinct material environment-the marketplace, for example-the new public that Tarde
spied at the fin de siecle had become considerably more abstract, disembodied.
The market was less and less a particular place, but had become
an increasingly boundless phenomenon, coextensive with society itself,
held together by modern webs of transportation and communication.
Within this far-reaching market, the public no longer gathered in a
physical sense. Its connections to society were essentially metaphysical, more and more individualized.
Occupying a "purely spiritual" milieu of mental cohesion, Tarde
explained, the public was now being assembled as a seatterml, yet connected, collection of newspaper readers. '"rht~ invnnt.ion of' pr·inting,"
he noted, "has eaused a very diffm·tmt puhlit•. to nppnar·, orw whid1
rwvm· emtsos to ~Tow and whoso iruleflnitnoxt.miHion is Ollt~ of t.lw most.

clearly marked traits of our period." If conversations once emanated
from the public outward, Tarde observed, today public conversation is
shaped by the expanding media apparatus.
The press unifies and invigorates conversations .... Every
morning the papers give their publics the conversations of the
day.... This increasing similarity of simultaneous conversations in an ever more vast geographic domain is one of the
most important characteristics of our time. 10
In their ability to accomplish a "mutual penetration of hearts and
minds," Tarde argued, modern newspapers embodied a far-reaching
network by which human thought and perception were in the process
of becoming standardized.
[N]ewspapers have transformed ... unified m space and
diversified in time the conversations of individuals," he wrote,
adding that "even those who do not read papers but who,
talking to those who do, are forced to follow the groove of
their borrowed thoughts. One pen suffices to set off a million
tongues. 11
Along these intangible yet dynamic grooves of thought, Tarde
beheld compelling hints of a more governable future. The emerging
mass media, their universal presence, their ability to transport
"thought across distance," provided channels-if properly employedthrough which consciousness might be managed, a chaotic world
brought to order.
Modern journalism-and the new, incorporeal public it was
assembling-represented, in Tarde's view, the culmination of an evolutionary process that was guiding society toward greater and greater
cohesion. Assuming a Darwinian inflection, Tarde portrayed the
newspaper as the centerpiece of a higher order of communication, one
that would, in time, erase the conflicts that had marked human interaetion throughout history. "The newspaper," Tarde concluded, was
t~ornpld.ing "the age-old work that conversation began, that corresporulmwe exttmdod, hut that always remained in a state of sparse
a11d Htmtt.m·ed out.lilln-t.lw fusio11 of' pm·sonal opinions into loeal
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opinions, and this into national and world opinion, the grandiose unification of the public mind." 12
If Le Bon saw the mischievous and destructive "crowd" as the
propelling force of contemporary life, Tarde was considerably more
sanguine regarding the possibility of social order. Tarde was convinced that the vast, spiritual unity of an intrinsically malleable
public would, in the end, supersede the crowd as the determining
force of modern history.
Tarde saw the crowd as the "social group of the past" because
"[w]hatever its form ... it is incapable of extension beyond a limited
area." The public, on the other hand, "can extend indefinitely, and
since its particular life becomes more intense as it extends, one
cannot deny that it is the social group of the future." 1'l

Tarde was not alone in this perception; his outlook on press and
public reflected the spirit and condition of modernity. A decade earlier, in his paradigmatic study of Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft (Community and Society), the German sociologist Ferdinand Tonnies had
offered a similar rendering of his rapidly changing world. Within that
world, Tonnies concluded, the newspaper had become an unprecedented machinery for the manufacture and marketing of public
opinion, a channel through which a particular faction could "present
its own will as the rational general will."
"In this form of communication," he wrote "judgments and
opinion are wrapped up like grocers' goods and offered for consumption in their objective reality." "Objective reality" had assumed the
quality of merchandise, it was being "prepared and offered to our
generation in the most perfect manner by the newspapers, which
make possible the quickest production, multiplication, and distribution of facts and thoughts, just as the hotel kitchen provides food and
drink in every conceivable form and quantity."
As did Tarde, Tonnies apprehended some of the ways that newspapers had significantly changed as implements of power. While
eighteenth-century newspapers and pamphlets had hmm revolutionary
extensions of public discourse, the modm·u pr·nss had ht~<~onw an
instrument of so<~ial <))'(l<~r·: "'making"' mul 'wor·l<ing" upon' puhli<•.
opiniou, ... dnt.m·minillg' and ... dmllg'illg' it." Miudf'ull,v mnplo,vml,
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Tonnies contended, the press could shape and control public discourse in ways that surpassed even the coercive powers of the state.
[T]he press is the real instrument ("organ") of public
opinion, weapon and tool in the hands of those who know how
to use it and have to use it .... It is comparable and, in some
respects, superior to the material power which the states possess through their armies, their treasuries, and their bureaucratic civil service. Unlike those, the press is not confined
within natural borders, but, in its tendencies and potentialities, it is definitely international, thus comparable to the
power of a permanent or temporary alliance of states.
Closing his discussion of modern public opinion, Tonnies added
that it was in the United States-"the most modern and
Gesellschaft-like state"-that this evolution could he found in its
most perfected form. 14

As the new century unfolded, many other social scientists
embraced this view of the modern public and its inherent susceptibility to mental regimentation. More than mere instruments of communication, the media were being seen as cognitive connecting points
joining an extensive highway of perception. American social psychologist Edward A. Ross, for example, described the unfolding mass
media as the basis of a prodigious "space-annihilating" apparatus,
remarkably suited to placing the public mind in uniform.
Presence is not essential to mass suggestion. Mental touch is
no longer bound up with physical proximity. With the telegraph to collect and transmit the expressions and signs of the
ruling mood, and the fast mail to hurry to the eager clutch of
waiting thousands the still damp sheets of the morning daily,
remote people are brought, as it were, into one another's
presence. Through its organs the excited public is able to
assail the individual with a mass of suggestion almost as vivid
as if lw aetually stood in the midst of an immense crowd.
... I0 lur spaee-annihilating devices make a shock wellnif.('h simultmwous. A vast puhlie shares tlw sanw r·age,
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alarm, enthusiasm, or horror. Then, as each part of the mass
becomes acquainted with the sentiment of the rest, the feeling
is generalized and intensified. In the end the public swallows
up the individuality of its members. 1"
British political theorist Graham Wallas-one of Lippmann's
most influential teachers at Harvard-seconded Ross's lyricism
regarding the possibility of managing the attitudes of a modern
public. With the invention of the printing press in the mid-fifteenth
century, Wallas asserted, it became "possible for intercommunication of Thought to take place without bodily presence." Now, in the
twentieth century, "owing to the enormous distribution of printed
and written matter," he declared, "Organized Thought has become
typical." 1"
Even among those who didn't share an ardor for social engineering, this sense of a disembodied, increasingly malleable public
was gaining prominence. Writing in the Atlantic Monthly in 1914,
antimodern playwright and essayist Oswald W Firkins fretted over
the ways that new systems of communication had transformed "the
world into a vast amphitheater," undermining conventional patterns
of time, space, and public life. Human attention on a global scale,
observed Firkins, was "now meshed in the coils of journalism and
telegraphy, at practically the same moment." People were being
drawn together as parts of a vast, transnational audience while
encountering their world in increasingly individualized and abstract
terms. Among a "vast body of spectators," people were processing
common cultural experiences, while public life was becoming more
and more fragmented.
The same effect that is visibly manifest in the audience at a
play or concert, the packing of humanity in solid and uniform
rows for the enjoyment of a common experience, is brought
about in a less pictorial and obvious form by the simultaneous
perusal of the newspaper and the magazine. We sit in a crowd
by our own firesides. 17
'!'his
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suggestive counterpoint to the horrifYing phantasm of the crowd.
While antibusiness muckraking had clearly demonstrated that even
a "spiritual collectivity" might prove menacing to the status quo,
the notion of a media-made public proposed other possibilities as
well.
If the crowd was marked by its physical presence and a congenital
resistance to reason, a mass-mediated public might-if strategically
approached-be reasoned with.
If the crowd was an assembly of people that threatened to take
over the street at any moment, the public was something more hypothetical, made up of people who were separated from one another.
If the crowd defined itself through social action, the modern
public was shaped by the more passive consumption of published
information, of facts or things that sounded like facts.
If the crowd was perceived as dangerous, driven by irrational
appetites, the public-as an audience of readers-seemed more
receptive to ideas, to rationalization, to the allure of factual proof.
Comprised of spectators, it was also seen as infinitely safer and more
controllable. What the public saw, heard, and knew were all,
according to this analysis, subject to the influences of editorial control. "The crowd may be stampeded into folly or crime by accidental
leaders," Ross argued in 1908, but the "public can receive suggestions only through the columns of its journal, the editor of which is
like the chairman of a mass-meeting, for no one can be heard without
his recognition." 18

•

•
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Over the decade leading up to the First World War, nervous meditations on the public and the crowd left an appreciable mark on the
direction of Progressive thought and discussion. Yet liberal reformers
were not the only people touched by such reveries. Individuals loyal to
the interests of business also began to react to the mounting climate
of recrimination.
'rhe degree to which such concerns filtered into the upper echelons
of American hig business during this period is, with few exceptions,
qtwstionable. A quick su!'Vey of the industrial strife that occurred
during tlwse yt~ar·s indieatt~s that many eoq>or·ate leadm·s continued to
addt'PSS uu~ir· wor·ld with lUI attitwlo of' luu·dmu~d ar·r·og·arwo. I ndustri-
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alists and financiers fought to bypass regulation, and even when
antitrust legislation was enacted, corporate behavior remained, for the
most part, unaffected. Rather than attempt to offset the indignation
of society, corporate policy often appeared calculated to provoke it.
As assaults against big business persisted however, and the mass
culture of expose evolved, modern meditations on the public began to
stoke the imaginations of people who wished to come to the defense of
business. A new generation of middle-class conservatives-offspring
of the Gilded Age who continued to espouse the gospel of wealthalso saw corporate postures of arrogance and secrecy as leading
toward a dreadful and inevitable social conflagration.
One of these people was Ivy Lee, a still-green newspaper man
who, in 1903, embarked on a career as one of America's first and
most prominent, practitioners of corporate public relations. As it
evolved, Lee's career integrated the urgency of Le Bon's apprehensions with Tarde's sense of imminent possibility.
The devoted son of a conservative Georgia minister, Lee was torn
between a strong admiration for audacious captains of industry and a
concern over the mounting social disturbances of early-twentiethcentury life. Arriving in New York City, having graduated from
Princeton in 1898, Lee immediately gravitated toward "persons who
did things in a big way." He was fascinated by the daredevil action of
Wall Street and spellbound by the intoxicating "clash of business personalities" that he witnessed there. 19
At the same time, Lee was haunted by the historical nightmare
that had been outlined by LeBon. As Lee (along with a small cluster
of other pioneers) inaugurated the field of public relations, it was this
collision of sentiments-the divinity of private wealth and the danger
of the crowd-that motivated him. When he approached businessmen
with the offer of his services, the explosiveness of the social climate
stood at the forefront of his sales pitch.
"There was a time," Lee cautioned a gathering of railroad executives in 1916, "when you thought that you were running a private
business." In the face of widespread antibusiness sentiment and calls
for regulation, he continued, such assumptions wc~r·e ohsolet1~.

IY lou suddenly find you are not
hut

r·unnin~ot

r·tmnin~ot 11

pl'ivnt.n husin1~ss,
a husineHH of whid1 t.htl puhlit~ it.Holf' iH tnkinl-('
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complete supervision. The crowd is in the saddle, the people
are on the job, and we must take consideration of that fact,
whether we like it or not.
Using words filched (though unattributed) from LeBon, Lee concluded that "The people now rule. We have substituted for the divine
right of kings, the divine right of the multitude." 20 Given these circumstances, Lee argued that it was imperative for men of business to
manufacture a commonality of interests between them and an often
censorious public to establish a critical line of defense against the
crowd. The successes of muckrake journalism and emerging intu-

Ivy L. Lee waiting to be called before the Federal Industrial Relations Commission
to testify about his work for the Rockefellers following the Ludlow Massacre.
THE BETTMANN ARCHIVE
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itions regarding the journalistic grooves of borrowed thought suggested to Lee and others a route by which that goal might hopefully
be achieved.
Given that the public was increasingly being seen in terms of
their status as readers of newspapers, it is not surprising that Leelike most of the first generation of PR men-began his career as a
newspaperman, a reporter for the New York Journal, the New York
Times, and the New York %rld. He was familiar with the "inky
avenues" through which the message of progressivism had traveled
and he believed that the same roadways might be employed to promote the outlook of big business.
It is also remarkable the extent to which the first generation of
PR men described their work using the Progressive idiom of their
time. As many Progressives were gravitating toward techno-rational
models of "expertise" and "engineering" in the quest to manage the
chaos of industrial life, early public relations men also assumed a
technocratic visage. Rev. Gerald Stanley Lee-a second cousin of Ivy
Lee, whose thinking had a profound impact on the PR pioneerdefined the job of the public relations expert as that of a "news engineer."21 The news engineer, he maintained, was a student of those
techniques that "get news through to the public." Ivy Lee adopted an
ex cathedra intonation as well, terming himself simply "a physician
for corporate bodies."
Like the Progressive publicists, early public relations people surrounded themselves with a rhetoric of facticity. Public relations practitioners presented themselves primarily as dispensers of facts that
would provide the public with the means to understand better the
soundness of a corporation's policy or perspective.
This notion of aPR man as a candid dispenser of facts was assiduously cultivated by Lee. A demeanor of openness was constructed to
counterbalance customary concerns over corporate secrecy. When he
opened an office with his first partner, George Parker, they adopted
the motto Accuracy, Authenticity, Interest and promised to "present
only topics of real interest, phrased so as to attract the attention of
both editors and readers-never sensational, never libelous, always
accurate, always trustworthy, always readable." In an artnoum~ement
distr·ihuted to c~ity editors, tlwy prodainwd:
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This is not a secret press bureau. All our work is done in the
open. We aim to supply news. This is not an advertising
agency.... Our matter is accurate. Further details on any
subject treated will be supplied promptly, and any editor will
be assisted most cheerfully in verifYing directly any statement
of fact .... In brief, our plan is, frankly and openly, on behalf
of business concerns and public institutions, to supply the
press and the public of the United States prompt and accurate information concerning subjects which it is of value and
interest to the public to know about. 22
This decision to disseminate facts, however, did not yet reflect a
fundamental change in business practice. Public relations had not yet
arrived as an essential element of the management structure, and
secrecy-in most contexts-continued to be the corporate norm.
When Lee's or others' services were obtained, it tended to be in
response to an immediate and particularly troublesome crisis. At the
beginning, public relations experts were generally called in to perform
what today is called, "damage control." When Lee went to work for
the Anthracite Coal Operators' Committee of Seven in the spring of
1906, for example, it was only in response to the bad press they had
received four years earlier during a strike in the coal industry in
Pennsylvania. In 1902, while coal operators held to a code of silence,
union leaders had cultivated friendly relations with reporters. Within
a favorable press climate, the miners had achieved many of their
goals.
In 1906, as another strike threatened, the operators engaged Lee
to befriend the press. At Lee's suggestion, the coal operators proclaimed an unaccustomed policy of full cooperation with the press:
The anthracite coal operators, realizing the general public
interest in conditions in the mining regions, have arranged to
supply the press with all possible information. Statements
from the operators will be given to the newspapers through
Ivy L. Lee. He will also answer inquiries on this subject and
supply the pr·ess with all matter that it is possible to give
out. 2"
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These efforts bore positive results. Newspaper editors were flattered
by this unusual display of openness, and the coal operators received
better treatment in the press.
Lee's well-known work on behalf of the Rockefeller family, which
commenced in 1914, was also initiated for damage control. In the
early decades of the century, the Rockefeller name was widely
despised in the United States. Historical experience, publicized in
journalistic exposes by Henry Demerast Lloyd and Ida Tarbell, had
befouled the public reputation of John D. Rockefeller and Standard
Oil. None of this seemed to faze the old man, until the Ludlow Massacre of 1914, in which fourteen striking miners, miners' wives, and
children were viciously slaughtered on behalf of Rockefeller mine
interests in Colorado-the Colorado Iron and FUel Company.
In the aftermath of the massacre, a firestorm of public outrage
erupted and then, two weeks later, the U.S. Commission on Industrial
Relations instituted the first in a series of hearings to inquire into the
slaughter at Ludlow and to uncover the circumstances that had led to
the grisly event. The Rockefeller family denied any involvement in the
decision to send in militiamen, but as countervailing evidence began
to surface, proving their complicity in the massacre, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., was convinced that something had to be done. Ivy Lee was
hired by the Rockefeller family to "secure publicity for their views." 24
Here, as elsewhere in the formative years of his career, Lee clad
his activities in a camouflage of facticity. In a society in which "the
fact," though often sensationalized, still held sway as the lingua
franca for public communication, Lee's work following Ludlow consisted of producing a series of circulars entitled "Facts Concerning
the Strike in Colorado for Industrial Freedom." Between June and
September 1914, these nationally distributed broadsides came out
every four to seven days. In an attempt to cultivate middle-class
allies, the bulletins were sent to opinion leaders throughout the
country: "public officials, editors, ministers, teachers, and prominent
professional and business men." Though filled with calculated inaccuracies-Lee's dispatches, for example, routinely exaggerated the
salaries received by union organizers-the bulletins wer·e designed to
simulate objective evidence, proving that tJw pillag-1~ at. lmdlow was
tlw work not of the mine opemtor·s and t.hoir u.r·tnit•N, but. of "wdl-paid
ag-it.at.or·K KIHtt out hy tho union."~'·
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One bulletin presented distorted documentation purporting to
demonstrate that editorial sentiment in Colorado's newspapers was
overwhelmingly against the strikers. Disregarded in this report was
the fact that those editors who were surveyed all worked for papers
run by the coal companies. 26
Another bulletin offered an authentically couched report from
Helen Grenfell, identified simply as the "Vice-president of the Law
and Order League of Colorado." Her apparently firsthand account
certified that the battle at Ludlow was initiated by the strikers and
that fires that engulfed the miners' tent colony were the accidental
result of an "overturned stove or an explosion." Unmentioned in the
report were the facts that Grenfell was not, in fact, an eyewitness to
events at Ludlow and that she was the wife of a railroad official
whose company profited from carrying Colorado coal.
Never one to shy away from juicy denunciations, another of
Lee's bulletins claimed that "Mother" Jones, an eighty-two-yearold union organizer, was "a prostitute and the keeper of a house of
prostitution." 27
Close beneath the surface of these "facts," Lee's public relations
work reflected a newly emerging variation on the theme that "truth
happens to an idea." Repeated and dispersed along the grooves of
borrowed thought, something asserted might become a fact, regardless of its connection to actual events.
Lee's working definition of truth and its inherent subterfuge
came to light in January 1915, when he was called to testifY before
the U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations that was conducting
hearings on the carnage at Ludlow. Questioned directly by the commission's chairman, Frank P. Walsh, Lee's remarkably frank
responses provide a lucid picture of early corporate public relations
activities and the characteristic cynicism with which they were most
regularly pursued.
Q: Mr. Rockefeller had told you to be sure and get the truth?
A: Yes.
Q: How did you go about it?
A: By the truth, Mr. Chairman, I mean the truth about the operator·K' ease. What I was to do was to advise and get their case into
pt'OJHH' shapt~ for them.
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Q: You got your information entirely from them, then?

A: Yes.
Q: When they gave you newspaper clippings purporting to tell
certain facts, did you ask them whether they knew they were true?
A: I did not.
Q: Did you ask them from what newspapers they were taken?
A: I really can't remember. I believe so, Mr. Chairman.
Q: Did you know that their attorney owned one of the newspapers ... ?
A: No ...
Q: You were out there to give the facts, the truth about the strike,
the fullest publicity'?
A: Yes, the truth as the operators saw it. I was there to help them
state their case. I was to help them get these facts before the greatest
number of people likely to read them.
Q: What personal effort did you ever make to ascertain that the
facts given you by the operators were correct?
A: None whatever. I had no responsibility for the facts and no
duty beyond compiling them and getting them into the best form for
publicity work. I took the facts that Mr. Welborn gave me on his word.
I have no reason to believe that word was not given in perfectly good
faith."H
Implicit within Lee's testimony-striking in its tone of ethical
detachment-were a set of what, today, have become commonplace
presuppositions of public relations practice. If suitable facts could be
assembled and then projected into the vast "amphitheater" of public
consciousness, he reasoned, they could become truth.
Harnessed to the idea that the truth is something that can be merchandised to the public was an approach to the standards of factual
evidence that represented a prophetic break from their Enlightenment roots. If Enlightenment faith had held that facts were instruments of knowledge by which informed citizens would rule their own
destiny, now the "fact" was being marshaled, from both sides of the
aisle, as a dramatic device, a conscious play to the balcony. The pre~mmed connection between "the fact" and ohjeetive rnea:·mn~s of evaluation was vanishing. The.fiu~t had surfaeed as tlu· j{tdoid.
'l'lw <~mrtempt for truth that per·m<~ated his liSP ol' l'w·ts was sonwthing that IJ(~(' Pvidt•ntly ('OIIId livP with. 'l'lrt• "divitH' t'i!J,'hl ol' uu~ IIIII I-
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titude" and the mounting dangers it posed required it. In 1916,
speaking to the same group of railway executives to whom he had earlier invoked LeBon's phantasm of the crowd, Lee confided:
It is not the facts alone that strike the popular mind, but the
way in which they take place and in which they are published
that kindle the imagination .... Besides, What is a fact? The
effort to state an absolute fact is simply an attempt to ...
give you my interpretation of the facts. "9
In these words and in his career Lee demonstrated that the ambitious
dream of Tarde, to engineer "the grandiose unification of the public
mind," was in the process of finding a practical facilitator.

5
''Educate the
Public!''
"the facts" he propagated w~uld induce
the public to see thmgs through the Rockefellers eyes, the
response his press work received cast a dark shadow over this
assumption. Lee's efforts did little to cleanse the reputation of the
Rockefellers-or of Standard Oil-in the public mind. Even thirty
years after the Rockefellers first hired Lee-in 1945-a high-level
executive of Standard Oil of New Jersey (still a Rockefeller company)
was forced to concede that the "history of Standard Oil in its relations with the public has not been too fortunate."

I

I<' IVY LEE SUPPOSED t~at

Back in the days after the turn of the century, in the "trust
busting" days of Teddy Roosevelt, Standard Oil was regarded
as the prime example of a powerful, grasping, iniquitous business organization .... In the 30 years or more that followed,
very little was done to offset this idea. 1
On occasion Lee was able to convince John D. Rockefeller to partake in some minimal public relations schemes. In some of these
instances, news coverage improved. An arranged golf match between
the old man and a reporter for the New York World, for example,
yielded a series of cheerful puff pieces presenting "the human side of
the Rockefellers." 2 Such publicity stunts, however, misrepresent the
normal cast of Lee's work-or of Roeknfeller's puhlie posture<lur·ing their long assoeiation. StaiHlard ()i)'s poli<~ins toward the
puhli<~ dmnged Iittlt~, and I.en was lnf't, f'or· t.Iu~ tnost. pnl't., with the for·-
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midable task of interpreting the Rockefeller family's oil and energy
interests to an often critical press and public.
Lee's work for the Rockefellers embodied the limits faced by most
of the journalists who crossed the line into corporate public relations
work during the early years of the century. Unremitting corporate
arrogance made their work extremely difficult. At best, their efforts
bore mixed results. While some pliant publications provided an open
forum for their pronouncements, countless others continued to portray corporations and their press agents in extremely negative terms.
Fbllowing the Ludlow Massacre, for example, despite the fact that
Lee's press releases were intended to curry favorable news coverage
for Rockefeller interests, the bulletins were widely dismissed as
roguish prevarications.
"During the Colorado coal miners' strike," the San Francisco
Star reported, "the Rockefellers hired Ivy L. Lee to present their side
of the controversy to the public in a series of bulletins masquerading
as 'Facts Concerning the Strike in Colorado for Industrial Freedom.'
... The chief trouble with Ivy Lee," the article concluded, "is his disposition to wander from the fireside of truth. Testimony given before
the Federal Commission on Industrial Relations-even that given by
some of the mine owners-shows that Lee twisted facts, and invented
some that he couldn't find outside of his imagination." 8
The Toledo Blade reported that "throughout the Colorado troubles, pamphlets, circulars and letters fairly rained down upon the
newspapers. It was a flood, a deluge. If it converted or influenced
anyone, we have not heard of it. A broad reading of the American
press indicated that the stuff went into the waste baskets throughout
the country just as it did here. It swelled the postal receipts and
added to the tonnage of houses that buy waste paper. But as for education, there was no result at all." 4
Poet Carl Sandburg, writing in the New York Call, dismissed Lee
as a "hired slanderer" and a "paid liar." 5 Meanwhile, in a two-part
Harper's Magazine expose presenting an itemized rebuttal of Lee's
strike bulletins, the progressive journalist George Creel discredited
the "entir·ely false view of the situation" presented in the pamphlets
and a<~<~used I.t~t~ of being a would-he "poisoner of public opinion."';
'l'}w solwiqud "Poison Ivy" would hound l.m~ for year·s.
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Yet there was another-less apparent-facet of Lee that merits
some consideration here. It emerged briefly during his testimony before
the U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations. At one point in his long
deposition, Lee made a suggestive excursion from an otherwise
unscrupulous discourse on "the facts" concerning Ludlow. Responding
to a question about his personal affiliation with the Rockefeller family,
Lee began to speculate on the proper relationship that ought to exist
between a public relations specialist and his corporate client.
"My idea," he started off, "is that the principal himself should be
his own publicity agent; that the function for a person like myself ...
should be to advise with the man who is to take responsibility for the
act itself as to what he should do and what he should say, and that he
should do the same.m Commandeering the technocratic patois of his
day, Lee explained that his paradigm of public relations was something that reached beyond the standard conventions-and mostly
cosmetic habits-of press agentry.
Publicity is not a game; it is a science. The difference
between the two is as wide as the discrepancy between a press
agent and a doctor of publicity. The function of a press agent
is to put things across. The problem of a doctor of publicity is
to induce his patient to behave in such a way as to commend
himself unto the approval of a good city editor. 8
In this conjecture, Lee's idealized vision of corporate public relations was hitching its wagon to Progressive ideas. Business leaders
themselves, he speculated, must finally see the light and assume
hands-on responsibility for making the institutions that they run
more authentically responsive to the common good.
Publicity in its ultimate sense means the actual relationship
of a company to the people, and that relationship involves far
more than saying-it involves doing. An elementary requisite
of any sound publicity must be, therefore, the giving of the
best possible service. 9
A "doctor of publicity" would operate as an unfailing hehind-theSI~erws ndvism·-an invisible eounsel-offm·ing pm'(ll~tual g~tidanm~ on

what to say, how best to behave, and even how to restructure a corporation for the purpose of securing public confidence. Intrinsic to this
view was the insight that press releases alone could not generate a
sympathetic climate of public opinion. The public must witness
changed behavior-an altered deportment-on the part of a company and its leaders. Lee christened such unaccustomed intercourse
between public interest and corporation policy a "two-way street," a
self-congratulatory phrase that has persevered in canonical folktales
of the public relations industry ever since. 10
Lee's own career never came close to achieving the goal of a twoway street. Indeed, during the early years of the century, there were
few captains of industry who yet felt obliged to move in this direction.
There was, however, one notable exception to this general rule: a
man named Theodore Newton Vail, who, starting in 1907, was president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T).
More than any other corporate chieftain of his era, Vail approximated
the vision of business leadership that Lee conjured up in his testimony before the U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations in 1915.
To some extent, the link between AT&T and public relations
strategy predated Vail's presidency. From the beginning of the century-while most corporations paid little attention to the temperature of public opinion-unique exigencies impelled the Bell System,
as it was called, to look upon "public relations" as a vital element of
its corporate policy.
By the turn of the century, the AT&T leadership was already
committed to establishing a privately owned, nationwide monopoly
over an important new public service, the telephone. 11 This objective
was set in the midst of a society in which anticorporate, antimonopoly
sentiments-calls for governmental regulation and governmental
ownership of public utilities-were approaching their zenith. To
reach the objective of a Bell System monopoly over all wire communication in the United States, company leaders reasoned, the public had
to be diverted-at least in respect to AT&T-from its general distrust of' big business. With this, the wheels of an innovative public
n~lations apparatus-one that continues to operate at f'ull speedbegun to tum.
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The establishment of a Bell System monopoly faced acute challenges from two general directions. From one side, there were widespread calls for governmental ownership of telephone service, an
approach that was taking hold in Europe and elsewhere. Many
argued that phone service-drawing an analogy from the U.S. Post
Office's jurisdiction over written and printed communicationsshould be "postalized," government run.
AT&T also faced headstrong competition from numerous localized independent phone companies. In a society in which huge
national corporations were commonly despised and relatively few individuals yet required frequent access to long-distance phone services, a
number of local telephone companies possessed "sentimental" advantages over AT&T and enjoyed a great deal of public support.
Confronted by these threats, AT&T, in 1903, engaged the services
of a recently founded enterprise known as the Publicity Bureau,
located in Boston. The Publicity Bureau, a partnership of experienced former newspaper men, was already achieving a reputation for
being able to place prepackaged news items in papers around the
country, and Frederick P Fish, president of AT&T, believed that this
know-how might be serviceable in the defense of the Bell System's
corporate game plan. 12
James T. Ellsworth, a seasoned journalist with the Bureau, was
given the job of steering the AT&T account. One of the first things to
happen under Ellsworth's guidance was the decision to jettison all
corporate use of the expression "Bell System." "It seemed injudicious
to use the term Bell System," he would later explain, because this
phraseology "suggested a trust." With this, a new public identity was
ushered in-"the Bell Companies"-a designation more in tune with
the anticorporate spirit of the time, one that suggested a loose federation of localized businesses. 18
Beyond this early example of corporate image management,
Ellsworth methodically generated public relations pieces-crafted to
read like impartial feature articles-for syndieation to newspapers
around the country. He also assumed the task of pr·ornoting friendly
rdationships with editors and puhlishm·s tu·ourul Uw eountry, par'tieulal'ly in those~ t.PrTitor·ies whm·p competition f'r·om "tho iruiPpPndcmts" or·

antitrust sentiments posed particular problems for AT&T interests .
In 1903, for example, regional phone companies posed a problem
for AT&T in Kansas City, which had recently granted a franchise to
an independent, and in Milwaukee, which seemed to be on the brink
of doing so. "These two cities being considered in a critical condition
at the time the publicity work started," Ellsworth later recalled, he
"was sent to survey the ground."
What he found was daunting. AT&T interests were under fire,
and the corporation had few opportunities to defend itself. ''At
Kansas City," Ellsworth remembered, "the newspaper situation was
so antagonistic that the local Bell Company-the Missouri and
Kansas Telephone Company-had no means of presenting its facts to
the public." Adding to this problem, there was little practical PR
wisdom for him to fall back on during those early years; "organized
publicity was little more than a theory and practically no one knew
how to practice it."
Developing a strategy out of his firsthand journalistic experience,
Ellsworth took a first step, which was based on his understanding of
newspaper economics. By 1900, advertising-not circulation-was
already the prime source of income for most newspapers, and
Ellsworth fully comprehended the unspoken power that advertisers
could exert over editorial policy and content. AT&T's publicity work
in Kansas City, therefore, began by directing significant advertising
revenues toward a number of local newspapers.
These economic seedlings soon bore fruit. With the lubricant of
advertising dollars, Ellsworth was soon providing suddenly compliant
editors with a diverse range of packaged articles, already typeset and
ready to be placed. Ad revenues, Ellsworth recounted, "broke the ice"
with these newspapers, and the Missouri and Kansas Bell company
was "given access to the news columns of the several papers in Kansas
City and had an opportunity to make itself better understood." 14
In a 1904 memorandum to AT&T executives, the Publicity
Bureau was already boasting that it had "disabused the public mind"
of the "Twenty Million Dollar Trust Myth" that had surrounded the
Missouri and Kansas Bell company. Milwaukee, the Bureau reported,
would soon be theirs.
lntemally, A'r&T was pleased with the Bureau's work. WalterS.
Allen, A'l'&'l"s c~or·pm·ute liaison with Uw Puhlieity Bureau, reported
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to President Fish that it should become increasingly easy to get proAT&T articles published. In a memo that reflected the increasingly
sophisticated sensitivity of the newspaper as a communications environment, Allen asserted that the key to maintaining friendly relations
with newspapers was to continue paying for advertising. Publicity
articles, he cautioned, must appear to remain on the "news" side of
the stylistic border that separates journalism from overt salesmanship. Though articles might be promotions for AT&T, they should not
appear to be so. "Each new story presented," Allen explained, "can be
made more and more frankly a Bell advertisement, but it can not be
allowed to degenerate into material which will be considered by the
editors of such a nature as to justify them in charging for it as paid
reading matter at the standard rate of one dollar per line." To maintain this fine distinction, he continued, AT&T must ensure that publicity articles would be written only by experienced "newspaper
writers." 15
In time, Allen believed, these crack news writers would be skillful
enough to translate the long-range intention of AT&T-to establish
unchallenged control of all telephone communications in the United
States-into a journalistic idiom that would be acceptable to a public
that was generally hostile to monopoly. In a July 1904 letter to Fish,
Allen elaborated:
The objective point of the policy of this company, as I understand it, is ... to secure as complete a system throughout
the country as is possible, and to that end everything which
educates the public in the use of the telephone is of ultimate
advantage to this company. The work of this Bureau seems
to me well adapted to interest the public, and as the foothold
becomes more secure in newspaper circles it will in all probability be possible to lead many of them to the point we
desire to reach, namely, the education of the public to the
belief that the telephone system is necessarily national in
character. 16
While these documents nweal that A'l'&'l"s l'orporat.e lmtdm·ship
was, eady on, paying nx<~eptional ntt<~nt.ion to puhli1~ r·Piations <~on
<·m·ns, Uw par't.imiln.r· PI{ str·n.tegy lwinJ.( dtiHt•.l'ihod WII.H not that exm~p-
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tional. Though on a grander and more credible scale than that
employed by other companies, it was still predominantly press
agentry. Farmed out to an independent contractor, public relations
was not yet a part of the corporate fabric.
Initial enthusiasm for the Publicity Bureau's work soon proved
premature. Despite the agency's earlier proclamations of triumph, by
1906 "the state of public opinion concerning large corporations" had
deteriorated considerably, as had AT&T's public reputation in relation to independent regional phone companies. Writing again to Fish,
in October of 1906, Allen complained that "much talk of the independents as to the Bell methods and the Bell theories passes muster with
the mass of people ... as being t111e."
In an ambience of escalating crisis, AT&T's leaders began to
entertain the need for "radical change" in their effort to generate
more amicable public relations. "It seems to me essential," wrote
Allen to Fish, "that if this company is to secure the co-operation of
the public, a more aggressive position as regards the presentation of
its claims to the consideration of the public must be taken." 17

It was at this decisive moment, that AT&T moved toward Lee's
fantasy of proper public relations. In 1907, A'l'&T took its public
relations activities out of the hands of the Publicity Bureau and
placed them under the direct supervision of a new chief executive,
Theodore Newton Vail, a man who had been employed by the Bell
System in years past. To assist him, Vail hired Ellsworth away from
the Publicity Bureau and placed him at the head of the newly created
AT&T Information Department. 18
Vail was, for his era, an unusual kind of corporate chief. Unlike
most business leaders of the time-who kept a deliberate distance
from public view-Vail saw public relations as a key ingredient of
corporate leadership in the twentieth century. In this sense, his elevation to the presidency of AT&T constituted a dramatic rejoinder to
the philosophy of men like John D. Rockefeller and others who rated
the appellation robber baron. Vail was a quintessential "corporate liberal."1" In his desire to curry favorable public opinion and in his multilevel campaign to pr<~jeet and nurture an altruistic corporate
identity, Jw ~~mbodi1~d a husirwss-ori1mted variant of the Progressive
impuiHI'.
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As president of a privately held public utility, Vail was in a unique
position to appreciate the delicate balance between the interests of a
large corporation and a middle-class public that was expected to purchase its services or invest in its stock. From this vantage point, Vail
demonstrated a business class consciousness that was rare among his
peers. Within an often bitter anticorporate milieu, he cultivated a
conciliatory style of leadership, predicated on the belief that conventional business practices-unless modified-posed a threat not only
to the interests of privately owned utilities, but to the viability of corporate capitalism in general.
There was "danger, grave danger," Vail forecast, if business continued to choose the incentive of short-term profit over the more
strategic question of long-term survivaP0
Our personal rights will not amount to much if they come in
conflict with public greed or selfishness, or with public prejudice. Fbr this reason and these reasons, and for the preservation of society such as we can live under, it is necessary that
we subordinate our personal and selfish desires to what is
best for all, and keep alive in the minds of the public the
necessity of this subordination. 21
In its sense of imminent peril, Vail's worldview was remarkably
close to that of Walter Lippmann in Drift and Mastery. Like Lippmann, Vail believed that the flammable alliance of corporate arrogance from above and radical forces from below was propelling society
toward chaos. Echoing familiar middle-class anxieties, Vail was troubled by a vast population of impoverished immigrants who, as they
transfigured American society, presented a mounting threat to the
social order.
Millions of immigrants ... with no realization of any difference between liberty and license, were cut loose from the
restraint imposed upon them by custom and tradition, and
without education or ideas of public obligations wm·1~ put on a
political equality in every mspeet with thosn who hy ~~XJWri
mwe and generations of edueation wm·o pt·opm·nd for all the
t'ilo{ht.s of' hilo{lwr· ~~iti:wnship.
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These "discontented forces," Vail continued, were being incited by
agitators who were forging them into "an influence in the politics of
this country that must be reckoned with. 22 Decrying a distending tide
of democracy, Vail asserted that social progress could not be achieved
at the expense of social distinction.
No matter what may be the future of "uplift" or development
some conditions will never change .... [S]ome must bear the
physical burden, some the mental, and some the financial.
There must be mutual concession and subordination of the
individual to the comfort of all. There must be leaders and
followers, for without organization there can only be chaos. 2'3
Like Lippmann, Vail also believed that the middle-class public
was being misguided by "utopian" theorists and the general ambience
of recrimination they were fomenting. Persisting habits of corporate
greed, he allowed, contributed a kernel of truth to the accusations.
The public have been educated entirely by those whose entire
capital is in exciting class prejudice and class feeling. Mismanagement and unprincipled promotion and combination
have furnished the agitators with some material, which freely
coupled with misstatements, misinformation and misinterpretation of rightful things ... have produced deplorable
results.
Against these false prophets and their teachings, Vail contended,
corporations must furnish an alternative truth. "The only thing to
bring about a millennium, is to be as active in giving correct information, and in upsetting of heresies and delusions, as others have been
in cultivating them." 24 As the "private rights" of corporations are
dependent on "public acquiescence," the public must be "educated"
toward a greater understanding of these rights. 25
Vail's commitment to "educating" the public was a critical piece
within a sophisticated political outlook. Consistent with the thinking
of the Progressives, his notion of "the public" was emphatically
middle dass; Vail's commitment to the practice of corporate public
r·elations was 1'00t1~d in Uw ~~onvid,ion that if edueated to IH~ mor·e
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sympathetic toward business, this public might serve as a buffer
against the greater threats that lurked below.
Against the danger of chaos from below and to nullizy public
"delusions," Vail formulated a far-ranging public relations strategy
aimed at convincing the middle class that their interests and the
interests of the Bell Companies were congenial. More than press
agentry, Vail's PR policy was planned to provide middle-class phone
subscribers with tangible proof that AT&T's corporate policies were
responsive to the needs of an anxious public.
Phone rates were established to project this priority. At a time
when long-distance service was used, for the most part, by businesses,
AT&T regional companies inflated long-distance telephone costs to
subsidize their local phone rates. With the Bell Companies offering
the only comprehensive national telephone service, businesses
engaged in interstate commerce had little choice but to go with
AT&T. Meanwhile, the surcharge levied on business users permitted
AT&T to provide local service at a price that was affordable to
most middle-class subscribers, people who only rarely relied on longdistance lines.
Other policies were more semiotic in nature. Though AT&T was
controlled exclusively by a male hierarchy, a conscious decision was
made to give the direct link between the public and the corporationthe telephone operator-a woman's voice. The employment of female
operators, who would begin each phone transaction with a courteous
"Number please~" established AT&T as a prescient innovator of the
"user-friendly interface."
At a time when there was widespread middle-class unease over
exploitative working conditions, AT&T advertised internal labor policies designed to encourage "esprit de corps ... morale" among
employees. Fbr AT&T's primarily Anglo-Saxon workforce, Vail
promised wages scaled to match "the very highest that are paid for
any similar class of work" and an unprecedented employee health program to provide "benefits for sickness and disability."
Ultimately, AT&T's success rested on its ability to pmjeet a sympathetic corporate personality. Vail insisted tlmt t.his r·<~quir·ed a sure
nnder·standing of tlw pnhli<\ mind; tlw "wholo quoHt.ion of' puhlie r·<~la
t.ions" wns irwr·easin~ly 1\otweivod in t.m·mH of' t.h<l <'.OIIIJIILIIY's n.hility to

present itself "through the eyes of the public." This objective
demanded new ways of thinking. As never before, company executives
were encouraged to become students of public attitudes and opinions,
to familiarize themselves with the public's point of view on a range of
relevant issues. Though this idea is a cliche of public relations today,
at the time it constituted a dramatic break from the disdainful shortsightedness of the past, a move toward a more socially conscious style
of corporate behavior.
"Get the public's view point," said E. K. Hall, Vail's vice president, to a meeting of his New England managers; "see if you can
work out the problem from that basis."
Don't bristle at the man who makes a complaint, but make
him feel that he is doing you a favor. Most people are reasonable, and if you take this point of view you can make him not
only reform his opinion of your company, but respect you as
an individual. 26
All these strategies-cut-rate local phone bills, the friendly greetings of Ma Bell, employee esprit de corps programs, presenting things
through the public's eyes-were essentials in Vail's innovative effort
to defend AT&T against a "curse of bigness." Yet it was his effort to
place an altruistic spin on the idea of an AT&T telephone monopoly
that occupied the core of his PR endeavors. This was the company's
underlying corporate objective, and a contentious political climate
required that it be adroitly pursued.
Vail's campaign to ennoble the concept of an AT&T telephone
monopoly confronted difficult obstacles. In a nation in which the fear
of "bigness" was widespread and most people still lived a more or less
localized existence, provincialism had buttressed public loyalty to
regional phone companies. In the face of this hurdle AT&T's Information Department worked to advance the oracle' of a different
America, an America to come, in which people's lives-following the
lead of the modern business system-would take on an increasingly
national and cosmopolitan character. Within such a world, the limits
of regional phone service would become clear.
It was the nervous public that provided Vail with the basic ingredi<mt of his PR str·ategy. In a world wher·e rapid chan~e and a sense
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of drift were often dismaying facts of life, Vail's public relations was
calculated to provide Americans with a consoling picture of the people
they were in the process of becoming. Remarkably attuned to the
nationalization of social and economic life that was rapidly taking
place, his platform was founded on the majestic promise of "universal
service."
People would be more dispersed yet more connected. Beyond
claims of high-quality phone service, Bell public relations continually
portrayed the ordinary phone subscriber as a person requiring contact with a wider world. "When you lift the Bell receiver," the company repeatedly announced, "you are in contact with the world." 27
As president, Vail dramatically increased corporate funding for
publicity matters and launched-for the first time in the company's
history-an illustrated institutional advertising campaign, touting
the "Bell System" as a service benefiting "all the people all the time."
Vail personally approved "every piece of copy and made many suggestions."28
Proclaiming that "every Bell Telephone is the Center of the
System," these ads encouraged telephone users to view the company
not as a dark monopolistic leviathan, but as a beneficent mother
figure who would make each and every one of them the center of her
attentions. At the bottom of each ad stood AT&T's oath of infinite
and equitable access: "One System, One Policy, Universal Service."
The deftness of this strategy was its unprecedented openness. Rather
than hide from AT&T's conspicuous size or its monopolistic ambitions, Vail energetically transformed these often maligned characteristics into pure and simple virtues.
Building on preexisting patterns of publicity, AT&'r, under Vail's
leadership, also expanded the bulk of materials produced and sent out
to news services and newspapers. Beyond articles responding directly
or implicitly to those hostile to an AT&T monopoly, many of these
pieces were of a human-interest variety, designed to portray the telephone in general, and AT&T in particular, as the glue that holds a
modern society together.
Vail personally prepared "a syllabus on the life histmy of the telephone" for publication in magazines, and oUun- H.l'til~les f1~atun~d tdephmw etiquette; "J.,rid" switehhmu·d opm·u.t.OI'Hi 11.11d Uu~ I'Oh~ of the
tdephorw in suburban lif1~, in d1111'1~h lif'o, in Uw wildm·ru~Hs, in Uw lu.w,
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in the army, and so forth. In each story the telephone was the star;
the Bell System supplied the mis-en-scEme that made the drama possible.
While magazine and newspaper publishers criticized many companies for attempts to secure "free publicity" in their pages, AT&T's
self-conscious mix of paid advertising and packaged news items
gained publishers' approval and often their active collaboration with
AT&T's corporate goals.
This collaboration is apparent in a 1909 letter from H. W Pool,
advertising manager of Moody's Magazine, to Ellsworth. Pool was
writing to offer the company advertising space on "the outside back
cover" of an upcoming issue of the magazine for a fee of seventy-five
dollars. "This issue," Pool continued, "will contain an exhaustive
article of your company written by Mr. John Moody which is highly
complimentary to your company." The exchange between favorable
editorial coverage and advertising revenues was unabashedly affirmed
as Pool inserted: "We believe that support from you from an advertising standpoint would prove mutually advantageous." 29
The amalgam of syndicated public relations articles and paid institutional advertising-a mix that was cementing relations with editors
even before Vail took over-continued to reap benefits for AT&T. In
confidential meetings, regional directors of Bell Companies would swap
detailed stories of how they had secured desirable press connections.
At a June 1914 meeting of the Bell Companies, Mr. Fbrtier, of
Bell of Canada, reported to his corporate associates that "the relations of our Local Manager with the newspapers are such I think that
any news story that is deserving of insertion, they will find no difficulty having it published in the papers. There are papers that we are
on such exceptional terms with," Fbrtier continued, "that they will
print practically anything within reason."
On the same occasion Mr. Sullivan, of Southwestern Bell, painted
a graphic picture of friendships being cultivated to serve corporate
interests. He explained:
We have in eaeh Gerwml Managtno's division a puhlit~ity
agmrt. ... lilt is his husirwss to know por·sonu.ll,v and intirrratt'ly PVPI',Y nPWH(IHpt~t· I'P(IOI'tot•, IHIWHJIILJitll' lniUI, nnd IH~WH-
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paper owner personally. One man in particular has succeeded
in being intimately acquainted and being a friend of 98% of
the editors and owners in his State. That friendship is played
up in different ways; by calling on them once, twice, three or
four times a year, by meeting with them at their conventions,
and by assisting to entertain them ... .'w
These activities, however, do not fully reveal the nature of
A'f&T's Information Department (or, as it was later renamed, the
Public Relations Bureau). More than simply producing and disseminating materials for publication, Vail's public relations operation also
engaged in a continuous and detailed analysis of public opinion
insofar as it related to AT&T's far-flung interests. Proceeding along
terrain mapped-at least theoretically-by Gabriel Tarde, Vail intuited that the grooves of borrowed thought embraced complex networks of human interaction.
Beyond the authority of journalistic materials, there was a
diverse range of other opinion shapers that influenced attitudes, that
shaped conversations, in America. To he fully informed about relevant
currents of popular thought, Vail surmised, it was essential to keep a
corporate ear close to the ground. Toward this purpose, the Information Department, and later the Public Relations Bureau, deployed an
intricate intelligence-gathering-and-surveillance apparatus, designed
to provide the corporation with an ongoing profile of its adversaries.
AT&T's reconnaissance chores included the methodical collecting
and clipping of newspapers, magazines, books, and "ephemeral pamphlets" from around the country on anything that appertained to the
Bell System's corporate situation. Proposed legislation, as well, and
even the spoken utterances of college professors, students, "radical
politicians and progressive editors" were painstakingly monitored, to
pinpoint potential sources of opposition and to provide an up-to-theminute picture of "the general trend of public sentiment." 31
Assembled from the findings of field operatives, weekly intelligence summaries were distributed to all AT&T executive officers and
to executives and attorneys in the field. The purpose behind these
exhaustive aetivities was simple: to permit AT&T to prepare for and
"nwnt aetual situations as tlwy arisn in advane<~ of genm·al public
eJalll01'."' ~ 'l'I'IUISt~t~IHJing; tJu~ PX post f'ado stJ'att~gies of "darnagt~ t~OII1
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trol" that marked most corporate PR of the period, AT&T's operations were designed to forecast and defuse problems before they
arose.
At times this meant shadowing people whose public statements
were felt to endanger company interests. In 1913, for example, David
J. Lewis, a Democratic congressman from Maryland, was barnstorming local organizations, calling for a government takeover of
telephone service. To AT&T's Public Relations Bureau, Lewis's
"speeches before economic, civic and business societies throughout
the country, and particularly before the Granges ... constituted an
appreciable form of publicity," one that demanded a corporate
response. 33
Ellsworth, speaking at a confidential public relations meeting in
1914, addressed the Lewis problem directly. "We have had the occasion to sort of keep tab on him and follow him around," he reported.
This gumshoe behavior, he explained, was enacted to undermine
Lewis before he could arrive to deliver a speech.
It has been our idea that it was a good thing to find out where
he was going, and if possible to secure a list of the people or
members of the Grange or Association or Society he was
going to speak before, and circularize them before he got
there. In some instances we found this was impossible
because they would smell a rat and would not let us have the
list of names till after he came around, but in every instance
we have found we could get to people either before or after. 34

To offset the impact of men like Lewis, the company also
arranged public debates on the question of governmental ownership
or other thorny issues. Pro-AT&T speakers-drawn ideally from the
community-were furnished with debating kits, indexes of relevant
issues, and other ammunition with which to mount an effective
response. 35 As never before, local forums of public discussion were
being infused with scripted lines.

Guiding these activities was Vail, a nnw brm~d of businessman
who-mm·e than any em·porate bultw of tlu~ poriod-appr·e<~iated tlw
irnpm-t.nn<~<~ that publi<~ !'(~lations would ltHHIIIIW in t.w(mt.id.h·(~entmy
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American life. Along the way, Vail catapulted the telephone giant
toward the forefront of modern public relations thinking and toward
achieving the monopoly it so forcibly pursued.
At the center of Vail's managerial vision was his commitment to
the idea of "education," his obsessional quest to convince Americans
that the AT&T catechism of "One System, One Policy, Universal Service" would provide them with an interconnected future and a quality
and efficiency of service that no other system could match.
Amid the often intense pandemonium of antimonopoly sentiment,
Vail-an unflinching proponent of corporate progressivism-was
convinced that proving AT&T's case was simply a matter of appealing
to people's common sense through the presentation of facts, assisted
by the agency of public reason. "Educate the public," he exhorted his
executive corps in 1913. Their job, he continued was to present the
public with those facts and arguments necessary for them to see
AT&T's ambitions as conforming to their sense of their own best
interests.
It is you who must do it.... If you can impress upon ... the
public, the fact that we can give them better service than
could be obtained under government ownership, and that a
monopoly does not necessarily mean public disadvantage, the
time will come. Before we can accomplish our plan for a universal ... system, the public mind must be thoroughly
imbued with its economies and advantages. lti

Responding to an onrush of social agitation in 1909, Theodore
Roosevelt had cautioned that "unless there is a readjustment" in the
conduct of business in the United States, "there will come a riotous
wicked, murderous day of atonement." The survival of capitalism, he
believed, demanded a more comprehensive social vision on the part
of businessmen. While most corporate leaders ignored this admonition, Vail was articulating a new vision of publicly engaged corporate
management. The hidebound secrecy that had escorted earlier
industrial development was now being challenged by a public relations-oriented conception of enlightened self-interest-an approach
to <~m·pm·at<~ leadership that, in years to conw, would gain a widmting
dr·<~le of' dis(~iples.
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The distinction between a man like Vail and a man like Rockefeller cannot be understood simply in the terms provided by muckrakers' morality plays, dramas pitting the forces of good against the
forces of evil. Neither can the differences between the two men be
reduced to a matter of different temperaments. Whatever personal
genius stood behind Vail's innovations, they were also framed by the
particular exigencies of the industry over which he presided: telephone service.
Rockefeller had been part of a generation of industrialists and
financiers who had assembled America's industrial base. Barons of
finance, transportation, capital-goods production, coal, and petroleum, these men controlled large-scale industries in which direct contact with the public or the need for public approval had seemed
relatively minimal. Their activities were, for the most part, shielded
from the middle-class public by a vast layer of local middlemen who
had little power to influence the policies of large-scale industry and
finance. Only on rare occasions, usually at moments of crisis, had
these early captains of industry felt obliged to explain themselves.
Vail, on the other hand, oversaw a corporation that dealt directly
with middle-class Americans. Its product-person-to-person telephone communication-was a fundamental component in the evolution and assembling of a modern public of consumers. This historical
proximity to the emerging consumer culture demanded that Vail's
vision move beyond that of preceding industrial barons. The public
and its problems stood unavoidably at the center of AT&T's longterm ability to achieve its corporate goals.l 7
There is another factor that may have contributed to Vail's aptitude for public relations. It emanates from the changing choreography of public life itself and from Vail's particular vantage point on
those changes.
In 1898 Tarde had depicted his contemporary "public" as "one
which never ceases to grow and whose indefinite extension is one of
the most clearly marked traits of our period." ,Just as newspapers had
abetted a mode of public life that eould "(~xterul inddinitdy," telephones were also inseminating that ind(~finit.(~ nxtnnHion into t.lw l'(~ahn
of pmpi(~'H pl'ivu.t.(~ nxi:-;tmwe. ( ~omplilllllllt.ill~ thn dnvolopnwnt. of'
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newspapers and other mass media as the connective tissue of public
life in the modern age, AT&T-in its vision of One System, One
Policy, Universal Service-was engaged in the development of a pervasive network that would help connect private existence to that
increasingly vaporous public realm.
When Edward A. Ross wrote of newspapers that "mental touch is
no longer bound up with physical proximity" and that in the modern
era "remote people are brought, as it were, into one another's presence," he might just as well have been describing the telephone. Both
the newspaper and the telephone were engaged in reshaping the
terms of public interaction.
Vail's insights into the architecture of a modern public and the
importance of public relations echoed the perception of contemporary
social thinkers, journalists, and others who were in positions that permitted them to witness a new consumerist way of life unfolding. All
had an understanding that a "different public," as Tarde had
described it, was in the process of being formed. This public consisted
of individual consumers bound together not by the tendrils of kinship
and community, but by modern instruments of communication. Vail's
recognition of this new public's existence and the pathways by which
it was informed also suggested the means by which those outlooks
might be influenced. While many businessmen continued to disregard
the terms of their world, public relations was an idea whose time had
come.

6
House of Truth
IGHT o'cwcK in the evening, September 27, 1918. A brief interval
between shows at a local movie house in Portland, Maine. As the
house lights came on, Virgil Williams, a local bank manager known to
many in the audience, rose determinedly from his aisle seat and
strode toward the front of the theater. Then, in a voice that resonated
beyond the last row of the auditorium, he began to address the 150 of
his neighbors who had gathered that night to take in a couple of
movies.
His words were fired by the Great War in Europe, a war that, for
the past year and a half, had embroiled the lives of American servicemen. "While we sit here tonight, enjoying a picture show," he
began deliberately, "are you aware that thousands and thousands of
people in Europe-people not unlike ourselves-are languishing in
slavery under Prussian masters?" Assuming an inflection of gravity,
Williams continued.

E

If we are not vigilant, their fate could be ours.
Now, then, do you folks here in Portland want to take the
slightest chance of meeting Prussianism here in America?
If not, then you'll have to participate in summoning all the
resources of this country for the giant struggle. In addition to
buying Thrift Stamps, and War-Savings-Stamps to support
our boys overseas, we must also hold fast the lines here at
home.
To do this, we must remain alert. We nlltHt li:-;tml mt.l'efully
to the question:-; that our neighbor·:-; ILI't\ u.HI<inlo(, u.nd we rnuHt
a:-;k our·:-;elvPH whetlwr tJw:-;e qlwHtiottH c•ould lu• Huhwt·ting tJw
Hm~ul'it.v of out· youulo( lllPII in unit'm·m.
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You have heard the questions:
Is this a capitalists' war?
Was America deliberately pushed into the war by our captains of industry, for money-making purposes?
Are the rich coining blood into gold while the poor are taking
on the greater burdens?
Take heed. These questions are not innocent. They can not
be ignored.
These are questions constantly whispered by German sympathizers, openly asked by many others who simply do not
understand.
Our response to these questions is plain. Our democratic
system of income tax insures that the rates paid by those who
are most well-off are greater than those rates paid by Americans who are less well-off. Tell those who ask such questions,
that all Americans are sacrificing to defeat Prussianism, to
make the world safe for democracy.
When you hear such questions, take heed. Do not wait
until you catch someone putting a bomb under a factory.
Report the man who spreads pessimistic stories, or who
asks misleading questions, or who belittles our efforts to win
the war. Send the names of such persons-even if they are in
uniform-to the Department of Justice in Washington. Give
all the details you can, with names of witnesses if possible.
Show the Hun that we can beat him at his own game. Fbr
those of you who are concerned for your own, or your family's
safety, I can assure you that the fact that you made a report
will never become public. Make the world safe for democracy!
Hold fast the lines at home!
As Williams concluded his brief but urgent speech, he turned to
sit down. Members of the audience offered him a small round of
applause and, within moments, lights dimmed and the picture show
resumed.
At first glance, Williams's oration may appear to have been a
fairly impuiHive oeemrenee, a hattle-eharged sample of a town-meeting
luwitngt\ native~ to Nt\W gnglnnd. This, hownver, was not the easo.
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Williams's visit to the movies was part of a carefully synchronized
national mission; as he spoke to residents of Portland that evening,
thousands of other people in theaters across the United States were
being issued similar messages of alarm. Williams, along with 75,000
others, was a lieutenant in a nationwide brotherhood known as the
"Fbur-Minute Men," a group of local opinion leaders-mostly smallbusinessmen, lawyers, and other professionals-who had been rallied
to maintain home-front support for U.S. military involvement in the
First World War. Nearly 150,000 times each week, men like Williams
would rise before their communities to preach the holiness of the
American war effort, to condemn the heresy of antiwar opinion. 1
Despite its magnitude, the Fbur-Minute Men was but the tip of
an even larger iceberg, only one aspect of an unparalleled publicity
campaign being conducted by the U.S. Committee on Public Information (CPI), a vast propaganda ministry established by President
Woodrow Wilson in April1917, just one week after the United States
had joined the European Alliance and had declared war on Germany. 2
The unprecedented creation of the CPI - a comprehensive propaganda bureau intended to mobilize and channel popular enthusiasm-reflected a general awareness of "public opinion" among
business and political elites in the United States during this disquieting period. It also revealed a heightened sensitivity to a number
of specific problems that American political leaders faced as they
moved toward a declaration of war in 1917. Government officials presumed that the majority of Americans would accept the decision to go
to war, but there were significant pockets of antiwar sentiment and
potential resistance that were causing them serious concern.
First of all, as he stood for reelection in 1916, President Wilson
had run on the slogan, "He kept us out of war." Only a few months
later, in the spring of 1917, a large number of native-born, middleclass Americans continued to hold Wilson to this oath. Particularly in
western states, where many people embraced isolationist attitudes,
there was a belief that events in Europe were not America's concern. a
Reflecting familiar patterns of xenophobia, tlwr·n were also coneer·ns about the loyalty of America's huw~ irnrnil(r·ant population.
Beyond spn<~iti<~ qtwstions of Om·man immii(I'IUih; (Would tlwir d<wotiOiu; lin with "tim llun""l) 01' of' Jr·itdr AnuwimurH-who, 011 tlu~ whole,
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despised America's ally, the British-the dreadful reality of many
immigrants' lives in America could not help but throw the allegiances
of the foreign-born into question.
Millions from Eastern Europe and the "southern tier" of Italy,
who had come to the United States "with the hope that they were
coming to a land of promise," had been summarily "dumped into the
Ghettos of the big cities." 4 In spite of expansive oratory about
America as the great and democratic "melting pot," there was the
sobering recognition among officials-as the American war effort
commenced-that for many immigrants, "the melting pot had failed
to melt"; the "Land of Opportunity" had not delivered on its
promises. 5 The social strains and chronic industrial unrest that had
marked the preceding decades only punctuated this potentially perilous fact.
"We let sharks prey on them, we let poverty swamp them, we did
not teach them English," lamented George Creel, the Progressive journalist who would become the civilian director of the CPl. He, along
with other watchful Washington insiders, believed that without a direct
campaign to promote loyalty in immigrant communities, the foreignborn could not be counted on to embrace the American war effort. 6
Compounding these fears, there was an overt and articulate political opposition to the war, even before U.S. involvement. Workingclass and radical organizations, pacifists, anarchists and many
socialists, maintained that this was nothing but a "rich man's war."
Ralph Chaplin-a prominent member of the Industrial Workers of
the World (IWW)-typified this perspective when, in a 1914 poem,
he dubbed the European war a "Red Feast," a gruesome blood purge
in which the flesh of workers was being devoured by rats, maggots,
and capitalist "Lords of War."
"Go fight you fools!" Chaplin taunted those who would serve up
their lives to the grim European banquet that was now under way.

Tear up the earth with strife
And give unto a war that is not yours;
Serue unto death the men you seroed in life
So that the'ir wide domin'ions may not yield.
Stand f1y thP.fiag-tlw hf thnt st,ill allures;
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Lay down your lives for land you do not own,
And spill each other's guts upon the field;
Your gory tithe of mangled flesh and bone.
But whether in the fray to fall or kill
You must not pause to question why nor where.
You see the tiny crosses on that hill?
It took all those to make one millionaire. 7
By 1917, lessons such as Chaplin's had left a deep imprint on the
thinking of many. Instructed by compelling visions of a "Red Feast,"
many workers found it easy to interpret U.S. entry into the war as
little more than a thinly veiled attempt to recover endangered Wall
Street loans. 8
International events only encouraged governmental anxieties
about organized working-class resistance. In Great Britain, attempts
to rally popular support for the war were seen as deficient; large sectors of the English working class felt little harmony with the cause.
"That the working classes have to a certain extent failed to develop a
sense of national unity is obvious enough," observed Wilfred Trotter,
an eminent British social psychologist, in 1916. Socialistic, egalitarian aspirations were multiplying, Trotter noted, and Britain was
now "faced with the possibility of having to make profound changes in
the social system to convince the working-man ... that his interests
and ours in this war are one." 9
Even more alarming, an earthshaking social revolution was in the
process of unfolding in Russia. Working people were marching in the
streets. The czar's army refused to fight for the allied cause and had
then refused orders to shoot down protesting workers in Moscow and
St. Petersburg. After February 1917, a weak interim government was
succumbing to the weight of its own indecision, and a "proletarian"
Bolshevik regime stood at the threshold of power. Such world historic
contingencies only underscored the dread of social disorder and chaos
that encircled the American decision to enter the war.
Sensing that middle-class public opinion was volatile and that a
r·twolt of the masses was possible, a numlwl' of' noteworthy soeial analysts hug-an to lobby Pr·esident Wilson, <m.lling I'm· thn ust.ahlishrnent of
arr i<h~ologi<~H.I appar·utus that would syst.mnut.i<~u.ll,v pr·ornot<~ tlw <mils<~
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of war. One of these analysts was Arthur Bullard, a leading Progressive, who had been a student of Wilson when the president had been a
history professor at Princeton.
Early in 1917, Bullard sent a copy of his recently published book,
Mobilising America, to Wilson, hoping that the volume would influence the president's blueprints for war. Attuned to his era's belief in
publicity as a "moral disinfectant" and its deep mistrust of secrecy,
Bullard warned that installing conventional systems of governmental
press control would be a mistake. Given perceptions of this as a "businessman's war," any overt policy of censorship would simply
encourage deep-seated public suspicion.
Developing his plan from the lessons of Progressive journalism,
Bullard argued that a flood of publicity would be key in rallying America
to war. "Timid advisors will urge secrecy," he advised, "but the Government needs publicity. Nothing will do more to hearten us, to stimulate the
mobilisation of Public Opinion, than knowledge of what is being done." 10
The wisest road to pursue when war is declared, he recommended, was
to dispatch a steady flow of information to the public at large.
First, last and all the time, the effectiveness of our warfare
will depend on the amount of ardor we throw into it....
[T]he prime duty of our government, the first step in any
mobilisation, must be the awakening of our interest .... [a]
Call to Arms, which will electrify public opinion.
'Ib accomplish this goal, Bullard proposed that the government

should "organise a publicity bureau, which would constantly keep before
the public the importance of supporting the men at the front. It would
requisition space on the front page of every newspaper; it would call for
a 'draft' of trained writers to feed 'Army stories' to the public; it would
create a Corps of Press Agents .... In order to make a democracy fight
wholeheartedly," he resolved, "it is necessary to make them understand
the situation." Ameriea must, Bullard concluded, organize "propaganda
campaigns to make the struggle comprehensible and popular." 11
Bullard was fervent in this conviction:
By <wmy nwam; at its disposal our Government must strive to
gnt. us thinking togd.lw!'. 1~111' unh~ss that is aeeomplished
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there is nothing but endless muddle before us, a welter of
blunders, inefficiency and disgrace. We-the people of the
United States-are the force back of the Government.
Unless our Will to Win is passionate and determined, our
Army and Navy will accomplish little. 12
On March 11, in a private letter to the president, Walter I,ippmann seconded Bullard's recommendation. With U.S. involvement
less than a month away, he exhorted Wilson to create an official government news bureau, an agency that would advertise the war as one
"to make a world that is safe for democracy." In wartime, Lippmann
added cryptically, it is necessary to nurture "a healthy public
opinion." 13
On April 6, 1917, when the United States formally declared war,
the issue of propaganda moved to the top of the president's agenda.
On April 12, responding to an assignment from the president, Lippmann submitted a ground plan to Wilson, laying out specifics for a
wartime "publicity bureau," a "clearinghouse for information on government activities" that would mobilize the propagandistic skills of
artists, intellectuals, journalists, and other media professionals from
around the country. Moving beyond a paradigm of publicity that was
grounded in journalism, Lippmann's plan spoke of the need to rally a
wide range of communications specialists, including people working in
the "motion picture industry." Beyond propagating information,
Lippmann suggested, the bureau should also direct a variety of relevant intelligence functions, "a monitoring of the foreign press ... and
the tracking down of 'rumors and lies'" that would undermine American morale. 14
Heeding these admonitions, on April 14, 1917, Wilson took
action to "hold fast the inner lines," issuing Executive Order No.
2594, which decreed the establishment of the CPl. From within the
government, the committee's membership included the secretary of
state, the secretary of war, and the secretary of the navy. To head the
CPI, Wilson appointed Creel, a well-connected Pr·ogressive journalist,
as its civilian chairman.
In light of Wilson's unease about possihh~ liluwal opposition to the
wm·, the appointment of Cmd was ingcmiouH mulndr·oit. B(~ginning in
Knusns, in Uw mid-1 HHOs, ( ~rnd luul ht~tm pm·t, of' Urn f'ouruliuf.(' f.('mwr·-
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ation of Progressive publicists, writers who built careers aiming their
pens at governmental corruption and corporate excess. By 1910, he
had acquired a national reputation as a top investigative journalist.
Beyond his Progressive pedigree, Creel had also been an early champion of Wilson's run for the presidency in 1912; since then he had
gained the president's notice and confidence.
Given the exigencies of the moment, Creel was precisely the kind
of man Wilson needed to head a wartime publicity bureau. From a
lifetime of experience, he understood "the importance of public
opinion" in modern political life. 15 Creel was also acquainted with an
extensive community of Progressive journalists around the country;
Wilson believed that Creel could bring these potential "opinion
leaders" into the fold, to establish a visible link between liberal ideals
and pmsuit of the war. On the whole, Wilson's assumption was justifind. Wlwn war was declared, an impassioned generation of Progressive publieists fell iuto line, surl'Ounding the war effort with a veil of
mueh-IIPP()ecl lill(~l·a.l-dmnom·atic~ dwtor·ie.
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Most important, Creel had been a conspicuous critic of big business-and of pro-business propaganda-in the years directly preceding the war. (It was Creel, after all, who, in Harper's magazine,
had written a scathing critique of the Rockefeller interests and of Ivy
Lee's role as the Rockefeller family's mouthpiece following the
Ludlow Massacre.) In a political milieu in which skepticism about a
"capitalists' war" was rife, who better to place at the helm of a propaganda ministry than a man whose anti-big business credentials were
immaculate.
In a number of ways the active collaboration between progressivism and the war effort made historical sense. By 1917, the aims of
progressivism and the agenda of the CPI were not that far apart.
For some time, Progressives had articulated a vision of the future
in which intellectuals and social technicians would come to lead a new
and rational world order. In 1917, with one of their own-Woodrow
Wilson-at the helm of government, many saw the war as an opportunity for America and American liberal values to frame the world's
future.
Moreover, fears of revolt from below had haunted the Progressive
imagination for some years. The desire to govern and guide public perception-in order to effect the social order-was hardly alien to the
philosophy of progressivism. When the moment to lead the public mind
into war arrived, the disorder threatened by antiwar sentiments-particularly among the lower classes-was seen as an occasion that
demanded what Lippmann would call the "manufacture of consent."
Last, there was a bridge between the domestic objectives of progressivism and an aggressive approach to world affairs that had roots
going back to the late nineteenth century. From the period leading up
to the Spanish-American War, there were many politicians, businessmen, and Progressives who discerned a relationship between the
United States' ability to assume the world stage as a political and
economic power and its ability to generate an improved standard of
living for the masses of people at home. 16 As a generation of ProgresHives united around the war effort in 1917, many hditwed that the
war-and itH triumphal aftermath-would pllwn t.hn l Tnited Hta.toH
ill lUI iiii'OIII(lHI'Il.bk poHit.iOII t.o di\Jivm• Oil if.H t.illlPWOI'II ph~df..("P of' JH'OHJll'l'if.y f'or· t.hP llliiii,Y.
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As director of the CPI, Creel brought an understanding of publicity to his post that had been nurtured by his experience as a Progressive publicist. Like many of his contemporaries, Creel had a finely
honed awareness of the paths along which ideas were carried and he
applied this awareness expansively. The "House of Truth," ~s Creel
calle~ .the CPI, was extraordinarily sophisticated and far reaching,
~roVIdmg an unequaled laboratory for pursuing local, national, and
mternational publicity work. 17 With the assistance of advisers, Creel
erected a publicity apparatus that, in scope and conception, transcended anything that had previously existed.
To some extent, the CPI built upon publicity strategies that had
been e~olving in the United States since the late nineteenth century,
strategies that had come to the fore during the Progressive Era. In the
Domestic Section of the CPI, for example, the Division of News channeled thousands of "official war news" press releases through the mails
and along telegraph lines on a twenty-four-hours-a-day basis. Concurrently, the Fbreign Section of the CPI, which maintained offices in over
thirty countries, used naval radio transmitters to "pour a steady
stream of American information into international channels of commu _
18
nication." Syndicated "human-interest" features were also distributed, aimed at those readers who skipped over the news columns.
In a move that extended beyond existing public relations practices, a direct effort was made to influence media aimed at immigrant
populations. Developing contacts with six hundred foreign language
papers-published in nineteen languages-the CPI made special
appeals to a heterogeneous population whose loyalty was of special
concern. 19
To "guide the mind of the masses" more directly, the CPI also
began publishing its own newspaper, the Official Bulletin, in May
20
1917. Designed to set off a mental chain reaction, the Official Bulletin.-with a circulation reaching 115,000-was targeted at public
offimals, other newspapers, and any other "agencies of a public or
semi-public character equipped to disseminate the official information
it will contain." 21

If the CPI elaborated on and extended the accumulated knowledge of puhlie relations spncialists, hownver, Creel was eonvin<Hld that
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rwwspapers alone could not do the job at hand. To achieve the ideological mobilization of an entire nation and to sell America's vision of the
war globally, an extensive fabric of persuasion would have to be knit.
This undertaking required an expansion of both the tools and
occasions for publicity. To that time, print journalism had been seen,
for the most part, as the primary medium for shaping public opinion.
The power of the printed word had stood at the core of the publicist's
faith. The CPI went beyond this premise; in its publicly subsidized
laboratories, it experimented quantitatively and qualitatively with
other forms of media.
Transcending the confines of traditional press agentry, the CPI
constituted a more audacious approach to publicity than had previously existed. To sell the war to Americans, Creel believed, an allencompassing fabric of perception-every moment of human
attention-had to be mobilized. "How could the national emergency
be met without national unity?" he inquired rhetorically. "The printed
word, the spoken word, motion pictures, the telegraph, the wireless,
posters, signboards, and every possible media should be used to drive
home the justice of America's cause." 22
Though Creel was a journalist, his instincts for publicity were
more familiar among people employed in the advertising industry. By
1917, advertising men were boastfully extolling the deftness with which
they were able to induce resistant customers to purchase a growing
variety of factory-produced consumer goods. Many in the industry also
maintained that advertising techniques could also be used to sell social
and political ideas and even to combat social discontent. 23
Given the evolution of American advertising by 1917, this conceit
made some degree of sense. By this time, advertising was more than a
simple description-truthful or not-of goods. In a seductive mix of
words and images, advertising had begun to associate goods with the
emotional lives-the needs, cravings, aspirations, and fears-of the
consumers to whom it spoke.
Acknowledging the already considerable powm· of advertising in
Arnnriean soeidy, by 1917 Creel was aprn·oadling· t.lw <~ondusion that
"p<~opln do not Iiv<~ by lm~a.d alonn; tlwy livn tnost.ly hy <•at.dr
plll'lr.sns."~~~ If' adv<~rt.ising tndrniqrws ~~ould Holl Hollp or· fa<~<~ <~I'PIUil or·
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biscuits, he reasoned, why not a war? "The work of the Committee
was so distinctly in the nature of an advertising campaign," he
explained some years later, "that we turned almost instinctively to the
advertising profession for advice and assistance." 2 "
Following this intuition, the CPI conscripted the advertising
forces of the country on behalf of the war effort. "By ... one stroke of
President Wilson's pen," Creel explained, "every advertising man in
the United States was enrolled in America's second line, and from the
very moment of their enrollment we could feel a quickening of effort,
the intensification of endeavor." 2 '; Under the leadership of William H.
Johns, president of the American Association of Advertising Agencies
and head of the George Batten advertising agency, the Advertising
Division of the CPI generated hundreds of advertisements and billboards, at the same time pressuring newspapers around the country
to donate free advertising space for the CPl.
If fact-oriented journalism had provided the model by which
publicists sought to promote corporate interests and political intentions prior to the war, the CPI elevated the importance of advertising techniques and emotional appeals to a national political level.
Coming out of a tradition of publicity that relied most heavily on
the vehicle of words, the CPI ventured into constructing a language
of images.
To supply illustrations for advertisements and for designing
posters, the CPI deployed a Division of Pictorial Publicity, a brigade
of volunteer artists, headed by Charles Dana Gibson-creator of the
Gibson Girl and America's foremost commercial artist. 27 In conjunction with this division, the Bureau of Cartoons published the Weekly
Bulleh,n for Cartoonists, a newsletter sent to 750 newspaper cartoonists around the country, that contained "ideas and captions" that cartoonists were expected to provide drawings for. ~H
Creel took particular pride in his ability to mobilize the graphic
arts. Observing that "artists, from time immemorial" have often been
seen as "an irresponsible lot," Creel declared that under the leadership of the CPI, "painters, sculptors, designers, illustrators, and cartoonists rallied to the colors with instancy and enthusiasm." 29
n~rhaps most prophetically, and following Lippmann's initial rccom~twrHlations on wartirnn puhlieity, the nascent movie industry of
llollywood was also dt'llf'kd into tlw (~PI's puhli<•.it,y appnr·atus urHI<'l'
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the Division of Films. In a number of significant ways this innovation
made sense.
Movies were an extraordinarily charismatic and universal form of
communication. Unlike printed matter, literacy was not a precondition
of movies' ability to speak to an audience. In the era of silent films, in
which a wordless language of gesture was used to tell a story, knowledge of English was similarly unnecessary. This was an especially serviceable feature in a society that housed such an enormous population
of immigrants.
A visual rhetoric of filmmaking was also developing that extended
film's potential as a medium of persuasion. Techniques of cinematography (camera movement, the conscious use of close-ups, mediumand wide shots, the expressive play of shadow and light) and editing
(crosscutting, montage, and the use of dissolves) each provided captivating vehicles for leading the eye and mind toward specific ways of
seeing a story unfold.
In 1917, as official plans for wartime propaganda were being laid,
the bewitching eloquence of film- its peculiar capacity to induce an
altered state of consciousness among audiences drawn from all
classes-was widely recognized as one of the medium's most salient
properties.
A sea change in the capacity to touch the inner life of an audience, to transfigure the physics of perception, is palpable in the following description of cinema that appeared in a popular encyclopedia
of modern technological wonders, published in 1915.
Here ' at last ' is the marne
of childhood-appearances,
b.
apparitions, objects possessed of power of movement and of
intelligence. . . .
For the motion picture does for us what no other thing can
do save a drug .... It eliminates the time between happenings
and brings two events separated actually by hours of time
and makes them seem to us as following each other with no
interval between them. Unconscious of this sixth sense of
time, because it is so much a factor of our daily lives, ignonwt of the fad that it is this and not our (~yl's alone whieh
havl' l)(~m• triekml, we l<~ave tlw dm·kmtnd thnat.m· with wonder
in our hmu·t.s and admir·atimt on our· lipH.:w
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Now, adding to the ability to capture a semblance of "reality" on
film and to present social arguments through pictorial narratives, film
was developing its own, unparalleled idiom of persuasion-a language that touched the recesses of inner life and spoke the uncanny
vocabulary of dreams, permitting storytellers to enchant an audience
silently with deep, psychologically charged ways of seeing.
Nowhere was the propagandistic potential of film more evident
than in D. W Griffith's Birth of a Nation, which had appeared in
1914. With enormous power, the film-which had war as its central
theme-incited audiences into a frenzy of identification with racist
Southern myths and contributed to the resurgence of the Ku Klux
Klan. The film's ability to rally people to a cause provided a model for
World War I propaganda.
To this point, the practices of publicity had been founded on the
ability to communicate a semblance of news, of facticity. Now, from
the intoxicating realm of entertainment, the medium of film had
revealed a new, uncanny ability to transcend facticity for the purposes
of persuasion, to reach a public on another, more emotional level.
Employing this powerful new tool-with all its suggestive implications-the CPI's Division of Films launched an unprecedented
effort to deploy movies as implements of war. Under the division's
direction, a number of feature films were produced for worldwide theatrical distribution: Pershing's Crusaders, America's Answer, Under
Four Flags, and others, shown alongside more conventional Hollywood productions.
These propaganda films, however, were not directly produced by
the CPl. Instead, the Division of Films maintained a "scenario department," which simply drafted general story outlines. These "scenarios"
were then passed on to seasoned commercial film producers, whose job
it was to introduce the magic of Hollywood, to ensure audience appeaJ.3 1
Distribution also drew on Hollywood know-how. As films were
completed, their distribution was overseen by George Bowles, "an
experienced theatrical and motion-picture manager," who had "made
a name for himself" distributing and promoting The Birth of a
Nat'ion. "~

On an international level, Hollywood's already considerable global
alhu·e was exploitPd as a wedgl'. 'lh mtslll'l' tJw exhibition of CPI pr·o-
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paganda films around the world, movie producers were expected to
attach a quid pro quo to their immensely popular feature films as
they were exhibited around the world. As Creel explained it:
Hollywood producers had to agree that no American entertainment films would be sold to any foreign exhibitor who
refused to show the Committee's war pictures, and that none
would be sold to houses where any sort of German film was
being used. As exhibitors simply had to have our comedies
and dramas ... we soon had sole possession of the field.
Much as they may have disliked our propaganda features,
Douglass Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, and the Keystone Cops
were a necessity. 33
Beyond news, advertising, posters, political cartoons, and feature
films, the CPI exploited countless other avenues of publicity as well.
Academics from around the country were enlisted to write "authoritative" pamphlets on behalf of the war. Exhibitions at state fairs and
other expositions were also mounted. Over 200,000 slides, stereopticon images, and photographs were likewise produced for exhibition
in schools, churches, and other community centers.
Overall, in terms of the evolution of twentieth-century publicity,
the CPI was built around a conception of the mass media that had
never before been applied. Looming over each individual division was a
conception of the mass media that saw them as parts of an interwoven
perceptual environment. It was the espoused goal of the CPI to
impregnate the entire fabric of perception with the message of the war.
Along with its sweeping use of media, the CPI broke ground in
another critical way. In 1898, Gabriel Tarde had speculated on a
hookup that existed between an evolving mass media system and patterns of personal conversation. Under the stewardship of Creel, such
speculations guided concrete policy. In its attempt to manufacture a
comprehensive universe of discourse, the CPI implemented pragmatic
strategies that were overtly calculated to shape and direct the private
conversations of everyday people.
This idea stood behind the cr·eation of' tho Nn11·-Minute Men. Mm·e
Uuw just n eir·ele of men estnbliHht1d to dnlivtw r·ousing speodws
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throughout the country, the CPI's Division of Four-Minute Men was
the centerpiece in a strategy designed to shape attitudes within the
frame of people's daily lives. Four-Minute Men were chosen from
among people assumed to be local community leaders, primarily business and professional men. Speakers were chosen not because of their
support of the war-this would be a given-but because of the accustomed influence they had exerted over their neighbors' points of view in
other contexts. Bellwethers of local thinking, these men were enrolled,
according to Creel, to provide guidance for conversation throughout
the country, "to bring some order out of oratorical chaos."a 4
If it was assumed that people in America's communities followed
the viewpoints of their local leaders, local leaders, were simultaneously expected to echo the viewpoints of regional leaders (even more
prominent business and professional men), and these men, in turn,
were expected to follow leaders of the national organization. In short,
the Division of Four-Minute Men was predicated on a hierarchical
sociology of influence, a judgment that informal patterns of human
interaction might be identified and exploited on behalf of the war.
On a weekly basis, this oratorical chain of command was administered through the Four-Minute Man Bulletin, an instructional
newsletter that contained a "Budget of Materials," detailed guidelines
for the speeches members would be expected to deliver in a given
week. Issues of the bulletin introduced the general topic to be
addressed each week: "Why We Are Fighting," "Unmasking German
Propaganda," "Maintaining Morals and Morale," "The Danger to
Democracy," and so forth. This theme was then divided into a five- to
seven-part outline for the speech that was to be delivered. Specific
information or ideas to be conveyed were also supplied. Samples of
"typical speeches" were included as well. Speakers were encouraged
to muster enthusiasm, and their performances were routinely monitored by local chairmen, who judged the competence of their delivery
and offered suggestions for improvement. Those judged to be boring
speakers were expeditiously removed from the Four-Minute Men
speakers' circuit.
'lbgether, these exercises ensured that in any given week, influential men throughout the country were addressing their neighbors with
standar·di;r,ed speeches, covering identical topics, in a manner calculated to suggest spontaneity and twoke enthusiasm. Beyond simply
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dispensing a governmental line, Four-Minute Men were expected to
get movie audiences to carry ideas and topics back into the community at large, to create what one bulletin characterized as "an endless
chain of verbal messages."
If speeches were planned to instigate discussion, there was also
concern that this discussion should remain governable. CPI leaders
were wary about nourishing an atmosphere of impromptu "curbstone
oratory." "It was imperative," reflected Creel, "to guard against the
dangers of unrestraint." 35
A'l such, Four-Minute Men cautioned audiences to discuss weekly
topics within proscribed limits of conversation, to avoid those contexts
that might inadvertently further a climate of unrest. "Only where
men meet naturally to talk and to listen, at the table, at social gatherings, at noon in the workshop, at night at home, is discussion in
place," advised a weekly bulletin. 36
Augmenting the regular program for adults, which concentrated
its efforts in movie theaters, the Division of Four-Minute Men also
operated a youth group, the Junior Four-Minute Men, which focused
on elementary and secondary schools. Speaking competitions for children were held, to be administered by teachers and principles whose
loyalty was judged by their willingness to cooperate. The junior division also published the National School Service Bulletin, which provided teachers with topics for regular classroom discussion. Beyond
putting America's educational system in uniform, these activities
gave children topics that-it was expected-they would carry back
into their homes.
Speakers also participated in an ideological policing function.
Audiences were encouraged to identify, interrogate, and even report
people in their communities who expressed antiwar sentiment.
To deal with potentially fractious communities, special brigades of
speakers were deputized. African Americans-many of whom found
it difficult to swallow the liberal rhetoric of the CPI while they were
burdened by entrenched patterns of racism-were identified specifieally as a troublesome group, in need of special attention. For
<~xample, in Brunswick, Georgia-where Jim Crow laws routinely
suhvm'tc~d Afriean Americans' rights-Aifrnd Wood, dminnan of the~
"lu~h"lllm· F'ouJ·-Mi1mte Mc~n," eXJH't~ssnd woJ'I'it\H that "c•,olm·ed people
... snmn JUt,rtic~ulal'ly susc~nptihln" to luttiwnr· Jll'opaj.Canda. lu\Hpondinj.C
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to this perceived problem, Wood drafted William A. Perry, a "responsible and patriotic colored man," to serve as chairman of a new organization, the "Colored Four-Minute Men of Brunswick." 37
Within the purview of the CPI, every moment of human interaction became a suitable venue for publicity. Heated by the fires of war,
the concept of public relations was moving beyond the borders of journalistic press agentry, attempting to encompass the ether of human
relations itself. "Never before in history," wrote Charles and Mary
Beard, "had such a campaign of education been organized; never
before had American citizens realized how thoroughly, how irresistibly
a modern government could impose its ideas upon the whole nation." 3 H
The dual role of the Four-Minute Men-as a localized propaganda agency and a nationwide organization for extinguishing opposition to the war-offers a microcosm of what was, in fact, a much
larger truth encompassing the activities of the CPI: the wholesale
smothering of ideas and outlooks that ran against the grain of the
official story. Part and parcel of the committee's success in mobilizing
America's intellectual and creative resources for war was the simultaneous establishment of an ambience of censorship, calculated to discourage or punish impure thought.
Writing in 1935, Harold Lasswell-one of America's leading students of propaganda-observed that "the high importance of coordinating propaganda with all other means of social control cannot be
too insistently repeated." 39 In the context of the First World War,
while the CPI blanketed every nook and cranny of American life with
liberal-sounding rhetoric, this formula was followed to the letter. A
severe climate of suppression was being instituted throughout the
United States.
In his public declarations Creel repudiated censorship and the
squelching of opposition. "The work that is being carried on by the
Committee on Public Information is not a censorship and never has
been a censorship. It is a medium of expression," he maintained in
1918. 40 Yet underneath this pledge of openness, an atmosphere of
suppression was taking hold.
'l'lw legal fnunewm·k for this suppn~ssion was pmvided by tlw
FJ:-~pionag-e Ad-passed on ,Jmw 1G, 1!117 -whidt upheld tlw c~tmsm·-
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What Can History Teachers Do Now?

(TOP LEFT) Sample slide for projection on theater screens announcing a Four-Minute
Man talk. (TOP RIGHT) CPI bulletin for teachers providing a list of available pamphlets and suggestions for the proper teaching of history. (BonoM LEFT) CPI magazine advertisement printed in the Saturday Evening Post. (BonoM RIGHT) A World
War I poster warning soldiers to keep their lips buttoned, produced by the propaganda wing of the War Department, headed by Walter Lippmann. REPRINTED FROM
MOCK AND LARSEN, WORUS 1/IAT WON THE WAR.

ship of ideas considered injurious to the war effort. As widespread
prosecutions took place, the carrot of "voluntary censorship" was continually toughened first, by the stick of the Espionage Act and then
by the Sedition Act of 1918, "a statute which in effect made any criticism of the Wilson administration illegal." 41
"Under the general terms of the Espionage and Sedition acts,"
wrote the Beards, "newspapers were continually silenced by orders
and prosecutions. Individual critics of the war and the Wilson program were rounded up by the government, often without warrants of
arrest, hustled to jail, held incommunicado without bail, tried in
courts where the atmosphere was heavily charged with passion, lectured by irate judges, and sent to prison for long terms-in one case
an adolescent girl for twenty years." 4 z
To a large extent, the general climate of thought control was sustained by much of the ongoing work of the CPI: its repeated warnings
that people must be "vigilant"; scrutinize their neighbors; listen in on
others' conversations; and, if necessary, embrace the role of government informer.
More than a huge publicity apparatus, the CPI was the intrinsic
outcome of new ways of thinking that had been percolating during the
preceding decades. "The tossing about of symbols," noted one important analyst, became an increasingly serviceable "substitute for intellectual transaction." Amid the CPI, a decisive shift in the ways that
publicists thought about the public and about shaping public opinion
was revealed.
Whatever contradictions their actual practices may have contained, Progressive publicists-in the years preceding the war-had
embraced Enlightenment notions about the work they were doing.
They were seekers of "t1uth," exposers of "fact," exercisers of
"reason." Proponents of corporate public relations, as has been seen
in Ivy Lee and Theodore Vail, also couched their activities within an
argot of facti city.
In public utterances about the CPI, it must be added, Creel-a
dyed-in-the-wool Progressive-continued to do the same. "I do not
beliew~ that publie opinion has its rise in the emotions," he wrote in
1!11 H. "I fi'Pl that publie opinion has its som<·,<~ in the rnindl'! of peoph~,
thut, it has its has<~ in J'<~ason, and t.hat. it. <~XJH"PSS<~s slow-fol'lltud <~on-
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CPI posters appealing to public emotion. NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, AUTHOR'S
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victions rather than any temporary excitement or any passion
of the moment." 43
Yet despite his ongoing protestations that "We have never
Hun ""his.M.ark
made any appeal to the emotions," the record of the CPI
points toward a considerably
different conclusion.
with
Under the direction of
Gibson, for example, the pictorial work of the CPI was routinely aimed at the heart, not
the head. "One cannot create enthusiasm for the war on the basis of
practical appeal," Gibson maintained. "The spirit that will lead a man
to put away the things of his aceustonwd life and go forth to all tJw
har·dships of wm· is not kindlt~d by showinl( him Uw f1wts." Artwm·k
pt·odum~d for· Ute (~PI, hn t~mwludod, IIIIIHI. "upptlttl t.o Uw !wart.."

'Jlt.e
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Posters and other CPI-sponsored imagery complied with Gibson's
instruction. In a Red Cross poster produced for the CPI, a photomontage juxtaposed a giant, close-up image of a protective nurse/mother
over a wide camera shot of a body-strewn battlefield. In a striking,
avant-garde composition, the war's harvest of death was powerfully
transformed into a metaphor for nurturing security.
In another Red Cross poster, a Pieta-like image of a nurse/
Blessed Virgin was rendered, eyes raised to God, arms cradling a
wounded, infant-Jesus-sized soldier in her arms. Beneath her the
caption read: "The Greatest Mother in the World."
In yet another poster, a painterly portrait of a drowning mother and
child, perishing as they sink beneath the surface of a dark green ocean,
provided an emotive justification for the one-word mandate: "Enlist!"
Reinforcing such sentimental monuments to the American war
effort, images of the enemy were built on a bedrock of fear, invoking
an ineluctable climate of xenophobic paranoia. Many images portrayed an inscrutable enemy, lurking around every corner, threatening even the most apparently innocent circumstances. One CPI
magazine ad, for example, displayed a picture of two women engahring
in JH'ivate t~onv<~t·sation. Near·hy, apparently t•.ombing through a nnwsJIIlJHH', a IIIH.Il'H oyt~H l'tWoal Umt lw is, in f'ad, navnsdi'Opping Oil uu~ir·
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conversation. Below the image was the caption "Spies and Lies" and
a text that warned, "German agents are everywhere .... Do not
become a tool of the Hun by passing on the malicious, disheartening
rumors which he so eagerly sows .... You are in contact with the
enemy today, just as truly as if you faced him across No Man's Land.
In your hands are two powerful weapons with which to meet himdiscretion and vigilance. Use them."
Another image depicted the enemy as a menacing spider wearing
a German helmet, waiting to ensnare loose-lipped people in his web.
"SPIES are LISTENING" announced the poster in resounding
typography.
Still another image displayed a map of the United States, its
geography renamed to offer a chilling picture of postwar Anllerica
should the enemy be victorious. Now called "New Prussia," the
familiar outline of the United States is studded with alien, Huninspired names: Heineapolis, Denverburg, Cape U Boat, the Gulf of
Hate, and the like.
Reinforcing such terrifYing visions of Anllerica's future, one
macabre CPI poster displayed the Statue of Liberty "crumbling
under German fire, with the burning ruins of New York City silhouetted against the background." 44
This approach became routine within the CPl. In the Budgets
of Materials they received, for example, Four-Minute Men were continually schooled in the particular serviceability of emotional
appeals. In Bulletin No. 39, William Ingersoll (director of the division) told speakers that beyond presenting "facts and details" to
"satisfY the reasoning faculties of our audiences," Four-Minute Men
must also "appeal to the feelings, in which we stir the sentiment and
emotion and arouse the desire to DO something" on the part of an
audience. 45
Elsewhere, in instructions for a speech on Liberty Bonds, the bulletin summarized the essence of an effective presentation, which was
lifted directly from the nascent wisdom of advertising psychologists.
"One idea-simple language-talk in pictures, not in statisticstouch their minds, hearts, spirits-make them want to win with every
fiber of their· beings-tr·anslate that desir·n into tl~r·ms of bonds-and
they will buy."""
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In spite of Creel's insistent denials, the "House of Truth" was
perched not on a foundation of facts, but upon a swamp of emotions.
As a vast laboratory experiment in the molding of public opinion, the
CPI moved away from earlier, rationalistic models that had been
defined primarily by journalism toward communications strategies
that aimed ineffably for the gut. This shift was summarized ten years
later, when Harold Lasswell summarized the lesson of World War I.
[A] new and subtler instrument must weld thousands and
even millions of human beings into one amalgamated mass of
hate and will and hope. A new flame must burn out the
canker of dissent and temper the steel of bellicose enthusiasm. The name of this new hammer and anvil of social solidarity is propaganda. Talk must take the place of drill; print
must supply the dance. War dances live in literature and at
the fringes of the modern earth; war propaganda breathes
and fumes in the capitals and provinces of the world. 47

As many among a generation of Progressive intellectuals flocked to
serve as ideological emissaries for the CPI or lent their talents to
other facets of the war mobilization, there were some who disapproved, seeing intellectual war service as a fickle betrayal of principles. Anllong them, it was Randolph Bourne, in a 1917 jeremiad
entitled "War and the Intellectuals," who presented one of the most
outspoken accounts of this metamorphosis.
Published barely two months after the United States had entered
the war, Bourne's bleak epitaph for the abandoned social ideals of
progressivism mourned that "it has been a bitter experience to see the
unanimity with which the Anllerican intellectuals have thrown their
support to the use of war technique." Progressives, who had once
believed in the fertile powers of human reason, were now, according to
Bourne, dealing with the Anllerican people as if they were "sluggish
masses, too remote from the world-conflict to be stirred, too lacking
in intellect to perceive their danger." From this vantage point, he continued, an intellectual legion of "socialists, college professors, publicists, new-republicans, [and] practitioners of literature, had assumed
the iniquitous task of "riveting the war mind on a hundred million
mor·e of dw wol'ld's people."
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With bitter irony, Bourne mocked the conceit of these fallen idealists, men who had opened "the sluices" in order to "flood us with the
sewage of the war spirit."'8
"War and the Intellectuals" was Bourne's funeral oration for
the questioning social consciousness that had, in his estimation,
marked prewar progressivism. Now, in the crucible of war, contemplative humanistic ideals were giving way to a fateful brand of cynicism. People who had once believed in the ability to use "creative
intelligence" to bring about a more humane social order were
becoming dutiful technicians of mass persuasion, craven manipulators of consent.
In many ways, Bourne's obituary for the critical spirit of progressivism was prophetic. Bourne's vision of liberal intellectuals becoming
"servants of power" not only spoke to their role during the war, but,
to a large extent, described what would become of them over the
decade that followed.
Progressive intellectuals had customarily been critics of big business, of its greed, exploitativeness, and inherent corruption. During
the war, however, as corporations buttressed and profited from the
war effort, critiques of big business subsided, giving way to a more
receptive view of corporate America. After the war, this view would
persist for the most part. At the same time, a preoccupation with the
need to adjust public attitudes and the search for techniques by which
this adjustment might be achieved were also carried into the postwar
period. This mix of sensibilities-a greater friendliness toward big
business and increased attention to the importance of molding public
opinion-animated the lives of a growing class of American intellectuals as they moved from war service back into civilian life.
While there continued to be intellectual dissidents during the
twenties, those who complied with a new way of seeing would prove to
be far more consequential to the future development of public relations thinking. Central to their perspective was a new understanding
of who the public was and what were the most effective ways of influencing that public.
lkfor·n thn war Progt·<~ssivn intellnetuals had nspousml t}w
~~~nlight.nnnu~nt didun1 that. pnoph~-at h~aHt rniddh~-daHs pnoplu-
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were essentially rational, capable of evaluating information and then
of making intelligent decisions. In the context of the CPI, "public
opinion" became something to be mobilized and managed; the "public
mind" was now seen as an entity to be manufactured, not reasoned
with.
The war had also elevated the function of unreason, of the "night
mind," for people engaged in the business of shaping public opinion.
Reflected within this shift was a transformed conception of human
nature itself. In their discussions of the public-of people in general-Brahmins of public opinion, educated by the war, were
becoming increasingly conversant with psychological aspects of
human perception. In the citadels of the Enlightened West, a naive
faith in reason was beginning to fade from view. Publicists were
beginning to look for unconscious or instinctive triggers that might be
pulled to activate public passions.
Aligned with this search, publicists also beg·an to broaden their
understanding of the rhetorics of persuasion. If prior notions of publicity had been built on carefully constructed armatures of "fact," the
CPI had unearthed the venerable power of symbols to inspire and
sway the public's imagination.
Last, if preceding approaches to persuasion had focused on newspapers and periodicals as the primary arenas for forging public attitudes, the war had dramatized the existence of complex, interlocking
networks of perception. In the context of the CPI, public relations
moved beyond its myopic fixation on the printed page toward an
increasingly sophisticated appreciation of the media environment
overall and of the webs of influence that touch people in their everyday lives.
Within twenty-four hours of the Armistice, the CPI was summarily dismantled. In the aftermath of the war, it must be added, the
reputations of Creel in particular and of Progressivism more generally suffered a decline, partly because of their roles in the promotion
of the war. Yet the experiences gained in the CPI and its general
lessons about the terrain of the public mind would inform the concems of public relations specialists and affect the contours of Ameriean eultuml life for dneades to eonw.

PART 3

Changing Rhetorics
of Persuasion

7
Social Psychology
and the Quest
for the Public Mind

I

N THE AI<'TERMATH of the First World War, American business
leaders were buoyed by a renewed sense of confidence. As a
colossal experiment in mass persuasion, the Committee on Public
Information (CPI) had fostered a belief that public opinion might be
managed, that a social climate, more friendly to business interests,
could indeed be achieved. "The war taught us the power of propaganda," declared Roger Babson, the influential business analyst, in
1921. "Now when we have anything to sell the American people, we
know how to sell it." 1
At the center of this newfound assurance stood the wartime revelation that appeals directed at the public's emotions provided levers of
influence that mere facts could never match. The postwar pronouncements of Ivy Lee-still one of the nation's preeminent practitioners
of corporate public relations-provide rich evidence of this changed
sensibility.
From the time Lee opened his practice in 1906 through tlw
period just preceding U.S. entry into the war, he-like most of tlw
first generation of corporate PR men-had dutifully employed tlw
Progn~ssive Era's idiom of.factual argument and rationalpwrsuasion
in <iPserihing his work. After the war, howevm·, lJee's :-;tatmn<mts o11
th<~ :-;uh,j<~d of puhlie rdations rev<~abl a signifieant shift in
omplmsis.
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Speaking with an interviewer from the New York Evening Post in
the spring of 1921, for example, Lee wandered from a fairly familiar
description of the press agent's calling to announce his growing
attraction to psychoanalysis. "I have found" he confessed, "the
Freudian theories concerning the psychology of the subconscious
mind of great interest." Then, Lee added, "Publicity is essentially a
matter of mass psychology. We must remember that people are guided
more by sentiment than by mind." 2
Some months later, while delivering a lecture on the vocation of
public relations to a gathering at Columbia University's School of Journalism, Lee invited his audience to visit him at his offices, to "come
down and let us show you our library, see the extraordinary collection of
books on psychology, all the elements that go into the making of crowd
psychology, mass psychology." He counseled the gathering:
You must study human emotions and all the factors that
move people, that persuade men in any line of human activity.
Psychology, mob psychology, is one of the important factors
that underlay this whole business. 3
Lee, who had once characterized his publicity work as providing
"the press and the public of the United States" with "prompt and
accurate information," was assuming the mien of a necromancer.
Public relations, he declared in 1923, was nothing less than the "art
of steering heads inside ... the secret art of all the other arts, the secret
religion of all religions." This art, he proclaimed apocalyptically, held
"the secret" by which "a civilization" might be preserved and "a successful and permanent business" built. 4
This shift in Lee's thinking epitomized a broader change that was
taking place in the way public relations specialists thought about
their work. If, prior to the war, the idea of publicity was still grounded
in a premise of rational argumentation-in the appeal to conscious
reason-postwar conceptions of publicity were increasingly being
premised on tactics of psychological manipulation, on seductive
appeals to the subconscious recesses of mental life.
Without doubt, the war and the (~PI had, fo1· a gmw!'lttion of
Anuwimt.n intdle<~t.uals, IW<~entuatt~d t.lu~ impm·t.all<~e of t.lu~ psydtolo~-
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ical factors of persuasion. Yet Lee's fascination with mass psychology
and with the emotions of the crowd also reflected a vector of thinking
that had begun to reveal itself before the war. From the turn of the
century-even as most publicists continued to pay tribute the
majesty of facts-another current of intellectual thought was
emerging, one that argued that the entity known as "the public mind"
was innately more susceptible to emotional entreaties than it was to
rational appeals.
No individual contributed more to this perspective than Gustave
LeBon, whose widely acclaimed writings-particularly The Crowd: A
Study of the Popular Mind-put the nascent field of social psychology
on the map. 5 As discussed earlier, Le Bon's ghastly anatomy of the
"crowd mind" spoke to the anxieties of the fin de siecle middle class,
troubled by the spread of popular unrest."
Yet beneath LeBon's lurid treatise on the "entry of the popular
classes into political life," The Crowd contained another-more fundamental-layer of analysis, one that threw into question his own
repeated assertion that the middle-class public was still capable of
rational thought.
"From the intellectual point of view an abyss may exist between a
great mathematician and his bootmaker," Le Bon noted, "but from
the point of view of character the difference is most often slight or
non-existent." This argument, which addressed the issue of human
nature itself, betrayed Le Bon's underlying conviction that among
human beings in general, "the part played by the unconscious in all
our acts is immense," while "that played by reason is very small." 7
The conscious life of the mind is of small importance in comparison with its unconscious life. The most subtle analyst, the
most acute observer, is scarcely successful in discovering
more than a very small number of the unconscious motives
that determine his conduct. Our conscious acts are the outcome of an unconscious substratum created in the mind in
the main by hereditary inftuences. 8

Prim· to tlw modm·n age, aeeonling to I Je Bon's aeeount, this
iJ'J'ationnlity had hmm suhdtwd hy the eivilizing Jll'Oe<lSH,

intJ•iJIHi<~
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guided by the conscious intelligence of a few superior individuals, and
secured by the rigorous social order they created. Though instinctual
traits continued to govern the behavior of inferior beings, he maintained, the rise of civilization and its hierarchical structures had-for
centuries-kept their unholy tendencies in check. 9
With the rise of mass democratic politics, however, and with the
breakdown of religious and social hierarchies, inborn character was
again emerging as the dominant force of history. An "unconscious
substratum" that had lurked, all along, beneath the intellectual surface of civilization was again gaining "the upper hand." For Le Bon,
the rise of the crowd mind embodied no less than the return of the
repressed, the demise of a long-cultivated "conscious personality" in
favor of the "unconscious activities" of the "spinal cord." 10
The revolt of the masses and, with it, the elevation of mass politics, mass aesthetics, and mass destructiveness, meant that the conditions of the crowd were in the process of becoming universal,
hegemonic. No one-not even those middle-class individuals who privately upheld the values of civilization-would be spared.
Civilisation is now without stability, and at the mercy of every
chance. The populace is sovereign, and the tide of barbarism
mounts. The civilisation may still seem brilliant because it
possesses an outward front, the work of a long past, but is in
reality an edifice crumbling to ruin, which nothing supports,
and destined to fall in at the first storm. 11
To a number of intellectuals in the early years of the century, Le
Bon's vision of a society dominated by unconscious forces was extraordinarily persuasive. It explained the chaos of industrial life. It mirrored the anxieties of people whose sense of order and meaning was
unraveling. Amid LeBon's reveries on the psychology of crowds, the
customary dichotomization of the public and the crowd was beginning
to collapse. An increasing number of other thinkers began to pursue a
similar path of argument.
One of these thinkers was Robert Ezra Park, whose 1904 doctoral
dissertation, "The Crowd and the Public," offers an articulate
exampk of how sonw American Prog;ressiv<~s W<~rn reading I.e Bon.'~
Par·l<-who would h<~<·ome OliO of uu~ <~orrnt.r·.v':-~ IIIOHt. infhrmrt.ial :-~oeio-
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logical thinkers-presented his thesis as a preliminary survey of the
emerging study of "crowd psychology," which he hailed as "a new
arrival among the sciences." Le Bon's thinking left a conspicuous
mark on Park's presentation.
In large measure-and true to his Progressive lineage-Park's
treatise embraced Le Bon's surface argument that "the crowd" and
"the public" constituted two distinct social forms: one marked by its
brutish, impulsive, and "simple emotional state," the other by its
intrinsic ability to engage in critical, rational debate.'"
Characteristically the crowd always functions at the perception stage of awareness-development, while the behavior of the
public, which is expressed in public opinion, results from the
discussion among individuals who assume opposing positions.
This discussion is based upon the presentation of facts. 14
Like Le Bon-who, on the surface, maintained that middle-class individuals were still capable of reason-Park intonated the idea that the
"crowd mind" embodied the triumph of unreasoned instinct, whereas
"public opinion" was the sum of "individual critical attitudes." 15
With its concentration on the primacy of the individual and its
fetishization of factual evidence, Park's "public" appeared to be both
a monument to American middle-class values and a testimonial to the
conviction that public deliberation provided a viable alternative to the
collective hypnosis of the crowd. Beneath Park's neat separation of
the "public" from the "crowd," however, lay a murkier reading of the
present moment. Even as Park recited his characteristic Progressive
cant, posing a reasonable public against an irrational crowd, his dissertation disclosed a gnawing sense of uncertainty about the actual
soundness of "public opinion" in twentieth-century American life.
While Park did not venture toward an exegesis of hereditary
human nature, he, like Le Bon, was deeply pessimistic regarding the
fate of reason. Ideal types aside, gazing out at his contemporary
world, Park was arriving at the judgment that "public opinion" was
becoming less and less distinguishable from the "crowd mind." Citing
the influence of the media in modern society, Park concluded that "so<~allnd puhli<~ opinion is genemlly nothing more than a naive collective
impulsn whi<~h <~an he manipulated hy <m.t<~hwords."
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Modern journalism, which is supposed to instruct and direct
public opinion by reporting and discussing events, usually
turns out to he simply a mechanism for controlling collective
attention. The "opinion" formed in this manner shows a form
that is logically similar to the judgment derived from unreflective perception: the opinion is formed directly and simultaneously as information is received." 1"
Another important intellectual to follow in LeBon's wake was the
British political analyst, Graham Wallas. In what would become his
classic study, Human Nature in Politics (1908), Wallas announced a
dramatic break from the rationalist paradigm that had, to that time,
dominated political theories.
The "intellectualist fallacy," as he described it, only obscured the
actual forces at play in politics. Regardless of social class, Wallas contended, the powers of reason are far less than previously imagined.
Whoever sets himself to base his political thinking on a reexamination of the working of human nature, must begin by
trying to overcome his own tendency to exaggerate the intellectuality of mankind ....
We are apt to assume that every human action is the result
of an intellectual process, by which a man first thinks of some
end he desires, and then calculates the means by which that
end can be attained. 17
In the face of these deductions, Wallas-whose thinking would
have a substantial impact on the ideas of Walter Lippmann-concluded that "the empirical art of politics" was not founded on factbased appeals to reason. Instead, he asserted, it "consists largely in
the creation of opinion, by the deliberate exploitation of subconscious,
non-rational inference." 18
Wilfred Trotter's 1916 book, The Instincts of the Herd in Peace and
War, only added to the growing conviction that human beings were
more sensitive to unconscious, instinctual drives than they were to the
powers of eritieal n~ason. 'l'mtt(~r-whose wor·k, along with that of I.Jt~
Bon and Wallas, would dm~ply infhwru~e a postwar· g-enm·ation of puhli(•.
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relations experts-arb>Ued that without a fuller understanding of
mankind's mental inheritance, any attempt to guide human affairs was
futile. "No understanding of the causes of stability and instability in
human society," he wrote, was "possible until the undiminished vigour
of instinct in man is fully recognized." 19 Of particular interest to Trotter
was the overwhelming impact of the "herd instinct," the unceasing need
to gain the approval and camaraderie of the social group.
Terrified by existential isolation, Trotter contended, people are
inescapably drawn toward "intimate dependence on the herd." This
need to belong, he argued, "is traceable not merely in matters physical and intellectual, but also betrays itself in the deepest recesses of
the personality as a sense of incompleteness which compels the individual to reach out towards some larg·er existence than his own, some
encompassing being in whom his perplexities may find a solution and
his longings peace."~
Given this hereditary need to find meaning in something larger
than oneself, Trotter continued, the human being "is more sensitive to
the voice of the herd than to any other influence.
0

It can inhibit or stimulate his thought and conduct. It is the
source of his moral codes, of the sanctions of his ethics and
philosophy. It can endow him with energy, courage, and
endurance, and can as easily take these away. 21

Simply put, Trotter theorized that the herd compensates for the
innate solitude and anxiety that reside in the backrooms of individual
life.
This aspect of Trotter's argument represented a significant shift
from Le Bon's understanding of social psychology. Despite his utterances on human nature, lJe Bon repeatedly maintained that in the
crowd there was an eradication of a "conscious personality," but that
this personality continued to define the mental life of individuals. In the
crowd, he asserted, individuals were put "in possession of a sort of collective mind which makes them feel, think, and act in a manner quite
different from that in which each individual of them would feel, think,
and ad.... in a state of isolation." lJl~ Bon's reiterated assertion that
uu~r·e was a m·it.i(~al distirwtion hetw(~(m g1'tmp psychology and imlividual
psy(~hology was somdhing· that had suhst.ant.ially faded in 'l't·ot.t.er.
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To Trotter, the unconscious, instinctual inclinations of people in
groups were inextricably linked to the unconscious and instinctual
forces that prevailed over people as individuals. As the delirium of
war engulfed Europe and the shock of modernity disrupted a customary sense of order, a trust in the persuasive powers of reasoneven at the level of the middle-class individual-was vanishing.
Human nature and motivation-in their essence-were being scrutinized, more and more, in relation to the siren song of the unconscious
and the primal legacy of instinctual life.
Three years later, as the Great War reached its conclusion, this
perspective on human behavior-the coupling of group and individual
psychology-remained unshaken. "Recent social psychology," trumpeted Everett Dean Martin in his influential1919 book, The Behavior
of Crowds: A Psychological Study, "has abandoned the theory that
social behavior is primarily governed by reason or by consideration."
Borrowing words from a contemporary, psychologist William
McDougall, Martin explained that "instinctive impulses determine the
ends of all activities and supply the driving-power by which all mental
activities are maintained. These impulses are the mental forces that
maintain and shape all the life of individuals and societies, and in them
we are confronted with the central mystery of life and mind and will." 22
This shifting discourse, explaining group behavior in terms of the
individual psyche, was evidenced most dramatically by the growing
influence of Sigmund Freud and of psychoanalytic thinking more generally. In 1922, Freud entered into the evaluation of the "crowd
mind" directly, when his slender study, Group Psychology and the
Analysis of the Ego appeared. Fifteen years the Frenchman's junior,
Freud's book approached Le Bon's work and subsequent social psychology with considerable respect.
Though Freud thought that Le Bon had presented a "brilliantly
executed picture of the group mind," he took issue with Le Bon's
basic assumption that the psyches of the group and of the individual
were distinct and dissimilar entities.
'l'lw eontrast hetwem1 individual psydwloh'Y and soeial or·
g·r·oup psy1~hology, whid1 at fir·st may snmn to h1~ f'ull of sij.l,'nifi-
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cance, loses a great deal of its sharpness when it is examined
more closely.... In the individual's mental life someone else
is invariably involved, as a model, as an object, as a helper, as
an opponent; and so from the very first, individual psychology
... is at the same time social psychology as well.~'l
Le Bon believed "that the particular acquirements of individuals
become obliterated in a group." To this, Freud posed the question:
What is the "unity" that binds the individual to the group~ "Something," he proclaimed, must "unite them."
Building on Trotter's argument, Freud retorted that groups had
the ability to exercise "a decisive influence over the mental life of the
individual" because the group provided the individual with a context
in which to "throw off the repressions of his unconscious instinctual
impulses," impulses that are "contained as a predisposition" within
all individuals. 24
Again and again, Freud responded to Le Bon's description of the
"crowd mind" with parallels drawn from his studies of individual psychology. To Le Bon's description of the crowd as occupying a "hypnotic" state, Freud replied that the metaphor of hypnosis itself was
drawn from the realm of the individual psyche.
ToLe Bon's argument that "in groups the most contradictory ideas
can exist side by side and tolerate each other, without any conflict
arising from the logical contradictions between them," Freud responded
that this "is also true in the unconscious mental life of individuals."
To Le Bon's declaration that groups "have never thirsted after
truth," that they "demand illusions," Freud answered:
We have pointed out that this predominance of the life of phantasy and of the illusion born of an unfulfilled wish is the ruling
factor in the psychology of neurosis .... Neurotics are guided
not by ordinary objective reality but psychological reality.
To Le Bon's argument that groups think not in ideas, but "in
images," Freud observed that this was also true "with individuals in
states of free imagination."
I.ik1~wise, Fr·1~1HI maintained that g1'<mps' susceptibility to the
pownr· of "sugw~stion ... is adually a11 irn~diH~ibh~, primitiVI~ plwHom-
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enon, a fundamental fact in the mental life of man," viscerally linked
to his sexual existence. 25
Though Le Bon had described the crowd, Freud concluded, he
had not yet explained it. Fbllowing Trotter's lead, Freud's intervention suggested that the underlying forces that drive the psychology of
the group are found in the psychodynamics of the individual. With
Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, a substantial intellectual change had been canonized. If initial speculations on the "group
mind" had focused on the untamed, destructive urges of the urban
masses, now, by the early twenties, the role of "unconscious, instinctual impulses" in human behavior overall had overtaken what had
begun as a class-oriented analysis.

•

•

•

•

•

Le Bon's estimation of the modern age was, in many ways, profoundly pessimistic. While he allowed that it was not "easy to say as
yet what will one day be evolved from this ... chaotic period," much
of The Crowd bewails the decline and death of "the civilised state." A
similar sense of despondency agonized Wallas in Human Nature in
Politics and Trotter in his 1916 meditation on the Instinct of the
Herd. Fbr any reader of Civilization and its Discontents, Freud's susceptibility to social despair is likewise unmistakable.
Yet if the trajectory of social psychology, from Le Bon onward,
revealed a disheartened break with Enlightenment optimism, it simultaneously gave flight to less harrowing, more utilitarian, ideas. These
ideas suggested that there was still the potential for social controlfor the efficient exercise of power-in a world dominated by the forces
of unreason. Fbr the field of public relations, along with other modern
professions, the influence of these speculations would be profound.
Throughout the pages of The Crowd, Le Bon wandered from his
doleful funeral oration for civilization to propose ways that the conscious and instrumental use of science might, in fact, play a decisive
role in the fate of the modern age. The key to this possibility lay in Le
Bon's vivid discourse on the anatomy of "the popular mind," in which
he itemized the mechanisms by which the unconscious energies of the
crowd were commonly galvanized by irresponsible (soeialistic) leader·s.
Within his catalog of dernagogic technique, IJe Bon IH~gan to pi'Ovide a
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------~preliminary handbook for people who were interested in "managing
the human climate."
Embarking on the subject timidly at first, Le Bon cautioned that
"[a] knowledge of the psychology of crowds is today the last resource
of the statesman who wishes not to govern them-that is becoming a
very difficult matter-but at any rate not to be too much governed by
them." 26 This knowledge rested, in essence, on a scientific understanding of the popular mind as something "perpetually hovering on
the borderland of unconsciousness, readily yielding to all suggestions."27
If the "conscious personality" that LeBon ascribed to the middle
classes was still open to a language of reason, the perpetually unconscious crowd-in which reason gives way to the "feminine" traits of
"impulsiveness, irritability, incapacity to reason," and the "absence of
judgement and of the critical spirit"-was exploitable by an altogether different rhetoric of persuasion. 28 Propelled by its instincts,
not its mind, Le Bon declared, the "crowd thinks in images," not
words. "The image itself immediately calls up a series of other
images, having no logical connection with the first." Turning to his
apparently "rational" readers, Le Bon explained:
[O]ur reason shows us the incoherence there IS m these
images, but a crowd is almost blind to this truth, and confuses with the real event what the deforming action of its
imagination has superimposed thereon. A crowd scarcely distinguishes between the subjective and the objective. It accepts
as real the images evoked in its mind, though they most often
have only a very distant relation with the observed fact. 29
Within this analysis of the crowd's thirst for "illusions" lay prescriptions for the modern exercise of power. Throughout history, Le
Bon professed, civilization had always been "created and directed by
a small intellectual aristocracy, never by crowds." 30 Now, in an era in
which the "voice of the masses" was "preponderant," this aristocracy
(social scientists) must explore the crowd mind to develop techniques
by which mass hypnosis might be employed.
"Whatev<~r be the ideas suggested to crowds," LeBon instructed,
"tlwy ~~arr only ~~xer·1~is1~ d'fedive inftu1~1w1~ on eondition that they
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assume a very absolute, uncompromiSmg, and simple shape. They
present themselves then in the guise of images, and are only accessible to the masses under this form. These image-like ideas are not
connected by any logical bond ... and may take each other's place
like the slides of a magic-lantern ... "'31
"The imagination of crowds" is most effectively awakened when
these images are presented dramatically, he added. "Crowds being
only capable of thinking in images are only to be impressed by
images. It is only images that terrifY or attract them and become
motives of action." "Fbr this reason," he offered, "theatrical representations, in which the image is shown in its most clearly visible shape,
always have an enormous influence on crowds." 32
If "the imagination of crowds" is to be swayed Le Bon advised
' upon the intel-'
"the feat is never to be achieved by attempting to work
ligence or reasoning faculty."'1'1
Crowds have always undergone the influence of illusions.
Whoever can supply them with illusions is easily their master;
whoever attempts to destroy their illusions is always their
victim.'14
Against approaches to publicity predicated on a rational audience
and on the authority of journalistic facts, Le Bon was inclining
toward strategies of persuasion grounded in the principles of
drama, exploiting the mysterious power of the image as their primary idiom.
At the inner core of Le Bon's book, then, stood a fundamental
challenge to the assumptions that had guided the Progressive publicists and had informed the schemes of early corporate public relations
tacticians. "It is not ... the facts in themselves that strike the popular imagination," Le Bon decreed, "but the way in which they take
place and are brought to notice.

It is necessary that by their condensation, if I must thus
express myself, they should produce a startling image which
fills and besets the mind. To know the art of impressing the
ima~-,rination of emwds is to know at dw same time the art of
g·ovnr·nin~

t.hmn."''
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In his important 1974 study, The Fall of Public Man, Richard
Sennett wrote of the past hundred years as an era marked by the rise
of a "collective personality ... generated by a common fantasy." 36 In
the writings of Le Bon, one encounters the onset of a train of thought
that supposed that whoever could compellingly produce and circulate
"common fantasies" would be in a position to define the direction of
that "collective personality."
As social psychology embraced the idea that instinctive, unconscious motivations were the decisive underpinning of social existence,
Le Bon's proposals for governing the "crowd mind" began to be
applied to the ways that social scientists approached the "public
mind" as well. Old distinctions between the public and the crowd were
giving way to ideas of an all-inclusive mass audience, driven, for the
most part, by its sentiments. Among social psychologists, the ability
of leaders to understand and engineer the unconscious, instinctual
lives of the public was increasingly seen as a passport for accomplishing social stability. The dexterity with which a new class of
experts could learn to manipulate symbols appeared to be the fortress
that would protect the forces of order from the mounting tide of
chaos.
If the "instinct of the herd" contributed to the rise of mass politics and social "instability," Trotter suggested in 1916, at the same
time-if properly understood-it made people "remarkably susceptible to leadership." Leaders, he counseled, must master the manipulation of this instinct.
[T]he only way in which society can be made safe from disruption or decay is by the intervention of the conscious and
instructed intellect as a factor among the forces ruling its
[the herd instinct's] development. 37
Throughout history, Le Bon had theorized, social stability had
always been the handiwork of "a small intellectual aristocracy." With
Trotter's call for a rule by "conscious and instructed intellect," he was
proposing not only the restoration of an elite coterie of thinkers, but
of an "aristocracy" that was particularly versed in the science of
soeial psychology and thus qualified to shepherd the unconscious lives
of the puhlie.
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Martin-whose work would have a conspicuous influence on the
thinking of Edward Bernays-enlarged on 'l'rotter's view. Given the
"controlling" influence that instincts exert on the dynamics of contemporary life and the "serious menace to civilization" that they pose,
social and intellectual elites, he instructed, must learn to master and
manipulate those instincts in order to safeguard the present social
order. Like priests and necromancers of old, today's leaders must
learn to mobilize the obscure inner lives of their flock.
"Crowd-behavior" is on the rise, he warned, rehearsing a theme
that had become increasingly routine among middle-class intelligentsia since Le Bon had launched the phrase. "Events are making it
more and more elear," he wrote, "that pressing as are certain economic questions, the forces which threaten society are really psychological." With a tone of emergency he chalked out the modern alchemy
of rule:
1% must become a cult, write our philosophy of l~fe in flam'ing
headlines, and sell our cause in the market. No matter if we
meanwhile surrender every value for which we stand, we must
strive to ca:jole the majority into imagining itse~f on our side . ...
[0 Jnly with the majority with us, whoever we are, can we live.
It is numbers, not values that count-quantdy not quality. 1'

During the 1920s, such ideas-fortified and substantiated by the war
experience-would inform the outlooks of a widening circle of American intellectuals, people who sought to employ social science as a tool
for guiding the inherent irrationality of the public mind. Embedded
within this development lay two momentous shifts.
First, at the turn of the century, people engaged in publicity work
were inclined to draw a distinction between a state of irrationality,
which they attributed to the working classes, and an innate ability to
exercise critical reason, which they ascribed to the middle-class
public, of which they were a part. This assumption of critical reason
had informed most of their public relations activities. For publicists of
the 1920s, however, irrationality had become the habitual filter
thmugh whidr human nature, in its most genm·al terms, was understood. Within this sdu~mn, n·ason had IH'('Oltlt' uu~ Ion<· pr·ovirwe of
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experts-scientific thinkers such as themselves-whose designated
role was to employ that reason to save society from its inherently
unreasonable nature.
Second, and equally significant, conjectures regarding the appropriate rhetoric for persuasion had undergone a decisive change. If
democratic Enlightenment ideals had nourished the assumption that
an informed populace was best maintained by the publication and distribution of factual information and reasoned opinion, the specter of
an instinctively driven public pointed toward a theater of stirring
symbols as the primary tool of persuasion. As the 1920s proceeded
and in decades that followed, these shifts would leave a deep imprint
not only on public relations thinking, but on the cultural fabric of
American life itself.

8
Unseen Engineers:
Biography of an Idea
B

Y THE EAI~LY

1920s, the pragmatic lessons of the war, coupled
with the prevailing wisdom of social psychology, had moved a
growing sector of the American intelligentsia to two conclusions.
First was the belief that a modern, large-scale society, such as the
United States, required the services of a corps of experts, people who
specialized in the analysis and management of public opinion. Second
was the conviction that these "unseen engineers"-as Harold Lasswell called them-were dealing with a fundamentally illogical public
and therefore must learn to identity and master those techniques of
communication that would have the most compelling effect on public
attitudes and thinking.
Nowhere did these concerns merge more eloquently than in the
thinking of two men whom we have already encountered. One was
Walter Lippmann who was, by the 1920s, America's most esteemed
theorist and advocate of public-opinion management. The other was
Edward L. Bernays, a former theatrical press agent and evangelist
for the Committee on Public Information (CPI), who-from the
twenties onward-built upon many of Lippmann's insights and
applied them in general practice. Together, the impact of these men
on the shape of twentieth-century American society would be colossal.
Though only in his early thirties, Lippmann had been influencing
Arrwrican social and political thought for more than a decade. Over
those years Jw had gravitated fmrn an <~adim· cornrnitnumt to tlw idmtl
of' popular sovm·eig-nty towar·d a mor·e <~yni<~al and utilitarian outlook,
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one that historian Robert B. Westbrook characterized as "democratic
realism."
"The democratic realists of the twenties," Westbrook wrote,
"focused their criticism of democracy on two of its essential beliefs:
the belief in the capacity of all men for rational political
action and the belief in the practicality and desirability of
maximizing the participation of all citizens in public life.
Finding ordinary men and women irrational and participatory democracy impossible and unwise under modern conditions, they argued that it was best to strictly limit
government by the people and to redefine democracy as, by
and large, government for the people by enlightened and
responsible elites. 1
At the heart of this perspective was the problem of how to
mediate between the democratic aspirations of ordinary men and
women and the conviction that elites must be able to govern without
the impediment of an active or participatory public. For Lippmann,
the ability to "manufacture consent," to employ techniques that could
assemble mass support behind executive action, was the key to solving
this modern puzzle. 2 In two important books-the widely hailed
Public Opinion, published in 1922, and a lesser-known book, The
Phantom Public, which appeared five years later-Lippmann laid out
his ideas on how this formidable objective might be accomplished.
Lippmann's analysis rested on a set of assumptions regarding the
ways he thought ordinary people experienced the world. Though he
accepted the existence of an objective reality and believed that scientific intelligence was, through careful study, capable of comprehending it, Lippmann argued that the average person was incapable
of seeing that world clearly, much less understanding it. Recalling
Plato's well-known parable of the cave, Lippmann maintained that it
was humanity's fate to engage with the world not in immediate proximity to its events, but primarily through "pictures in our heads."
The gulf between perception and reality, Lippmann believed, was an
ancient one, yet it had widened significantly with the rise of "The Great
H()(~inty": a modern world in which hl'(~Oh"T'aphie distance; the complexities
of' S()(~ial, politi<~al, and <~conorni<~ life; and tlw hypnoti<~ pull of tlu~ mass
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Walter Lippmann
NIKOLAS MURAY

media spawned conditions in which the
authority of such "pictures" was becoming
more and more prevalent. 3 In this increasingly cosmopolitan society, he maintained,
new technologies and new networks for disseminating words, sounds, and images had
irrevocably transformed the wellsprings of
common knowledge. As the world grew
larger and more complex, people's ability to
make sense of their universe was becoming
less and less grounded in the terrain of
immediate experience. Against the tangible
innnediacy of people's lives, he recounted,
worldviews were being educated by words
and pictures carried from afar. Fbrmulating a quintessentially twentieth-century
vocabulary, Lippmann argued that massmediated words and pictures connningled
in people's minds, constituting a crediblethough often fallacious-"pseudo-environment," a virtual reality informing ordinary
thought and behavior. 4 In the process, an
increasingly precarious architecture of
truth was taking hold.
Fbr Lippmann, the propensity to live
according to "the medium of fictions" was
fortified from two directions. Firstinspired by the political insights of his
mentor, Graham Wallas, and underscored
by Freud's analysis of the unconsciousLippmann asserted that innate human
psychology was little inclined toward logic.
"We do not know for certain how to act
according to the dictates of reason " he
'
wrote. "The number of human problems
on which reason is prepared to dictate is
small."" Puhli<~ opinion, ther·efore, was an
esstmtially "ir'l'ntionnl for·<~e."
11
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Second-reflecting an amalgam of Pavlovian psychology and
anthropological thinking-Lippmann believed that "man's reflexes
are ... conditioned.m People's ways of seeing and experiencing their
world were nothing more than an extension of their cultural milieu, of
a commonly held way of seeing and experiencing reality-common
fictions or, as Lippmann put it, "the habits of our eyes."
Not only events that occur beyond the physical orbit of people's
lives, but even immediate experiences were invariably filtered through
a set of previously existing cultural outlooks and expectations. These
habitual ways of seeing, he continued, were organized around a battery of "stereotypes," mutually shared mental templates that-in
advance-gave shape and meaning to the experiences that people had
and the ways that they visualized them.
In contrast to conscientious scientific analysis-which strives to
sustain an objective relationship with the subject matter being
studied-run-of-the-mill patterns of thought were, to Lippmann,
trapped within self-fulfilling systems of categorization. Fbr most
people, then, objective understanding was unattainable.
Fbr the most part we do not first see, and then define. We
define first and then see. In the great blooming, buzzing confusion of the outer world we pick out what our culture has
already defined for us, and we tend to perceive that which we
have picked out in the form stereotyped for us by our
culture. 8
He elaborated on this process further:
We imagine most things before we experience them. And
these preconceptions, unless education has made us acutely
aware, govern deeply the whole process of perception....
They are aroused by small signs .... Aroused, they flood
fresh vision with older images and project into the world what
has been resurrected in memory."
I.ippmann asserted that this was the way that cultures invariably
opm·att~. "I II Iighly eharged with the ft~elings that ar<~ attaehed to
thmn," a givon tmltun~'s r·t~pm·toire of ster·t~ot.ypm; is tJw ghw that
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hinds people to one another within a group, providing them with the
underpinnings of their "universe," establishing the invisible
"fortress" by which they maintain their "tradition(s) ." 10
Lippmann's discourse on the foundations of human knowledge led
him in two directions at once. First, consistent with his democratic
realism, it buttressed his repudiation of the "original dogma of democracy," an Enlightenment ideal that assumed people's ability to comprehend rationally and act on their world. If people cannot accurately know
their world, he inquired, how can they he expected to act wisely on it? 11
Second, Lippmann's stark contrast between customary thinking
and scientific analysis suggested that while an average person was
beguiled by a "medium of fictions," a scientifically trained "social
analyst" was in a position to identifY and manipulate the ways these
fictions would operate. If patterns of perception can be unearthed, if
scientists can uncover the "habits" of people's eyes, they may also
learn to engineer "pseudo-environments" that could persuade people
to see their "larger political environment ... more successfully. 1112 As
Ronald Steele, Lippmann's biographer, explained, Lippmann's epistemology "showed why reason alone could not explain human behavior,"
yet "at the same time suggested how emotions could he channeled by
reason." 1'1 "Though it is itself an irrational force," Lippmann
explained, dredging up Gustave LeBon's vision of the dreaded crowd,
"the power of public opinion might he placed at the disposal of those
who stood for workable law as against brute assertion." 14
This capacity to harness public opinion demanded a working
knowledge of the modern social and psychological sciences to monitor
and chart the unconscious forces at work behind the facade of public
opinion. "The new psychology ... the study of dreams, fantasy and
rationalization," he indicated, "has thrown light on how the pseudoenvironment is put together." The would-he director of public opinion
must also he conversant with customary patterns of influence, the
psychodynamics of leadership within the population he wishes to
influence, and the ways that leaders have historically been able to sow
ideas in other people's mindsY
With this model of eognitive engineering in mind, !.Jipprnann's
most pr·aetic~n.l c~ontrihution to puhlie r·dations thinking was his sys-
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Figure I: Matthew Brady portrait of can·
didate Lincoln.

Figure 1: Engraving based on Brady portrait.

Today it is difficult to imagine a successful political candidate whos~ face is n?t. ~nown to
the public-at-large. This has not always been true. The visual packagmg of poht1c1ans only
dates back to the mid-nineteenth century, when photography began to allow phys1cal a~
pearances to circulate as never before. The frrst presidential candidate to benefit from th1s
development was Abraham Lincoln. Lincoh1s election prospects were enhanced by an
1860 campaign photo portrait of him, made by the pronnnent New York studw photographer Matthew Brady. (See Figure lj
In life Lincoln is said to have been a homely looking man, with a protrudin~ adam's apple
and a deeply furrowed face. In present-day parlance, he was n~t photogeruc. G~ven th1s
liability, Brady used photographic license to transform Lmcoln mto a more phys1cally attractive candidate.
Photographic historian Susan Kismaric describes the process: "In preparing his subject f~r
the 'shoot,' Brady modified Lincoln's gangling appearnace by pulhng up the cand1date s
collar to make his neck look shorter; he also retouched the photograph to remove the harsh
lines in Lincoln's face."*
Thus embellished, Lincoln's face was ready for public dissemination: The portrait "wa_s
reproduced as a line engraving in Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekry (~ee F1gure 2j and Harpers
Weekry .... lt was also used on campaign posters and b~ttons ..:. Lmcoln, a_ccordmg to
Kismeric, credited Brady's portrait-in large part-for h1s electwn to the pres1dency.
*susan Kismeric, American Politicians: Photographs from 1845 to 1993 (New York, 1994), pp. 14-15.
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tematic approach to how media might he understood and exploited. It
was not enough, for example, to see the press as the shaper of public
opinion. Modern leadership required specialists who would formulate
how the press itself would cover a given issue. "[P]uhlic opinions
must be organized far the press if they are to he sound, not by the press
as is the ease today." Political scienee was, for Lippmann, the seienee
11
that would fr·ame publie opinions for the press. ; Its primary aim
would be p1~r1'.1~ption rnanagenumt.
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Developing ideas that would become twentieth-century public
relations catechism, Lippmann cautioned that to govern the way that
the press will cover an event, access to that event must be consciously
restricted. ''A group of men who can prevent independent access to
the event" are in a position to "arrange news of it to suit their purposes." He continued:
Without some form of censorship, propaganda in the strict
sense of the word is impossible. In order to conduct a propaganda there must be some barrier between the public and the
event. Access to the real environment must be limited, before
anyone can create a pseudo-environment that he thinks is
wise or desirable. 17
Central to Lippmann's vision of successful propaganda were his
insights regarding the unparalleled powers of persuasion being uncovered by modern technologies of mass communication, particularly the
cinema. Social psychologists, from Le Bon onward, had repeatedly
declared the power of symbols to galvanize the crowd mind, but such
pronouncements rarely moved beyond a cryptic, somewhat cabalistic,
plane of analysis. Lippmann was among the first to take such metaphysical assertions and ground them in a practical analysis of the
modern media system. He delineated the specific ways that images
and narrative conventions worked on an audience and how they might
be used.
Key to his exegesis was the belief that "pictures," "visualization"
g<merally, provided the most effective passageways into inner life. "Pictures," he postulated, "have always been the surest way of conveying
1111 idea, and next in order, words that call up pictures in memory." 1R
Modern life, Lippmann was convinced, had spawned technical
(~or1ditions that allowed this capacity to be exploited as never before.
If pr·evious modes of mass communication-the printed word in part.i(~ular-required an educated process of decoding to be understood,
llPW media had made the process of interpretation "effortless." With
(~inmna, a way of seeing reached an audience predigested. Mesmeri:t.ing likenesses of n~ality itself, movies provided a powerful model
t.hat. <~mtld instl'lld th(~ pi'Opagandist 011 how lw might effiea<~iously
('.( Jnst.J'tld "1 JS( •1 u I< H ~nvi I'( lllllJPn t.s."
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In the whole experience of the race there has been no aid to
visualization comparable to the cinema ....
Photographs have a kind of authority over the imagination
to-day, which the printed word had yesterday, and the spoken
word before that. They seem utterly real. They come, we
imagine, directly to us without human meddling, and they are
the most effortless food for the mind conceivable. Any
description in words, or even any inert picture, requires an
effort of memory before a picture exists in the mind. But on
the screen the whole process of observing, describing,
reporting, and then imagining, has been accomplished for
you. Without more trouble than is needed to stay awake the
result which your imagination is always aiming at is reeled
off on the screen. The shadowy idea becomes vivid. l!J
Fbr Lippmann, however, the ability to enlist the public eye was
not simply a result of new visual technologies. Strategies of mass
impression were also being revealed by the ways that these new technologies were being used. A still youthful film industry was in the
midst of developing narrative formulas-approaches to storytelling-that presented the propagandist with powerful inklings of
how the emotions of the public might be effectively rallied. Inspired
by the example of Hollywood, Lippmann began to envision game
plans for persuasion that, though novel within his world, are today
standard practices.
"In order not to sit inertly in the presence of the picture,"
Lippmann noted, "the audience must be exercised by the image."
(This conclusion mirrored Freud's theory of "object cathexis," the
process by which a person's innermost desires or ideals are projected onto an external object or another human being.) Hollywood,
I"ippmann observed, routinely achieved this state of being by providing visual "handles for identification," signals by which an audi<~nee might immediately and unconsciously learn "who the hero is,"
and so on.
Applying psychoanalytic insights to the task of propaganda,
I "ippmann emphasized the importance of ident~fication in the psy(~hi<~ lif'P of an audimwe as a devieP for eaptur·ing an audimwe's
nf'l'<wt.i<Jns.
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In order ... that the distant situation shall not be a gray
flicker on the edge of attention, it should be capable of translation into pictures in which the opportunity for identification
is recognizable. Unless that happens it will interest only a few
for a little while. It will belong to the sights seen but not felt,
to the sensations that beat on our sense organs, and are not
acknowledged. We have to take sides. We have to be able to take
sides. In the recesses of our being we must step out of the audience on to the stage, and wrestle as the hero for the victory of
good over evil. We must breathe into the allegory the breath of
life. 2o
Simply put, the distance between an audience's unconscious desires
and the drama they are watching must be strategically dissolved.
"The formula works," Lippmann explained, "when the public fiction
enmeshes itself with a private urgency."
To promulgate such opportunities for identification, Lippmann
instructed, propagandists must also learn from popular tastes in
movies. Projected pseudo-environments must successfully negotiate
between the public's fantasy life and their sense of what is possible.
"Our popular taste," he calculated, "is to have the drama originate in
a setting realistic enough to make identification plausible and to have
it terminate in a setting romantic enough to be desirable, but not so
romantic as to be inconceivable." 21
Raised in a world that looked toward fact-based journalism as the
most efficient lubricant of persuasion, Lippmann turned toward Hollywood, America's "dream factory," for inspiration. Never before had
an American thinker articulated in such detail the ways that images
could be used to sway public consciousness. Appeals to reason were
not merely being discarded as futile, they were being consciously
undermined to serve the interests of power. It is here, at the turning
point where Lippmann unqualifiedly abandoned the idea of meaningful public dialogue, that the dark side of his ruminations on the
power of the image was most dramatically revealed.
Throughout the pages of Public Opinion, Lippmann had asserted
that human beings were, for the most part, inherently incapable of
r1~sponding rationally to their world. Yd. as lw a.naly7.ed and haslwd
ovm· Uw wnys that irrut.ges might 111~ mnplo,v1~d as tools of' lmulm·ship,
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another aspect of Lippmann's thinking rose to the surface. For Lippmann, it was not so much people's incapacity to deliberate on issues
rationally that was the problem; it was that the time necessary to
pursue rational deliberations would only interfere with the smooth
exercise of executive power. For Lippmann, the appeal of symbols was
that they provided a device for short-circuiting the inconvenience
posed by critical reason and public discussion.
To Lippmann, symbols were powerful instruments for forging
mental agreement among people who-if engaged in critical dialogue-would probably disagree. "When political parties or newspapers declare for Americanism, Progressivism, Law and Order,
Justice, Humanity," he explained, they expect to merge "conflicting
factions which would surely divide if, instead of these symbols, they
were invited to discuss a specific program." 22
Five years later, in The Phantom Public, Lippmann added that
serious public discussion of issues would only yield a "vague and confusing medley," a discord that would make executive decision making
difficult. "[A]ction cannot be taken until these opinions have been
factored down, canalized, compressed and made uniform." 2 '1
No technique was more effective for unifYing public thinking and
derailing independent thought, Lippmann argued, than the informed
employment of symbols as instruments of persuasion. The symbol, he
wrote, is "like a strategic railroad center where many roads converge
regardless of their ultimate origin or their ultimate destination."
Because of this, "when a coalition around the symbol has been

arti•FACT
By the 1920s, a growing number of politicians and political strategists were embracing
the idea that calculatingly constructed images could be used as tools for galvanizing
popular passions.
A telling example if this assumption occurred in 1927, when a soon-to-be-famous politician visited a photographer's studio to have a series of portraits made. This was not a
conventional sitting. however. These photos were taken as the politician stood boldly
before the camera, rehearsing grandly dramatic gestures as he lip-synched to a recording
of one of his own speeches. Later, he would study the pictures with great care, seeking
to perfect the visual impact of his oratorical presence.
To see the results of this extraordinary photo session, turn to the next page.
ARCHIE BISHOP
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effected, feeling flows toward conformity under the symbol rather
than toward critical scrutiny of the measures under consideration.
In its adamant argument that human beings are essentially irrational, social psychology had provided Lippmann-and many
others-with a handy rationale for a small, intellectual elite to rule
over society. Yet a close reading of Lippmann's argument suggests
that he was concerned less with the irrational core of human behavior
than he was with the problem of making rule by elites, in a democratic age, less difficult.
Educated by the lessons of the image culture taking shape around
him, Lippmann saw the strategic employment of media images as the
secret to modern power, the means by which leaders and special interests might cloak themselves in the "fiction" that they stand as delegates of the common good. The most compelling attribute of symbols,
he asserted, was the capacity to magnify emotion while undermining
critical thought, to emphasize sensations while subverting ideas. "In
the symbol," he rhapsodized, "emotion is discharged at a common
target and the idiosyncrasy of real ideas is blotted out. "24
This general understanding infused Lippmann's formula for leadership:
The making of one general will out of a multitude of general
wishes is not an Hegelian mystery ... but an art well known
to leaders, politicians and steering committees. It consists
essentially in the use of symbols which assemble emotions after
they have been detached from their ideas. Because feelings are
much less specific than ideas, and yet more poignant, the
leader is able to make a homogeneous will out of a heterogeneous mass of desires. The process, therefore, by which general opinions are brought to cooperation consists of an
intensification of feeling and a degradation of significance.
Before a mass of general opinions can eventuate in executive

(OPPOSITE) A 1927 series of studio portraits taken by Heinrich Hoffmann, Hitler's
personal photographer. Later published in Hitler: Eine Biografie in 134 Bildern
(Berlin, Verlag Tradition Wilhelm Kolk, 1931 ). PHOTOS COURTESY OF RAY R. COWDERY
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action, the choice is narrowed down to a few alternatives. The
victorious alternative is executed not by a mass but by individuals in control of its energy. 25
The conscious maneuvering of symbols, in short, was the mediation between popular aspirations and the exigencies of elite power
that he and a generation of democratic realists had been looking for.
He who captures the symbols by which public feeling is for
the moment contained, controls by that much the approaches
of public policy.... A leader or an interest that can make
itself master of current symbols is the master of the current
situation. 26
Intrinsic to this outlook was Lippmann's firm belief that most
people are inescapably oblivious to their world and cannot not "be
expected to deal" intelligently "with the merits of a controversy." The
most one can hope for is that the public can be guided to respond to
"easily recognizable" symbols "which they can follow." The immediate
task of leadership, he judged, is to uncover and project those signs
that can most efficiently guide the public mind.
The signs must be of such a character that they can be recognized without any substantial insight into the substance of a
problem.... They must be signs which will tell the members
of a public where they can best align themselves so as to promote the solution. In short, they must be guides to reasonable
action for the use of uninformed people. 27
From the vantage point of the 1990s, one cannot avoid being
struck by Lippmann's clairvoyance; the extent to which his analysis of
symbols-how they may be employed to sway the public-sounds
uncomfortably familiar. The use of media images to stir emotions and
circumvent thought is, today, a near universal feature of public discourse. During the twenties, however, these ideas were less prophetic
than prescriptive; they provided a powerful way of seeing that manypartieularly the h"l'owing battery of people involved in puhli<~ity wor·k
and opinion mmmgenwnt-wm·e looking f'm· and pt·epun~d to emhr·w~<~.
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One of these people was Bernays. By 1922, Bernays's outlook-like
Lippmann's-had already been stamped by the presumptions of
social psychology. Early encounters with the writings of Gabriel
Tarde, Gustave Le Bon, Graham Wallas, and Wilfred Trotter had
deeply affected his worldview. Also, as I<reud's double nephew, psychoanalytic thinking had come to him with his mother's milk.
When he read Public Opinion, Bernays was impressed by the
scope of Lippmann's hypotheses-the suggestive connections
between social psychology, the modern media system, and the ability
to achieve the "manufacture of consent"-yet he found Lippmann's
work too academic.
Lippmann treated public opmwn on a purely theoretical
basis. He never got down to matters of changing it. He talked
of it as if he were a sociologist discussing a social caste
system ... abstractly. And I was surprised. Here he was, a
working newspaper man. zH
This frustration with Lippmann was rooted in Bernays's pragmatic background, first as a journalist, then as a press agent. Upon
graduating from Cornell in 1913 at the age of twenty-two, Bernays
embarked on a brief career as a journalist, editing two medical magazines: the Medical Review of Reviews and the Dietetic and Hygienic
Gazette. Even then, his uncanny aptitude for "press agentry" was
evident.
An early look at this flair for unseen engineering can be found
in the work Bernays did-while still editing medical magazinesto foster the success of a controversial play entitled Damaged
Goods. Written by the French playwright Eugene Brieux, the
drama presented the tale of a syphilitic young man who, against
the advice of his physician, marries and subsequently sires a
syphilitic child. Beyond its melodramatic content, the play is a
brief on behalf of public health education, taking aim at Victorian
eustoms that kept subject matter such as syphilis strictly under
wraps.
'l'lw play fin;t <~aught Bernays's attention when, as editor of tlw
Mt!th:ml Hrt''t:m~' r!f /llim:cws, lw puhlislwd art m-tide by a doetor· <•.om-
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mending Damaged Goods as a welcome antidote for the conspiracy of
silence that enveloped the issue of syphilis. A few months later, when
Bernays learned that the play was about to be produced in New York
City, his knack for publicity kicked into gear.
Writing to Richard Bennett, the play's producer, Bernays offered
the backing of his journal. "The editors of the Medical Review of
Reviews," he wrote, "support your praiseworthy intention to fight sexpruriency in the United States by producing Brieux's play.... You
can count on our help," he added. Bennett and the twenty-two-yearold Bernays soon met to discuss the play and to determine how
Bernays might assist with its production.
Bennett leaned forward and said, "I have been interested in
Damaged Goods for several years. A play so frank, so sincere
can accomplish enormous good .... Sex diseases should no
longer be concealed. I hope to interest legislators in the seriousness of the social disease the play discusses and force
them to pass reform laws."
"Yes, yes of course," I murmured, enthralled.
Despite their shared enthusiasm for the play, formidable roadblocks stood in the way of its production. The prevailing moral climate in New York was hardly conducive to the open exploration of
such an explicit topic. Anthony Comstock, who headed the New York
Society for the Suppression of Vice, had already "closed other shows
he thought too daring." The Police Department and the mayor's
office had supported these closings. 29
As Bernays encountered these difficulties, he underwent a fruitful
transformation from green medical editor to innovative publicist.
While most publicists of the day understood their job as merely
handing press releases to reporters or staging ritualized press conferences, Bernays's instinct was to operate more clandestinely, behind
the scenes, invisibly staging events or "circumstances" that the press
would -out of habit-consider newsworthy.
From his anonymous perch as "editor" of the Medical Review of
Reviews, Bernays announced the establishment of a new organization,
a disinterested third party that he named the Medical llfmiew qf'
/U!'I'"imJw's Ho<~iolof.('i<~al F\md CommiU1~1~. Its pt·of'ussud ohje<~t.ive wus to
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advance public instruction about venereal diseases. References to
Damaged Goods were nowhere to be found.
Bernays then proceeded to ask people from among New York's
upper crust to lend their support to the educational campaign by
joining the committee and making donations. "I was careful to invite
men and women whose good faith was beyond question and would be
responsive to our cause," Bernays later explained. He recruited individuals-both liberal and conservative-whose names carried
implicit authority. "Dr. Simon Flexner of the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research ... Rev. John Haynes Holmes of New York's Unitarian church ... John D. Rockefeller, Jr.... Mrs. Rose Paster
Stokes, a social worker ... Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt ... " and
others.
Not coincidentally, the inaugural project of the Sociological :Fhnd
Committee was to back the production of Damaged Goods. Bernays
figured that the committee's endorsement would serve two purposes
simultaneously. First, it would erect an impervious fortress against
the assaults of Comstock or other guardians of public morality.
Second, in light of its carriage-trade membership, it would spawn a
network of well-heeled individuals, interested in bracketing themselves among New York's high society and, therefore, willing to support Damaged Goods in the name of a "worthy cause."
Bernays's plan worked like a charm. Instead of negative publicity,
the play received enthusiastic coverage in the press. In testimonials,
Rockefeller heralded the play as "breaking down the harmful reserve
which stands in the way of popular enlightenment," while Edward
Bok, editor of the Ladies Home Journal, proclaimed the production
"a very hopeful and significant event." A special performance for
President Woodrow Wilson and other political dignitaries in Washington generated national press for the play. Road companies soon
toured; a film was made.~
During a period when Damaged Goods might easily have suffered
the wrath of the morals squad, the blessing of an official-sounding
front group and a furtive if conscious mobilization of private networks of influence transformed the play into a virtuous tool of
"<~ttlig-htmnnent." Working clandestinely, exploiting the prestige of
individuals whos1~ ability to h~ad the opinions of other·s was already
wdl established, Bet·nays displayed 1111 lltwommon g<~nius for S<H~ial
0
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engineering that would define his career and would sharpen the focus
of public relations thinking.
By way of the Damaged Goods episode, Bernays tumbled upon his
true aptitude. Abandoning journalism, he became a full-time publicist. Functioning initially as a theatrical press agent, Bernays enjoyed
a good deal of early success, representing the interests of Diaghilev's
Ballet Russe, Nijinsky, Enrico Caruso, and other major attractions of
the day.
During the war years, Bernays joined the army of publicists rallied under the banner of the CPI and concentrated on propaganda
efforts aimed at Latin American business interests. Within this vast
campaign of "psychological warfare," as he described it, Bernays-

A 1917 photograph of Edward L. Bernays (extreme right) during his career as a
theatrical press agent. Here he is supervising the arrival of one of his most illustrious early clients, Enrico Caruso (emerging from automobile). Later that year,
Bernays would take a position with the CPI, a pivotal step in his metamorphosis
into Edward L. Bernays, counsel on public relations. coURTESY SPECTOR & ASSOCIATES, INC_
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like others of his generation-began to develop an expanded sense of
publicity and its practical uses. 31
Bernays now envisaged public relations as a potent social instrument that, in the hands of disciplined specialists, might be employed
for significant purposes. The "astounding success of propaganda
during the war opened the eyes of the intelligent few in all departments of life to the possibilities of regimenting the public mind."'12
Publicity, he was persuaded, could be used to "organize chaos," to
bring order out of confusion and social disarray. 1'l
From the early twenties onward, Bernays's vision of himself and
of his mission began to assume an air of historical consequence.
Standing at a "divide between what I had done-my press agentry,
publicity, publicity direction-and what I now attempted to do," he
discarded the bespattered term press agent and substituted for it a
more exalted title. Applying a bit of press agentry to his own vocation, he would henceforth refer to himself as "counsel on public relations." Eliciting a deliberate association with the legal profession,
which advised clients on how to maneuver their ways through the
complexities of law, Bernays described a counsel on public relations
as one who would prescribe for a client the most effective ways to
navigate an increasingly complicated, often hostile, social environment.'l4 "I just took it [the term counsel] from law. And instead of
saying 'Counsel on Legal Relations,' I said 'Counsel on Public Relations.'" At the heart of this newfound "profession" stood Bernays's
belief that it was essential for public relations to be conversant with
and make use of the modern social and psychological sciences in
their work.
This conviction was only fed by Lippmann's widely read conjectures on public opinion and by the dialogue in influential circles that
they provoked. Bernays decided to enter the fray. More than simply a
public relations practitioner, he would soon situate himself as the
most important theorist of American public relations. In contrast to
J,ippmann, however, Bernays believed that his firsthand experience in
th(~ field of publicity would facilitate the development of a more praet,i(~<tl apprmwh to mobilizing public opinion.
In 1!12:3, just a year after l.Jipprnann published his tome, PnlJhc
( )p-im:on, Bet·nays answered with his own hook, Urystall'iz'in!J Pu/Jl<i('
()/!'inion. {1'iw y(~at·s lat(H'-ag-ain just a y(~at· aft.(~t· J,ipptnann's '/'hf
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Phantom Public appeared-Bernays published a second book on
public relations, Propaganda.
If Lippmann's prose was intended to sway the thinking of socially
cognizant leaders and intellectuals, Bernays's writing style was
meant for practitioners in the trenches; his primary interest was to
frame the job of public relations counsel in ways that would allow
practitioners to take advantage of the insights of modern social and
psychological thought. Lippmann's books were filled with intricate
ruminations on the processes of human epistemology and theoretical
speculations on how these processes might pertain to the project of
molding public opinion. Bernays's books were punctuated throughout
by vivid narratives-stories of Bernays's earliest campaigns, other
public relations feats, and commonplace sales situations-each presented to demonstrate how social psychology, and the social scientific
approach more generally, might be employed in the everyday work of
a publicist.
In Crystallizing Public Opinion, for example, Bernays recalled
the work he had done for Damaged Goods to demonstrate the usefulness of Trotter's discussion of the herd instinct: the ineluctable pull
exercised by groups and their leaders on the unconscious lives of individuals. The herd instinct, Bernays explained, provided a back door
through which the play was sold to the public.
"Damaged Goods," before its presentation to America in
1913, was analyzed by the public relations counsel, who
helped to produce the play. He recognized that unless that
part of the public sentiment which believed in education and
truth could be lifted from that part of public opinion which
condemned the mentioning of sex matters, "Damaged Goods"
would fail. The producers, therefore, did not try to educate
the public by presenting this play as such, but allowed group
leaders and groups interested in education to come to the
support of Brieux's drama and, in a sense, to sponsor the
production. 35
"Trotter and Le Bon," Bernays instructed readers of his 1928
book, Propaganda, "concluded that the ~-,rr·oup mind does not think in
tlw str·i<\t s<mse of tlw w<ml. In phwe of thoughts it has impulses,
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habits and emotions. In making up its mind," he continued, "its first
impulse is usually to follow the example of a trusted leader. This is
one of the most firmly established principles of mass psychology."
Fbr the public relations counsel, Bernays advised, the tacit
authority of existing groups or of trusted group leaders could be
applied to a wide diversity of situations. "It operates in establishing
the rising or diminishing prestige of a summer resort, in causing a
run on a bank, or a panic on the stock exchange, in creating a best
seller, or a box-office success."
To illustrate this wide applicability, Bernays cited publicity work
done for a meat packer, to enhance the sale of bacon. Old-style publicity, he explained, would have relied on "full-page advertisements"
encouraging consumers to "eat more bacon." "Eat bacon because it is
cheap, because it is good, because it gives you reserve energy." The
consequence of such a campaign, rooted in the product's own attributes, would, according to Bernays, be minimal. A more successful
approach, he recommended, would be to appeal to the attributes of
available consumers, to root the campaign in an analysis of "the
group structure of society and the principles of mass psychology."
The publicist would ask himself, "Who is it that influences the
eating habits of the public? The answer, obviously, is: 'The
physicians.'" The modern publicist, then, must attempt to persuade
"physicians to say publicly that it is wholesome to eat bacon." The
publicist, he explained, "knows as a mathematical certainty, that
large numbers of persons will follow the advice of their doctors,
because he understands the psychological relation of dependence of
men upon their physicians." 36 The ability to employ the credibility of
trusted authorities was the key to getting people to eat more bacon.
To Bernays, recent scientific ideas concerning the mental processes
of individuals and groups provided the public relations specialist with
powerful expedients for both apprehending and influencing the public
mind. Offering the prosaic case of a man on the verge of purchasing an
automobile as an example, Bernays explained to readers that the car's
rnedmnieal properties had little to do with his decision.

Meu ar·e r·ar·dy awar·e of the r·eal reasons which motivate their
1wt.iou. A mall may hdiew that lw buys a motor· mu· lll~mwse,
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after careful study of the technical features of all the makes
on the market, he has concluded that this is the best. He is
almost certainly fooling himself. He bought it, perhaps,
because a friend whose financial acumen he respects bought
one last week; or because his neighbors believed he was not
able to afford a car of that class; or because its colors are
those of his college fraternity....
[M]any of man's thoughts and actions are compensatory
substitutes for desires which he has been obliged to suppress.
A thing may be desired not for its intrinsic worth or usefulness, but because he has unconsciously come to see in it a
symbol of something else, the desire for which he is ashamed
to admit to himself.... A man buying a car may think he
wants it for purposes of locomotion .... He may really want
it because it is a symbol of social position, as evidence of his
success in business, or a means of pleasing his wife. 37
While Bernays believed that the social sciences presented individual practitioners with an indispensable assortment of techniques
for mounting effective publicity efforts, he also possessed a more
ambitious social vision, one that apprehended the unfolding role of
public relations within the modern architecture of power. "In our
present social organization approval of the public is essential to any
large undertaking," he observed. For Bernays, the growth of public
relations was a necessary response to this pesky historical condition.38 It is in this dimension of his thinking that Bernays joined the
tradition of social thought that had been initiated by Tarde and Le
Bon. In this aspect of his work, Bernays and Lippmann were nearly
indistinguishable.
Subscribing to Lippmann's vision of modern society and its conditions, Bernays saw the public relations counsel not simply as a person
who applied modern scientific know-how to his work, but also as one
of the "intelligent few" who must, within democratic society, "continuously and systematically" perform the task of "regimenting the
public mind." These "invisible wire pullers," as Bernays tagged public
relations experts, would provide the skills necessary to bring about a
successful negotiation between the chaos of popular aspirations and
exigencieR of elite power. 3"
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Broaching a theme that he would repeat-to the embarrassment
of many in the public relations profession-for decades to come,
Bernays announced that "the conscious and intelligent manipulation
of the organized habits and opinions of the masses" had become an
indispensable feature of "democratic society." 40 With the masses
pounding at the doors of "the higher strata of society," he noted,
ruling elites were turning to propaganda as the scientifically informed
tool through which public submission might be achieved.
The minority has discovered a powerful help in influencing
majorities. It has been possible so to mold the mind of the
masses that they will throw their newly gained strength in the
desired direction. Propaganda is the executive arm of the
invisible government. 41
Beyond serving the narrow requirements of individual clients, public
relations experts were those who specialized in pulling "the wires
which control the public mind" and creating that propaganda. 42
Reaching beyond the modest pretensions that had surrounded the
work of traditional press agents, Bernays described the public
relations counsel as one who was a master at creating pseudoenvironments-"creating pictures in the minds of millions" by
staging seemingly spontaneous events-that would quietly induce the
public to comprehend the world in a desired way. 43 In describing this
idea, Bernays's rhetoric was, as was his habit, monumental:
When Napoleon said, "Circumstance? I make circumstance,"
he expressed very nearly the spirit of the public relations
counsel's work. 44
Within this grandiosity, however, Bernays was beginning to delineate a pragmatic outline for how a public relations specialist might be
tr·ained to "become the creator of circumstance." First, the public
relations specialist must be a careful student of the media and of the
organized networks of communication through which the majority of
pnopln gain their "pictur·e" of the world-at-large: "advertising, motion
pidur·us, eirmllar· letters, booklets, handbills, speeches, meetings,
Juu·adns, rwws m·tii'I(~S, magazine urtidos and whutovm· oUwr
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mediums there are through which public attention is reached and
influenced." 45 Most people, he added "accept the facts which come to
them through existing channels. They like to hear new things in
accustomed ways." 46
Despite the public's reliance on familiar sources of information,
however, the PR expert's study of communication must-at the same
time-be timely and dynamic, continually in touch with "the relative
value of the various instruments" and the changes that affect the
masses' responsiveness to particular media forms. "If he [the PR
counsel] is to get full reach for his message he must take advantage
of these shifts of value the instant they occur." 47 In this proposal,
Bernays prophesied the development of the entire field of media Consultancy, certainly an outstanding feature of present-day society.
Second, those interested in fashioning public opinion must be
sociologically and anthropologically informed; they must be meticulous students of the social structure and of the cultural routines
through which opinions take hold on an interpersonal level. They
must consider the imprint of sex, race, economics, and geography on
public attitudes. 48 It was also important to understand existing networks of influence-family, community, education, and religion-for
example, as well as the undeclared patterns of leadership that operate
within each of them. "If you can influence the leaders," Bernays
instructed, "you automatically influence the group which they sway." 49
Such knowledge was not only serviceable for approaching people in
groups, but also functioned when addressing individuals. "[E]ven
when he is alone," Bernays intoned, a person's mind "retains the patterns which have been stamped on it by the group influences." 50
Just as the public is used to receiving information through accustomed channels, Bernays added, a social group's outlook is bounded
by certain accepted "structures ... prejudices ... and whims." These,
too, must be factored into the calculations of the publicist. "The
public has its own standards and demands and habits," he explained.
"You may modifY them, but you dare not run counter to them." An
organization that would use modern propaganda techniques "must
explain itself, its aims, its objeetives, to the puhlie in terms whieh the
publi<~ <~art understand and is willing- to aeeept."'>~ 'l'hm·efon~, an
Ollj.I;Oillg" "s<~ietltifi<~" study of till~ puhli<\ II. "SIII"VI~,Y of puhlit~ desin~S
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and demands," is an essential device for a public relations strategist.''2
Though social surveys, focus groups, and related forms of instrumental demographics are unexceptional today, Bernays's suggestion
that molders of opinion must be ongoing monitors of social attitudes
was, during the 1920s, innovative; Bernays saw the unfolding apparatus of mass impression with an oracular gaze.
Third-confirming the adage that an acorn never falls too far
from the tree-Bernays contended that, above all, the public relations counsel must be a watchful student of the public psyche. "If we
understand the mechanism and motives of the group mind," he asked
rhetorically, "is it not possible to control and regiment the masses
according to our will without their knowing it?" "The recent practice
of propaganda," he answered, "has proved that it is possible ...
within certain limits." 5:1
Those limits, as Bernays understood them, were bounded only by
a propagandist's ability to understand the mechanisms of individual
and mass psychology. "Mass psychology is as yet far from being an
exact science," he allowed, "and the mysteries of human motivation
are by no means all revealed." Nevertheless, he believed,
theory and practice have combined with sufficient success to
permit us to know that in certain cases we can effect some
change in public opinion with a fair degree of accuracy by
operating a certain mechanism, just as the motorist can regulate the speed of his car by manipulating the flow of gasoline. 54
The implications of this statement were, for Bernays, obvious.
,Just as an advertising man must comprehend the product-buying
habits of prospective consumers, the public relations counsel must be
<~<mversant with the ingrained "thought-buying habits" through which
public opinion operates. 55 Simply put, a publicist must comprehend
"Uw mental processes" of the public and "adjust" his propaganda "to
Uw mentality of the masses."""
In deser·ihing this "mentality," Bernays assembled a hodgepodg-e
built fr·orn var·ious modm·n psyeholohrieal theories. Repr·ising· the now
l'amiliar· motif of puhli<~ il'l'ationality, Bei'Ilays al'h'1Wd that peoplt~ hold
011 to thui r· ideas with i 11 "what. orw psydtolog-ist l•·efmTi ng to 'l't·otter I
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has called 'logic-proof compartment[s] of dogmatic adherence.'" For
the publicist to pursue his trade effectively, it was necessary for him
to understand these perceptual cubbyholes, these proclivities toward
"a priori judgement" and create circumstances deliberately planned
to engage with these peculiar "psychological habits." 57
AmplifYing this point, Bernays borrowed heavily from Lippmann.
Lifting language directly from Public Opinion and then adding his
own practical spin, Bernays explained that the "stereotype" provided
the public relations specialist with a particularly useful tool.
The public relations counsel sometimes uses the current
stereotypes, sometimes combats them and sometimes creates
new ones. In using them he very often brings to the public ...
a stereotype they already know, to which he adds new ideas,
thus he fortifies his own and gives a greater carrying power. 58
Elsewhere, Bernays' s approach to the public mind blended
Freudianism with Trotter's instinct theory. "[T]he individual and the
group are swayed by only a very small number of fundamental desires
and emotions and instincts," he declared. "Sex, gregariousness, the
desire to lead, the maternal and paternal instincts, are all dominating
desires of the group." These desires, he offered, are "sound mechanisms" upon which a public relations expert "can base his 'selling
arguments.' " 59 "The public relations counsel," he wrote in another
context, "can try to bring about ... identification by utilizing the
appeals to desires and instincts."
At still other times, Bernays's psychological thinking was simplistically Pavlovian. When "millions are exposed to the same stimuli," he
informed readers of Propaganda, "all receive identical imprints."
Regardless of its sources and its customary bombast, however,
Bernays's geography of the public mind was focused on one objective:
the systematic forging of public opinion. To execute this task, he
advised, the propagandist must abandon all attempts at reasoning
with the public. In order for it to respond appropriately, Bernays
maintained, the public must have reality predigested for it.
Abstract discussions and heavy fads ... eannot he givm1 to
Uw puhlie until they am simplified and d!'lunatir.ed. 'l'lu~
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refinements of reason and shading of emotion cannot reach a
considerable public. 60
Bernays designated this streamlined version of reality "news."
When reality is distilled down to its most "simplified and dramatized"
form and is able to make an "appeal to the instincts" of the public mind,
he explained, "it can aptly be termed news." The creation of "news,"
then, was for Bernays the essential job of the public relations counsel.
In order to appeal to the instincts and fundamental emotions
of the public ... the public relations counsel must create
news around his ideas .... He must isolate ideas and develop
them into events so that they can be more readily understood
and so they may claim attention as news. 61
Within this elitist strategy-which embellished on Lippmann's
notion that it was imperative for leaders to anticipate and forestall
the public's "critical scrutiny" of issues-a profound metamorphosis
in the way that society defined information was being normalized. If,
at the turn of the century, "news" had been understood as a faithful
extension of an objective world, Bernays approached "news" as an
essentially subjective category, something that took place-and could
be generated-in the pliant minds of the audience at whom a parcel
of information was being directed. If news had once been understood
as something out there, waiting to be covered, now it was seen as
product to be manufactured, something designed and transmitted to
bring about a visceral public response.
Bernays's conception of what constituted "news" was, at the
same time, intimately tied to a transformed rhetoric of persuasion.
Like others who had journeyed along the pathways of social psychology, Bernays saw the symbol as the most powerful psychological
megaphone for reaching and persuading the public. 62 Ultimately,
then, the public relations counsel must be an expert in the meaning
and serviceability of symbols, of those "reflex images" that will provide him with mesmerizing "short-cuts" for realizing an acceptable
puhli(~ r·eaetion."" "[Tlhe public as a group does not see in shaded
hues," lw explained.
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The very need of reaching large numbers of people at one
time and in the shortest possible time tends toward the utilizations of symbols which stand in the minds of the public for
the abstract idea the technician wishes to convey.... Such a
use of appeals must, it goes without saying, be studied by the
expert. 64
A PR specialist's capacity to mobilize the public's instincts, he
explained with equanimity, rests on his "ability to create those symbols to which the public is ready to respond; his ability to know and to
analyze those reactions which the public is ready to give; his ability to
find those stereotypes, individual and community, which will bring
favorable responses; his ability to speak in the language of his audience and to receive from it a favorable reception are his contributions.
The appeal to the instincts and the universal desires is the basic
method through which he produces his results." 6"
Foreshadowing an escalating population of "compliance professionals" who would follow in his footsteps, Bernays's intellectual aptitude was focused, almost exclusively, on maneuvering symbols to
effect a desired, often unconscious, social response. In the wake of
this development, the tide and texture of American public life would
never be the same.
For Bernays, an increased reliance on the eloquence of symbols
and the idea of a public driven primarily by instinct went hand-inhand. This perspective would fire his career from the 1920s onward.
But if Bernays was the most systematic proponent of public relations, he was also a man of his times. In the mid-1930s, reflecting on
a world in which public relations and related propagandistic activities
had become omnipresent, Lasswell portrayed the intellectual classes
as made up of those people "who live by manipulating contentious
symbols." 66 Granting this definition, Bernays-dexterous "imagineer" of the public mind-had, by the mid-1920s, come to the fore as
an archetypal twentieth-century American intellectual. 67
Into the early years of the twentieth century, as long as American
society continued to uphold the principle of reason, the printed word
had, with few exceptions, been the favored instrument in the tool kit
ot' publieists. Now, in a wol'ld <~orweiv<~d as h<~ing mh~d by urwonseious
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and irrational forces, publicists in general were turning away from the
word and, more and more, looking toward the image as their preferred
tool of public address.
Around the turn of the century, the anxious reveries of men like
Gustave Le Bon, Edward A. Ross, and Wilfred Trotter had inspired
dreams of a new intellectual aristocracy, people who-through the
conscientious application of social scientific methods-would be able
to bring order to a dangerously chaotic world. In the years following
the end of the First World War, Lippmann and Bernays-exemplifying an emerging class of propaganda specialists-had taken these
skittish fantasies and transformed them into a widely accepted
strategy of social engineering. A world in which public relations
experts, advertising strategists, image managers, and architects of
calculated spectacles would increasingly manufacture the terms of
public discourse was in the process of taking root.

9
Modern Pipelines
of Persuasion
nRI~G '!'HE

D nomic expansiOn and, subsequently, ravaging economic collapse,

19_20s and 1930s, a period that embraced titanic eco-

the practices of public relations in particular, and of planned propaganda campaigns more generally, grew exponentially. From a variety
of vantage points and roused by a range of concerns, observers noted
foundational changes in the American social fabric.
One of these observers was Harold Lasswell, a political scientist
who would emerge-by the mid-thirties-as the United States' foremost student and bibliographer of propaganda activities. 1 In 1927,
while still a young professor at the University of Chicago, Lasswell
summarized the growth of organized propaganda that had taken
place over the preceding decade. 2 "Propaganda," he wrote of the
period since World War I, had arisen as "one of the most powerful
instrumentalities in the modern world." The attempt to control
opinion through the conscious manipulation of "significant symbols,
or ... by stories, rumours, reports, pictures and other forms of social
communication," had become routine.
The social and political implications of this development were
profound. Widespread "discussion about the ways and means of controlling public opinion," he concluded, "testifies to the collapse of the
traditional species of democratic romanticism and to the rise of a dictatorial habit of mind." 3
In the face of troublesome democratic ambitions that had been
mounting for mor·e than a e(mtmy, eor·por·ate and govnrmrwntal
h~adnt'H looked to art irwr·naHi ngly HophiHti(~ll.t(~d opi 11 ion-molding appa-
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mtus as their tool of first resort. "Propaganda," Lasswell wrote with
incisive candor, "is a concession to the wilfulness of the age."
The bonds of personal loyalty and affection which bound a
man to his chief have long since dissolved. Monarchy and
class privilege have gone the way of all flesh, and the idolatry
of the individual passes for the official religion of democracy.
It is an atomized world, in which individual whims have wider
play than ever before, and it requires more strenuous exertions to co-ordinate and unifY than formerly. The new antidote to wilfulness is propaganda. If the mass will be free of
chains of iron, it must accept its chains of silver. If it will not
love, honour and obey, it must not expect to escape
seduction. 4
Progressive educator John Dewey-one of twentieth-century
America's most adamant public champions of participatmy democmcy-observed this same development with dismay. In a 1930 book,
Individualism Old and New, he described the society around him as
one in which popular consciousness was in the process of being
engulfed by a dreadful and ubiquitous apparatus of mass persuasion.
The critical edge of an informed and independent-minded publicthe vital linchpin of democracy-was daily being blunted by a perpetual flow of psychological trickery. "We live exposed to the greatest
flood of mass suggestion that any people has yet experienced," he
lamented.
The need for united action, and the supposed need for integrated opinion and sentiment, are met by organized propaganda and advertising. The publicity agent is perhaps the
most significant symbol of our present social life. There are
individuals who resist; but, for a time at least, sentiment can
be manufactured by mass methods for almost any person or
cause.''
For Dewey this historical outgTowth-unless somehow cheeked"tlw eel ips(~ of the public" as an articulate for·e(~ in Anwri(•an lit'(~, an mrd to tim doqtwnt promiH(~H of d(~IIIO(~I'IW,Y. In thn fw~n of
r·npt·(~Hmrted
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"artificially accelerated" public responses, he concluded, "independent
personal judgement" was becoming impossible. r;
Though intellectuals played-and continue to play-a pivotal
role in assembling and serving a modern publicity culture, the dramatic spread of organized propaganda activities cannot be understood
simply as a product of intellectual deliberations. The routinization of
propaganda in the United States was inescapably connected to fundamental shifts that were under way in society more generally, shifts
that were transfiguring the definitions of "public life" during the
1920s and 1930s.
One of the most powerful of these changes was in American media
institutions: their structure, their reach, their variety, and their ownership. Consonant with changes taking place in American business more
generally, the period between the late nineteenth century and the 1920s
saw a momentous expansion and consolidation of media industries.
In newspapers, conventionally seen as the prime arena for public
relations, the metamorphosis was multifaceted. While powerful newspaper chains had begun to propagate in the years preceding the turn
of the century, by the twenties these chains had gained a virtual
stranglehold on newspaper publishing. Fueled by the growth of the
modern consumer culture and by the advertising revenues it was generating, the grooves of borrowed thought were becoming more and
more far reaching while their content was being shaped by a declining
number of news sources and by uniform, nationally disbursed, editorial perspectives. 7
The impact of this standardization was considerable. Through
the flux of newspaper chains and other sources of national enlightenment, a society once defined by its remarkable variety of cultural
backgrounds and by its distinct regionalism was being melded into
generic ways of seeing, shaped by the priorities of modern commercial
enterprise. In 1929, Roy Howard, head of the huge Scripps-Howard
newspaper chain, expressed his approval of this development, clearly
aware of its intrinsic capacity to manage the attentions of a once
unruly public mind.

IT !his tr·emendons
daili<~s

of tlw

a.dvan<~e

<~otmtr·y,

in tlw d<wdopment of tlw small
whi<~h is a dire<~t. r·esult. of syndi<~ation
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and chain operation, has, by a system of setting in action
identical thought processes in all communities of the nation
at almost identically the same time, annihilated provincialism
in the United States and contributed to the development of a
true American hegemony that is the marvel of the rest of the
world. 8
Though Howard's hyperbole belies the fact that the American
mind was not yet marching fully in lockstep, the implications of what
he was describing were not lost on Ivy lJee and other public relations
practitioners of the period. Whatever its limits may have been, the
"trend toward consolidation" in newspapers, as Lee characterized it
in 1929, meant that reliable, national channels for disseminating a
message existed as never before.
Earlier in the century, press agents were required to approach
local newspapers, editor by editor, to situate PR materials in a range
of locales. Now, local editors were more likely to be compliant
<~mployees of a national news apparatus. Single entry points existed
through which a publicist could reach publics in a variety of regions
all at once.
This phenomenon, and its particular utility to the publicist, was
the centerpiece of Lee's 1929 publication, The Press Today: How the
News Reaches the Public. In his discussion of the contemporary newspaper system and his detailed road map of the modern highway
system of persuasion, l.~ee provided an illuminating picture of the
ways that public relations experts were becoming students of the
media system and of the ways that Tarde's turn-of-the-century theor·etical insights were maturing into the basis of a concrete, carefully
<~onsidered, strategy.
In spite of new, printless forms of mass media that were
(~rrter-ging, Lee argued, the newspaper remained an essential arena for
publicity work. "Since 1922 newspaper circulation in the United
Ht.ates has increased 38 per cent. This growth is relatively four times
as great as the increase in population during the same period," he
ohs<wv<~d. While newspaper readership widened, however, I.Jee noted
t.lmt. t.hes<~ readers were being informed by a narrower assortment of
pa(H'r·s and rwws sour·<•.es. "In spite of tlw expansion I in readm·ship I,"
lu• WI'Ot.e, "tlu~ adwtl mrrnhm· of newspa(H~r·s had dediru~d and t.IH!

i
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basis of organization has shifted from the independent unit to the
combine."
There are at present over fifty groups of chain operated newspapers in the United States, ranging from two or th~ee ~ape:s
in a single town to the Gannett and Copley orgamzatwns m
the East and West respectively, and the two nationwide combines of Hearst and Scripps-Howard. The four groups above
9
mentioned include 87 of the nation's leading papers.
Shunting aside criticisms that consolidation meant that the local
"editor of the chain newspaper does not serve the community on
whom his revenue depends, but serves the head of his organization
who has probably no personal interest or acquaintance with the community," Lee articulated the perspective of the chains' owners.
"Chain newspaper development does not mean journalistic
monopoly," as one prominent group owner [unnamed]
observes. "It means elimination of economic weaklings; fewer
but more virile ownerships."
Moreover, while the editorials of the independent daily may
reflect only the opinions of its single editor, the editorials of a
chain paper are likely to reflect the opinions of a group of
leading and recognized writers. Because of its wide scope the
direction of the editorial page of a chain newspaper has a
broader viewpoint.
Enhancing the reach of this "broader viewpoint," Lee added, n~':s
paper chains were "establishing journals in some rural commumtles
which might otherwise be without adequate sources of news. ''lO "With'
l
m
such rationalizations lay Lee's recognition that these "virile ownerships" were permitting modern principles of mass production and of
national market standardization to be applied to the practices of
public relations.
Beyond these shifts in print journalism, other developments in
tlw Anwr·iean rm~dia systmn were pmviding fertile soil for the gTowth
and inlo(mlllity of puhli<~ r·du.t.ions pnwti<~<~S. Orw of tlw most port<~n-
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tous of these developments was the birth of commercially ha:·a~d
br-oadcast radio, beginning in Pittsburgh in 1921. Started as a loeal
merchandising experiment to boost the sale of Westinghouse radio
r·eceivers, by the mid-twenties broadcast radio had rapidly expanded
into a pervasive national medium, dominated by two RCA-owned,
sponsor-supported commercial networks. 11
Centered in New York City, also the base of operations for the
flowering public relations industry, these portals into America's radio
system were particularly close at hand. As was the case with newspaper chains, the broadcast network system made the single entrypoint dissemination of publicity relatively effortless. Also following
the lead of chain-owned newspapers-which, from the twenties
onward, were increasingly subsidized via a nationally based advertising industry and by promotions for the brand-name products of
national corporations-radio broadcasting in the 1920s and 1930s
was underwritten, in large part, by national commercial enterprises.
Mirroring trends that had shaped the distribution of gas and electricity throughout much of the United States, radio was also developing, for the most part, as a privately owned utility, pumping
information and entertainment directly into people's homes.
Requiring no significant degree of literacy on the part of its audience
and providing people with a captivating link to the outside world,
radio gave interested corporations, or politicians, unprecedented
access to the inner sanctums of the public mind.
The evolution of chain newspapers tended to delete independent
perspectives and homogenize newspaper journalism. Similarly, big business's control of radio meant that broadcasting would also begin to
weed out localized-or otherwise aberrant-sensibilities, proffering,
instead, a growing repertoire of national, commercially guided, cultural
stm·eotypes. Here, motion pictures were instructive. Hollywood was
already busy delineating these stereotypes for a national audience.
There was a significant-if, today, largely unknown-"popular
opposition" that challenged the domination of broadcasting by giant
r·adio eorporations, seeking to establish American radio as a medium
open to a more extended range of "nonprofit and noncommercial"
voi<•.es. But ft~dm·a.l polieies and r·t~hrulations of the twenties and thir·t.ies (most not.ahly tim l{adio Ad. of 1!127 and Uu~ ( ~ommuni<~ations
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Act of 1934), for the most part, provided public assistance to privately owned, profit based, commercial radio. 12
In a society joined by modern networks of mass communication,
the public sphere itself was becoming the property of corporate gatekeepers. The long-term impact of this trend in who has a say in
America continues to be a real issue. From the vantage point of corporate public relations specialists, however, this general tendency and
the system of sponsorship that financed it meant that both print and
broadcast media were becoming more and more congenial to a business point of view.
Radio's potential as a vehicle for political propaganda was also
becoming evident by the mid-twenties. In 1926 the Philadelphia
Public Ledger, noted an important shift in the tactical thinking of
politicians. While prior to the 1924 elections the "political gentry paid
... little attention to radio and broadcasting," the paper noted, radio
was now perceived as "a new political weapon of infinite possibilities."
Assuming an inflection recalling the windy axioms of Gustave Le Bon
and Walter Lippmann, the paper added:
These possibilities are far better understood now.... The
man, the group or the organization able to "control the air"
would own a tremendous political advantage. 13

I

1

By the mid-thirties radio had grown as an institution, and people
were spending more and more time listening to their sets. In light of
this development, some imagined radio as something which could
become a powerful tool for public education and enlightenment. 14
Others expressed concern that radio was interfering with the customary "interests and activities" of the home. "Family conversation,"
along with other traditional aspects of home-life, wrote one critic," is
the greatest sufferer." 15
For others, however, radio's propagandistic potential was its
most salient feature. Writing in the Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science in 1935, for example, William Hard
explained that "radio can have any one of several relationships to
public opinion." He elaborated, exhibiting a remarkably subtle comprehension of radio's particular utility as an attitude shaping
instrument.
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In the first place, it can be used for the direct and unabashed
"manufacture" of public opinion. It is especially suited to that
sort of social deviltry. It enters the home as an amusing
guest. It brings with it primarily that most charming of all
offerings-music. It adds to music the thrill of the dramatic
sketch and the laugh of the comic sketch. Throughout these
enticements it is addressing its hosts at their hearthside, not
with the impersonal appeal of printed characters but with the
living voices of individual performers who seem in time to
become intimate friends. It then, having established itself as
entertainment, can pass smoothly and almost imperceptibly
into propaganda, and, by means of carefully edited "news"
and carefully contrived "talks" can do more than any other
known agency to convey palatable doses of truth-or of
untruth-to the public. 16

Complementing the growth of a modern media apparatus, other
developments were unfolding that also promoted the conceit that
public opinion might be efficiently engineered by trained technicians.
In his early writings, Edward L. Bernays had repeatedly decreed that
an effective public relations counsel must be a tireless student of the
sociological terrain: of public propensities, opinions, and behavior. As
he made this pronouncement, innovations were already afoot that
would assist in the actualization of this prescription.
During the 1920s and 1930s, a trend toward public-opinion measurement-the use of instrumental surveys to study and guide public
attitudes-was becoming manifest. As never before, the public and
its sentiments were routinely being monitored as the objects of "scientific" study.
The use of social surveys, of course, was not new. Early in the
century, Progressive social analysts and reformers had done pathbreaking statistically based studies-such as Paul Kellogg's Pittsburgh Survey or W E. B. DuBois's study of The Philadelphia
Negro-but these, for the most part, were launched for the purpose of
documenting persistent social inequities and for corroborating an
agenda of r·eform. 17
~~von before the ~~ir·st W<wld War, thinhrs began to change. BuHinnHH nnnlyHt.H l~t~gnn to Hl~n Hlll"VO,Y r·eseard1 aH a cormrun-cially uHefiii

tool. The advertising industry, given its intimate involvement with the
problem of consumer response, was an early advocate of market
research. At the same time, some business-school professors and
social scientists began to advance market research as an academic
concern. One of these professors was Paul Cherington, who taught at
the Harvard School of Business between 1908 and 1919. The originator and teacher of one of the United States' first university courses
in the field of "marketing," by 1911 Cherington was beginning to
focus his energies on the problem of "consumer research." Under
Cherington's leadership, noted historian Jean M. Converse, "Harvard
became an influential force for intellectual organization of the field in
sampling and analysis."' 8
By the early twenties, Cherington moved from the ivocy tower
directly into the business world, using an income-based framework
for the analysis of market attitudes as director of research for the J.
Walter Thompson advertising agency. From the early twenties, a
growing number of people followed Cherington' s lead. Daniel Starch
commenced his practice in market research in the twenties, and his
1923 book, Principles ofAdvertising, was one of the first by a psychologist to discuss the significance of psychographic research as an element of marketing. 19 Elmo Roper also began his long career in survey
research in the mid-twenties.
By the end of the decade, the study of public attitudes was
moving beyond the concerns of advertising and marketing per se, to
inform a more comprehensive approach to corporate thinking. It is
not surprising that American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) was
one of the first major American corporations to recognize the need for
ongoing survey research as a component of corporate public relations
work. Speaking at a 1929 meeting, company president Arthur Page
told his public relations staff that survey research must increasingly
become a part of their arsenal. The Bell System, he asserted, must
learn to be a watchful student of public sentiments, to understand the
present business milieu, and to anticipate problems the company
might face in the future.
Citing a number of concrete situations in which public feeling
might encroach upon corporate interests-aesthetic concerns about
AT&'l' plants built along American highways, worries that holding
t•,ornpani<~s and tiruuu~ial spt~eulation mig-ht lmul to !UI ~~~~onorni<~ m·ash,
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and mounting hostility to the growth of chain stores-Page suggested
that such issues, unless proficiently addressed, could cloud the future
of business in general, and AT&T in particular. "[T]he prognostication
of public moods and public trends may seem a little intangible," he
eonceded, but it was critical for the company to attempt to do so.
[T]here are a great many kinds of different streams of public
emotion which it is important for us to know about, not only
their present nature but what they are likely to be in the
future, and what we have spent this session upon has been an
effort to give enough examples in a rough way to convince you
that we ought to organize the study of such things and ...
organize them so that the executive officers of this business
will not have to make decisions relating to the political hazards of the business ... without any staff work but merely
out of their own judgements. 20
Responding, in large part, to the social, political, and economic conditions of the Great Depression (see Part 4), the growth of market surveys and public opinion research accelerated during the 1930s. An
important contributor to this trend was an organization known as the
Psychological Corporation, a consortium of academic psychologists, that
had been established in 1923. Under the direction of Heney C. Link (a
Yale-trained psychologist) the corporation's objective was to apply the
methods of behavioral psychology to the needs of American business. 21
Heney Link did not quarrel with the overarching theoretical
assumption of social psychology: the idea of an irrational public. By
the early thirties, this perspective was fairly common in business and
social scientific circles. On the other hand, Link questioned the extent
to which the tradition of social psychology provided businesses or
other institutions, with a clear basis for practical action and a sound
instrument for analyzing an irrational public. In this regard, he
argued, social psychology was more confusing than explanatory; it did
not offer a sensible instrument for analyzing or influencing the attitudes and behavior of the public.
'l'lw psyehologieal thnm-y of instinets (or fundamental drives)
statml, in uffuet, that the operations of the mind wer·t~ hast~d
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on a number of inherited emotional mechanisms. There was
the sex instinct, the parental instinct, the fighting instinct,
the herd instinct, etc., etc .... This was very plausible, but
when psychologists began to enumerate all the instincts and
to describe the actions and feelings to which they gave rise,
difficulties immediately arose .... Different psychologists
enumerated from one to forty instincts and were never able to
arrive at an agreement as to just how many there were, what
they were, or what actions they led to. 22
"Psychology, as it is popularly understood, consists of many speculative theories drawn from the infancy of the subject and now obsolete," he proclaimed. The approach of the Psychological Corporation
would be different, more practical. It would move toward "the study
21
of people's behavior as a clue to their present and future wants." '
"This change may be summed up crudely as follows," he wrote.
The old psychology was a study of how the mind thinks; the
new psychology is a study of how the mind acts. The old psychology of advertising, for example, concerned itself with discovering ... which had the strongest appeal, the most
effective copy, the greatest interest value, the best attention
value, etc. The new psychology is concerned with discovering
what advertisements are most effective at getting people to
buy. Not what people think or think they think, hut what they
actually do about certain advertisements is the important
question. 24
During the depression, such thinking answered the needs of an
increasingly desperate business environment. "STORES NBim FACTS
ON BUYING HAHITS ... KNOWLBDGE

COUNTBD VITAlj,

PROGRESS HAS BEEN ACIIIEVIm SO J<'AR,"

BU'l' IjiTTLE

blazoned the New York Times

on April 5, 1931.
Probably at no time in the last decade has actual knowledge
of consumer buying habits been as vital to sueecssfiii and
profitable retailing as it is today. Tlwt·(~ is quitr~ w~rwral agTnl~
llH~nt among· ~~xemttiws in t.lu~ tidd t.hat r·etaih~rs would 1)(~ in a
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far better position to meet the disconcerting complications of
current economic conditions if the result of painstaking surveys into this problem were available. Yet, surprisingly
enough, comparatively little progress of a well-defined nature
has been achieved.~"
Using undergTaduate and graduate students at universities
around the country to conduct survey research, the Psychological
Corporation-under Link's direction-established a quarterly Psychological Sales Barometer, the first ong·oing examination of con~mmer attitudes and behavior: the brand-names people purchased, the
advertising slogans they remembered, and so forth. 26 l;ink also advocated the use of recently developed accounting equipment to codify
survey results, anticipating the role that computers would eventually
play in the monitoring of public attitudes.
The most highly developed technique for measuring buying
behavior is that made possible by the electric sorting and tabulating machines. These ingenious devices have made it feasible to record and classify the behavior of the buying public
as well as the behavior of those who serve that public on a
scale heretofore impracticable .... ['l']he deduction from
these records of important summaries and significant facts
has been made relatively easy. The technique developed by
various merchants, with the use of these devices, exemplifies
the behavioristic psychological method in almost its ideal
form. It is the quantitative study of analysis of human
behavior in the nth degree. 27
Psychological Corporation surveys began by examining attitudes
and behavior that were expressly relevant to marketing. Within a few
years, however, the scope of the Psychological Sales Barometers
lll'oadened to include the study of opinions about current events, polities, and the corporate system overall.
By tlw mid-thirties, Fortune magazine launched its own poll, condudl~d by a partner·ship of Cherington and Roper. George Gallup and
his Anter·i1~an lnst.itut1~ of Publie Opinion follow1~d soon thermtftm·.""
Hhor't.ly, ( ~laud1~ l{obinson would ~~stahlish Opinion lv~s~~ardt, I rw., in
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Princeton, New Jersey. As never before, the public was becoming an
object of minute statistical analysis, continuously scrutinized and
pigeonholed for instrumental purposes. An Age of Polling, in which
the temperature of the public would be taken on an ongoing basis,
had commenced.
For compliance professionals in the twenties and thirties, the
flowering of survey research was of immediate and practical utility.
Early in the 1920s, public relations specialists described their profession as a "two-way street." Their job, they maintained, was to present
the habitually misinterpreted interests of large institutions to the
public while interpreting the habitually ignored interests of the public
to the organizations that served it. Within the "two-way street"
analogy, public relations presented itself unequivocally as the lubricant of democratic reciprocity.
In the simultaneous unfolding of a national media system and
of a modern machinery for measuring public opinion, a social
infrastructure for this so-called two-way exchange of interests was
being built. The mass media, dominated by commercial interests,
would provide subservient channels through which a broad public
might be schooled to a corporate point of view. The polling system
and a burgeoning market research establishment would provide the
channels through which the public would be known and then
responded to. Pollsters would henceforth be the messengers
through whom the public interest would be ostensibly articulated.
Abstract, statistical renditions of democracy and of the public
itself were appearing; ideals or memories of a participatory public
were being annulled.
Self-promotions from within a nascent polling establishment only
bolstered this trend. The unambiguous equation of polling with
democracy was promulgated by Cherington, who described opinion
polls as nothing less than the "Vox Populi, speaking wisdom through
'chi-squares,' 'medians' and 'cumulative means,' 'standard deviations,' and other strange statistical gadgets." Polling, he maintained,
"gives new meaning to a whole list of such common terms as 'free
speech,' 'democracy,' 'social reform,' 'labor movements,' 'eonsumer
1Jmnand,' and even 'puhlie opinion' itself." Statistieal researeh would
he tlw method t.hr·ough whidr dmnom·aey would finally he brought to a
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large-scale society in which the common good was too often ignored.
He narrated a history in the making.
Democracy, on a small scale, is able to express itself swiftly
and with certainty. ... [T]he New England town meetings
. .. and similar instances could be cited if evidence were
needed. But for nearly 100 years beginning about 1835, with
the growth of our cities, states and the country as a whole,
the people have become less and less able to say what they
thought concerning many vital matters ....
Within the past five years a significant change has come
about. The principles of statistical sampling, already worked
out in other fields ... have been applied to this job of giving
voice to public opinion ....
If democracy is 'government by the people,' and if it
depends for its very life on free expresssion of unstampeded
common sense, then by this newly applied technique of giving
it a voice, we see the importance of the true and representative cross-section .... The prime requisite of an effective
democracy is that it must get at some satisfactory balance
between all kinds of people. 29
The implications of public-opinion measurement for democracy,
however, are considerably more problematic than any such fairy tales
allow. Dewey's description of America as a society in which public
sentiment was being systematically manufactured became, in many
ways, only more pertinent in the age of polling. Beyond measuring
public opinion, polls were also powerful tools for misrepresenting,
even forging, public opinion.
One aspect of polling that threw Cherington' s ideology into question was the method by which samples were gathered and organized.
Public opinion measurement, in its quest for useful demographic catngories, also served to reproduce and fortify nondemocratic tenden<~ies that persisted in the society at large. This contradiction is
apparent in Roper's account of how population samples were routinely eatngorized for· the Jibrtune magazine surveys. "[O]nrs is a
sliding smtl<~." 'l'lw population was analyznd, he explained, aeeor·ding
to "e<~orrornie status." Hopm· tlum w<mt on to it.mniz<~ t.Jw hr·eakdown.
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''At the top are the 'N.s' who might also be called the 'prosperous.'"
Following these, he described the B's, the upper middle class; the C's,
the lower middles, and the D's, "or the poor."
Revealingly, Roper reported that this scale was applied only to
surveys of the white population. "Depending on the nature of the
study being conducted," he wrote, "we sometimes have a fifth group,
'N,' composed of Negroes." In a society torn by institutional racism,
in which many African Americans did not enjoy the rights of citizenship, the classifications used in the Roper poll only fortified this tendency. Though differences among whites were distinguished by a
hierarchy of economic status, African Americans were analyzed only
in terms of race. In an eloquent instance of the ability of polling to
validate injustice and of its limited utility as a democratizing device,
the American population was seen simply as A, B, C, D, and N.
Another problem with public-opinion measurement as an instrument of democracy was its inability to gather data without, at the
same time, influencing the ways that the data would turn out. Early
in his career, Link acknowledged that the way questions were posed
would have a decisive impact on the answers that a pollster received.
"[T]he form of a question," he wrote, has much "to do with the
answers obtained.... [H]ow precarious is this matter of measuring
public opinion," he conceded. 30 Implicit within Link's admission was
the suggestion that carefully worded questions could be crafted in
order to elicit any desired response. Polls could be used as evidence of
public support-or outrage-by which any private concern might
justify itself as acting in the public interest. With large corporations
serving as the most profitable clients of the survey-research
industry-as has continued to be the case since the twenties-the
imprimatur of "public opinion" polls has been routinely exploited to
support a wide variety of business agendas.
This issue of who controls the polling apparatus disturbed a
number of contemporaneous observers. Psychologist Leonard Doob,
for example, rejected polling as "almost worthless as a contribution to
a systematic science," insofar as it was primarily employed by private
industry to exploit public desires for commercial gain.:n Robert Lynd,
a prominent American sociologist, wrote that a "major harrier to ...
a socially constructive use of puhlie opinion polls is that these polls
ure in privute hundH for pr·ivate profit.":'~ If thiH was the puhlie, it was

primarily the public as filtered through the interests and imperatives
of business enterprises.
Lynd also voiced concern about the way polls themselves had
attained the status of news. Reported on in newspapers or cited on
the radio, public opinion polls were becoming statistical applause
tracks, "useful manipulative devices on the level of propaganda," for
encouraging those on the fence to join the crowd. "[P]ublic opinion
polls," Lynd wrote, were an example of democracy "working in
reverse." Rather than serving to communicate and empower public
opinion, opinion polls were being used to manufacture and package
public opinion.
They operate actually to confirm the citizen's false sense of
security in totalling up "what the majority think." ... [T]he
false sense of the public's being "boss" that they encourage
operates to narcotize public awareness of the seriousness of
problems and of the drastic social changes many contemporary situations require.'1a
Writing in the Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science in 1935, Malcolm M. Willey voiced similar anxieties
over the ways that the findings of polls were coming to constitute a
subtle and uniquely effective form of modern propaganda.
An individual may be moved to action through repetition, as,
for example, in advertising; but his action is made more certain if he is made to realize that thousands, even millions, of
others are thinking and feeling as he himself does. Herein lies
the importance of the contemporary communication network·
it not only carries its symbols to the individual, it also'
impresses upon him a sense of numbers. 34
Polls produced coldly mathematical information that, at the same
time, exerted a profoundly emotional influence. Insofar as Wilfred
'l'l'Otter's "herd instinct" continued to serve as a significant rudiment
of human behavior, polls offered a numerical herd with which one
might idtmtity, a subliminal mental magnet for deciding what to think
ILIH I how to l~t~hav(~.
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The concerns voiced earlier regarding the manipulative potential
of survey research continue to resonate. Whether the public opinion
apparatus enhances or diminishes the meaning of democracy is still
an inescapable question. For a mounting legion of public relations
and propaganda specialists during the 1920s and 1930s, however, an
invaluable instrument had been devised, one that served them in two
distinct ways.
First, the obsessive mining and measuring of public attitudesopinion polling and marketing surveys-were transforming the idea
of public opinion into a valuable resource for systematic commercial
and political exploitation. The public was becoming a commodity; its
opinions were being packaged and sold to the highest bidder. Coincidentally, as exemplified in Roper's discourse on sampling methods,
those sectors of the population whose race or amount of disposable
income was not seen as socially, commercially, or politically desirable
were only further marginalized or rendered incommunicado in the
polls.
Second, for a brotherhood of propagandists continually on the
lookout for new channels of influence, polls themselves were becoming
an expressive, yet enigmatic, medium of persuasion. With numerical
eloquence, they provided an often confused population with silent civic
lessons. In the results of polls, a modern public came face-to-face with
itself-or a numerical facsimile thereof-and was offered wordless
counsel on what or how to think. The measurement of public opinion
and its manufacture were becoming less and less distinguishable.
In a 1984 article, Marvin Olasky, a historian of public relations,
astutely characterized Bernays as "one of the first" of his profession
"to realize fully that American 20th Century liberalism would be
increasingly based on social control posing as democracy, and would
be desperate to learn all the opportunities for social control that it
could." 35 During the twenties and thirties, the expansion of a commercial media system and the statistical pageantry of opinion polling
helped to transform Bernays' s prophetic intuition into a generic feature of contemporary American life. Opportunities for "dmnoemtie"
soeial control were only ripening.

10
Optical Illusions
J\ T THE cr,OSE OF the 1920s, Georges Duhamel, an eminent French

1"-:\.. writer,

made a sojourn to the United States. Like Alexis de
'lbqueville a century before, Duhamel wished to survey the state of
American society, imagining that in the United States Europeans
might discover "scenes from the life of the future" that awaited them.
Published in 1931-under the title America the MenaceDuhamel's narration of his visit portrayed modern America as a
"devouring civilization," motored by a torrential apparatus of publicity. Wherever one turns, he told his readers, publicity beckons with
"the serene persistence of machines," seeking to ensnare "the bewildered gaze of the passer-by." 1
American "civilization," as Duhamel described it, was overwhelmingly visual. Having forsaken all fidelity to truth, the publicity
machine was generating a ceaseless riot of optical stimulants,
"flashes, repetitions, and explosions," that were "conceived to excite
the reflexes of a sedentary mollusk." Aimed at titillating the nervous
system, more than educating the mind, here was a culture that "presents to the people only images that are elementary, powerful, and
seductive." For Duhamel, American publicity was "a triumph of
disharmony and disorder," a "charivari of light," a provocation
intended to induce what he termed "a kind of masturbation of the
Overwhelmed by these seductions, Duhamel felt his sense of
r·1~ality, his liminal sense of his own existence, slipping away.
l~v~~rything

was false. 'rhe world was false. I myself was perhaps no longm· anything hut a simulacrum of a man, an imitatiorr l>u ha11wl. ... My thoughts wm·n no long1~r· undm· my
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control. ... [M]oving pictures usurped the place of my own
ideas. 3
Duhamel's hyperbole is remarkable, yet his description perceptively discerned developments that had, by the late twenties, left an
unambiguous mark on the terrain of American life. The "masturbation of the eye," as Duhamel so pregnantly put it, was becoming a
diagnostic attribute of twentieth-century American culture and a selfconscious strategy employed by the compliance professions. Traces of
these developments haunt the archives of persuasion.
On June 11, 1923, for example, William P Banning, director of
public relations for the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T), rose to address a Bell System Publicity Conference being
convened in New York City. 4 His presentation echoed a concern that
had persistently guided the thinking of the corporation's leadership
for nearly twenty years: the importance of maintaining ongoing
public support for AT&T's monopolistic control of telephone and telegraph services in the United States.
Yet if Banning's topic was familiar, the tilt of his thinking was
not. His speech encompassed an altered view of how AT&T's corporate idee fixe might best be guarded. Banning's words signaled a tangible break with the creed of Theodore Vail.
Between 1907 and 1917 -the years of Vail's presidency-AT&T
had been an innovative advocate of corporate public relations, at a
time when few big businesses had seen the necessity. In an anti-big
business, antimonopoly political milieu, Vail had instructed, AT&T's
ability to achieve and preserve its long-term corporate objectives
demanded a heedful quest for public support. Throughout Vail's
tenure, this meant an unremitting campaign to "educate" the public,
to provide middle-class Americans with reasoned, fact-based explanations as to why an AT&T monopoly was in their own-and
America's-hest interests. At the core of this strategy lay the Progressive doctrine that the public was a body that might be reasoned with.
As Banning stood before his staff in 1923, however, this foundational assumption was palpably absent. History, tlw r~~ir·st World War,
and the genesis of mod(~l'll psydwlogieal thinking had all ldl Uwir
tnarks on A'l'&'l"s (~ot·pm·at.c state of' 1t1ind, and Banning's HJH~cdt
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represented a clear repudiation of Vail's resolute faith in a rational
public. Addressing the subject of institutional advertising-advertising designed to promote a corporation overall, rather than a particular product or service-Banning counseled his troops to
disabuse themselves of the notion that the public was educable
through reason.
It was hard for "telephone men" to think about the public in this
new way, he acknowledged. As modern professionals, committed to
the enhancement of life through scientific and technological
progress-he flattered his audience-the instincts of telephone company employees were propelled by rational modes of thinking. Like
other highly educated offspring of the modern age, they were used to
applying reason to the tasks before them. Because of its lo~rical disposition, Banning generalized, "[i]t is natural for a telephone company
to assume that facts should be the basis of its advertising appeals."

The telephone business is an engineered business and that
betokens accuracy in everything. It tends to make telephone
men literal men. It is a business involving infinite detail for
proper functioning. It needs public considerateness, and intelligent use of telephone facilities, as a help toward its successfulness. That leads to a wish to teach the public, so as to
increase the public's knowledge and considerateness.
If the logic of company men was unimpeachable, however, the
same could not be said about the public. The public's inherent nature
was simply not responsive to logical entreaties. Though you might
wish it to be otherwise, Banning told his staff, the public is not "composed of electrical engineers." Characterizing the public mind for
them, Banning submitted the analogy of an impassioned sports
<~rowd. "Go to a big ball game," he suggestively derisively, "and you'll
sec your public."

Reasoned argument and factual evidence would simply not appeal
"to the individual typifYing the composite public, who is a bromidic
though good-natured person, with too many troubles of his own to
hot.lwr· with those of a monopoly, who would rather be amused than
instr·twt.cd." 'l'lu~ A'l'&'l' puhli<~ist, tlu~rcfon~, must elHlurc "the puhlie
as it is, not as he would lilw it to h<•."
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Recalling Edward I-'. Bernays's dictum that organizations must
employ only those appeals "to which the public is ready to respond"
and must be capable of foreseeing "those reactions which the public is
ready to give," Banning extended the following general guideline for
the making of an effective publicist:
If he keeps the homely saying in mind that molasses is better
than vinegar, if he will remember that an appeal to the heart,
to the sentiments, is more resultful than one based on logic, he
has the beginnings of a good technique. [Emphasis added.]
This having been said, Banning reprimanded his staff, indicating
that too little of their work was inspired by an accurate understanding
of the public. It "looks as though it might have been written by an engineer.... You have talked about facts and figures ... as though you
expected every newspaper reader who saw one of your advertisements
to jump at it and gain its valuable information for his very own." Such
an approach to public relations, he asserted, was misguided. Whether
Banning was conversant with Freud's notion of object cathexis-with
the proposition that love induces a "humble subjection ... toward the
loved object" comparable to the relationship that develops between a
hypnotized su~ject and a hypnotist-is not known. In Banning's
thinking, however, the gist of Freud's perspective was implicit.

i

The job of the Publicity Directors of the Bell System is to
make the people understand and love the company. Not
merely be consciously dependent upon it-not merely regard
it as a necessity-not merely take it for granted, but to love
it-to hold real affection for it-make it an honored personal
member of their business force, an admired intimate member of
the family. [Emphasis added.]
In a variety of ways, Banning's remarks mirrored the "wisdom"
of his time. Nestled in the folds of his presentation were the footprints of Gustave Le Bon and his progeny; the pragmatie lessons of
the First World War and the Committee on Puhlie Information; and
Bemays's preseription that a SIW(~(~ssful puhlie relations sp(~(~ialist will
lu~ a devoted st.IHh~nt. of tlH~ IIIIIIIHII psydH~.
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For AT&T and for corporate America more generally, however,
Ua~ implications of Banning's speech were revelatory. 'l'hey marked
t.he emergence of a new, emotionally directed vernacular by which corpor-ations would be increasingly addressing and seeking to influence
t.heir publics.
As AT&T's rendering of the public gravitated from one empowered
by reason to one propelled by emotion the oratorical techniques of corporate publicity shifted as well. If, when Vail ran the company, AT&'l'
publicity was dominated by a reliance on the medium of printed wordand for deliberately reasoned proofs-now the corvoration began to
h~an toward a more pictorial and impressionistic notion of persuasion.
Banning's 1923 speech would provide eloquent evidence of this change.
Instead of seeing an institutional advertisement as a logical argument, buttressed by information, Banning encouraged his staff to
t.hink of each ad as an arousing visual experience, desig11ecl to evoke
an essentially psychological response.
Think of your whole advertisement as a picture, and I believe
you will find the problem of securing an attractive result will
be simplified. Consider the border of your advertisement as
its frame, consider the illustration as the cottage, or the
group of trees, or the lovers, or the other human or animal
centers of interest which appear on most canvases.
Wr·itten text was still present, but it was becoming increasingly subS(~rvient to the image-the newly rediscovered, vital centerpiece of a
rrwssage being delivered.

IC] onsider your type matter as the foreground of the picture,
which gives the proper setting to the illustration.... The picture and the caption together must entice the reader into the
t.(~Xt or he will never get there; and the text must carry him
t.hr·ough to the signature [the corporate logo] if you want him
t.o gd the whole story. Though the value of an advertisement
is hy no nwans lost if the pieture and the headline are of suffi(•ient. att.radiv(~ vahw to stop t.lw n~ader for· a rnonwnt, for
whiJn tltP j.(~Xt 111/l,Y bn s)i~·ltt.nd, (~IWh )H~I'SOII who ltPsitat.(~S

through interest generated by illustration and heading will at
least want to know their source and will glance at the signature. You don't care if the text is neglected if the rest of the
advertisement gave the right impression. [Emphasis added.]
Where text was employed, it too must be guided by the paradigm of
the image; it should be written to trigger feelings above thought.
Be humorous without being cheap. Be friendly without being
fresh. Remember that a laugh will accomplish more than much
logic; that entertainment is far more appreciated than instruction; that the average human animal will only receive logic or
instruction when it is clothed in entertainment .... That is
what makes the motion picture so invaluable.
In a dramatic break from AT&T's public relations past, Vail's
principle of public education was being sacrificed to the premeditated
management of impressions. Banning's paradigm was a calculated
optical seduction. Gustave Le Bon's contention that the crowd
"thirsts for illusions," "thinks in images," and is most effectively
mastered by "a startling image which fills and besets the mind" was
in the process of being transformed into a step-by-step approach to
corporate communications.
In addressing an unreasoning public, Banning concluded, the
image is a more dependable instrument of persuasion than the word.
Walter Lippmann's notion that symbols are dynamic tools for assembling "emotions after they have been detached from their ideas," that
they are "strategic railroad centers" that magnify "feeling" while
downgrading "significance," had moved beyond the speculative realm
and was working its way into the highest levels of business thinking.
By the twenties, Banning's awareness of the image as a tool of
public relations was not unusual. Comparable ideas were percolating
elsewhere in the business world, particularly among those companies
that were engaged in the manufacture of consumer goods, companies
for whom the cultivation of public loyalties was essential. While many
businesses continued to disregard public concerns, propaganda specialists in some of America's largest ~~OrJ>or·ations turned to visual
stmtngies to pr·opu.gatt~ altl'llh;tie, sm'Vil~~~-or·ieutnd mwporu.t.e inut.ges.r'
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Corresponding to this development, as a postwar generation of
would-be opinion molders absorbed the tricks of their trade, the
utility of symbols was becoming a standard element in their
training. Beginning in New York City-the nerve center of the
nation's communications industry-universities began to offer
formal courses in public relations techniques in which the study of
the image as an instrument of persuasion occupied a prominent
place in the curriculum.
Teaching one of the first of these courses, at NYU in 1923,
Bernays brought his own particular slant to the subject of PR, forsaking journalistic paradigms that had framed public relations theory
up to that point, emphasizing the importance of symbols and their
capacity-when systematically applied-to set off unconscious
chains of mental association. 6
Simultaneously, at the New School for Social Research, Harry
Overstreet-a prominent social psychologist-launched a lecture
course, Influencing Human Behavior, in which he, too, accentuated
the centrality of nonrational mental life and the ways that images
might be employed to gain access to that life.
"[G]iving people the facts" as a strategy of influence, he told his
students, has been a failure; the appeal to reason has been "an enterprise fraught with a surprising amount of disappointment." 7 Persuasion, he argued, cannot be achieved through the dissemination of
factual information, but requires the capacity to strike the inner lives
of the public, "to arouse the more important but slumbering wants
into action."R
Because most people are "visual minded," he added, the most
assured way of reaching this goal is to translate a message "into
visual form" and thus to "increase its power." 9 He elaborated on this:
[W]ords and pictures are tools. They are tools for communicating ideas, stimulating interests, arousing feelings and
emotions. The sole question we have to ask about these tools
is, which of them does the tool-work most effectively?
When we state the issue in this way there can be no doubt
about Uw answer. "A picture, with a few words of explanation,
will makt~ it possible to gd. ovm· an idea in one minute that
would r·equil't~ t.wo minutes without. tlw pid.ur·e." 1"

I

Like Banning, Overstreet asserted that even words must be
thought about and employed imagistically. "If we can cast aside the
colorless, abstract words of ordinary currency, and substitute words
which suggest images; if we can create what people shall see ... we
add not only to the clarity of our thought, but also to the power of our
influence over human behavior." 11
To learn how to guide thought and behavior, Overstreet continued, students must explore the little understood realm of visual
language. "[W]e must learn what pictures have to say," "learn to
speak the language of pictures." 12 Those interested in influencing
human behavior "must make some deliberate effort to train ...
[themselves] in the power to create and transmit visual images. 13
Modern intellectual life, he added, had done little to enhance this
understanding. "[I]ntelligent people" are little equipped to use the
"clearest and simplest means for transmitting ideas." If anything,
intellectuals are afflicted with visual agnosia, the incapacity to appreciate or make sense of visual experience and communication. 14 Schooled
by the print-biased values of the Enlightenment, they dismiss images
as appendages of primitive life, remnants of totemic culture, earmarks
of "lowbrow" existence. 15 Overstreet's course-which provided the
basis for a widely read book, Influencing Public Behavior; published in
1925-was designed to help correct this regrettable deficiency.
In his lectures, Overstreet outlined two distinct categories of
imagery with which students must become conversant. The first of
these was the grouping he termed "imitative pictures." The second,
and more important, was the category of "selective pictures." "Imitative pictures" were those that replicated-or sought to replicatereality as seen by the eye. Photography was the paradigmatic
expression of this genre, and Overstreet discussed a photograph's
ability to convey a sense of objective truth where written text would fail:

A photograph, or photographic drawing, of a dress, or gun, or
bicycle, or building is ... far more effective than a verbal
description ... The eye grasps instantly a hundred details,
gets the "wholeness" of a thing in pieture form, where it
would crawl along slowly from word to wonl of a deseription
and in tlw tmd have no dem· imag1~. "'
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If "imitative pictures" could be persuasive, Overstreet saw "selectivP pictures" as even more potent tools of influence. Focusing a
vi1wer's attention on a particular aspect of reality-omitting what
tt1ight interfere-a "selective picture" was capable of prompting a
par-ticular mental experience. Moving beyond the eye, such pictures
addressed the "eye of the mind" and pointed speechlessly toward a
distinct way of seeing. If the "imitative picture" simulated the objeclil'e world, the sway of the "selective picture" was more intimately
linked to the subjective life of a viewer.
If the reference point for the "imitative picture" was documentary photography, the "selective picture" drew its strength from the
"power of all art." It performed its magic through "the power of selective emphasis." If the "imitative picture" was informative, "selective
imagery" was hypnotic; it could be applied to trigger a "suggestion."
One might, he instructed, employ a "selective picture" to "induce
lUI imagined experience" in the mind of a viewer, a serviceable mental
CH~eurrence that will guide a person, unconsciously, toward certain
d1~sired conclusions or actions. In the face of the narcotic "power of
suggestion," Overstreet added, the spectator will be unaware that he
is even in the process of being persuaded. He explained:
The secret of all true persuasion is to induce the person to
persuade himself. The chief task of the persuader therefore
' itself. '
is to induce the experience. The rest will take care of
The secret of it all ... is that a person is led to do what he
overwhelmingly feels. Practice in getting people to feel themselves in situations is therefore the surest road to persuasiveness.17
Overstreet's remarkably visual vocabulary-like Banning'sl'<'flected a way of seeing that was becoming increasingly routine in
Attuwican society during the twenties. Yet the revolution toward a ceaseIns:-; "masturbation of the eye" was not simply an offspring of the twent.i1•s; it was also propelled by profound technological and aesthetic
d1 ·wlopnwnts that had been touching the vistas of visual life for decades.
( )vm·strt~et':-; desihrnation of photography and art as the dual
tmwhstorws by whieh modm·n approaehe:-; to persuasion should he
lo('Uidod r·PtiPt~tt~d lUI implieit uwlm·stmulillj.(' of wnys t.hnt hot.h Uwse
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deeply interwoven realms had been knocking at the doors of perception for some time and had-before the twenties-already left deep
marks on the idiom and trajectory of twentieth-century thought.

•

•

•

•

•

From the 1830s onward, no innovation was a greater catalyst for
modern, visual ways of thinking than photography. More than an
invention, photography soon became a towering social metaphor, a
Promethean index of truth, announcing the power of images to
grip-and direct-the public's imagination, as the printed word had
done during the previous century. tH
The rise of photography altered the physics of perception; it
seemed to initiate a seamless collaboration between the eye of a
person taking a picture and the physical world from which the picture
was being taken. 19 The very idea of "taking a picture" suggested that
a photograph was not something created as a deliberate artistic act,
but was simply lifted-still true to itself-from the objective world.
An ancient wall dividing subjectivity and objectivity had apparently
been scaled; the shadows on the wall of the cave, it seemed, were no
longer shadows; they were real.
Many experimented with photography as an art form, but the
photograph's most prepossessing quality was its magnetic claim to
facticity. Even when transported from the time and circumstance in
which a picture was taken, even when removed from the context of
lived experience, the photograph continued to enjoy the status of tangible evidence. Photographs not only verged on truth, they quickly
became a currency of truth: in newspapers and magazines, where
wood engravings were certified with a caption reading "based on a
photograph"; in police investigations and courts of law, where photographs bore witness to wrongdoings; in the documentation of historic events (Gettysburg, the hanging of the Lincoln conspirators); in
providing an exciting opportunity to see distant places as if one were
there; and in ordinary family albums, where photos recorded private
histories or authenticated personal identities. 20
PhotohJTaphy's ability to publicize convincingly a way of seeing as
if it wm·<~ truth was <~xploited ear·ly on to ser'Ve a mnge of sm~ial
ngmulas. I >w·ing tlw la.ttm· half of t.lw nind<~<~llt.h <~<~ntur·y, for
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example, photography was routinely employed in the United States
and England as a tool for "scientifically" validating a panoply of
Anglo-Saxon prejudices regarding race, class, gender, and general
standards of normalcy. Using the medium of photography, phrenologists (nineteenth-century students of criminal typology) and other
"authorities" organized visual catalogs of human stereotypes in which
the physiognomies of good and evil, of madness and criminality, and
of refinement and brutishness were afforded an ostensibly objective
existence. Reformatories and workhouses for children published photographic before-and-after evidence, visually verifYing how hard work
and stern discipline combined to transform shiftless street urchins
~nto .diligent little citizens. An inventory of apparent facts was being
Itemized, and with it, palpable benchmarks against which social truth
might be measured were being established.
Given their iron faith in the "majesty of facts" and the camera's
ability to transmit a countenance of truth, it is little wonder that
some innovative Progressives seized upon photography as a weapon in
the struggle for social reform. Against images that fortified the status
quo, a number of Progressive photographers, from the 1890s onward
began to amass a body of countervailing visual facts, facts suggestin~
that something was fundamentally amiss in Anglo-Saxon America
proclaiming the urgency of "social uplift."
'
First among these photographers was Jacob Riis, a New York
journalist who-along with a team of photographic assistants-initiated the practice of urban-reform photography in the United States. 21
Riis's stark photographic portraits of the filth and chaos of New
York's slums constituted a silent, yet extraordinarily persuasive
appeal to a generation of middle-class Americans agonized by a
search for order. Historian Peter Hales explained that "Riis meant
his photographs to be seen with a particular mindset."
They were to be deliberate, shocking antitheses to the cultural demands of his age-the demands for order cleanli' other
rwss, light, uniformity, spaciousness, and all the
a<~eoutr·enwnts of the Victorian mindset ... By linking the
hwk of tlwse r·eiti<~d qualiti<~s to the urban condition itsdf,
Hiis hop<~d t.o nrnholden his a.udinn<~e to 1wt.ion.~~
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Implicit in Riis's effort was the recognition that no matter how
"objective" a picture may appear, photographs are never neutral. Each
expresses a particular point of view. While Overstreet drew a theoretical line between the "imitative" imagery of photography, which was
ostensibly objective, and "selective" images, which presented a subjective way of seeing, the social development of photography suggests
that this division was specious. While some images may make a claim
to objectivity, all are "selective," all harbor and express a point of view.
With this thought in mind, Riis and the circle of photographers
who worked for him employed photography to spotlight the squalor,
degradation, and moral disintegration that took place in the slums.
Their images were intended to horrifY.
Other Progressive photographers, particularly Lewis Hine, used
photography to emphasize the inherent dignity of working people,
hoping to elicit an admiration for the subjects of his photographs in
the minds of middle-class Americans who encountered them in Progressive publications. In either case, photography revealed itself as a
double-edged medium through which seemingly incontestable renditions of reality might, at the same time, serve to further a particular
social outlook.
The link between photography's apparent facti city and its extraordinary ability to persuade was evident to Hine. Speaking to a gathering of social workers in 1909, Hine noted that businessmen had
"long ago settled" that advertising pays. It was now time for social
workers to follow the same dictum. "Servants of the Common Good"
must learn to "educate and direct public opinion." 'lbward this goal,
he continued, photography-particularly pictures reinforced by
"social pen pictures," his own visual-minded term for captions-provided a peerless instrument of publicity.
Hine offered a photograph of a young spinner, a girl working in a
Carolina cotton mill, as an example. Simply by itself, he observed, the
picture "makes an appeal." With a compelling caption, the appeal
takes on an accelerated urgency. He then suggested a caption that
might be used in conjunction with the picture:
The idea of oppression was realized by this dismal servitude.
When they find them.~elves 1:n such condition at tht>- dawn '!1'
t~r,istmwe-so youny, .~o P~(M,~~, st-r·u,ggl-iny mnony m1m-what
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Two Lewis Hine creations: one, the portrait of a young girl working in a cotton mill
and the other, a flowchart collage presenting an argument against child labor.

passes in these souls fresh from God? But while they are children they escape because they are little. The smallest hole saves
them. "When they are men, the millstone of our social system
comes in contact with them and grinds them.
"With the picture thus sympathetically interpreted," Hine exclaimed,
"what a lever we have for social uplift."
Yet alongside his praise of photography as an unparalleled instrument for the "revelation of truth," Hine had another, considerably
more uneasy, awareness of the pull that images-all images-exert
on viewers. The mysterious attraction of images, Hine allowed, is in
their capacity to touch something primitive in the mental life of
humankind. Images, he asserted, speak "a language learned early in
the race and the individual." The apparent objectivity of photography,
Hine believed, only enlarges the image's magnetism and its perils.
"The average person," he noted with ambivalence, "believes
implicitly that the photograph cannot falsify." Precisely because of
this realism, photographs can be used as instruments for the abridgment-even the falsification-of reality. "[W]hile photographs may
not lie," he observed knowingly, "liars may photograph." In this
inherent tension, lay photography's potential for both good and evil.
Hine advised photographers who wished to serve the cause of social
uplift to adopt unimpeachable ethical standards in their work. We
must "see to it," he told them, "that the camera we depend upon contracts no bad habits." 2'3

•

•

•

•

•

Beyond the ways that photographs could be used to document and
publicize social facts objectively, there were other aspects of photography that spoke to the power of images to move people on more
unconscious and irrational planes of perception. If the rise of photography suggested ways by which instrumental-if phantom-objectivities might be conveyed, it simultaneously magnified a relationship
existing between images and mental life, between pictures and the
ineffable structures of memory itself.
There is a scene in Orson Welles's Citizen Kane in whieh, in an
attempt to explain the meaning of "Rosebud," Kane's f'onrwr business
marmgm· B(~t·nstein-now ar1 old man-r·uminatm1 on Uw textur·(~ of
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human remembrance, recalling his own youth. ''A fellow will
r·emember a lot of things you wouldn't think he'd remember," he
began, "You take me."
One day back in 1896 I was crossing over to Jersey on the
ferry, and as we pulled out there was another ferry pulling in.
And on it there was a girl waiting to get off. A white dress she
had on, and she was carrying a white parasol. And I only saw
her for one second. She didn't see me at all. But I'll bet a
month hasn't gone by since, that I haven't thought of that girl.
In capsule form, Bernstein's haunting tale speaks to the psychodynamics of the mind, the power of the incidental to inscribe itself
upon a life, to gain a subjective significance that far outweighs the
objective magnitude of the moment from which it was drawn. This is
also a power of photography.
When first introduced in the late 1830s, photography captivated
the "wondering gaze" of humanity. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr., an
avid amateur photographer, wrote of photography as a "mirror with a
memory." With it, he observed, one could fix "the most fleeting of our
illusions, that which the apostle and the philosopher and the poet
have alike used as the type of instability and unreality." Alongside
their claim to "scientific objectivity," photographs also spoke the vernacular of illusion and fantasy.
In their ability to entrap the evanescent moment-defying the
Jlassage of time itself-photography also eluded customary notions of
mortality. Photographs had the capacity to grab transient gestures,
to enshrine the commonplace, the incidental, to hold onto things that
pn~viously survived only as faint, if potent, glimmers of recollection.
Sigmund Freud wrote extensively of the powers that such
nphemeral impressions exerted in the economy of the psyche. Fbr~-otten, apparently incidental moments of life, he maintained, stood at
Uw heart of character development, providing elemental keys to our
d(~sir·es and discontents. Within each of us, these mementos lie con('.naled, asserting their influence, awaiting rediscovery. More than the
qtwstion of pseudo-o\~jectivity, the insights of psychoanalysis may
~o~tnnd at the e(mtm· of photography's allure; its ability to replicate the
immeaHur·ahh~ power· of Uw monu~nt in the fmme of human expm·i-
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~=--------~E;~;~:tOPAJDIA BILLBOARDICA

The POWer 0f I mages

The spellbinding POWER OF IMAGES is not new.
The ornamentation of life is an indelible element
of human history; it has been practiced time immemorial. Indeed, some have argued that it is precisely this propensity for fashioning representations of themselves and their world which distinguishes humans from other forms of animal life.

Prehistoric artifacts suggest that images occupied a venerated place in the lives of the earliest humans. Nearly thirty
thousand years ago, for example, in a place that is today
called France, a gallant primordial artist journeyed deep
into the dangerous bowels of the earth in order to paint a
portrait of a bison on the wall of a cave. [See Figure I]
Footprints on the cave floor indicate that few others trekked
down to look at this picture or the others that were painted
nearby. For people who Jived by the hunt, this picture
may have been a cult offering to an earth whose gifts determined whether or not they would be able to survive.
Millennia later, as a Mayan statue of Tlazotoetl-the
Moon Goddess-gave birth to herself [See Figure 2], yet

826

another image commemorated the natural
underpinnings of human existence. For the
farmers who revered Tlazotoetl, the analogy
between the moon and the female mrracle of
birth made consummate sense. As the recur-

~~~~ec~~l:~ ~---------~

marked the
seasons,
they also recorded the
reproductive cycles
by which
crops were
planted,
cultivated
and harvested. The
visual a:ffmity between
the moon
Figure 2: Moon Goddess gives
and human
birth to herself
reproduction makes
further sense if one recalls that a woman's
menstrual cycle normally corresponds to the
lunar month.
Within "pagan" images such as these, one
senses a cultural outlook that was-at once-both supernatural and extraordinarily
grounded; magical, yet powerfully aware of
nature and of the perennial processes which
sustain human life.
Today this has changed in consequential
ways. If images once spoke on behalf of eternal meanings, today they have no half-life.
As images partake in a perpetually changing
field of vision, they contribute to an escalating sense of meaninglessness. If images, even
of deities, were once embedded in the processes of nature, today's spectacle is detached
from the natural world. Disembodied--occupying no time or place---it is, above all else,
ungrounded.
Already by the mid-19th century, disembodied images had altered the physics of perception, changing people's sense of reality,
as well as their understanding of the relationship between images and the physical world.
Commenting on the recent arrival of photo©BILLBOARDS OF THE FUTURE

ence. The photograph, as nothing before it, could preserve the girl in
the white dress and arrest the impassioned eyes of a young man
standing on a ferry boat. In its pregnant stillness, photography could
stoke the depth:-; of lonhring. In light of sueh <~onsiderations,
Duha.rnnl's pornographi<~ ehm·a.<•t<~r·i/\ation of Anwt·i<~a.rl m<Hlm·nityit.s itWPSSHIII. 'tnnsfu,rfuthon l!f't/1.1' l':rJI!-IISSIIIIII~S 1111 Ol'IWIIIHI' wisdom.
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Figw-e 3: 1991 photo of a bus stop poster, New York
City, takendW'ing Irrst week of the Persian GuJfWar.
Is this public enlightenment or visual demagoguery?

graphic technology in The
Atlantic Monthly, in 1859,
Oliver Wendall Holmes, Sr.
described the camera as having severed people's customary connection to the material world:
Form is henceforth divorced
from matter [he wrote]. In
fact, matter... is of no great
use any longer except as the
mould on which form is
shaped.... Every conceivable
object of Nature and Art will
soon scale off its surface for
us. Men [he predicted] will
hunt all curious, beautiful
grand objects, as they hunt
the cattle in South America,
for their skins, and leave the
carcasses as of little worth.
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Looking around our world today, one cannot help
but be struck by Holmes' clairvoy ance. In art and ceonomics, insubstantial representa tions supply the currency of everyday life. Mechani cally reproduced images arc lifted from any source, ap plied to any surface,
to transmit any idea or to sell any product. The origin
of the image is far less significant than the use to which
it is put. In the process, meanings are constantly being
renegotiated. Amid the spectacle, the notion that there
may be enduring actualities, or th at there should be a
dialog between human consciousn ess and the material
world, seem hopelessly antiquated , inappropriate to our
times. The implications of this d evclopmcnt are both
contradictory and complex.
In the hands of cynical product advertisers and calculating political manipulators, th e escalating fluidity
of images has advanced the ability to provoke specious
or misleading mental associations [See Figure 3: Gannett
Poster Promoting Gulf War] in ord er to stimulate a serviceable public response.
Conversely, in the hands of a c ritical and reflective
public, the ability to juxtapose and disseminate images
may permit people to draw ill urn inating connections
between seemingly separate issues, to communicate
ideas which allow them to camp rehend their world
more clearly. [See Figure 4] For thi s to happen, universal access to both the tools and th c channels of public
communication is essential.

0

"Proposal for a New Flag"OArchieBishop 1981

Figure 4: This image, combining the motif of the American Flag with the Universal
Product Code, comments on a society where conswnption has replaced citizenship,
where business interests have undermined democratic values.
""-·

©BILLBOARDS OF THE FUTURE

I.Jinks between image and inner life were quickened by the development of cinema from the early twentieth century onward. Applying
tu~w fm·m:-; of visual storytelling, innovative filmmakers began to
Ptnploy optieal :-;nl~jeetivity consciously as the foundational language
of film. 'l'lu~ <~iru~matogr·apher's hms and the editor's juxtaposition of
Hhot.s and S<~PIIPS IH~<·.anJ<' sun·og-a.t.<~s I'm· what. Overstr·pd would la.t.m·
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call the "eye of the mind," or what Rosalind Kraus-borrowing from
\Valter Benjamin-has termed "the optical unconscious."N
Focusing on small, itinerant details, the camera could move in,
infusing the eommonplace with uncommon signifieance, and linger
expeetantly on things that, in conscious life, might command little
attention. Through caleulated plays of shadow and light, moods could
be silently imprinted upon occurrence:;;, providing a subjective rendering of objective events. In montage, crosseutting, and other teehniques of editing, subliminal processes of mental assoeiation provided
a grammar of filmic storytelling that further fused-or confusedthe relationship between forms of visual expression and the contours
of psychological life.
In darkened theaters, movies were serving to transform the
dynamics of inner life into a mass entertainment. "The film," Benjamin wrote in 1936, "has enriched our field of pereeption with
methods which can be illustrated by those of Freudian theory." The
language of cinema, he argued, impersonated the language of unconscious psychologieallife. He enlarged on this theme:
By close-ups of things around us, by focusing on hidden
details of familiar objects, by exploring eommonplace milieus
under the ingenious guidance of the camera, the film, on the
one hand, extends our comprehension of the necessities whieh
rule our lives; on the other hand, it manages to assure us of
an immense and unexpected field of action .... With the
close-up, space expands; with slow motion, movement is
extended .... Evidently a different nature opens itself to the
camera than opens to the naked eye-if only beeause an
uneonsciously penetrated space is substituted for a space consciously explored by man .... The aet of reaching for a
lighter or a spoon is familiar routine, yet we hardly know
what really goes on between hand and metal, not to mention
how this fluctuates with our moods. Here the eamera intervenes with the resources of its lowerings and liftings, its
interruptions and isolations, its extensions and aceelerations,
it:;; enlargements and reduction:;;. The camera introducm; us to
urH~onserous optics as does psychoanalysis to urH~ons<~ious
impuls<~s.""
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By the 1920s, photographs and movies had deeply affected the
visual experienee of everyday life, altering the ways that people saw
and understood their world. The association between image and inner
life, however, the dawning of an "unconseious opties," as Benjamin
put it, was happening far beyond the boundaries of photography or
film. In a wide range of artistie and intellectual arenas, the full-tilt
pandemonium of modernity was spawning new, increasingly psychologieal ways of seeing.
Pondering the peculiar mental fabric of the modern metropolis in
1903, Georg Simmel, the esteemed German soeiologist, delineated a
world in which the visual commotion of urban existenee was destabilizing the senses.
The psychological basis of the metropolitan type of individuality consists in the intensifieation of nervous stimulation
which results from the swift and uninterrupted ehange of
outer and inner stimuli .... With each crossing of the street,
with the tempo and multiplicity of eeonomie, oecupational
and social life the eity sets up a deep contrast with small town
and rural life with reference to the sensory foundations of
psychie life. 26
Against the slow rhythms of eustomary social existence and its
r·elatively narrow vistas, Simmel saw the perpetual motion of the
modern eity as furnishing the basis for new ways of experieneing life.
In its crowded thoroughfares, its mechanized modes of produetion
and conveyance, its money-driven fixations, and its endless array of
optical stimulants, the city provided a potent context for reimagining
and reconfiguring the world. The notion of life as a spectacle was
becoming pervasive; a condition of unceasing nervous distraction was
increasingly the norm.
This state of nervous distraction was beginning to inundate the
arts in general. In Europe, artists were less and less content with
the task of duplicating the mien of an "objective" world and more
and more interested in probing the mental, sensual, and experiential
tilt<~r·s through which individuals encountered and sensed that
world. Drawing upon tlw eneq.!;·ies and dilemmas of industrial exist.<n)('.<~, "moder·n art." was lH~eoming a spirit<~d, if anxious, visual tlw-
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ater in which artists struggled to address the ascendancy and
tumult of the machine age, the optimism and dissonance of contemporary life.
In painting, sculpture, architecture, and theater, the "shock of
the new" and the exploration of subjective existence were becoming
fixations of artistic expression. In a procession of modern movements-cubism, dada, and surrealism, among others-artists sought
to usher audiences into the unsettling environs of a "second world,"
an optical realm in which the idea of objective reality itself was
thrown into question. 27 If realism or naturalism had celebrated the
enterprise of imitating a consciously perceived world, modern art was
entering and attempting to map out the unconscious terrain of the
psyche.
Modernism highlighted the ways that images can convey a particular way of seeing; it accentuated the ways that symbols and subjectivity are unavoidably intertwined. By the time Marcel Duchamps' s
jarringly abstract nude descended a staircase in New York's Seventh
Regiment Armory in 1913, these explosive ways of seeing proposed by
European modernists had made their way to America, and-in combination with photography, cinema, and other visual permutationswere likewise kindling American imaginations.
For those concerned with guiding human perception and behavior,
modernism affirmed changes in visual culture that had been unfolding
for some time. "The new art," wrote the American merchandising
prodigy Earnest Elmo Calkins, "was imaginative rather than realistic.
It attempted to suggest rather than to show. " 28 For Calkins and others,
modern art was providing a functional vocabulary for "selective picturizing," a way of understanding the relation between images and the
powers of suggestion.
Reading the pronouncements of persuasion professionals and surveying American material culture from World War I onward, one finds
that the spin toward an eloquence of images is unambiguous. As historian Roland Marchand discussed, advertisers of the twenties and
thirties embraced a belief that images were the most efficient tools for
bypassing the critical thought processes of consumers. Motivational
psychologists speculated that if words stimulated thought and provoked unwelcome "eonfliet and eompetition," pietur·es werl~ eapahle of
unlPashing "a ready-madl~ and pr·edidahle t'l~sponsl~."~" At the smne
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THE ENCYCLOPJEDIA BILLBOARDICA

Visual Eloquence
In the years preceding the First World War,
1

A partial corrective for this is suggested in "To
See, And Not See," a '993 case study by the neurologist Oliver Sacks. {See NOTE at end of article.]

most peop e desiring to influence public op- Sacks' study describes a man called "Virgil" who,
inion still looked toward the printed word as though "blind since early childhood,"has his eyethe most effective instrument at their dis- sight surgically restored at the age of fifty. The arposal. This propensity paid tribute to the ticle focuses on the formidable difficulties Virgil enlikes of Paine and Jefferson, Madison and counters with the onset of sightedness; his inability
Hamilton, Enlightenment men who raised to process the visual data provided by his eyes.
their pens to
________..:_________----, While Virgil's
shape the think- 1
"retina and optic nerve were

ing of a nation
in its infancy.
More than a
century later, as
muckraking
.ournalists and

active," and
were "transmitting impulses"
to his brain,
Sacks reports,

corporate pub-

ofthem."

J

lie relations specialists competed for public
sentiments,
both continued
to embrace this
faith in the
word.
During the
First World War
and on into the rg2os, however, this outlook
began to shift. Where once the published
word had been accepted as the primary tool
of persuasion, now the image seemed to provide the most foolproof door to the public
mind. From that time forward, VISUAL ELOQUENCE has increasingly been employed as a
favored instrument of public address.
Despite this historic shift, however, little about
our education prepares us to comprehend this magnetic allure. In an age of images, the power exerted
by "visuals" over the public imagination remains

only cursorily understood.

his mind "could
make no sense

Virgil's incapacity to see, was
rooted in the

perceptual habits that he had
developed during his formative and extended years of
blindness. Unable to see with
his eyes, Virgi1-like others without sight-had become used to building his conception of the world
out of "sequences of impressions (tactile, auditory,
olfactory)." For the blind, Sacks explains, reality is
the product of an incremental and deliberative mode
of perception. It is something that must be gathered over time.
Seeing with one's eyes, Sacks argues, is qualitatively different. Once learned, sight allows for "simultaneous visual perception, the making of an instantaneous visual scene." If people without sight
must carefully construct their sense of the objective
world, common patterns of seeing encourage the perception of objectivity in an instant, with little con-
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t.~me,

industrial designers and graphic artists were increasingly sensit.lv~~ to the ways that the look of a product or the design of its packag'lllg l~ould be employed to stimulate a positive "emotional reaction in
t.IIP lld10lder."'10
'l'lu~ field of puhlie relations was no exception. If PR was, as
BPt'tlays aq.(·und, tlu~ art of "l~t·eating l~ireumstarwes," the period
Htr·pt,(~hilll-(' f'I'OIIl t.IH~ Will' i11to t.IW thirtins wittH~ssmJ a dn<•idl~d tnOVl~
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scions deliberation.
Virgil's troubles derived
from the fact that he was
thoroughly unprepared

for this strange way of
seeing.
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The story of Virgil
and his troubles highlights the ways that,
while people may inhabit
the same physical universe, their outlooks on
that universe may be
very, very different. In
suggestive ways, Sacks'
discussion of Virgil may
also shed light on the
shift that took place from
strategies of persuasion
predicated on the
printed word, to strategies built on a foundation of images.
Both images and printed words rely on our sense
of sight, but understanding words on a page is different from the "reading" of an image. Phenomeno-
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tially in order for their
reality to be ascertained.
(You are undoubtedly
aware of this at the moment.) Like a child's follow-the-dots puzzle,
reading provides a stepby-step way of seeing
that is not immediately
legible, which only becomes apparent through
a process of heedful assembly.
It is precisely this pro-

cess of deliberation
which may he! p us to
understand why public
relations specialists and
other propagandists
turned away from the
CITJuGiaiUBookojGamu,1991 published word and embraced, more and more,
a rhetoric of images. To these modern pioneers of
persuasion, independent public deliberation was
something to be avoided at all costs. In its apparent capacity to advance a worldview in a bedazlogically, the reading of words is closer to the mode zling moment, and to stun the public mind into
of perception that Sacks associates with blindness. submission, the image was conceived to be an efFor most people, reading is a slow and consciously fective antidote to critical thought.
interpretive process. Unlike images-which employ
a vernacular of the eye, and can transmit a cosmol- NOTE: For a fuller discussion of Virgil's plight, see Oliver
ogy in an instant~printed words must be deci- Sacks, "A Neurologist's Notebook: To See and Not See."
The New Yorker, May 10, 1993, pp S9-73.
phered, one after another, and combined sequen©BILLBOARDS OF THE FUTURE

toward the creation of circumstances that were mounted explicitly for
visual coverage. Conventional press releases continued to be produced
and doled out to accommodating journalists, but an enlarged appreciation of the eloquence of images foreshadowed an American century
in which the silver tongue of visual oratory would define, more and
more, the terms and limitations of public address.
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Silver Chains and
Friendly Giants
of the 1920s, there was a growing confidence that business had shaken off the shackles of public distrust, that a gospel of unfettered commercial enterprise-condemned
throughout the Progressive period-had reclaimed the faith of the
American public. "Public opinion is no longer inclined to be unfavorable to the large business merger," announced Edward L. Bernays in
1928, a year in which corporate combinations were escalating. "In the
opinion of millions," Bernays related, "mergers and trusts" were now
understood as "friendly giants and not ogres." This welcome turn of
events, he explained deterministically, could be directly attributed to
the maturation of public relations techniques, "to the deliberate use
of propaganda in its broadest sense." 1
To some extent Bernays's reading of the situation was valid.
'l'hroughout the twenties, a growing array of large businesses were
disseminating "canned" news and editorial columns to thousands of
newspapers across the United States. To E. Hofer, who ran the
<~otmtry's largest distributor of such materials, these items were cal<~ulated to uphold the canon of laissez-faire capitalism, to reduce "the
volume of legislation that interferes with business and industry ... to
rninimize and counteract political regulation of business ... to dis<·ourage radicalism by labor organizations," to argue for "reasonable
t.axation" of business income, and to "campaign against all socialistic
Jll'opaganda of whatever nature."~ Correspondingly throughout the
t.wmJt.iPs, many larw~ eorpor·ations methodieally infiltrated national
mul lo<~al or·ganizations-( ~luunh<~r·s of ( ~omnwr·<~P, far·nwr·s' groups,
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fraternal orders, civic organizations, church groups, and so forthfor the purpose of shepherding the public mind toward pro-business
attitudes and opinions. 3
The image of the corporation as a "friendly giant" stood at the
center of many companies' public relations activities. "Successful
business is business plus personality," instructed S. M. Kennedy, a
marketing expert. "The more a business is crowded with personality,
the faster it will grow and prosper." 4 Others echoed the imperative of
"humanizing business" and labored to purge the image of the "soul5
less corporation" from the public mind.
For a number of companies, endeavors to broadcast an altruistic
portrayal of business were comprehensive and far reaching. Through
a vast publication bureau-which pumped out an endless flood of
photographs, posters, calendars, glass projection slides, and other
visual materials-the General Electric Corporation (GE) carefully
painted a picture of itself as a company preoccupied by the task of
ushering the American public into the promised land of modern electrical living. 6 The American Telephone and Telegraph Company established a motion picture bureau that "distributed films free of charge
to schools, civic groups, church organizations, and even commercial
theaters as a part of regular entertainment programs." Citing Bell
System estimates, historian Alan R. Rancher reported that by the
end of the twenties, these films were seen by a yearly audience of
more than 50 million Americans. 7 A mythology of capitalism was blossoming in which business enterprise and public vision were being
carefully orchestrated in a spectacular pas de deux, and the "silver
chains" of public relations-as Harold Lasswell had dubbed themwere playing a conspicuous part.
Nowhere was this evolution more evident than in "Light's Golden
,Jubilee" a worldwide media celebration, held on October 21, 1929, to
observe' the fiftieth anniversary of Thomas Edison's invention of the
electric lightbulb. Meticulously staged to look like a spontaneous
tribute, a global outpouring on behalf of an entrepreneurial legend
and his Promethean invention, the event was largely the handiwork of
Bernays, serving behind the scenes as a paid impresario for GE and
for the National Electric Ught A:;;:;;ociation (NJU,A), a secret holding
<~OrnJ>any tln·ough whidt OB had gailH~d substantial eontrol ov<~r· deetri<~allllll.llllfa<•.1.11l'ing in Uw ll11ited Htates." Bm·tulys's d'for-t.s wm·<~, at
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once, brilliant and invisible; as events unfolded, it was as if history
was simply running its course.
For months beforehand, all kinds of activities were extemporaneously mounted to galvanize public anticipation. A U.S. commemorative postage stamp, in honor of the Jubilee, went on sale in Menlo
Park on June 5. The Saturday Evening Post, Scient~fic American, and
other magazines carried features and pictorials heralding the Edison
<•debration. Souvenir editions of the New York Herald, dated October
~1, 1879, were distributed, announcing the birth of an invention that
"burned without gas or flame," that would he "cheaper than oil."
Oeorge M. Cohan wrote a song, "Edison-Miracle Man," and sheet
music was distributed around the world. "[T]he country':;; press was
moving," delving into "every angle of the celebration," Bernays
boasted more than thirty years later.
Mayors and Governors issued proclamations to celebrate
Light's Golden Jubilee. Universities offered lectures on
Edison and the implications of his discovery. Educational
groups conducted essay contests. Librarians displayed hooks
about Edison. Museum heads arranged exhibits that would
illustrate the history of light.
Then, on October 21, it happened. The centerpiece for the event
was in Dearborn, Michigan, where an ancient Thomas EdisonHtanding in a reproduction of Independence Hall that had been
twoeted by his admirer, Henry Ford-switched on a replica of his first
itwandescent lightbulb. At that signal, Edison's act was repeated in
uations around the world, where people had been mobilized to turn on
t.lu~ir· lights in a spectacle of planetary togetherness. Arriving in Dearbol'll on a facsimile of a railroad train that Edison had worked on
'
I 't·<~sident Herbert Hoover-along with captains of finance and
iudustry (.J. P. Morgan, Jr.; John D. Rockefeller, Jr.; Charles M.
H<·hwah; Owen D. Young; and Adolph Ochs), famous inventors
( Madanw Curie and Orville Wright), and other notables-looked on
iu adrnimtion."
Yut despite the glan~ of such pyroteehnieR, it would be myopic to
HHHIIIlle that puhlie rdations <~xer<~is<~s alorw eould have been responHihle I'm· t.lw intensifi<~ation of pt·o-husitu~ss sent.immtts during the
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Greet Hoover

Two of Edward L. Bernays's personal mementos from "Light's G~ld~n Ju~ilee;' h;
globally promoted media event that was staged in Dearborn~ Mlch1gan, 1n ~ 92.
A medallion struck to commemorate the fiftieth anmversary. of .Ed1son
;l:~~~:c light. (BELOW) A front page of a special edition of the Detrott Ttmes th:
covered the occasion. COURTESY SPECTOR & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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twenties. A number of other, more substantial, factors contributed to
this tendency. Most conspicuously, the years between 1921 and 1929
marked a period of widely acclaimed economic prosperity not just for
businessmen, but for many among the general population as well.
This is not to say that there wasn't still a great deal of social
hardship. Much of the nation's farm population was plagued by a
decade of persistent agricultural depression. Millions of industrial
workers wrestled with low wages, insecure job conditions, and recurrent periods of unemployment. In either setting, illness or accident
eould be economically catastrophic. 10
Beyond these economic deprivations, an extended period of antir·adical political repression -launched in the early twenties by
Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer and enforced by federal and
local police agencies-forged a psychological climate in which people
were less and less willing to question authority openly. In the wake of
this repression, the labor movement and unions lost organizational
strength and the rights of many industrial workers were weakened.
Yet beside these conditions, other more promising developments
were taking hold. The enormous growth of new consumer-goods
industries and the breakneck expansion of consumerism as a way of
life were creating a situation in which corporate America and a large
sector of the population seemed to be joined in a relationship of
apparent mutual interest. "The rapid evolution during the twenties of
the mass-production-consumption society," argued historians George
Mowry and Blaine Brownell, forged a reciprocal bond between "the
1~onsuming crowd" and the "corporate boardroom" that was unprecedented. In a consumer economy, "the health of one" was inherently
linked to "the health of the other." 11
In its expansive rhetoric, Mowry and Brownell's proclamation is
f"ar too all-encompassing-millions were excluded from the barbmme-but their argument mirrors the perceptual climate of the
times. Wesley C. Mitchell, head of the National Bureau of Economic
lu~search, reporting to President Hoover in 1929, described a larges(•.ale eonsumer economy in which an entire way of life was changing.
8eareely less characteristic of our period than unit-cost
l'lldlllltions is the rapid expansion in thf) production and sale
of' pr·oduet.s litt.Ie wmd or· wholly unknown a genemtion or·

even a decade ago. Among consumers' goods, the conspicuous
instances are automobiles, radios and rayon. But the list
includes also oil-burning furnaces, gas stoves, household electrical appliances in great variety, automobile accessories,
antifreezing mixtures, cigarette lighters, propeller pencils,
wristwatches, airplanes and what not. 12
Alongside automobiles, appliances, and assorted other goods, a
modern entertainment industry was invigorating "the growing
interdependence of the large corporations and the masses," Mowry
and Brownell contended. "Without the film and radio industries, it
is doubtful that the mass-production-consumption culture could
have fastened itself on the country as rapidly as it did." They
elaborated:
By 1922, 40 million cinema tickets were being sold weekly,
and radio was carrying news and advertising into 3 million
homes. By the end of the twenties, the weekly movie audience
had more than doubled, and few people in the country were
long out of earshot of a radio receiver. In 1929, $852 million
worth of receiving sets were sold, the profits from which,
when added to the millions the broadcasting industry received
in advertising revenues, bulked significantly in the total corporate income of the country.
Implicitly, Mowry and Brownell continued, the content of Hollywood
films affirmed the spirit of consumption:
The typical heroine wore expensive clothes, furs, and elegant
jewels, and either lived in a mansion or flitted between the
deluxe hotels of the world; the hero, usually without visible
means of support, was as splendidly accoutered, drove the
fanciest automobile, and pursued the most attractive young
women .... The movie credo was of sustained consumption,
not production. And continually reiterating this theme, the
industry became midwife to the birth of the leisure-seeking,
pleasure-demanding, materialistie consumer soeiety of'
modern America. 1:1
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Through the lens of such media, in the ubiquitous narratives of advertising, in the apparently boundless inventories of a perpetual marketplace, corporate America-at least for those who were able to enjoy its
booty-seemed to be furnishing the merchandise for the good life.
Amid the commotion, Sinclair Lewis's character, George Babbitt,
became a symbol of the middle class's split from Progressivism and
its infatuation with a new religion. He was a man, Lewis narrated,
"whose god was Modern Appliances." Each morning he awoke to "the
best of nationally advertised and quantitatively produced alarmclocks, with all modern attachments, including cathedral chime inter.
'
m1ttent alarm, and a phosphorescent dial." Upon awakening, Babbitt
"never put on B.V.D.'s without thanking the God of Progress that he
didn't wear tight, long, old fashioned undergarments." 14
The new religion, however, was not simply built on a foundation
of faith. Economic practices that took hold in the twenties made conversion increasingly possible for a wide number of people. :Fbr many
who had been schooled by fears of decline or by timeworn lessons of
scarcity, the effervescent economy of the twenties seemed to offer a
r·~ad _map toward Easy Street. The middle class appeared to be expenencmg a happy resurgence, and a growing, if still quite limited,
number of wage earners were offered the promise of becoming
"middle class." While farm communities throughout the country
endured a steep economic decline and a great number of workingclass Americans experienced low wages and "technological unemployment" in volatile industries, for others, circumstances looked brighter.
In a 1925 study of "real wages," University of Minnesota economist Alvin Hansen reported that there had been a "phenomenal" per
<~apita increase in the years since the end of World War I: "25 to 30
percent greater than in the prewar years." While this standard of
prosperity did not divulge a numerical growth in unemployment
nrnong non-agriCul tural salary and wage earners," Hansen's estimate of real wages, on a per capita basis, was confirmed by Paul Dou~lass of the University of Chicago in 1926, as well as in Mitchell's
r·opmt on Recent Economic Changes in 1929. 15
"

0

I" 1~:W Christine Frederick, a prominent business adviser. condudPd that the "greatest idea that America has to give to the ~orld"
was "tho idea that. worknwn and massos Ishould] ho lookod upon not
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simply as workers and producers but as commmers. Pay them more,
sell them more, prosper more is the equation." President Hoover seconded the motion, declaring that "[h]igh wages" were the "very
essence of great production.'""
Some of this growth was puffery. "The vaunted high-wage philosophy of American industry," cautioned historian Irving Bernstein,
.
t .
"17
"activated employers' vocal chords more than thmr purse s rmgs.
To a limited extent, however, there was a growth of " real wages "
throughout the twenties. The expansion of buying power among
restricted sectors of the wage- and salary-earning· population indicated that some businesses-mostly in the white-collar, sales, and
service sectors-were following the "high-wage" logic.
But it wasn't increased income alone that was driving the mood of
prosperity. This mood was also being generated by "finance companies" and "retail-credit associations" that extended a surfeit of previously unaccustomed consumer credit to encourage people to purch~se
mass-produced goods. ''A forcible impetus was given to the expanswn
of credit by the automobile industry," explained Mowry and Brownell.
Soon home appliances, radio sets, furniture, and even such
luxuries as jewelry were being sold on the installment plan.
By 1929, when apparently over 75 percent of the automobiles
and probably more than half of all major household appliances were sold on time payments, total consumer credit, it
18
has been estimated, had reached a peak of about $7 billion.
A sentimental association between the "corporate boardroom"
and the "consuming crowd" was being buttressed by other developments as well. One of these developments was a fundamental change
in the capitalization of corporate enterprises. In the early years of
large-scale industrialization, many of the mergers and trusts that
came to dominate American economic life were the creations of small
circles of wealthy individuals, industrialists and financiers who used
their private fortunes to build immense business empires. The private
and secretive nature of these holdings, along with their conspicuous
lack of public accountability, encouraged an angry middle-elm;:-; puhlit
to view eorporate bosses as a.n unholy a11ian<·.<~ of robber barons, mm
who had to h<~ r·<~illl~d in for Uw <'.OIIIIIIon f.(OOd ot' s<wiety.
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By the 1920s, this situation had changed in fundamental ways. A
growing number of large-scale enterprises were being transformed
from "closely held private companies into publicly owned corporations." Though financial control of these corporations was still exercised by a tightly knit economic elite, and corporate accountants still
provided little reliable public information regarding operations and
profits, the savings of more and more Americans were gravitating
toward securities that were being issued by these "public" concerns.
David Hawkins, writing in the Business History Review, offered figures that dramatized the growing relationship between giant enterprise and the savings of a middle-class public. ''As the years passed,
particularly during the 1920s," he noted, "[t]he number of stockholders in the United States increased." In 1900, only half a million
Americans were stockholders (about six-tenths of 1 percent of the
population), including those who owned a small number of shares. By
1920, 2 million people owned shares in American corporations. By
1930, that figure had expanded fivefold, to 10 million stockholders. EJ
With a growing share of the middle-class population invested in securities, their sense of well-being and of their own best interest was
increasingly tied to the fate of big business.
With this linkage, the political affections of the middle class and
of those who identified with that increasingly plastic sobriquet shifted
decidedly to the right. A sector of the population that had-only a
decade or so earlier-provided a political constituency for the energetic regulation of business now upheld the rhetoric of laissez-faire
economics. Fbr a nation of modern consumers, floating along on a
tide of credit, and among an expanding aggregate of corporate shareholders, wrote Hawkins, "[b ]usinessmen were regarded with a new
respect."
Among those able to afford the lifestyle of the "comfort class,"
wrote Columbia University economist Rexford G. Tugwell in 1925,
money was being spent to emulate the "possessions and enjoyments"
of America's economic elite. Whereas ostentatious wealth had-only
shot1ly before-been viewed as a sign of social impropriety, during
Uw twenties it became a polestar for middle-class aspiration.

A family 011 the eomfort. lev<~l wi11 often saerifice much-perhaps <W<~n IIIOI'tll,"age its house-to poss<~HH an autornohik of
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respected make, not only because it enjoys riding, but because
a wealthier neighbor has one. 20
The political life of the twenties followed suit. With many eyes
bedazzled, and opposition voices grimly silenced, commercial boosterism became the order of the day, and Republican presidential
administrations were elected in 1920, 1924, and 1928, all by considerable margins. 21 A<> he ran for president in 1920, Warren G. Harding
called for a "return to normalcy." This phrase meant, he explained,
22
"less government in business and more business in government."
This was more than empty rhetoric. Upon his election, Harding
appointed Andrew Mellon, "one of the two or three richest men in the
country," secretary of the treasury. 2:l
An era of unregulated business enterprise was under way and
proceeded through the end of the decade, initially under Harding,
then Calvin Coolidge and Herbert Hoover. Coolidge, explaining the
miracles of his laissez-faire administration to the public, rhapsodized
on ways that tax cuts and unencumbered assistance to business
enterprises were promoting a state of well-being that reached,
without exception, throughout American society.
This policy has encouraged enterprise, made possible the
highest rate of wages which has ever existed, returned large
profits, brought to the homes of the people the greatest economic benefits they ever enjoyed, and given to the country as
a whole an unexampled era of prosperity. 24

I
I

I

i

As Coolidge delivered his State of the Union Address on
December 4, 1928, his last year in office, he reported on a vigorous
American economy that was on the brink of establishing universal
abundance as a new standard of living:
The great wealth created by our enterprise and industry, and
saved by our economy, has had the widest distribution among
our own people, and has gone out in a steady stream to serve
the charity and the business of the wor·ld. 'l'he r<~quirmnents
of <~xistmwe hav<~ passt~d beyond tlw standard of tH~<~<~ssity into
tlw t·egion of luxw·y. l~nlnq.r;ing pr·othwtion is <~onsunwd h,v lUI
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increasing demand at home and an expanding commerce
abroad. The country can regard the present with satisfaction
and anticipate the future with optimism. 2"
Meanwhile, Herbert Hoover-Coolidge's secretary of commerce
before becoming president-encouraged the development of trade
associations, corporate groups that followed the paradigm of the
NELA and served to quicken the "concentration of industrial control" in fewer and fewer hands. 2 " These associations were themselves
public relations bodies, 6'TOups that provided an ongoing and ubiquitous public voice, speaking in neighborly terms on behalf of immense
combinations of capital. This voice, argued economic historian
Thomas Cochran, tended to dominate or drown out all others.
So profoundly pro-business was the national temper and so
successful were business efforts in keeping the favor of the
public, that other groups might combine, publish, speak, and
vote, and still industrial business could assert itself above all
competitors for public favor.... [B ]usiness associations were
so powerful in the twenties that none of these groups could
withstand them. Business had, as [Roger l Babson said, "the
press, the pulpit and the schools." 27
The commercial mass media, direct beneficiaries of a pro-business
and pro-merchandising culture, provided an assenting chorus. Prosperity and its effervescent energies became an ongoing theme in magazines, movies, books, and the press and on radio. Bruce Barton's
1925 best-seller, The Man Nobody Knows, was but one ardent example
of a mass culture in which a gospel of business was assembling adherents. In its pages, the life of Jesus Christ was presented, but here
,Jesus appeared as the hero of an entrepreneurial success story, a poor
<~<mntry boy who made it big as a public relations practitioner and the
founder of a thriving business organization.
Surveying the rise of the new, pro-business creed in the 1920s, it
is diffieult to draw distinctions between the direct influence of public
!'<'lations JH'adi<~es and the part played by a constellation of simultaneous so<~ial <hwdopnumts. It is diftienlt to do so in part because
puhli<~ relat.io11s pr·w·.ti<•.es m·e hahit.ually H<~<~r·ntiv<~, hut also he<~aus<~ i11
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the 1920s a culture of promotionalism became so implanted and widespread as to make the lines of demarcation more and more obscure. 2ti
Whatever the case, one thing is clear. All these changes combined
to constitute a significant "structural transformation of the public
sphere," to lift a phrase from Jurgen Habermas. A middle-class
public that had, in the Progressive Era, defined itself and its publicity
in opposition to giant enterprises was being transformed into one that
was increasingly defined by boosterism and by the consumption of
products and ideology generated by institutions they had formerly
opposed.
Some tenacious Progressives expressed disaffection. "Business is
the order of the day," objected John Dewey in his 1927 book, The
Public and Its Problems. The "attempt to stop its course is ... futile."
The word "prosperity," he added with disapproval, "has taken on religious color." 29 'I\vo years later, in a subsequent jeremiad, Dewey
described Americans as "living in a money culture. Its cult and rites
dominate." Remarking on social trends epitomized by Barton's bestseller, he then added:
[N]owhere in the world at any time has religion been so thoroughly respectable as with us, and so nearly totally disconnected from life .... The glorification of religion as setting
the final seal of approval on pecuniary success ... and the
adoption by the churches of the latest devices of the movies
and the advertiser, approach too close to the obscene. 30
Elsewhere in the nation-at least for a time-there was little visible
protest. "The business of the United States is business," President
Calvin Coolidge evangelized, and an evanescent assembly of modern
consumers genuflected in pious agreementY
Yet tarnishing the exuberant celebration of "pecuniary success,"
there were a number of developments afoot that would shortly reveal
a darker side of the "money culture." The first of these developments
provided a discordant accompaniment to the hymn of "high wages."
Though wages grew throughout the twenties, even during a business
dewession that took place in 1921 and 1922, thm·e was, over the
sam<~ pm·iod, an a.tteruling· t·ise in tlw nllnth<~t· of people who wm·e
IIIWillplo,v<~d. "By uu~ lat.m· ymti'H of Uw deeade," (~Xplained ('.('.OIIOIIIit~
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historian William J. Barber, "there were some disturbing signs that
high wages were indeed tending to price labor out of the market.
High wages were costing jobs by pushing employers to substitute capital [technology] for labor. In manufacturing, mining,
and the railroads, for example, it could he established that
employment had shrunk while wages had risen.~~
Barber's reading of the situation mirrors Wesley Mitchell's findings _in 1929. Though Mitchell also described a rise in wage levels, he
proVIded an interpretation of the data that suggested that they
tended to "minimize the seriousness of unemployment." "\Vhile our
economic progress has meant larger per capita earnings for all
workers taken together," he concluded, "it has imposed severe suffering upon hundreds of thousands of individuals."
In certain pivotal industries, as well, wages dropped precipitously.
If the twenties was a period when the spread of mass-produced fashions and of fashion consciousness were becoming conspicuous features of a modern consumer culture, it was also a time when workers
who were involved in the production of these goods experienced severe
economic hardship. To lower their production costs, textile companies
1-\Ta~tated south en masse. The price of this move was paid for by
textile workers. "Wages in southern mills," reported labor historian
Hamuel Yellen, "were roughly one-third below those in [the] New
BJngland mills" where most American textiles had been formerly
produced. 33
The consequence of these disparities was considerable. Despite a
statistical rise in wages, the upgrade was not experienced evenly
throughout the population; the distribution of income was extremely
unbalanced. While some wage earners were beneficiaries of the new
P<~mwmic bounty-were elevated to the status of consumers-a vast
number of workers continued to be caught in old patterns of existmwe. Amid the widespread implementation of mass-production
mdhods, their livelihoods became even more unstable; with an intensi(ying- substitution of capital for labor, many were victims of "technolog-i<~al tliWillploynwnt."
It was not only Uw wor·king- <~lass that bore the hur·dens of pr·ospt•r·ity dur·ing- uu~ tw<Hiti<~S. As "Uw (~Onl~l~ntmtion of industr-ial ('.ontml
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proceeded almost unchecked," Soule recounted, local businesses and
small manufacturers were being swallowed up in enormous gulps.
Between 1919 and 1930, more than eight thousand separate
business establishments in manufacturing and mining disappeared as separate entities either by being combined with or
acquired by another company. Before 1928 nearly five thousand public utilities so disappeared. By 192 9 chain stores
sold 27 per cent of the food of the country, 10 per cent of the
drugs, 30 per cent of the tobacco, 27 per cent of the apparel,
and 26 per cent of the general merchandise .... It was estimated that by the end of 1929 the two hundred largest business corporations possessed nearly half of the corporate
wealth of the country, 38 per cent of the business wealth, and
20 per cent of the total national wealth. 34
Along the way, the mythic pillars of American communities-small
shopkeepers and entrepreneurs-were becoming symbolic remnants
of a fading way of life.
Poised above these instances of painful experience, however, it
was the dematerializing character of the economy itself that posed
perhaps the greatest threat to the general welfare. If public relations,
advertising, and other agencies of persuasion were becoming increasingly adept at generating seductive-though ethereal-representations of reality for public consumption, this tendency was mirrored in
the economy more broadly. Throughout the decade preceding 1929,
much of the widely trumpeted prosperity was itself built on vaporous
abstractions. Business, overall, was becoming more and more dependent on a play of symbols, on insubstantial representations of value .
This tendency was evidenced in the $7 billion of consumer credit
that was extended throughout the decade and in the reckless loans
that became standard banking practice. Banks and other financial
institutions were lending money they could not recoup. People were
buying products with money that they had not yet earned. At the
center of each debt and each purchase stood a delicate act of faith, a
belief that improved living conditions bought on the installnwnt plan
would he selt'-fulfillin~ and-in tlw long nm-look uftm· t.hmnsdv(~S.
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Even more ethereal than consumer credit, which was at least
used to purchase actual goods, were the monumental combinations of
wealth that were driving the buoyant culture of prosperity. A
declining number of corporations was engaged primarily in the production of goods or services. Many concerns existed for purely speculative purposes as "pyramided holding companies," edifices
eonstructed of thin air whose raison d' etre was to make money.
By the late twenties the demand for new speculative opportunities had become so great that holding companies and
investment trusts were able to sell more than a billion dollars'
worth a year in stocks and bonds that had little but other
common stock behind them. Even then the supply of securities remained insufficient, and prices soared almost out of
sight as intense buying continued.
Such companies, wrote Thomas Cochran, "would have delighted
the great promoters of earlier days. Their appearance was delayed,"
however, "because their formation required a great congregation of
security speculators." The middle-class consumer-often using credit
here as well-supplied the requisite golden goose, as more and more
people scrambled for their piece of prosperity.'l 5
The speculative approach to capital accumulation was hardly a
sporadic phenomenon during the twenties. Holding companies, organized chiefly to make money, were becoming a business norm. Soule
JH'ovided a revealing lay of the land:
Concentration of control, which began to run far beyond any
conceivable purpose of exercising influence on productive or
managerial efficiency, was undertaken for financial gain of
the promoters ....
In general industry, out of the ninety-seven largest corpomtions at the beginning of 1929, twenty-one were purely
holding companies, five were parent companies primarily for
holding purposes, eight were parent companies devoted about
equally to holding and operating, and fifty-nine were parent
<~ornpanies prirnar·ily eoneemml with operating. Only four of
th.f: nindy-.w:vfm 'tmm· strictly 01W't'ftt·iny NJmpa.nif:s.
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Among his 1929 specimens of "the pure holding company," Soule catalogued Allied Chemical, Eastman Kodak, and United States Steel. 36
In large part, these agglomerations were paper mazes. They
served to attract investment capital and amassed fleeting fortunes for
some, but they also represented a zone where the "symbolic economy"
and the "real economy" of goods and services were growing further
and further apart. Corporate accounting practices were skewed to
uphold the separation. Little fiscal information was provided. When it
was, it constituted a new literary genre. Whimsical values were
assigned to stocks that were then bought and sold exclusively for the
purpose of profit. The power of images, an epistemological cornerstone of modern public relations thinking, was becoming the more
general underpinning of economic success.
Parallel dynamics drove the "real estate boom" of the twenties, as
well. A surfeit of buildings that went up throughout the twenties were,
according to architect Frederick Ackerman, financed by real estate
bonds that were floated with little regard to housing or office needs.
"During the last decade," Ackerman reflected in 1932, "need and
effective demand played little or no part in the promotion of structures
representing in total an investment of billions of dollars." In spite of
the widespread palaver about the creation of new and prosperous communities for consumers, much of the real estate growth of the twenties, he concluded, was driven by "the exigencies of speculation." 37
The conflict between real estate development and social needs is
particularly evident when one inspects patterns governing the housing
industry during the twenties. During that period, reported housing
historian Nathaniel Keith, "three-fourths of the housing production ...
was marketed to the top one-third of the household income spectrum
and there was no production for the bottom one-third." 38
Behind the bright apparition of prosperity, there were perilous
realities. Along with the unemployment and deep-seated poverty that
persisted for millions, the widely publicized middle-class abundance
was itself disastrously fragile. Soaring security values were commercially created fictions more than representations of substantial economic growth. There were perilous levels of unrecoverable debt. And
while wages had improved for sorlH~, the distribution of ineome was
Htill lopHidml. MarketH for· eonHUtnllr !l,'oodH wertl not yd lar'!l,'l~ tmough
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to absorb the prodigious productive capacity of overcapitalized massproduction industries. An "underconsumption'' emergency loomed ..19
(This emergency hit the home-building industry quite early, by
1925, as a housing market skewed to attract the upper economic
third of the population neared saturation. )40 In a society in which the
promotion of "prosperity" had become public policy, however, these
r-ealities were largely ignored; they were neither analyzed nor
r·esponded to.
Civic indifference to these issues, however, did not alter the fact
that the widely touted affluence was a house of cards. Administered
by a pervasive and increasingly sophisticated machinery of representation, buttressed, in large part, by fabrication and blind faith, when
the house was jogged, it collapsed.

As unemployment rose, people began to lose their homes and
debts went unpaid. In a laissez-faire environment, there was no effective machinery of response. Then, in October 1929, the bottom fell
out, beginning with the stock market crash and followed by crack-ups
in other markets. The habitually reserved New York Times narrated
the "disorganization, confusion and financial impotence" in the following terms:
Stock prices virtually collapsed yesterday, swept downward
with gigantic losses in the most disastrous trading day in the
stock market's history. Billions of dollars in open market
values were wiped out as prices crumbled under the pressu~e of liquidation of securities which had to be sold at any
pnce ....
From every point of view, in the extent of losses sustained,
in total turnover in the number of speculators wiped out, the
day was the most disastrous in Wall Street's history. Hysteria
swept the country and stocks went overboard for just what
they would bring at forced sale.
Efforts to estimate yesterday's market losses in dollars are
futile because of the vast number of securities quoted overthe-eounter and on out-of-town exchanges on which no calculations m·e possible. However, it was estimated that 880
is~o~ues, 011 the New York Htoek J1Jxchange, lost between $8 billion u.ud $!1 billion yesttn·day....
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The market on the rampage is no respecter of persons. It
wasted fortune after fortune away yesterday and financially
crippled thousands of individuals in all parts of the world ....
The market has now passed through three days of collapse,
and so violent has it been that most authorities believe that
the end is not far away. 41
In human terms, the debacle would be devastating and enduring.
For millions, the image of prosperity was washed away almost instantaneously. They were forced to recognize what had been there all
along, but so effectively hidden from view. A gaping hole had opened
up in the pavement along Easy Street, and in the sobered minds of
multitudes, business and businessmen, speculators and plutocratsthe cult heroes of the twenties-soon became objects of scorn.
Bernays notwithstanding, friendly giants were becoming ogres
once more. A new publicity machinery that would arise in response to
the wreckage would only add to that impression.
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crash was but the overture to an extended
period of economic devastation. In 1931, the bond market plummeted. A year later, the mortgage market succumbed. By the fall of
1932, both industrial production and national income had fallen pre~~ipitously. Steel plants were running at only 12 percent of capacity.
Industrial construction had declined to a mere 7. 7 percent of its 1929
level. Institutional figures, viewed together, are overwhelming:
HE STOCK MARKET

Between 1929 and 1933 the GNP fell from $103.1 billion to
$55.6 billion .... Between 1929 and 1932 more than one
hundred thousand American businesses failed, the total net
profits of private corporations dropped from $8.4 to $3.4 billion, and total industrial productivity fell off 51 percent.
From 1929 to 1932 the value of both American imports and
American exports declined by more than two thirds. 1
Beneath the surface of these statistical catastrophes, the human
toll was enormous. The industrial labor market had evaporated, and
hy 1932 between 12 million and 17 million people-a quarter to a
third of the American workforce-were out of work. Among those still
mnployed, many held part-time jobs at reduced wages, enduring a
stat.n of relentless insecurity. Farm income, which had been severely
dnpr·1~ssed throughout the twenties, was decimated even further, falling
l'r·om $11 billion to $5 billion nationwide between 1929 and 1932.
Banks wm·e failing, and with them, a multitude of life savings became
ir·r·nt.l'inv1thh Many people who had ridden the bubble of prosperity
dur·in~ uu~ t.wentii~H We!'(~ now phlllg'l~d into dnspm·atl~ t.irrws. I lonwless
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and hungry, legions of Americans gravitated to shantytowns, scavenging for food. "Never in modern times," remarked economist Rexford G. Tugwell in 1932, "has there been so widespread unemployment
and such moving distress from sheer hunger and cold." 2
The cant of prosperity and the celebration of laissez-faire capitalism-so boisterous only a few years earlier-had vanished. "Each
of the failures made it harder for some large public group to get a
living," observed S. H. Walker and Paul Sklar, a pair of business
reporters. "In the end a majority of the citizens had been more or less
severely hurt by the collapse of the economic machine." With these
reversals, business enterprise, which had served as a spiritual
lodestar during the twenties, fell into widespread disrepute. "[T]he
people sought to fix the blame for what was happening," noted Walker
and Sklar, "and by and large they blamed business. Those who did
not grow actively hostile to business, they added, "came to distrust
business as a trustee of the national economy."'3
Callous to the growing misery around them, business leaders did
little to neutralize these sentiments, nor did many grasp the hazardous social precipice upon which they themselves were perched. As
millions suffered, many corporate masters continued to bring home
exorbitant salaries and bonuses, at the same time contributing little
in the way of taxes. Meanwhile, in public pronouncements they
scolded the government for spending too much money on relief and
called for cuts in already glaringly insufficient social spending.
Amid the cataclysm, few businessmen assumed any obligation to
deal with the social destitution, nor did they wish to see any energetic
governmental response. Walter Gifford, the head of American Telephone and Telegraph spurned the notion of federal aid to the unemployed as a violation of America's tradition of unregulated enterprise.
"Federal aid would be a disservice to the unemployed, or might be a
disservice to the unemployed" he declared before a Senate subcommittee in 1931. "[T]here is a grave danger," he warned, "in taking
the determination of these things into the Federal Government. I
think the country is built up on a very different basis." 4
This was standard fare from American business. As the Committee on Labor of the House of Representatives debated the possibility of establishing a national old-ag-e Jltmsion systmn-to provide
pr·essi11~ r·did' for dderly Amerimllls-.Johll !1Jd~mto11, J>l'l~sident of
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the powerful National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), huffed
that his organization refused to bow to "social and political pressures."
'lbday we have before Congress groups advocating the passage of Federal Public Old Age Pensions to be supported by
national appropriations. And this at a time when factions in
individual states are agitating for pensions, old-age compensation, or similarly-termed dole for the indigent aged.
The National Association of Manufacturers, for the organized industry of the country, has made representations to
Congress against the social advisability ... of such national
measures. It maintains in the first place that such a pension
scheme is not within the province of Congress under the
authority given by the Constitution; and, additionally, that
such a system of doles, from the economic value-point, is an
unwarrantedly weakening drain on industry, a deterrent of
individual initiative, and a menace to our competing strength
in the marts of the world. 5
Later that year, Edgerton confided to NAM members that homeless
and jobless Americans had only themselves to blame for their predicament. Their cruel conditions, he instructed, were simply the result of
their not having dutifully practiced "habits of thrift and conservation."
"[I]f they gamble away their savings in the stock market or elsewhere"
~1e added disdainfully, "is our economic system, or government, ~r
mdustry to blame1" 6 Amid widespread economic distress, pronouncements such as this only quickened the spread of anti-business feeling.
With the fall of big business' public image, rancor gravitated
toward the Hoover administration as well. Though the president did
sanction some exploratory investigations into the causes of the breakdown-some of which revealed egregious cases of financial manipulation and corruption-he was seen, by and large, as ineffectual
dispirited, and unresponsive to the wretchedness around him. ~
shan~.ytowns multiplied in cities throughout the United States, they
1wqun·ed the popular sobriquet of "Hoovervilles," a bitter encomium
to a pr·esident whom many held accountable for their woes.
As tJw eeonomy slid, Hoover's relations with the press did little to
impr·ove his reputation in the puhlie mind. garlier in his career, partie-
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ularly during his years as secretary of corrmterce under Harding and
Coolidge, Hoover had been relatively proficient in dealing with the
press, routinely dispensing evidence-in the form of press releases
and official reports-designed to demonstrate the widely hailed prosperity. In the process, he gained media celebrity as an able "engineer"
of industrial progress, a builder and promoter of economic growth.
As president, Hoover was less accessible, in keeping with the customary bearing of his office. On occasion he agreed to answer
reporters' questions, but only if they were submitted to him-in
written form-beforehand. 7 With the breakdown of the economy, however, Hoover completely withdrew. He was seen as "uncommunicative,
hostile ... all but totally estranged from the press." 8 By the fall of
1931 with the economic situation worsening, his relations with Wash' correspondents had, according to one of them, achieved "a state
ington
9
of unpleasantness without parallel during the present century."
Hoover's public undoing reached its culmination in 1932, when
he called out army troops, which violently dispersed a peaceful
assembly of unemployed World War I veterans who had marched on
Washington to claim bonuses promised them as a pay adjustment for
their service in the First World War. 10 When the ragged multitude of
bonus marchers was driven from its encampment amid a fusillade of
fire and gas bombs, Hoover's public standing reached a low from
which it did not recover. The suffering of the depression was far too
general-and the Committee on Public Information had done its job
too well during the war-for many Americans not to see the attack
on the Bonus Army as an attack on themselves.
The assault on the Bonus Marchers was the deed of a leader who
was glaringly out of touch with the people and their needs; it accentuated an already perilous leadership vacuum at the top. Meanwhile, the
population was becoming progressively more jittery. In Europe, similar
conditions provided a breeding ground for fascism. In the United
States, they paved the way for a resounding Democratic victory in the
1932 presidential election and for the emergence of Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) and of the "New Deal" that he promised all Americans.

•

•

•

•

•

When Roosevelt took offiee in Mareh 19ail, bad times had gotten worse.
'"l'he intmvul l11~twemr l{<JoH<~velt's ~~h~d.ion in Novmnhm; 1!l:J2, and his
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inauguration in March, 1933," noted historian William l . euchtenburg,
"proved the most harrowing four months of the depression. Three years
of hard times had cut national income more than half; the crash of five
thousand banks had wiped out nine million savings accounts." 11
'fugwell, who left his professorship at Columbia University to
become a member of Roosevelt's inner circle of advisers-his Brain
Trust-described the United States, at the time of FDR's first inauh'11ration, as a society nearing the brink of popular rebellion. "I do not
think it is too much to say," he wrote in his journal, "that on March 4
we were confronted with a choice between an orderly revolution-a
peaceful and rapid departure from the past concepts-and a violent
and disorderly overthrow of the whole capitalist structure." 12
Informing Roosevelt's obvious preference for "orderly revolution"
were economic ideas that had begun to emerge during the twenties,
ways of seeing that were at odds with the triumphal canon of unfettered free enterprise. No one advanced such ideas more effectively
than British economist John Maynard Keynes. In a 1926 essay, "The
End of Laissez-faire," Keynes made a conspicuous break with prevailing assumptions of bourgeois economic thought. Though he
allowed that capitalism might indeed be "more efficient for attaining
<~conomic ends than any alternative system yet in sight," he also
argued that capitalism-as a social system-was "in many ways
extremely objectionable." 1'3 Countering notions that business enterprises should be permitted to proceed without governmental intervention and rejecting the idea that unrestrained profit taking would
ineluctably generate social and material benefits, Keynes proposed a
vision of political economy that presupposed an elemental conflict
hdween private enterprise and the general good.
"The world is not so governed from above that private and social
interest always coincide," he observed. "It is not a correct deduction
l'mrn the Principles of Economics that enlightened self interest generally is enlightened." 14 Repudiating the twenties' pipe dreams of prospPrity, Keynes described capitalism as an economic system that
r·out.inely and congenitally benefited from human failure and defeat .
Many of Uw gn~atest ueonornie evils of our time are the fruits
of risk, urwm·tai nty, and ignor·arwe. It is because peculiar

l
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individuals, fortunate in situation or abilities, are able to take
advantage of uncertainty or ignorance, and also because for
the same reason big business is often a lottery, that great
inequities of wealth come about; and these same factors are
also the cause of the unemployment of labour, or the disappointment of reasonable business expectations, and of the
impairment of efficiency and production.
The remedy for these deleterious tendencies, Keynes concluded,
would not come from the unregulated activities of individual businessmen. In faet, he added sharply, it is often in the economic interest
of private entrepreneurs "to aggravate the disease." 1"
The role of government, Keynes proposed, was to intercede as an
agent on behalf of the social body, to ensure the "social interest" of
the community in those circumstances where the normal functioning
of business fails to do so.
The most important Agenda of the state relate not to those
activities which private individuals are already fulfilling, but to
those functions which fall outside the sphere of the individual,
to those decisions which are made by no one if the state does
not make them. The most important thing for government is
not to do things which individuals are doing already ... but to
do those things which at present are not done at all. 16
His was not an argument for the abolition of capitalism; Keynes
continued to place a high value on "private initiative and enterprise."
He was, however, suggesting that government was the "appropriate
organ of action" through which society could, if required, exert "directive intelligence ... over many of the inner intricacies of private business." A "co-ordinated act of intelligent judgement," in short, was
necessary to balance the interests of "the community as a whole"
against the "money-making and money-loving instincts" that were the
motor force of business.
In 1926, Keynes had relatively few takers in the United States.
The priestR of prosperity continued to eondemn the evil of govt~l'll
ll~Plltal n~g11lation. When ~'DH asRumed otli<~<~ R<wen y<~at·R latm·, how<·wr, t.hP "so<~ial intnrnst." of thn <~ommuuity lay in a state of
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in·efutable. ~in, and Keynes's ideas had gained ground. Too many
11 rgent de~Iswns were being made by "no one. " Too many pressingly
needful thmgs were not being "done at all." It seemed time for the
"directive intelligence" of government to step in.
. The arc~itects of the New Deal were guided by more than Keyne~Ian ec~~omiCs, however. They were also inspired by older, more Amerwan VISIOns, drawn from memories of the Progressive Era. As
<~ncountered in Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward and fleshed out
over several decades in the writings of Henry George, Simon Patten
G:orge Gunton, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, John Dewey, Edward
1<1lene, and Lewis Mumford, this train of thought argued that massproduction methods augured the potential for unprecedented universally attai~able, material abundance. Questioning ancient ass~mptions
that scarcity and poverty were inescapable features of the human condition, these modernist visionaries maintained that industrial society
stood on the threshold of general well-being and was heading· toward a
new epoch, in which democratic egalitarianism would be reinvigorated
and mass-produced consumer goods would be available to all.
I~ its own way, the gospel of prosperity that flourished during the
twenties had served to sustain and popularize such imaginations. The
d_ramatic growth of consumer industries and an increasingly per-vasive culture of advertising had proudly publicized an oath of abundance that suggested that all would benefit from the fruits of
economic expansion. Though millions had not tangibly benefited from
the merchandising revelries of the 1920s, a consumer-oriented vision
of the good life-the centerpiece of a new American birthright-had
been proposed and would inform the aspirations of a generation.
As Roosevelt and his Brain Trust of progressive-minded social
t~1in~'ers and activist~ formulated game plans for their "orderly revolutum, the Progressive concept of industrially fired material well~wing-the idea of the people as consumers-along with the Keynesian
ulmt of the state as an indispensable force of "directive intelligence,"
were dose at hand. So, too, was a belief in the importance of publicity.

In "The End of Laissez-faire," Keynes had prophetically anticipatnd Hw importance of this dimension within his vision of' economic
t·nfor·m. Whiln the essay fo<msed pr·imarily on the need for the state to
itnpos<~ direetion 011 tlw pr·ivat<~ se<~tor·, KeyrH~s also maintairu~d that

I
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"full publicity"-the incessant propagation of information "on a
great scale"-was essential to the success of his plan.
In part, the idea of "full publicity" was about making "all business facts which it is useful to know" available to those who were
directly involved in analyzing problems and making decisions. 17 But it
was more than that.
"[T]he fiercest contests and most deeply felt divisions of opinion,"
Keynes had predicted in 1926, will not boil up "around technical
questions, where the arguments on either side are mainly economic."
For most people, he declared, battles will be waged around questions
that "for want of better words, may be called psychological or, perhaps, moral." 'l'o bring about economic change, then, it was necessary
to nurture a psychological and moral renovation in society. 18
No one was more suited to this task than FDR. It wasn't him alone,
of course. The New Deal was a collective creation, the invention of a
generation of Americans who were alarmed and outraged by the rampant destmctiveness of "free market" capitalism and were looking to
establish an alternate arrangement of social and economic priorities.
Sometimes FDR was their leader, sometimes he was dragged along by
them. But in his prodigious capacity to shepherd and embolden the
public mind and in his ability to engage the thinking-as well as the
sentiments-of the nation, no previous president had revealed a greater
aptitude. A natural publicist, FDR challenged the intrinsic dualism that
had guided the practices of public relations since the turn of the century.
From 1900 on, public relations thinking had vacillated between
two poles of epistemological understanding. At one end there was the
Progressive democratic faith, which assumed that people were essentially rational beings, that they could be most effectively persuaded by
a publicity of factual, logically framed argument. At the other end
was the perspective that had gained a legion of converts during the
Great War. This view held that human nature was essentially irrational and maintained that "opinion" was most efficiently shaped by
scientifically informed subliminal appeals to unconscious urges and
instinctual drives. This outlook embraced a rhetoric of symbols, and
under its influence the image had begun to displace the word as the
favored language of public address.
In ~~DR'::; mind, thin~>"R were kss ahsolutu, mor·e t1~xturnd. llis
appr·mw.h to puhlit~it.y moved \)(wond t.lw myopil'. nsst~nt.ialisrn that. had
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previously shaped public relations debates. In some ways FDR was a

,J,~ffersonian publicist, an eighteenth-century democrat~ committed to
ongoing "civil instmction," believing in the possibility of informed
public debate. At the same time, FDR was a prototypical twentietht•nntury persuader, intuitively sophisticated about public psychology,
r·nmarkably attuned to the modern media apparatus and to the
powers of visual communication.
Roosevelt's J effersonianism was informed by historian Claude
Bowers's 1925 book on Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton a
'
study that presented the men as the sires of two antagonistic yet persis19
tent political traditions. At one end stood the egalitarian principles of
,Jefferson, whose faith in the common man and commitment to popular
dt~mocracy were inspirational to Roosevelt. At the other stood the
llamiltonian persuasion, a patrician perspective that discounted the
opinions of "the average man'' and mistmsted the ideal of "popular govnrmnent." This to Roosevelt was the vantage point of vested wealth.~ 0
Bowers's book focused on political stmggles that marked the life of
the early republic, but for FDR its implications were remarkably up-todate. Representing the outlook of economic elites, Hamilton anticipatedin Roosevelt's mind-the pro-business boosterism that governed the
I1olitics and culture of the 1920s. Against the modern Hamiltonians RooHevelt espoused the optimism of Jefferson, the tme democrat who 'dared
to rally the energy of "the masses against the aristocracy of the few." 21
FDR pictured America in the twenties as "a period similar to
that from 1790-1800, when Alexander Hamilton ran the federal govcwnment for the primary good of the chambers of commerce, the speculators and the inside ring of the national government." 22
'Th counteract this tendency, Roosevelt argued that the "line of
demarcation which differentiated the political thought of Jefferson on
Urc~ one side, and of Hamilton on the other, must be restored." The
I kmocratic Party, he declared as he moved toward his mn for presidnnt, "must make it clear that it seeks primarily the good of the
uwrage citizen through the free mle of the whole electorate as
' of
opposed to the Republican Party which seeks a moneyed prosperity
Urc• nation through the control of government by a self-appointed arislt)(~r·at~.Y of w1~alth and of social and economic power." 23
( ~nntr·al to I~'DI{'s .Joffersonianism was a belief in publicity as an
ind ispc•t~sahle i11str·mnn11t few pr·onroti ng dnnrom·atit~ dialo~l'\w. ",J d'-
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ferson brought the government back to the hands of the aver~ge
voter, through insistence on fundamental princi~les\ and the e~uc~~wn
of the average voter. We need a similar cam~mgn of ed~catwn, ~e
insisted. As he evolved from candidate to president, he rmterated this
theme again and again:
Jefferson realized that if the people were free to get and discourse all the facts, their composite judgment would be better
than the judgment of a self-perpetuating few.z4

To invigorate popular democracy, and to uphold the interests of "~he
forgotten man," political leaders must commit themselves to fostermg
public education and public conversation. "Th.e constant free. flow of
communication among us-enabling the free mterchange of Ideas•

"2::;

forms the very blood stream of our natwn. . ·
.
"
To ensure this flow and to further his comnntment to J effer. n" principles Roosevelt would promote the federal government
sonm
'
.
.
.
" b
not merely as an instrument of "directive mtelhgence,
ut as a
"clearing house for the exchange of information and ideas, of facts and
ideals, affecting the general welfare." 26 The governme.nt w~uld g~ther
· ·
£'rom around the nation , he pledged, and dissemmate
opmwns
. Ideas
for the greater good. In a historic battle between the vested mteres~s
and the forces of democracy, FDR was looking for a "modern substit
"27
tute for the old town meeting, and the talk around t h e s ove.
Alongside his respect for eighteenth-century ~emocrati~ ideals, ho~
ever Roosevelt was also a man of his moment. His magnetic personality
and' his uncanny understanding of the mass media as instruments for
mobilizing public opinion responded to the demands .o: the modern age ..
Roosevelt's apprenticeship as a modern publicist began early ~n
his political career. Running for the state Senate of New York m
1912, he chose Louis McHenry Howe-a sympathetic re~orter ~or
the New York Herald-to direct his campaign. A seaso~ed JOUr~ahst,
Howe provided Roosevelt with techniques for ~ett~ng ~Is n_ame m the
newspapers and for keeping it there by cultivatmg natwnal press
attention." Historian Betty Houchin Winfield elaborated:

1lowe duvisl~d a campaign strateh'Y to send thou san< l s of" pt:rsmml" Jd.t<~rs fr·om Iu 1os<welt to fm·nwr·s thr·oug-hout t.lw drs-
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trict, publish large newspaper advertisements, and mail
ready-to-print boiler-plate articles emphasizing specific Roosevelt proposals. 28
Howe would become Roosevelt's closest political adviser into the
White House years. Throughout, his overarching game plan was to
manage news coverage strategically. Howe's approach was simple and
relentless. "If you say a thing is so often enough," he instructed, "it
stands a good chance of becoming a fact." 29
Howe also encouraged Roosevelt to mingle with ordinary people.
When FDR was assistant secretary of the navy, for example, Howe
prodded him to go out and talk with workers in the navy yards, to
thrash out the pros and cons of their "labor conditions." From these
encounters, Eleanor Roosevelt later recalled, FDR "developed a political flair" with people, an ability to connect that would characterize
his leadership style through the remainder of his life.ao
While governor of New York, FDR continued to learn from
Howe's expertise, gaining a serviceable understanding of the ways
that facts, events, and circumstances evolve into something known as
"news." In presenting his gubernatorial program to reporters, for
example, FDR dished it out piece by piece, in readily digestible packages that were dispensed over a period of days or weeks. This technique made the program easy to report on; extended the life of the
story; and, most important, made it easier for readers to understand.
Roosevelt was also encouraged by Howe to experiment with the
medium of radio as a means of skirting the customary watchdogs of
truth-the newspapers-in order to chat directly with the people. In
a political world that was still defined by habits of aloofness and ceremony, this was an unprecedented move toward accessibility and intimacy. For a man committed to the Jeffersonian ideal of "civil
instruction," FDR was in the process of becoming, by the end of the
twenties, a master educator.

If Howe's mentorship was key to Roosevelt's development as a
publieist of the word, it was a personal crisis-a life-altering bout
with poliomyelitis-that honed his skills as an image maker. In
AugtJHt t!l~l, at the ag<~ of thirty-nirw, I•'DR was strieken hy the
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vims. Though he stmggled to recover and would spend the rest of his
life looking for a remedy, his legs were permanently paralyzed.
This condition presented an enormous challenge. Beyond the private
difficulties faced by a vigorous man who was now, suddenly, a paraplegic,
Roosevelt's condition also threatened to nullify his public aspirations.
Could a man in a wheelchair communicate the aura of strength that
people expected of their political leaders~ Fearing the worst, Roosevelt's
mother encouraged her son to accept an invalid's asylum.
Roosevelt rejected this counsel; his desire to remain in politics
presented him with one of his greatest challenges, to expel all visible
evidence of his infirmity from the public mind. During the early weeks
of the affliction, Howe repeatedly declared to reporters that his boss
was only mildly ill, that full recovery was expected. FDR also labored
to keep his name and political viability alive during his recuperation,
contributing regular columns to newspapers in Georgia (where he was
convalescing) and New York.'11
When the acute phase of the illness passed, Roosevelt needed to
project an image of himself as a man fully capable of withstanding
the rigors of public life. Running for governor of New York in 1928,
he perfected a way of conveying the impression that he was able to
walk, using his strong upper body to shift his weight back and forth
between a cane on one side and his son Elliott on the other. Though
he could not actually move his legs, this arduously staged illusion permitted FDR, the campaigner, to portray himself as a man who had
beaten the curse of a disabling disease.'12
To bolster the image of vigor, Roosevelt seized upon other public
relations techniques. Contemplating a mn for president in 1931, for
example, he pulled a preemptive publicity stunt to refute those who
might question his candidacy on the basis of poor health. He "ostentatiously took out over half a million dollars of life insurance through
twenty-two companies," relates James MacGregor Burns, "and saw
that the highly favorable medical report was well publicized."'13
Methodically cultivating· the picture of a person who was back on
his feet, FDR was able to enlist the willing cooperation of the press
corps. Hugh Gregory Gallagher, who chronicled FDR's "splendid
deception," described an implicit paet stnwk between HooHevelt and
phot.ojournalist.H, initially in Albany as g·over·nm· and lat.m· in WaHhin!l,'lon whih~ !H't~HidPnt..
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FDR had made it a mle, during his first campaign for governor, that photographers were not to take pictures of him
looking crippled or helpless. His actual words, said to some
newsreel cameramen taking his picture as he was being
helped out of a car in 1928 were, "No movies of me getting
out of the machine boys." And from then on ... no such pictures were taken. It was an unspoken code, honored by the
White House photography corps. If, as happened once or
twice, one of its members sought to violate it and try to sneak
a picture ... one or another of the older photographers would
"accidentally" knock the camera to the ground or otherwise
block the picture. Should the President himself notice
someone in the crowd violating the interdiction, he would
point out the offender and the Secret Service would move in
'
seize the camera, and expose the film.' 14
Tills system of "voluntary censorship wa.<; rarely violated," and it has
Hhaped the visual record of FDR's remarkable political career to this day.
Of the more than "thirty-five thousand still photographs of FDR at the
Presidential l..Jibrary," Gallagher reported, "there are only two of the man
Heated in his wheelchair. No newsreels show him being lifted carried
'
or pushed in his chair. Among the thousands of political cartoons
and'
~~aricatures of FDR, not one shows the man as physically impaired."a 5
Roosevelt's genius in erecting a spectacle of mobility-over a
p1~riod of nearly twenty-five years-was essential to his political
aHcendancy and testimony to his monumental personal strength. His
ability to present a seamless semblance of physical vigor consigned
hiH paralysis to the position of a nonissue and made room for him to
g1ride the far more significant and comprehensive governmental
public relations campaign that characterized his presidency and the
N1~w Deal more generally.

•

•

•

•

•

'l'l11~ Htwccss of N cw Deal publicity was predicated on a number of elellll~nt.H. 'l'hcre was Roosevelt's remarkable aptitude as both a student

and a buler· of public opinion and the ingenuity and talent of many
who Wl~nt. to wor·k in hiH administration. Bordering all this-an ele1111'111. that t·annot h1~ diHt~ountl~d-waH tlw din~ social emcq.(·tmcy of
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the Great Depression, a tear in the fabric of society that compelled
many to question and reconsider the defining values of American life.
Programmatically, there were two ways that Roosevelt and the
New Dealers tried to resuscitate American society. On the one hand,
their critique of laissez-faire capitalism led them to launch programs
that would use the government to modernize American business standards, to intervene in speculative practices that had damaged the
economy, and to secure the wobbly position of the middle class. 36
At the same time, the New Deal sought to establish channels through
which historically disadvantaged Americans-farmers, industrial
workers, the elderly, the sickly, and the destitute-might gain guaranteed access to the material ingredients of a more comfortable life. Here,
FDR's programs went head-to-head with the religion of private enterprise, proposing that the government might create the means to improve
social conditions where private enterprise-which routinely jockeyed
prices and production to maximize profits-had congenitally failed. 37
Responding to rife feelings of social anxiety, the New Deal also
sought to institutionalize social welfare assurance, to provide a reliable system of security for people in need. Unemployment insurance
was established to provide subsistence and relief to those who were
temporarily out of work. Against protests from the NAM and other
stubborn business interests, the Social Security Act established the
principle of universal old-age insurance. The promise of guaranteed
universal health care was also placed on the agenda, though this
aspect of social insurance has never been fulfilled.
In short, the core of New Deal politics was predicated on a fundamental shift in the balance between economic practices and social life.
If laissez-faire sermonizers had preached that the free market
economy was sacred and that it was the duty of society-and its
inhabitants-to surrender all other considerations to the supremacy
of the market, the New Deal proposed a different formula, one that
evaluated the market in terms of its ability to support the greater
good of society. When the market failed to do so, New Dealers reasoned, economic institutions and practices had to be adjusted to
respond to social need. This realignment of social priorities explains
both the wide popular appeal of New Deal programs and the
anti-New Deal sentiments that began to mount early on in many of
tlw hoal'dl'ooms of Anwl'imtn husirwsses.

13
The New Deal
and the Publicity
of Social Enterprise

New Deal programs, however, does not adequately explain the extent to which the New Deal, over a period
of years, was able to alter the ways that Americans saw themselves
and their world. Throughout the twenties, a sunny portrait linking an
ideal of public welfare to the principle of unfettered private enterprise
had been diligently painted by a modern corporate publicity appamtus. As the daydream vanished, Franklin D. Roosevelt's remarkable
dexterity in restoring public optimism-around a spiritual covenant
linking the general welfare with governmentally insured social enterpl'ise-was founded largely on his own ingenious instincts as a publi<~ist. As much as any particular New Deal program, it was the
protocols of publicity that served to fortify the public mind, leading it
beyond the conceits of laissez-faire capitalism.
From the beginning of his presidency, Roosevelt placed a high
pl'iority on public relations. Louis Howe, his chief council, assemhl<~d a daily press summary-nicknamed "Howe's Daily Bugle"Umt kept the president apprised of news coverage and editorials
that appeared throughout the nation. This kind of information,
<~apsulizing views from around the United States, was essential to
the pr·esidmtt. "F'ranklin resm-ved certain periods for his study of
Ute pn~ss, par"ti<~ularly the opposition pr<~Hs, and, at least while
J,ouis llowe was with him, lw was always dosdy infol'med on all
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shades of opinion in the country," recalled the First Lady, Eleanor
Roosevelt. 1
Roosevelt's dealings with the press were aided by a team of seasoned reporters who served as his public relations advisers. Beyond
Howe, there was Marvin Mcintyre, a former city editor of the Washington Times and a graduate of the Committee on Public Information. There was also Stephen Early, who, in 1933, became the first to
occupy the newly created office, presidential press secretary.~
It was PDR himself, however, who played the starring role in
White House press relations. Previously, direct interactions between
presidents and the press were largely ceremonial. Calvin Coolidge
communicated with reporters almost exclusively through an official
"spokesman." Herbert Hoover occasionally responded to reporters'
questions, but only when they were submitted to him beforehand, in
writing.
With the coming of the New Deal, these rituals were scrapped.
Never before had correspondents had such unrestricted access to a
president, and they reveled in it. "Mr. Roosevelt's impact on the
Washington correspondents was galvanic," observed Leo C. Rosten in
1937. "Precedents were brushed aside, formalities ignored, the hocus
pocus of Presidential aloofness forgotten."
A naturally sociable man who had acquired a good deal of experience bandying with ordinmy folks, FDR schmoozed with the press
enthusiastically. He enjoyed the interchange, and his empathic personality provided a democratic tone to press conferences and other
public functions.
Mr. Roosevelt announced that the correspondents would be
free to ask direct oral questions .... No President had submitted to the hazardous practice of oral questioning en
3
masse. Roosevelt did-and won the press corps by his skills.
Reporters experienced FDR's personal charm with friendly fascination. Fbr the most part, they were thoroughly enchanted. One
reporter's glowing recollection offers a rich portrait of the process.
I knew him, I'd been intmdueed to him. Wlwn I was a newspap<~•· 11111.11 1 used to s<~P him Urr·en tinws a W<~nk in JH'nSH <~on-
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ferences. He was a genius in handling the press; in knowing a
lot and in being able to answer questions from the press.
[Even though] most of the press ... was editorially against
Roosevelt, and fiercely so, the journalists were all for him.
There were a few reporters who were considered real oddballs,
who were personally critical and inimical to him. They could
ask questions too. And he was ... usually very delightful.
Accessible. Oh yes, oh boy. He shaped the press conference.
[Before FDR became president] there was no such thing. 4
Roosevelt also established the routine of inviting reporters to he
guests at state dinners and other receptions. This had never been
done before. Early worked with Eleanor Roosevelt to ensure that the
roster of Washington correspondents was divided evenly by the
number of White House functions to be held each season. This system
assured that every reporter, along with a spouse, experienced the
tribute and flattery of a White House invitation. Employing firstname familiarity with his guests, comfortably intermingling them
with heads of state and other notables, Roosevelt encouraged
reporters to feel they had undergone an unprecedented advance in
social status. 5
This was the key to FDR's magnetism: his ability to make ordinary people feel that they were, in his sincere estimation, extremely
important. Because of this ability, at least in part, the president made
conventional elites-those who thrived on now frayed customs of deference-uneasy. The personal style of FDR, an aristocrat by birth,
an easygoing democrat by conviction, both embodied and contradicted
the standards by which Americans had historically gauged their presidents. As Julius C. C. Edelstein, a reporter for Drew Pearson's
<~olumn, "The Washington Merry-Go-Round," described him:
He was the one who was hated by the aristocrats as a traitor
to his class. And yet his personality and his style and his
manner ... the way he held a cigarette ... his graces. He
was just First Family. And this was very much appreciated by
the people. He spoke of ordinary people in a sort of highly
n<hwat.ed Bostorwse ... a Harvard accent ... and they
Japp<~d it. IIJI.H
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The reporters' soaring sense of access and of heightened status
was, in large part, accurate. The reporters interacted with a president
as never before, and in their news reporting-which was predominantly favorable-they served as esteemed ambassadors of political
innovation. A number, in fact, moved from the press corps into the
White House to work as speech writers or publicists.
Though FDR ardently romanced working journalists, it must be
inserted that his attitude toward their employers-the newspaper
publishers-was openly and deliberately hostile. Denouncing the
elitist bias of the nation's editorial pages, he routinely asserted that
85 percent of American newspaper publishers were opposed to the
New Deal.'
'Th a certain extent, FDR's regular attacks on newspaper publishers must have been strategic. Painting the publishers as latter-day
Hamiltonians, FDR was also steeling his administration against an
ideological counterattack that-if the historic zeal of the free enterprisers was any index-was certain to come. If his rapport with
reporters served to keep his message in the news columns, Roosevelt's
concomitant attack on the publishing giants was designed to alert
Americans to the untrustworthy nature of commercially manufactured information and opinion. Counting newspaper owners among
the "economic royalists" who had carried the country to ruin, Roosevelt warned that they and their editorial opinions must be vigilantly
and continually questioned. Implicitly, he was laying the way for the
New Deal administration and its various publicity agencies to be seen
by the public as more reliable sources of information.
In his frequent and friendly dealings with print journalists, FDR
borrowed from public relations know-how that had been evolving
since the turn of the century. Yet New Deal publicity reached far
beyond newspapers. It also sought to open up new channels of communication in order to circumvent the power of the historically conservative commercial press. With this aim in mind, the New Deal
administration assumed the functions of a sophisticated publicity
apparatus, working overtime to exert a direct influence on the public
mind. This strategy was applied in a wide range of venues.
One of the most prominent was the New Deal's innovative use of
radio, a medium that, aeem·ding to l<Jady, tlw presidm1tial pr·ess se<~r<~
tary, waH pr·t~feruhk to ru~wHpapm·H aH a puhli<~ity dt~vi<~<~. "11. <•.annot.
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misrepresent nor misquote," he observed at a time when radio was
still, for the most part, live. "It is far reaching and simultaneous in
releasing messages given it for transmission to the nation or for international consumption." 8
FDR's ability to employ radio in the thirties was lubricated by a
number of factors. First, there were deep personal relationships that
existed between the White House and the two major broadcast networks-NBC and CBS. Henry Bellows, head of CBS's Washington
bureau, had been Roosevelt's classmate at Harvard. George Holmes,
the chief Washington correspondent for NBC, was Early's brother-inlaw.9
Yet there were other considerations that encouraged the radio
industry to be particularly cooperative. Unlike the commercial print
media, which enjoyed the sanctuary of the First Amendment, broadcasting was legally more vulnerable to governmental intervention. As
Erik Barnouw and, more recently, Robert McChesney have ably
demonstrated, the twenties and early thirties witnessed pitched battles over the control of broadcasting in the United States. Many questioned the advisability of commercializing the airwaves, arguing that
radio must be maintained on behalf of the "public interest." They saw
radio as too invasive, potentially too dangerous to be entrusted to the
control of unregulated private interests. 10
By the mid-thirties, these battles were virtually over. The commercialization of American broadcasting had been settled as an
indelible fact. Nonetheless, the principles of "public interest" and governmental oversight still lingered and had been written into communications law. As part of the "public interest" component, for example,
the Federal Communications Commission charged all radio stations
to offer a measure of "educational" programming.
Given their concerns that the government would interfere with
license renewals or might initiate antitrust litigation against the networks, leaders of the radio industry labored to foster a spirit of
1wcommodation with the administration. "The close contact between
you and the broadcasters," CBS's Henry Bellows told Press Secretary Early, "has tremendous possibilities of value to the administration, and aHa life-long Democrat, I want to pledge my best efforts in
11111.king tl1iH eooperation succesHful." 11 In the spirit of this cooperation, Uw net.wor·kH pr·othwed a numbm· of pr·ogr·arns that roundly
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praised the New Deal and its policies. In 1935, for example, CBS produced a program entitled "Of the People, By the People, Fbr the
People," celebrating "the New Deal's second anniversary." On it,
"professional actors recreated great moments in the administration's
brief history, the 'actual participants' discussed the events depicted."
Historian Richard Steele added that "CBS arranged through the
Office of Education to have civics and government classes listen to
the two-hour program and even provided supplementary reading
materials."' 2
Beyond network-produced programming, the radio industry also
handed over a large measure of network airtime for governmentproduced programming. While newspapers resisted requests to carry
news of governmental operations without editorial comment, the
radio industry submitted with gusto, and the New Deal publicity
apparatus became a conspicuous supplier of mandated educational
programming.
Everything the administration had to say went over the airwaves without the intercession of reporters, editors, or publishers. Not only did radio carry the government's message
without adulteration, it carried it farther, more immediately,
and more effectively than newspapers. A nationwide
"hookup" simultaneously reached millions, including many
never touched by newspapers. And, given the proper speaker,
it reached them in a form more readily understood than the
printed statement."'
The administration was not lacking in "proper speakers." The
First Lady and cabinet members took to the air. Howe had a weekly
radio series of his own. "Special" informational programs and "spot"
announcements were offered airtime as well. 14 But it was the president whose mastery in communicating erfectively through a radio
microphone was the most profound.
During the first ten months of his administration alone, Roosevelt spoke directly to the nation on twenty occasions."' He saw radio
as a medium that could help him reinvigorate dmnoerati<~ ideals. It
<~<mld, he thought, "reston~ din~et <~ontad bd,ween the tnass<~s and
their· dwsmt h~adm·s."";
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Nowhere is FDR's use of radio more illuminating than in the
thirty-one "fireside chats" that he delivered over the course of his
presidency. Meticulously conceived radio talks through which he
forged a lasting and intimate bond with his constituents, they powerfully illustrate his skills as a publicist, his Promethean capacity to
mix Jeffersonian ideals of democracy with modern media know-how.
Though the chats were carefully scripted by policy advisers and then
finely polished by the playwright Robert Sherwood, everything about
Roosevelt's delivery suggested a tone of straightforward conversation
and neighborly intimacy.' 7
Having witnessed him delivering his chats, FDR's Labor Secretary Frances Perkins provides the most graphic firsthand account of
his media style. His gift, according to Perkins, was in his ability to
shut out his own environment, to visualize his audience as real people
sitting in their homes, and then to project himself out into the ether
as a disembodied spirit sitting among them.
He did not and could not know them all individually, but he
thought of them individually. He thought of them in family
groups. He thought of them sitting around on a suburban
porch after supper of a summer evening. He thought of them
gathered around a dinner table at a family meal. He never
thought of them as "the masses."
When he talked on the radio, he saw them gathered in the
little parlor, listening with their neighbors. He was conscious
of their faces and hands, their clothes and homes.
His voice and his facial expression as he spoke were those
of an intimate friend. After he became President, I often was
at the White House when he broadcast, and I realized how
unconscious he was of the twenty or thirty of us in that room
and how clearly his mind was focused on the people listening
at the other end. As he talked his head would nod and his
hands would move in simple, natural, comfortable gestures.
His face would smile and light up as though he were actually
sitting on the front porch or in the parlor with them. People
felt this, and it bound them to him in affection.
'lhtii"S of Ow lwartland

(~onfir·ltwd n~rkins's JH~t·speetive.

I have sat in those parlors and on those porches myself
during some of the speeches, and I have seen men and women
gathered around the radio, even those who didn't like him or
were opposed to him politically, listening with a pleasant,
happy feeling of association and friendship. The exchange
between them and him through the medium of the radio was
very real. I have seen tears come to their eyes as he told them
of some tragic episode ... of the poverty during unemployment ... and they were tears of sincerity and recognition and
sympathy.
I have also seen them laugh. When he told how Fala, his
little dog, had been kicked around, he spoke with naturalness
and simplicity. He was so himself in his relation to the dog,
based on the average man's experience of the place of a pet in
his home, that the laughter of those gathered around radios
of the country was a natural, sincere, and affectionate
reaching out to this man.

To Perkins, FDR's skill in transcending the encumbrance of spatial distance, in establishing what Gabriel Tarde had termed the
"mental cohesion" of a "spiritual collectivity," was the key to FDR's
dexterity as a leader.
The quality of his being one with the people, of having no
artificial or natural barriers between him and them, made it
possible for him to be a leader without ever being or thinking
of being a dictator.... It was this quality that made people
trust him and do gladly what he explained was necessary for
them to do. 18
Yet beside his avuncular style and the rapport he was able to
establish with his listeners, FDR's use of radio also exemplified his
Jeffersonian convictions. Reading over the texts of his fireside chats,
one cannot help but be struck by their substance, by the sophisticated
political arguments they routinely presented. More than their
capacity to transmit an aura of familiarity, the chats were also a
repudiation of the aeeustonwd disdain for· the publie mind that had
f'r·anwd puhli<~ n~lations thinking sirwe Uw mul of Wodd Wur· I.
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In Roosevelt's words there was the clear intention to educate; to
reason with his listeners; to make issues more comprehensible, not
less. This intention was evident in his first fireside chat, which aired
on March 12, 1933, only a week after his inauguration. Here FDR's
objective was to explain actions being taken to resuscitate the incapacitated banking system. From his first sentence, an inflection of
genuine concern was combined with the teacherly promise that, as
president, he would work to keep the public informed, so people might
fully grasp the circumstances that weighed on their social and economic lives. Unspoken, but evident, was a determined and unaccustomed faith in ordinary people's ability to make sense of things.
My friends, I want to talk for a few minutes with the people of
the United States about banking-to talk with the comparativnly few who understand the mechanics of banking, but more
part.imllady with Uw ovmwhelrning m~\jority of you who use
hanks for· tlw making of d<~posits and tlw dl'llwing of <~heeks. I
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want to tell you what has been done in the last few days, and
why it was done, and what the next steps are going to be.
What followed was a well-organized national civics lesson, a
patient account of the way that a modern banking system operates.
For those suckled by an age of hype, FDR's palpable regard for his
listeners' intelligence and the straightforwardness of his explanation
are nothing short of astonishing. They provide an uncommon glimpse
at a moment when American political life was, for a time, energized
by the ideal of an informed and conscious citizenry.
First of all, let me state the simple fact that when you deposit
money in a hank the bank does not put the money into a safe
deposit vault. It invests your money in many different forms of
credit-in bonds, in commercial paper, in mortgages, and in
many other kinds of loans. In other words, the bank puts your
money to work to keep the wheels of industry and of agriculture turning round. A comparatively small part of the money
that you put into the bank is kept in currency-an amount
which in normal times is wholly sufficient to cover the cash
needs of the average citizen. In other words, the total amount
of all the currency in the country is only a comparatively small
proportion of the total deposits in all the banks of the country.
He then proceeded to clarifY the events that, in February and early
March of that year, had caused banks throughout the country to
topple like dominos.
Because of undermined confidence on the part of the public,
there was a general rush by a large portion of our population
to turn bank deposits into currency or gold-a rush so great
that the soundest banks couldn't get enough currency to meet
the demand .... By the afternoon of March 3, a week ago last
Friday, scarcely a bank in the country was open to do business.
He closed his exegesis with a reasoned explanation of tho "national
hank holiday," a temporar'.Y elo~-;ing; of hanks in order· to ar·r·est tlw run
on d<~posits und to mint'or·<~e "our· ti11am~ial and ecollotni<~ f'n.hl'i<~."
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Yet beyond the rational tone and the detailed explanation, there
was something else about this talk that broke from publicity thinking
of the recent past. Throughout the twenties, the public had increasingly been seen as an inanimate entity, as protoplasmic raw material
to be molded by impression managers. In Roosevelt's approach to
public conversation, all this changed. The public reentered the stage
of history as a subject, an active and thoughtful force.
Throughout his exposition on banking, for example, the importance of the people as participants in a bold national effort was paramount. The need to fortifY public courage, to rest the efforts of
government on the active support of the people, was unmistakable in
his tone. "Let us unite in banishing fear," he enjoined his listeners.
"We have provided the machinery to restore our financial system ...
it is up to you to support and make it work. It is your problem, my
friends, your problem no less than it is mine. Together," he concluded
with a measure of confidence that had been absent from many
people's lives, "we cannot fail." ~
In subsequent chats, Roosevelt's notion of an engaged public
grew in importance. He challenged Americans to discredit the contemptuous wisdom of the compliance engineers like Walter Lippmann, who for a decade-and-a-half had asserted that the public was
inherently incapable of informed political understanding, unfit for
reasonable decision making. "It is time," Roosevelt encouraged his
listeners on April 28, 1935, "to provide a smashing answer for those
cynical men who say that a democracy cannot be honest, cannot be
efficient. If you will help, this can be done."
This was not simply rhetoric. As powerful business interests became
steadily more hostile to New Deal policies, Roosevelt believed that ordinary citizens had to be mobilized. They had to become politically active,
and believe in themselves as politically powerful to counterbalance the
substantial weight of unfriendly corporate and financial interests.
For a publicist this was an unfamiliar kind of reasoning. With the
deeline of radical progressivism, public relations had evolved into an
instrument of vested power, a necessary antidote to a critical public
and a re~-;tless crowd. PR was seen as the tonic that could cure perilou~-; <h~mo<~ratic ideas that had boiled up among the "lower strata" of
so<•idy. In hi~-; uReR of publicity, on the other hand, ~-,DR ~-;truck a har·g·ain with popular adivisrn. I~Jxhihiting; tr·u~-;t and af'f(~<·.tion fm· tlu~
1
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public, not fear, he encouraged ordinary people to examine even his
own New Deal programs and to provide suggestions-if requiredfor more suitable actions to be taken.
I ... hope you will watch the work in every corner of the
nation. Feel free to criticize. Tell me of instances where work
can be done better, or where improper practices prevail. Neither you nor I want criticism conceived in a purely faultfinding or partisan spirit, but I am jealous of the right of
every citizen to call to the attention of his or her government
examples of how the public money can be more effectively
spent for the benefit of the American people. 20
Given the overarching principle of "the greater good," this was also
an implicit invitation for every citizen to question any institutionpublic or private-whose policies or activities impacted on the terrain
of social life.
The fireside chats also offered an opportunity for FDR to articulate
a vision of an American way of life that was distinct from the religious
equation between democracy and "free enterprise" that had been promulgated throughout the twenties. Such business-oriented renderings of
democracy-FDR charged in his radio talk of June 28, 1934-serve
only to benefit "the comparative few who seek to retain or to gain position or riches by some shortcut which is harmful to the greater good."
A more humane democratic standard was necessary, he urged,
one that "seeks the primary good of the greater number" as its
supreme objective. Thward this end, he proposed a new social compact-a foundation of three inviolable social principles, each of which
linked the needs of individuals to the notion of governmental stewardship on behalf of "the greater good."
That security involves added means of providing better homes
for the people of the nation. That is the first principle of our
future program.
The second is to plan the use of land and water n~som·<~es
to Uw <md that the means of liveli!JOod of om· <~itiY.ens may h<~
mm·e adequate to nwet. t.lwir daily lle<~ds.
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And ... the third principle is to use the agencies of government to assist in the establishment of means to provide sound
and adequate protection against the vicissitudes of modern
life-in other words, social insurance.
Distancing these principles from the label of "socialism," perennially a foreign idea to the minds of many Americans, FDR asserted
that they were simply a reanimation of America's honorable democratic roots, a return to principles that had gotten lost amid an
inferno of commercialism.
We seek the security of the men, women, and children of the
nation ...
. . . I believe that what we are doing today is a necessary
fulfillment of what Americans have always been doing-a fulfillment of old and tested American ideals. 21
Yet as Roosevelt evoked the grail of venerable democratic principles, he also carried those principles to a level unprecedented among
presidents. The "men, women, and children" for whom he spoke constituted a far more inclusive public than had heretofore been seen.
The Declaration of Independence had elevated the principle of universal equality, but its author and its adherents were enmeshed in
social and economic structures that ensured that the ideal of general
rights could not be realized. The sovereign public of the late eighteenth
century had been limited to white-primarily Anglo-American-men,
property holders at that.
Even the early-twentieth-century Progressives, who pointed the
way for many New Dealers, held to a notion of the public that was
extremely limited in membership. While they boldly condemned the
excesses of private enterprise, they were also consumed by a relentless
anxiety over the ungovernable passions of an alien and dangerous
erowd. Their public was still-for the most part-restricted to the
<~ompany of the Anglo-American middle class.
With the coming of the New Deal, however, the prevailing conception of the American public became more inclusive than ever before.
'!11 a large extent, this expanded view of America reflected dramatic
HhiftH that had altored the makeup of tlw Ploctor·at.<~. During t.Jw New
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Deal period, noted historian Steven Fraser, the public increasingly
included among its ranks "legions of new voters from among the new
immigrant working class." 22
For Roosevelt, customary distinctions between the public and the
crowd served no political purpose. If anything, they accentuated divisions that, if cynically exploited, could serve to erect a protective
middle-class barrier between the very rich and the very poor. In Roosevelt's fireside chats-along with other arenas of New Deal publicity-the crowd was unified with the public under the common
appellation of the people. Though FDR would strategically throw
swipes at the "kidnapers, bandits, and malefactors of great wealth"
who opposed his programs, he painted a picture of the American Way
in which class distinction, of any kind, had no place.
This egalitarianism became increasingly evident as FDR
approached the 1936 election, a time when business opposition to the
New Deal had grown fierce. Accepting his party's nomination that
summer, Roosevelt had excoriated "the royalists of the economic
order" who, while they grant "that political freedom [is] the business
of the Government," at the same time maintain that "economic
slavery [is] nobody's business."
They granted that the Government could do anything to protect the citizen in his right to vote, but they denied that the
Government could do anything to protect the citizen in his
right to work and his right to live. Today we stand committed
to the proposition that freedom is no half-and-half affair. If
the average citizen is guaranteed equal opportunity in the
polling place, he must have equal opportunity in the market
place. 23
In his fireside chat of September 6, 1936, a pre-election appeal for
the votes of farmers and laborers, he built upon this campaign theme.
In this country we insist, as an essential of the American way
of life, that the employer-employee relationship should he one
between free men and equals. We refuse to regard those who
work with hand or brain as different from or inferior· to thos1~
who live from tlwir own pi"Operty. We insist that lu.bor· is ent.i-
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tled to as much respect as property. But our workers with
hand and brain deserve more than respect for their labor.
They deserve practical protection in the opportunity to use
their labor at a return adequate to support them at a decent
and constantly rising standard of living, and to accumulate a
margin of security against the inevitable.
Realizing that such egalitarian rhetoric would surely alarm the
propertied classes and set their own propaganda machine into
motion-condemning the president as an instigator of class conflict- Roosevelt argued that it was the intractable stance of vested
property that actually jeopardized the social order. Efforts to oppose
workers' rights, he warned, will not protect America from conflict, but
bring it to ruin. Events overseas, he testified, were already providing
a cautionary lesson.
It is those ... who ... would try to refuse the worker any
effective power to bargain collectively, to earn a decent livelihood, and to acquire security.... not labor, who threaten this
country with that class dissension which in other countries
has led to dictatorship and the establishment of fear and
hatred as the dominant emotions in human life.
Against the threat of these possibilities, Roosevelt proposed the
idea of a more providential society, in which the oath of universal
~~quality was the guiding principle. "There is no cleavage," he told his
radio audience, "between white-collar workers and manual workers,
between artists and artisans, musicians and mechanics, lawyers and
accountants and architects and miners."
To emphasize his message, FDR turned to the question of
familiar American rituals and their meanings. It was the evening
before Labor Day as he spoke, and he seized the occasion to
Prwourage listeners to think of the holiday as something more than a
simple tribute to working-class people. ''Anyone who calls it a class
holiday," he intoned, "challenges the whole concept of American
dl~lllol·.racy." He then explained, offering a lesson in democracy that
spok1~ powm·fully to Uw needs of millions of Americans while repudiut.in~ t.lu~ pl'lwailin~ id1~oloJ.,ry of tlw frm~ mrtm·prisers:
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The Fburth of July commemorates our political freedom-a
freedom which without economic freedom is meaningless
indeed. Labor Day symbolizes our determination to achieve
an economic freedom for the average man which will give his
political freedom reality. 24
This widely publicized idea-that in order for Americans' political
rights to mean anything, Americans' economic well-being must be likewise guaranteed-was the glue that brought a nation together at the
height of the Great Depression. It was a promise that as America
moved toward the future, the activities of private enterprise would be
tolerated only insofar as they sustained the general welfare of all Americans. When they didn't, it would be the social enterprise of government
to ensure that the precept of "the greater good" would be enforced.
A reconfigured portrait of America-and of American democracy-was a persistent element in Roosevelt's public oratory, but it
was also a vision that reached far beyond his personal talents as a
publicist. It permeated the New Deal's approach to doing politics, to
building and maintaining popular support.
More than a set of programs or a purposeful gathering of individuals, the New Deal was a huge publicity apparatus, grander in scale
and far more effective and beloved than George Creel's Committee on
Public Information. Its impact on the American political imagination
was so extraordinarily durable that only in the last two decades of
this century has a business-sponsored and extravagantly financed
counterattack (which commenced in 1935, as recounted in Chapter
14) been broadly, if perhaps impermanently, triumphant.
The means by which the New Deal administration transmitted its
ideas were inventive and varied. Some techniques were but ingenious
extensions of conventional PR practices, whereas others employed the
creative labor of the nation to erect a new and compelling tableau of
America, its people, and their ill-met needs.
In terms of the former, for example, both Early and Mcintyreover and above their experience in print journalism-had spent time
working in the newsreel industry during the twenties. These contacts
meant that the White House had ready access to movie theater newsreels that complemented its positive image in news eolumns and on
mdio. 2 r'
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Yet to a number of influential New Dealers, relations between the
White House and the commercial news and entertainment industries
were not enough. Particularly in the years between 1935 and 1937, as
eorporate interests became increasingly unhappy \Vith New Deal polieies toward the entitlements of privately held wealth, the government
began to take steps to bypass the conventional commercial manufacturers of truth. To establish open corridors linking the administration's
activities with the general public, a number of governmental agenciesmost notably the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and the Resettlement Administration (RA), later called the Farm Security
Administration (FSA)-moved toward the deployment of independent
communication strategies that mobilized a diversity of creative arts on
behalf of New Deal programs, generated their own communications
channels, and promoted and advanced an inclusive vision of America.
The range of these enterprises was enormous; together, they contributed to the way that people continue to envision the period of the
Great Depression and the New Deal. 'fhey included the WPA's Federal Writers Project and other programs that employed artists to
paint murals in post offices and other federal or federally funded
facilities. There was also a Federal Theatre Project whose documentary-style "Living Newspapers" addressed the fact and drama of
pressing social realities.
There were also documentary motion pictures, most notably Pare
r~orentz's The Plow that Broke the Plains (1936) and The River (1937),
a poetic tribute to the Mississippi River as the blood supply of a nation
in crisis. In the latter film, the river assumed the role of a heroic and
tragic figure. It was the historic source of America's wealth, carrying
eotton, lumber, and the products of American industry that clothe,
house, and feed the world. At the same time, it unbosomed the onerous
<~osts of American industrial expansion: the deforestation, soil depletion, and flooding that threatened the survival of ordinary Americans.
Behind this visual epic of industry, riverboats, billowing clouds,
and a river swollen with tree trunks, intercut with shots of depleted
land and devastated forests, lay an argument about recent American
hiKtory, eonneeting unregulated economic growth with undeniable evidmwe of natural wreekag·e. At the same time, The River provided an
lll'h'1lll~Pnt. on lwhalf of the land-r·eelamation aetivities of the FSA, the
N<~w I>nal agntwy that. had Kponsor·ed tlw produetion of tlw film.
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In many ways, the FSA-and its predecessor, the RA-offer a
paradigmatic look at New Deal publicity. In the nearly 80,000 photographs that were produced and disseminated under the auspices of
these agencies, one gets an illuminating look at the ways that New
Deal publicity served to broadcast a new and unaccustomed picture of
America, of the American people, and of the American way of life. 26
Thematically, the photographs offered arguments akin to those
encountered in the rhetoric of the fireside chats. In his radio
addresses FDR had spoken of a third of a nation ill-housed, illclothed, and ill-nourished. He had proposed a concept of democracy
that joined the promise of economic security to that of political rights.
He had argued that business profits must be linked to the touchstone
of the greater good and that it was the role of the government to
ensure that outcome. In an empathic tone, the president had
expanded the bounds of citizenship. If the fireside chats had provided
a verbal argument on behalf of a redefined America, however, it was
through the innovative photography of the RA and FSA that this
ideal was most eloquently visualized.
TheRA's and FSA's enterprise in photographic publicity was the
offspring of two men whose lives, by the mid-thirties, had been connected for more than a decade. One was Rexford G. Tugwell, the
brain truster and former economics professor, who was named to
head the RAin 1935; the other was Roy Stryker, son of a radical populist farmer from Kansas, who had been a student of Tugwell at
Columbia University in the early 1920s.
As a freshman in Tugwell's course on utopian socialism and in
other courses, Stryker was transported by his professor's iconoclastic
social views and his inventive approach to pedagogy. While many
American intellectuals had become witting mouthpieces for a dominant faith in "prosperity," Tugwell rejected the prevailing doctrines of
the period. His investigations fastened on the egregious deficiencies of
economic life, on the millions of Americans who continued to be
plagued by conditions of social and economic deprivation.
In his approach to teaching, Tugwell also repudiated the niling
dohrma. Dissatisfied with the abstract pn~dileetions of mm;t aeadernie
m~onornieH-whidt, he h<~lilwed, only diHtanend HtudnntH fi'Om a trtw
u.ppt·m~iat.ioll of' H<)(~id,y and its JH'ohh~mK-'l'tti-(Well mnht·1wed u. pl~da-
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gogy designed to make ordinary people's lived experience the foundation of economic thinking. 27 To accentuate the experiential dimension
and consistent with the image-oriented approach to persuasion that
characterized the postwar period, Tugwell made innovative use of
"visual aids as an adjunct to learning." F. Jack Hurley, who chronicled the collaboration between Tugwell and Stryker, elaborated:
Tugwell believed strongly in descriptive economics. He felt
that it was important for students to have visual contact with
the economic institutions they were studying. What did a
bank look like~ What did a cotton farm look like~ How did it
differ from a rice farm? 2H
Through Tugwell's freshman course, Introduction to Contemporary Civilization, many Columbia students were touched by his novel
approaeh to teaching, but none more than Stryker. Under Tugwell's
tutelage, Stryker became obsessed with the problem of how to communicate social and economic realities visually. In 1924, Tugwell offered
Stryker-now his graduate teaching assistant-the position of "joint
author" in exchange for selecting images and preparing captions for
an economics textbook he was preparing. Stryker's fascination with
the problem of visual communication now had a perfect outlet.
Published in 1925, the book, American Economic L~fe and the
Means of Its Improvement, foreshadowed the social radicalism of the
New Deal in general and the photographic publicity of the RA and
FSA in particular. Written when the religion of money was at its
height and images were routinely employed to aggrandize the cult of
prosperity, the book provided a refreshingly subversive mix of words
and images, one that stressed the economic hardships and social contradictions that lurked beneath the surface of the good life. While the
hook echoed Simon Patten's optimistic faith that industrial civilization
had the potential to bring about a new and universally improved standard of living, its assessment of the present was that this promise
rmnained largely unfulfilled. Against the widely promoted idea that
Arner·i<m was a land of general prosperity, the authors of American
/IJmnmm:c ll'1;t{; disseeted American soeiety into woefully unequal thirds.
At tJw top of tlw heap were the wealthy, the 1 pel'(~ent of the population t.hat j.\'IU'tH~t·ed 12 pm·<·.<~nt of tlw national in<~onw-otl.en
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without even working-and whose assets constituted an even larger
percentage of the nation's wealth.
Below these people stood an intermediary group-13 percent of the
population, according to 'fugwell-who were defined as those living at
the "comfort level." These were the middle class who, occasional difficulties notwithstanding, enjoyed a "regular money income" and who, in the
1920s, benefited from the proliferation of modern consumer goods.
Beneath these two groups were that 86 percent of the population
whose lives were mired in poverty and whose social lives were marred
by a combination of "discontent and crime." This group comprised
rural and urban working people who, despite their often arduous
labors, earned only a "bare subsistence." It also included the growing
number of unemployed people.
In the face of these potentially explosive social divisions, American Economic Life and the Means of Its Improvement offered a
number of proposals designed to promote the "economic progress of
society as a whole." These proposals included the modernization and
improvement of living conditions in cities and the depressed agricultural heartland, a more just distribution of income, the establishment
of collective bargaining rights, and comprehensive social and economic reorganization and planning. In an era of laissez-faire, it was
an argument for energetic economic interventionism.
Written by Tugwell, the book's text relied on a range of eloquent
sources to make its points, but it was the photographic element of the
book, concocted by Stryker, that stood out as its most articulate feature. None of the pictures were taken by Stryker, nor did he commission anyone to take new photographs for the volume. His approach to
the pictorial ingredient of the book was essentially curatorial; he collected pictures and wrote captions for them.
Locating the photographs that would provide a picture of social
conditions and would elevate social consciousness, however, was not
an easy task. As historian Jack Hurley noted, most serious photographers of the period-people like Edward Steichen or Edward
Weston-were exploring the camera as an artistic instrument, and
most of the mass media were using photographs "to present an idealized view of life as it ought to be, rather than life as it was."~n
In response, Stryker went to thre1~ sourees for his photogmphs.
Wlum appropriatP-to d1~pid, a ruml sdting, for nxarnph~-hn IISI~d

Life as It Ought to Be: In advertisements during the 1920s, photographs were
often used to present people with a picture of who they could become if only
they purchased and used the right product. In this 1926 ad for LUX Toilet Soap,
Hollywood starlets are the models against which ordinary women are expected to
measure themselves.

photos from stock photography agencies like Ewing-Galloway. 'Ib document manufacturing processes and to portray new consumer goods
available to the comfort class, he procured photos from the publicity
departments of a number of companies.
In his effort to represent the deplorable disparities of American
life, however, he turned to a man who, during the Progressive Era,
had pioneered in the field of social photography, Lewis Hine.
Htrykm·'s debt to Ilim; is evident throughout the book. Despite the
t'ud, that many of Uw pietur·ns wm·e now twenty years old, more than
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a third of the photos included in the book had been taken by Hine,
who obligingly opened his files to Stryker.'10
Beyond his reliance on Hine's images, however, Stryker also drew
on the photographer's wisdom about the ways that photographs
might be used to offer social arguments. Of particular advantage was
Hine's thinking on the use of "social pen pictures," compelling captions to accentuate a photograph's appeal.
In American Economic Life, Stryker carried the social pen picture, as an instrument of persuasion, to an unprecedented-often
thoroughly manipulative-level. Pictures that, without words, might
have been open to a wide range of interpretations were marshaled for
singularly didactic and frequently melodramatic purposes.
A photograph of a pastoral rural landscape, with the added caption ''An isolated region-where roads are poor and neighbors few,"
for example, became an argument against the dulling solitude that, in
Stryker's mind, hobbled the lives of many Americans.'11
Other captions were aimed at evoking for a reader the experience
of terrible working conditions. A picture of children picking cotton in
Texas is punctuated by the words "The sun is hot, hours are long,
bags are heavy" and by the sardonic observation that some coldhearted people actually see the "discipline of work like this" as just
"what children need!" 32
A picture of a Bowery bread line was reinforced by a historical
commentary addressing the cruel ironies of an industrial civilization that, though capable of producing plenty, continues to harbor
want.
'lb beg for bread has been the ultimate degradation throughout
human history. Men and women will suffer most indignities
and survive most shames before they come to this. In an age of
surplus the bread line still survives, though shrunk in
numbers. 33
A woman sitting on a sidewalk, her head buried in her hands, is
explained by the eulogy: "Despair-an unrecognized by-product of
industry." 34 A close-up of a young man working at an industrial loom
is described as "A youthful machine-tender· in an irnnwnse impm·sonal
fuetor·y." A similar pid.ur·e, this time with a younj.\' j.\'il'l, is pr'PH!~IIt.Pd t.o

.....................................

,
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emphasize that there was "Neither joy nor interest in this monotonous work." 35
With each caption, Stryker sought to emphasize the often unrecognized social forces that were at play in the everyday experiences of ordinary individuals. This intent didn't only guide his delineation of poverty,
it was his overarching approach to representation throughout the book.
As applied to those living at the "comfort level," for example,
Stryker's "descriptive economics" provided a powerful rejoinder to his
portrayals of poverty. A well-dressed mother and her two children,
seen at the front door of their suburban home, provided an opportunity for the reminder that "Mothers and children have a better
chance on the comfort level." 36
A picture of a prosperous young couple, sitting in their wellappointed living room, was used to instruct readers that the maintenance of such a setting "is dependent upon a regular money income."
Captions also contrasted the subjective lives and spiritual fulfillment of people living at different social levels. A portrait of a grayhaired man wearing eyeglasses and a jacket and tie, for example,
provided a chance to contemplate the divergent patterns of aging that
mark different strata.
A member of the professional group-neither tired of his job
nor tired by it; still keen and alert, his greatest usefulness just
beginning at an age when wage-working men and women are
beginning to wonder what luck old age holds in store for them. 37
A picture of a middle-class "musician in his studio" was interpreted
by the doleful observance that "genius is not always permitted such
favorable surroundings."
If pictures of people at the "comfort level" were employed to visualize a beneficial way of life, a standard for all Americans, the lives of
"the rich" were framed by an aversion rarely encountered during the
1!120s. A hotel in Palm Beach was described simply as "a place where
rieh men idle." 38 A picture of a mansion in New York City, its "windows and doors boarded up," provided the opportunity for a discourse
on tlw y1~ady migration patterns of plutocrats. The house, the caption
PxplainPd, "will no doubt remain in this condition except during a few
WPPks in Uw fall, when its owners eonw baek for an interval between
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In assembling the images and captions for
American Economic Life, Roy Stryker used
pictures and words to illuminate the social
inequalities and, for many, the spiritual deterioration of life during a period of so-called prosperity. AMERICAN ECONOMIC LIFE, 1925

shore or mountains in the north and shore or mountains in the south.
It i:-; interesting to note," the caption adds, in reference to the spa<~iou:-;ne:-;s of this sporadically inhabited dwelling, "that within a few
39
hloek:-; of this house is one of New York's most crowded sections."
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Though prepared as a course text, initially for freshmen at
Columbia University, American Economic Life and the Means of Its
Improvement pointed to a pictorial publicity that veered dramatically
from the visual thinking of its time. While Stryker's pictures were
arranged to strike an emotional nerve, their claim was toward an
objectivity-a documentary realism-that had, in large part, been
abandoned by modern picturizers. Unlike the overtly idealized
imagery, the psychologically inclined "masturbation of the eye" that
had gained prominence throughout the 1920s, these pictures with
aphoristic captions offered to illuminate actual social experiences, to
present verifiable social facts.
In the twenties, this approach to visual publicity stood at the
margins of society. It was a technique used by a team of radical economic thinkers to examine social and economic trends, to challenge
the establishment, and to question prevailing notions of "prosperity."
It was also employed to propose a vision of democracy that would
extend to a greater number of Americans. Part of what is remarkable
about the hook, even today, is its spirited dissent from the ethic of
commercial boosterism. In the context of the Great Depression, however, and backed by a government that was putting many of their
once heretical ideas into action, Tugwell and Stryker's publicity of
"descriptive economics" began to exert an influence on the countenance of American political culture itself. Though boosterism would
continue to inform the inflection of commercial advertising and sumptuous products and settings were a typical aspect of escapist films in
the thirties, a more critical eye was advancing into the American
mainstream.
The time was 1935 and the place was the RA, an independent
New Deal agency with Tugwell at its head. The RA was engaged in a
range of activities designed to reconstruct depressed rural areas. In
addition to "land-use" programs and "loans and grants to individuals
and groups of farmers," the RA also sponsored a number of social
experiments, including federally funded suburban communities,
"Greenbelt towns" as they were called, and "several experimental
eommunal farms few rural families that had suffen~d displac~mrwut."
It was thesp I~XpPrinwuts, explic·it c~halkngc~s to uu~ r·dig-ioll of privatc~
10
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enterprise, that prompted Tugwell to set up an "Information Division" to tell the RA's story and to combat anticommunal, antigovernment propaganda that was sure to come from the commercial press
and from an increasingly nervous business community more generally. Fbllowing a guiding precept of public relations thinking that
dated to the turn of the century, the Information Division was Tugwell's apparatus for winning the hearts and minds of middle-class
Americans to the RA's social democratic cause. But unlike progressivism, the appeal reached beyond the middle-class toward an
expanded-largely immigrant and working-class-electorate that
constituted the base of FDR's support. Like other components of
New Deal culture, the Information Division endeavored to build a
cross-class united front.
The Information Division was a multimedia enterprise, generating
radio programming and-as was mentioned-films. At its center,
however, stood something called the Historical Section, headed by Tugwell's old friend Stryker, which was charged with the job of producing
and disseminating a photographic record of the RA and its mission.
In this regard, it was remarkably successful. Between 1935 and
1943, when the Historical Section (by then a part of the Office of War
Information) was disbanded, Stryker's uncanny ability to tell stories
through pictures would condition the ways that many people understood not only the hardships of the depression, but themselves, their
fellow Americans, and their society. This time, with the federal govnrnment subsidizing his visual appetites, Stryker no longer had to
r·ely on previously taken photographs. He could parent his own
images, shot with the programs of the RA, and then with the FSA, in
mind.
Abetting Stryker in this enterprise was a band of men and
women-some with minimal prior experience as photo documentarians-many of whose names would become celestial in the annals of
American art: Walker Evans, Ben Shahn, Dorothea Lange, Carl
Mydans, Russell Lee, Arthur Rothstein (also a former student of
'l'lth>Well at Columbia), Marion Post Wolcott, John Vachon, Jack
I >Plano, ,John Collier, Sheldon Dick, and others.
In eertain ways, the work of the Historical Section was a continunt.ion of efforts beh>"\111 with the publication of American Econom·ic
llUi·. YPt siuc~c~ Htr·yker was now abh~ to c~ommission his own pho-
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tographs and was in a position to guide the process of their creation,
he felt less obliged to explain them with words. FDR-in his fireside
chats and elsewhere-was already furnishing stirring captions.
Breaking from the double-barreled tactic of image and caption that
had been employed in his and 'fugwell' s textbook, this time Stryker
threw his confidence squarely behind the eloquence of images. Captions were terse when provided, simply identifying a subject.
Barely a year after Stryker's RA service began, the writer James
Agee-whose collaboration with photographer Walker Evans, Let Us
Now Praise Famous Men, would emerge as a classic piece of New Deal
culture-baptized the camera as "the central instrument of our time."
In words recalling those of Walter Lippmann in Public Opinion, Agee
observed that "the camera can do what nothing else in the world can
do: ... perceive, record, and communicate, in full unaltered power, the
peculiar kinds of poetic vitality which blaze in every real thing and
which are in great degree ... lost to every other kind of art." 41
More than any other medium, he judged, the camera could simulate the impact of a face-to-face encounter. It could exert what Lippmann had termed an unparalleled "authority over the imagination."
At the tiller of the Historical Section, Stryker went forward with the
same assumptions. He believed that a photographer, adequately
instructed, could guide the process of interpretation by a viewer and
could encourage a better understanding of the world existing beyond
the frame. "If a photographer understands the social forces present
in a scene," he maintained, "the resulting photograph should be a satisfactory pictorial representation." 4 ~ Properly formulated, Historical
Section photographs should require no additional words to communicate relevant social and economic realities. With this idea in mind,
Stryker provided his photographers with straightforward instructions
for their assignments. As Dorothea Lange prepared for her first RA
photo excursion in 1936, for example, Stryker requested:
Would you, in the next few days, take for us some good slum
pictures in the San Francisco area .... We need to vary the
diet in some of our exhibits here by showing some western
poverty instead of all south and east .... When you gd to
J,os Angeh~s, I think it might IH~ wol'thwhih~ to sm~ if you <~lUI
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pick up some good slum pictures there also. Do not forget
that we need some of the rural slum type of thing as well as
the urbanY
In a 1938 letter to Sheldon Dick, briefing the photographer for a
trip to Pennsylvania's coal region, Stryker was even more explicit,
revealing his ability to identify the "social forces present in a scene."
The specific things I noted when I was there were that the
town dropped down into a Pennsylvania mountain valley.
Everywhere you look is man-made desolation, waste piles,
bare hills, dirty streets. It is terribly important that you in
some way try to show the town against this background of
waste piles and coal tipples. In other words, it is a coal town
and your pictures must tell it. It is a church dominated
place .... The place is not prosperous, people are loafing in
saloons and around the streets. You must get this feeling of
unemployment. There are many unpaved streets .... The
houses are old and rundown. The place is devoid of paint. I
am sure lots of cheap liquor is consumed for no other reason
than in an attempt to blot out the drabness of the place.
When you are ready to shoot people try to pick up something
of the feeling on the side of youth. Try to portray the hopelessness of their position .... youth's confusions-liquor,
swing, sex, and more liquor. The actual details will have to be
worked out by yourself. 44
Not all the photographers accepted their instructions with equanimity. Tensions between Stryker and Evans, in particular, were legmHlary. Yet as one approaches the thousands of photographs
assembled under the auspices of the RA and FSA, one is struck by
the extent to which the images conform to a distinct set of guidelines
and the degree to which, together, they constituted a coherent publi<~ity on behalf of a renegotiated picture of America, a picture that
<·.lashed, eloquently, with what had governed America's national cult.ur·n in the 1~)20s and beforehand.
J~'il'st, most H,A and J;'RA pietur·es wen~ shot with hlaek-and-white
film. In pr·n<~<\ding d<~<~lul<~s, Uw availability of rnodm·n syndwti<~ dy<~s
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RA and FSA portraits: Introducing America to Americans.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

and color photography had increasingly defined the window dressing
of American industrial society; colorful products and representations
of products had become part and parcel of visual culture in general
and merchandising in particular. The choice of black-and-white film,
then-as historian Sally Stein persuasively argued-embodied a
decision to present a reality that contrasted with that seen in the
commercial sphere. Against the color-coded daydreams of advertising,
black-and-white photography claimed to reveal a truer, more sobering
reality, more in synch with the lives of real people. 45
Yet beyond this socioaesthetic consideration, there were also
recurrent-often overlapping-subjects and themes that unified the
pictures of the FSA as a publicity campaign. Many of the photographs were simply portraits of people, alone or in groups: portraits
of Americans. Other photographs drew attention to the arduous
social, economic, and environmental circumstances faced hy these
people, conditions that the RA and FSA sought to remedy. A third
group might be said to eornprise a por1.mit of Amel'iea as a phu~n, doe-
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umentations of everyday life: the homes, the land, and the towns
where ordinary Americans lived.
The portraits of people, one after another, stand at dramatic
odds with traditions of portraiture that had dominated to that time.
William Stott wrote that FSA documentary was "a radically democratic genre" that uplifted the ordinary while diminishing the importance of the high and mighty. 46 This standard was continually borne
out by the images. Against a history that had habitually damned
poor people as belonging to a faceless, often loathsome crowd, FSA
portraits accentuated the humanity and dignity of those who suffered in America's dust bowl. If most earlier photo portraits of poor
people were either condescending and clinical or were marked by the
attempt to fashion-in a studio setting-a decidedly middle-class
faeade, these were portraits that dignified and emphasized hard
wor·k and suffering as a credential of one's humanity.
'l'his was the "salt of the earth." It was not simply poverty being
por1.1'11.yed, it was pt~opln. 1\thrwell had instnwte1l Stryker·, "Hoy, a man
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may have holes in his shoes, and you may see the holes when you take
the picture. But maybe your sense of the human being will teach you
there's a lot more to that than the holes in his shoes, and you ought to
try to get that idea across." In the strong but weary gaze of Lange's
"migrant mother" and in scores of other pictures, this teaching was
expressively realized.
When Stryker claimed that the Historical Section "introduced
America to Americans," he underlined the extent to which the photographs presented a portrayal of America and of the American
people that had, to that point, been largely invisible in a national,
mass-mediated culture. Poor white tenant farmers from Alabama;
black cotton pickers on a plantation in Mississippi; children without
shoes; flood refugees; unemployed miners; "Okies" on the road
seeking a better life; breast-feeding mothers with worried looks in
their eyes; migratory Mexican field workers; furrowed and callused
hands; men on a chain gang or a county farm; a black teacher in a
dilapidated rural school, using chalk on a broken slate in her
struggle to enlighten the children; community sings; and a small
town meeting in Texas. These were the diverse portraits of Americans that challenged the hegemony of middle-class Anglo-America,
and they set the stage for battles over American identity that even
now, at the edge of a new millennium, are still with us.
In the 1930s, this was a picture of the nation that the American
middle class-for whom the photographs were, in large part, being
produced-had not seen before, certainly not in publicity coming
from the federal government. In most prior representations of the
poor, the character of their otherness was conspicuous. "These are
not people like you," most pictures had silently declared; "these are
people to be feared." Messages like these had helped to erect a polit-

(OPPOSITE) FSA photographs illustrating social, economic, and environmental conditions. Arthur Rothstein's 1936 photograph of a steer's skull on the parched earth
of Pennington County, South Dakota, provoked a controversy over the authenticity of FSA images when it was discovered that it was only one of a series of
pictures of the skull, each shot against a different terrain. Anti-New Dealers
pointed to Rothstein's picture as a sign that FSA pictures couldn't be trusted.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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ical barrier between the middle and lower classes, even during the
Progressive Era. More recently, from the mid-teens through the
twenties, the silent eloquence of images had been used to forge a
psychological bond between middle-class Americans and large
corporations.
The political success of the New Deal, however, required a different argument, one that transcended the impediment of otherness
that divided a photographic subject from the audience and, more
important, one that encouraged a process of identification between
the viewer and the viewed, between the middle class, new workingclass voters, and the poor. Stryker's old school mate Arthur Rothstein
had argued that "the lens of the camera is, in effect, the eye of the
person looking at the print." 47 In the hands of Rothstein and other
RA and FSA photographers, this understanding gave rise to a portraiture in which the subjects and the audience entered into close eye
contact. These portraits did not afford the spectator the luxury of
safe distance; they consciously asked the viewer to project himself or
herself into the reality being portrayed, into the everyday lives of the
people in the pictures. In the depths of the Great Depression, a
middle class that was itself enduring considerable pain had grown
uncharacteristically responsive to this call.
The FSA portraits were unquestionably influenced by the eye of
Hine, but they also represented Stryker's detachment from the worldview of the celebrated Progressive documentarian. In preparing
American Economic Life in the mid-twenties, Stryker had been deeply
affected by-and heavily dependent on-Hine's visual sensibility. As
a result, although the book devoted a great deal of attention to the
problems of agricultural poverty, its visual idiom was strikingly urban
and industrial. This urban industrialism made sense. Much of Hine's
work focused on factory workers and miners, on cityscapes. At the
height of the great migration, many of his subjects were distinctly
immigrants. The RA and FSA photos, on the other hand, while they
were conversant with Hine's approach to "social photography," presented a vision of the people that was quite different; overwhelmingly
rural, stridently American. This vision was probably essential to their
broad appeal. Though the people portrayed were mar·kndly diverse,
their framing was mythieally ,Jeffer·sonian. 'l'he w1~atlwr·1~d f1wes and
t.lu~ (•,alhtsed hands nvolwd those of lwi'Oimtlly snlf'-suffil~ient pione1n·s,
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FSA pictures of. everyday life. On the walls of broken hovels and along the dusty
road~, the prom1ses of the consumer culture furnished stunning proof of their own
emptiness. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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now in need of help. They seemed to be awaiting Henry Fonda to portray them, and he would.
If the portraiture provided "handles for identification" between
spectators and subjects, other photos furnished dramatic visual
metaphors by which social, economic, and environmental problems,
primarily those afflicting America's heartland, were made legible to
the urban middle class. In a grainy print, a man and his son are seen
"Fleeing a Dust Storm" in Cimarron County, Oklahoma. A familyits worldly possessions piled in a small wagon-trudges along a
barren highway, graphic evidence of social displacement. A hastily
dug grave with a rough-hewn headstone, a common dinner plate atop
the mound of dry, recently shoveled earth, provides silent testimonial
to a casualty along the road. A ramshackle triple-decker building with
a muddy backyard presents a vivid demonstration of substandard
housing. A crude sign for a twenty-cent flophouse becomes a marker
of general want. A black man sipping from a "colored" water barrel in
the South points to the legacy of embedded racial segregation thatwith proper attention-might also be remedied. A "Christmas
Dinner in Iowa," captures four raggedy children, sitting in a leaky
cabin, eating their scanty holiday meal out of a rusty, chipped bowl.
Contextualizing the portraits of people and their dire circumstances were photographs that collectively amplified a broad
panorama of everyday life. Many were of exteriors that told important
American stories: decrepit cabins and outbuildings on a plantation
where children and grandchildren of slaves continued to live, street
scenes in small towns where unemployed men wiled away their days,
rural churches where the forgotten kept their faith and gave their
thanks to God, dilapidated small-town general stores where both merchants and customers eked out a bare living, and local cafes where
ordinary people came to eat and socialize.
Other photographs were of interiors, places where people lived
and assembled their material culture. Evans produced many portraits
of the simple implements of life-a washstand and kitchen table, a
bucket, a chair, a bed, a fireplace, tin plates, laundry, a broom, and
the decorations that poor people put on their walls. DespitP the nwag"<~r·m~ss of tlwse pla<~es and ohjnd.s, ~Jvans's e1urwra off<~n~d Uwm arr
n.ltHost. r·ev<~mnt.ial status as uutrks of n.uthmrti<·it,v.
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What is striking about these images of everyday life-particularly when viewed in relation to the commercial imagery that had
dominated in the twenties-is the marginal, sometimes ironic status
of the commercial culture within them. The jerry-built shops that are
seen in many street scenes, for example, display the signage of big
business-GULF Oil, Coca-Cola, NEHI sodas, Dr. Pepper, Budweiser, "Grand Prize"-but in these photographs the signs were
divested of their merchandising luster. In their black-and-white positiveness, they now testified to the extent to which the culture of prosperity and its once buoyant symbols stood in a state of disrepair.
In many of the interiors, as well, symbols of the commercial culture-magazine advertisements or promotional calendars-are
revealed as tattered debris, scraps of paper pasted on the wall to keep
inclement weather from leaking through cracks between the timbers
or in a makeshift gesture toward decoration. Against the walls of
broken hovels, the promises of the consumer culture furnished stunning proof of their own emptiness. These pictures served to underscore bitter distinctions between commercially promulgated ideals
and the realities of peoples lives.
The visual ironies, like the diverse portrayal of Americans themselves, provided a defining thread in much FSA photography. These
pictures' visual style employed a language of contradiction. The photographs celebrated America while rejecting an American national
culture based on the religion of "prosperity" and commercial images.
In short, they encouraged people to rethink what business as usual
really meant.

•

•

•

•

•

In the early 1920s, Lippmann had theorized that people's worldviews
were framed by illusory "pictures in their heads." These pictures, he
argued, were guided by culturally determined stereotypes-mental
templates that gave form and meaning to people's experiences.
'rhroughout the twenties, such thinking had guided an exuberant
gnneration of image managers, publicists who industriously erected a
st.<~r·eotypc of democracy that was founded on the ideas of consumer
1:ho·i1:e and middle-class prosperity.
By tlw rnid-1 ~l:!Os, in tlw wake of <~eonomie eollaps<~ and fl>stm·nd
hy II. 1-(0lWl'll.tiotl Of I'IWisiouist. illlllj.(P lllll.km·s, t.J11~ Jll'!WH.iJillj.( stm·eo1.yJH~
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of American democracy had changed. It was more inclusive, it upheld
an ideal of universal rights, and it cited the dire needs of regular
people-poor farmers, industrial laborers, the unemployed-as the
ultimate index of the common good.
With this change in stereotype, the idiom of visual publicity
itself had been transfigured. If twenties publicists had mounted
elaborate retail dramas, with new consumer goods occupying center
stage, the dramas being staged by New Deal publicity were human
dramas, with unadorned and ordinary people at their center. In the
twenties, image makers had consciously exploited the realm of fantasy; the new generation used images to evoke a sense of the real,
albeit a real that was deliberately devised to deliver a powerful emotional punch. 48
This new social aesthetic was not simply the creation of RA/FSA
photographers. Like the visual oratory of prosperity, it was a product
of its time. It derived from the overwhelming realities of the Great
Depression. But from 1935 onward, the photographs coming out of
the Historical Section increasingly created poignant opportunities for
Americans to see themselves and their needs anew.
The simple existence and style of the images, of course, did not
create these opportunities. A basic element of Stryker's mission was
the wide dissemination of his agency's photographs, particularly
aimed at the middle-class electorate whose sympathies were essential
to the political viability of New Deal policies.
At first, the taking and collecting of photographs took precedence
over their exhibition. Within a year, however, display had become a
prime objective.
The first major exhibition of the photographs came at the 1936
Democratic convention. With the New Deal under continuing attack
from business and the political Right, the pictures' outspoken depiction of a devastated heartland and their remarkable pathos forcefully
seconded a radically democratic party platform that declared:
We hold this truth to be self-evident-that government in a
modern civilization has certain inescapable obligations to its
citizens, among which are: (1) Protection of the family and
the home; (2) Establishment of a demoeraey of opportunity
for all the people; (a) Aid to t.hoHt~ ovm'taktm by diHnHtm·.'11 '

The national attention began to snowball. At an annual photo
exhibition sponsored by U.S. Camera in 1936, four pictures by Historical Section photographers were included. Shortly, the College Art
Association, a national organization of art educators, sponsored a
trave~ing collection of the pictures. 50 The photographers were becoming
promment, and their pictures were being venerated as important
works of modern art.
At no time was this artistic celebration more evident than in April
1938, when the First International Exposition of Photography was
held at the Grand Central Palace in New York. In the show, organized
around the theme, "How American People Live," a selection of FSA
photos were prominently featured. Among the seven thousand visitors
on the first day, the impact of these pictures was clearly overwhelming. One after another, in written responses to the show visitors
.
'
Cited the power of the pictures, their ability to convey what one visitor
termed the "real life of a vast section of the American people."s1
A growing number of institutions were making use of the FSA
pictures. Post offices exhibited them as symbols of the government's
compassion. Libraries offered them as educational materials for
readers. Museums displayed them as art. University classes in economics and sociology employed them as instructional tools. As the
success of the photographs became evident, FSA staffers were asked
to take on publicity assignments on behalf of other governmental
52
agencies. Stryker's operation was providing a visual standard for the
New Deal's rendition of American society.
The impact of the FSA, however, reached beyond institutions of
art, education, and government. Between 1938 and 1940, the photographs began to appear, more and more, in the commercial media,
o~en without credit. Among the national magazines with large
middle-class readerships in which FSA pictures appeared were Time
l~ife, Look, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, Survey Graphic, Col~
hers, McCall's, Fortune, Nation's Business, Today, Literary Digest, and
Uurrent History, among others. The photos appeared in more specialized journals, like the Birth Control Review and Junior Scholastic as
well. They showed up in big-city dailies-the New York Times ~sed
Uu~ pietures routinely-and in small-town weeklies. 53 Even if it was
of'tmr unattr·ihuted, FRA's visual epic of America was becoming a conHpimwuH dmrwnt in Uw tmltur·e-at-largt~.
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Stryker's lack of proprietary instinct assisted this progression.
Whereas a leader of a commercial enterprise might have fought to
keep his company's product from being used without proper identification, Stryker's sense of social enterprise led him in the opposite
direction. "The basic need was to get the pictures before the public,"
explained Hurley, "direct publicity for his own group was a secondary
consideration." This stance, Stryker's willingness to see FSA photos
stand as nothing more than social facts, clearly assisted in the dissemination of the FSA' s rendition of America.
In many ways, the American mass media actively participated in
the promulgation of the FSA way of seeing. Magazines not only used
FSA images directly, they also began to hire FSA photographers or
photographers with an akin sensibility to produce photo essays for
their pages. Evans and Agee's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, for
example, began as an assignment for Henry Luce's Fortune magazine. Margaret Bourke-White, who became a celebrated Life magazine
photographer, had taken pictures for a 1930 reissue of 'fugwell and
Stryker's American Economic Life. Many of her late-thirties images,
as well, simulated an FSA aesthetic.
An FSA-like portrait of America also seeped into Hollywood films
to some extent. Even before Stryker's work at the RA commenced,
documentary-style portrayals of destitution were beginning to appear.
Mervyn LeRoy's 1932 classic, I Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang,
has the feel of the FSA photos, and LeRoy and Busby Berkeley's
Gold Diggers of 1.933 ends with a mournful tribute to "the forgotten
man." King Vidor's 1934 film, Our Daily Bread, not only anticipated
the Historical Section's visual style but, in its receptive depiction of
an agricultural cooperative, corresponded with some of the RA's and
FSA's utopian experiments. :Fritz Lang's Fury (1936) and Mervyn
LeRoy's They Won't Forget (1937) both wrestled with the problem of
southern lynchings using a naturalistic style. In 1940, The Grapes of
Ylrath-in which Henry Fonda and the salt of the earth would finally
meld-borrowed conspicuously from the FSA in its focus on rural
displacement and in its aesthetic intonation. Sullivan's Travels (1941)
and other films bore the imprint of Stryker's enterprise.
What Steichen termed the "simple blunt direetness" of the l<'HA
photos, however, was undeniable. 'l'lw photos' ability to leave a viewer
with what. h(~ ddirwd as Uw "fm~ling- of a living- expm·imwe" mng-rlifbl
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the impact of photojournalism. Ironically, in a business in which
attracting readership was the name of the game and in an environment in which the FSA' s kind of photography spoke to readers, it is
little wonder that these problematically subversive images began to
impregnate the establishment culture.
For many in the upper echelons of corporations and for the political Right, the combined impact of New Deal publicity was
alarming-even more so than its precursor in the Progressive Era.
During that earlier time, an anxious middle class served as a defensive buffer between corporate power and the wrath of the masses.
This protection had solidified during the twenties, when the growth of
consumer industries and the spirit of boosterism tied middle-class
ideals to the hitching post of business. Now, it seemed, the fragile
middle class and the "Hoe Man" had become allies, joined by the
power and publicity of the federal government.

I

14
Money Talks:
The Publicity of
Private Enterprise

Age of Extremes, his sweeping chronicle of the years between
1914 and 1991, Eric Hobsbawm argued that the Great Depression-like no episode before or since-posed an emergency for world
capitalism that appeared to imperil its survival as an economic
system. There had been grave economic disruptions before then, to be
sure, but "[i]n the past, waves and cycles, long, medium and short,
had been accepted by businessmen and economists rather as farmers
accept the weather, which also has its ups and downs."

I

N The

There was nothing to be done about them: they created
opportunities or problems, they could lead to bonanzas or
bankruptcy for individuals or industries, but only socialists
... believed that [these] cycles were part of a process by
which capitalism generated what would in the end prove insuperable internal contradictions.
In spite of acute periodic ruptures, the presumption that the market
economy would only continue to progress was, at least among business leaders, sacrosanct.
The depression that started in the late tw(mties, howevm·, was different. "IPIJ'(>hahly for tlw first, and so fm· thn only, tinw in Uw history of (•.apitalism," llohshawm obset'V(~d, "its fiuet.uatiotlS SP(~JIInd to
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be genuinely system-endangering." 1 Internationally, he added, the
deflation of capitalist confidence was only accentuated by the
mounting "spectre of communism" in the USSR.
The trauma of the Great Slump was underlined by the fact
that the one country that had clamorously broken with capitalism appeared to be immune to it: the Soviet Union.
While the rest of the world, or at least liberal Western capitalism, stagnated, the USSR was engaged in massive
ultra-rapid industrialization under its new Five Year
Plans. 2
In the United States-the epicenter of the crash-the sense of
"catastrophe and disorientation" among many businessmen, economists, and conservative politicians was particularly severe. 1 The trend
toward governmental intervention heightened these anxieties, of
course. But as much as the New Deal's economic policies worried the
business community-particularly its program to "tax the rich"-it
was the popular success of the New Deal's publicity apparatus that
was one of the most rankling causes of alarm.
"Never before has the I<"'ederal Government undertaken on so vast
a, scale and with such deliberate intent, the task of building a favorable public opinion toward its policies," shuddered E. Pendleton Herring, a conservative Harvard political scientist, in 1935. Assessing
the New Deal's uncanny ability to manage the news process, Herring
described a national media that was being overwhelmed-and effectively controlled-by an endless tide of governmentally manufactured
information.
News comes out of the Federal bureaus in a flood. 'lbday' s
mistake is washed away by the plans of tomorrow. Sifting out
the news from the mass of prepared official statements is a
task which discourages further curiosity for more detail on
the pari of the busy journalist....
'!'he present system insures that a favorable presentation
of all rwws eorweming the Government is available to the
ru~wspap(~t·. For· thn rwwspapnr· nu~n, tlu~ (~asy eour·se is that of
IW('(~pt.arwn without. fur1.hnt· inv(~st.igat.ioll.
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These developments, Herring warned, posed "[d]ire implications
for democracy. Deliberately and legally establishing agencies for the
creation and stimulation of favorable opinion seems to strike at the
basic concepts of popular government. Can one speak of government
by consent," he asked, "when this consent is manufactured by official
press agents?" 4 To stave off this trend toward "dictatorship," Herring
recommended that it would he necessary for the "minority" Republicans to deploy their own "publicity division" to maintain a viable
"opposition" voice.''
As the thirties proceeded, a growing chorus of business champions raised similar concerns. T. J. "Tommy" Ross, former partner of
the recently deceased Ivy Lee, deplored the extent to which "government by publicity" was becoming "the order of the day," while S. H.
Walker and Paul Sklar-two reporters who served as mouthpieces for
big business-noted the unsettling extent to which the Roosevelt
administration had both galvanized and united with popular "resentment, hostility, and distrust" toward business.
Compounding the threat of New Deal programs and publicity, a
medley of indigenous social movements were becoming increasingly
vocal in their opposition to business practices during the depression
years. If businessmen throughout the twenties had upheld a vision of
the public that was composed of obedient consumers-slavishly
adhering to the honored laws of social psychology-the American
public of the thirties was increasingly composed of activists. Intrinsic
to the New Deal era, and often with government encouragement,
mass mobilizations were under way that, from a variety of quarters,
were undermining the habitual domain of big business.
The most well-known mobilization, of course, was the unprecedented organization of industrial laborers that occurred during the
thirties, largely under the leadership of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO). Enabled by the federal endorsement of collective bargaining, this was the moment when the ranks of organized
labor swelled and when the rights of working people took flight as a
sacred national principle. 6
Popular mobilization, however, reached far beyond organized labor.
Following a decade when eonsumen; were routinely ehara.etm·iz!~d as
<~ag-er shoppet·s, suhmissivdy awaiting Uw twwPst pt'o<hwt m· style, the
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thirties witnessed the rise of an organized and fairly militant consumer
movement. Bolstered by various New Deal agencies (particularly the
National Recovery Administration [NRA] and the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration), the movement actively challenged the
status quos of production, distribution, and merchandising.
Contesting a growing trend toward national chain-store businesses, for example, a vocal coalition of consumers, farmers, smallbusinessmen, and New Deal politicians arose in the thirties that
sought to restrict the power of chains like the Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company (A&P) or Kroger. 7 As gargantuan "middle men" purchasing
in enormous volume, merchandising chains had seized control of
entire producer markets, causing a precipitous decline in farm prices.
As national retailers-buying and selling in volume-they were also
contributing to the rapid eradication of locally based businesses. This
goal having been largely achieved, consumer advocates argued, the
chains now held the customer by the throat. The antichain movement
which had started to simmer even in the late twenties, sought to rec-'
tizy this situation, to protect the interests of farmers, local and
regional businesses, and consumers alike.
Along parallel lines, the thirties also witnessed the gTowth of consumer purchasing cooperatives. By 1936 co-ops were a visible feature
on the economic horizon and were receiving New Deal support.' The
Cooperative League, a coalition of co-ops, was producing its own
"string of private brands" of canned and packaged goods and was
contemplating the manufacture of appliances. Even the conservative
American Federation of Labor endorsed the co-op movement as a
natural complement to trade unionism.
The cooperative movement is the organization that is
designed to protect the workers in their (consumer) relations
with business men in the same sense that the trade union
movement protects them from the employers .... The American Federation of Labor is ready to work with any constructive movement for consumers' cooperation. 9
Along-side these organizational developments, the questioning of
mnh<~dd<~d husitwss Jn·adie<~s was h<~eoming- widPsprmul. While husitwssmmt t·ailed ag-ainst N<•w Deal puhli<~it.y, for <~xa.rnple, <~or·por·atP
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publicity was falling more and more under the public mi~roscope. -~ol
stered by arguments that advertising fostered monopohes by driVmg
those who couldn't afford to pay for it out of business or that advertising-a deductible business expense according to 1919 i~come tax
law-offered corporations an attractive loophole for not paymg taxes,
anti-advertising campaigns were growing on college campuses and
among consumer organizations. 10 Recognizing the spreading influence
of the consumer movement, a downcast writer in Printers' Ink
observed that the popular belief that "honesty and advertising just
can't mix" threatened to spread to "thousands of classrooms in colleges alI over t h e count ry. "11
Rather than addressing members of the public as individual customers-the preferred approach of the twenties-businesses we~e
now facing consumers en masse, organized as political-economic
bodies. The notion that businesses could control the public mind, an
arrogance that prevailed in commercial circles throughout the twenties, had faded. Amid the clamor of the time, the long_-term balance of
12
power seemed to be shifting perilously away from busmesses. Among
anxious corporate leaders and their public relations advocates, the
survival of capitalism-its place in America's future-seemed much
in question.
This sense of jeopardy drove the development of corporate PR
during this period. Responding to this crisis of legitimacy, a wide
array of business leaders began to see public relations as a paramount
concern of management. This perspective provided fertile ground for
the general growth of independent public relations practices. The
firms of Edward Bernays, Ivy Lee & T. J. Ross, Carl Byoir and Associates, Whitaker & Baxter, Hill and Knowlton, and Bernard Lichtenberg's Institute of Public Relations, among others, gained prominence
during this precarious period.
To some extent, public relations activities proceeded as they had
during the years prior to the depression. Particular pro~ucts c~n
tinued to be hyperbolized; individual corporations or mdustnes
defended themselves against immediate or impending attacks.
Developments in the chain-store industry provide a clear picture
of the latter. In 1935, with national grocery ehaim; under assault, a
major food industry powwow held in Nt\W York eHtahliHlwd II. front.
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group, the National Food and Grocery Committee, to argue the public
advantages provided by national chain supermarkets. 1a In 1938 the
California Chain Stores Association followed suit, establishing a
paper organization, The Foundation for Consumer Education. Its
connection to the chain association unacknowledged, the foundation
presented itself as an ostensibly neutral clearing house of information
to benefit "the welfare of consumers." 14 Along similar lines, in 1938,
Carl Byoir-whose credentials included representing Hitler's Third
Reich in the United States-was brought in by the A&P to erect a
credible charade of public support against the threat of federal taxes
on chains. 15 Through these combined efforts, antichain legislation, at
both the national and local levels, was-in a number of critical
instances-successfully frustrated. 16
Targeted campaigns were mounted at other politically charged
crossroads as well. In 1935, The Associated Advertising Agencies of
America engaged in a public relations effort designed to defend their
industry against "muck-raking authors and others who attempt to
destroy ... public confidence" in advertising. 17 On other fronts, relatively inexpensive co-op products, which threatened to challenge the
hegemony of the "name brands," were widely attacked as being of
poor quality. 18 The steel industry, hit by a wave of CIO organizing,
actively engaged in PR to clear the name of Big Steel. 19 Southern textile mills, whose reputation was damaged by critical images of the
rural South, mounted photographic campaigns calculated to demonstrate that "not all Southern mill villages are the living hells" that
Resettlement Administration and Farm Security Administration
(FSA) photographs suggested. 20
Yet to many businessmen and PR specialists from the mid-thirties
onward, these scattershot activities were not sufficient to deal with
the acute public relations crisis that was plaguing capitalism overall.
With a skeptical public questioning corporate commitment to the
common good and the president assailing big business as "a concentration of private power ... a cluster of private collectivisms ...
masking itself as a system of free enterprise," a growing number of
business stJ·ategists wtm~ convinced that a more comprehensive public
relations munpaign-to rt~sur·r·nd the power and ensure the futurt~ of
tho husinmiH systmn itsnlf-wn.H nHsontial.~
1

Chiding many businessmen's failure to grasp the urgency of the
moment, Edward L. Bernays summarized the task that stood before
businessmen in 1936. Simply put, they needed to look beyond their individual corporate ledger books in evaluating their collective self-interest:
Industry and business have not yet seen that they need to
consolidate their position; that that is a deeper and more vital
problem of existence than that of raising the quota of sales of
a specific company. 22
A year later, in a brand new magazine, Public Opinion Quarterly,
PR specialist Morton Long reinforced the idea that past thinking was
insufficient as a way of coping with the political realities of the time.
The "old easy reliance on the professionals of politics to temper the
tides of popular unrest," he observed, "has become increasingly
untrustworthy" as a way of handling antibusiness sentiment. "The
dominant popular ideology," as he termed New Deal politics, "has
become increasingly incompatible with the emerging character of
modern industry." It was essential, he concluded, for business, as a
whole, to come to its own defense.
A similar refrain was heard from T. J. Ross. "No corporation can
any longer consider itself an economic entity sufficient and responsible unto itself alone," he cautioned. "It is a unit of the industry of
which it is a part" and is an extension of "the whole of private enterprise." In the face of antibusiness turmoil, he argued, businessmen
could no longer afford to remain aloof. They must study the "trends
of popular thought," take advantage of up-to-date social scientific
tools, and learn to act accordingly.
If industry is to be successful in dealing with public opinion
... it must learn the language of the people, it must consider
the study of public opinion as important as any phase of its
operations. It must recognize that public opinion can be measured, and utilize the increasingly scientific methods devel-

oping today for gauging it. 23
Others were more apocalyptic in their deseriptions of the crisis
and in tlwir ~~all to arms. "Anuwimur industry-Urn whole mtpitalist
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system"-wrote Byoir in 1938, "lives in the shadow of a volcano.
That volcano is public opinion. It is in eruption. Within an incredibly
short time it will destroy business or it will save it." 24
Carl W Ackerman, dean of the Columbia School of Journalism
'
seconded the thought. "Every citizen in the United States today," he
announced, "is participating in a world war of ideas. This war may be
as destructive of property rights, individual freedom, institutions and
family life as a war involving material resources. In this modern warfare," he concluded, "the printed and spoken word ... [is] the decisive weapon." 25
Writing in Public Relations magazine, Colby Dorr Dam voiced his
concern that American business was losing the war of ideas. "The
present news situation," he contended, "is a clear threat to the life of
capitalism." Echoing Ross's argument that corporations needed to
learn to speak plainly in the people's language, Dorr Dam cited the
problematic way that business news was customarily reported.
Profits are news; and millions of wage earners read this news.
Financial news is written from the stockholder's rather than
the mass man's point of view.... These stories give little
attention to profit for labor or the average consumer. Wherever finance is mentioned the stockholder is king. As a result
both organized labor and the mass man too often think of
large industry as a bottomless gold mine. 26
Suggesting a strategic shift in rhetoric, Fortune magazine editorialized that big business should begin to frame itself less as a moneymaking apparatus and more as a "public utility," a battery of
institutions that exists primarily to serve the needs of society. The
~~orporate sector needed to persuade people that "Business is not just
a phenomenon on the surface of American life: that it is American
life; that it is to the people essentially what the Conquest or the
( ~lnm~h was to people of other ages." 27
Business journalist Glenn Griswold, writing in Public Opinion
(juarterly, arhrued that businessmen must abandon their pie-in-thesl<y hopes for the public becoming conservative again and electing a
lt~~puhlii~IUJ pr·1~sidnnt, for· mlling baek "soeial leJ.,rislation," and for
"t.ur·11l in~-('! Uw ~~~~)(~k luu~kwar·d Ito I abolish hlll'naus !mull return! inl-('1
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some considerable distance toward the economic simplicity of the
past."" 8
What was needed, Griswold maintained, was for business to take
on the New Deal on its own ground. Businesses, he counseled, should
claim the social values of the New Deal as their own. They must also
present, and provide tangible evidence for, the argument that corporate America-not the government-was the surest route to safeguarding the general well-being of society. A public relations program
must be established, he wrote, "which truly brings corporations in
team with public welfare and a sense of obligation to employees, home
community and stockholders." 29
Another approach to corporate PR was suggested by Raymond
Moley, a former member of FDR's Brain Trust. In the Roosevelt
administration, Moley had always been a conservative voice. 30 He
believed, wrote historian James MacGregor Burns, "in a kind of
benevolent partnership between government and business that would
leave capitalists with power and status while achieving efficiency
through national planning, and ending the aimlessness and wastefulness of free competition and rugged individualism." 31 As Roosevelt
moved to the left, assuming a more censorious tone toward business,
Moley had indignantly resigned from the administration and become
an advocate for corporate America. "Business," he wrote, "can be
induced to promote vital challenges to government in the forward
march of social and economic well being." To do so, however, business
needed to advertise "a broader social vision," one that would "again
and again make it clear that our economic system and our political
system are essentially opposite sides of the same coin." Toward this
end, Moley suggested that advertising and public relations campaigns
must be staged that continuously demonstrated a connection between
business enterprise and democracy, between corporate enterprise and
the social needs of the community. 32 In brief, the task before capitalism was to learn to use what one PR specialist described as "words
and phrases which summarize the unspoken impressions and hopes of
millions." 3:l

•

•

•

•

•

By 19:31, this kind of thinking was beeoming eommonplaee. When
Paul Nystr-om, lll'oi'Pssor of mar·kding at Columbia lJ nivm·sit.y, sur·-
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veyed 442 industrial leaders that year, he discovered that "economic
research and public relations now outweigh the other branches of
research" going on in American corporations. "Public relations," he
inferred from his study of business opinions, "is easily the most
important field of study for most of the large corporations at the present time.":l 4
In an effort to gain a better understanding of the public mind for
corporate clients, the opinion research industry-relatively small to
that point-began to thrive and was on the verge of becoming a diagnostic fixture of American life. The appearance of Public Opinion
Quarterly-founded in 1937 by Professor Harwood Childs of
Princeton-was another reflection of a growing interest in the study,
measurement, and management of public opinion.
"Business smells bad to the public," declared a writer in TIDE,
an advertising, public relations, and merchandising trade journal. By
November 1937, however, things were changing; "there was evidence
everywhere that business had finally gotten on the ball." 3" In a special
"Report to Executives," Business lteek concurred and emphasized the
significance of this development:
Out of the news, week by week, comes evidence of the importance of sound public relations in American corporate business and of the awakened interest of its executives in the
problem of gaining public good-will.... Read thoughtfully,
this evidence shows that a solution of the problem is vital not
merely to sales but to the existence of our present system ....
The public mass is in a resentful mood. Politicians of all
colors are ready to manipulate this feeling for vote production
and a crackpot fringe is biding its time again to drum up the
fuzzy-wuzzies.
Business cannot afford to allow these forces to operate
unchecked. This involves actions proving consideration for
the public, not merely words professing solicitude. 36
A sampling of this newfound religion can be gleaned from the
Wl)l'(h; of l.o~ewis H. Brown, president of the Johns-Manville Corporation, who talkPd of thP rwed to eultivate in children a vision of eor·por·u.tn Anuwi1~a as tlw kPy to Arnm·i1~a's past. and its futur·P. "WP must.

'

with moving pictures and other educational material," he implored,
"carry into the schools of the generation of tomorrow an interesting
story of the part that science and industry have played in creating a
more abundant life for those who are fortunate to live in this great
country of ours." Business, he maintained, can only blame itself if
this message isn't being sent.
After all, it is our own fault if three-fourths of the teachers in
our schools and colleges have never been inside a factory. It is
our fault if all they know about business and industry is what
37
they read in books ... [by] Karl Marx or Henry George.'
A similar sense of precariousness was evident in the words of
Paul Garrett, who headed General Motors'(GM's) increasingly busy
Public Relations division. Facing widely publicized sit-down strikes by
workers against GM plants, Garrett spoke of the need for business to
build bridges that would encourage middle-class consumers to see an
identity of interests between themselves and American industries.
The challenge that faces us is to shake off our lethargy and
through public relations make the American plan of industry
stick. Fbr unless the contributions of the system are explained
to consumers in terms of their own interest, the system itself
will not stand against the storm of fallacies that rides the
air. as
An example of what Garrett meant when he called for publicity
that would underscore "the contributions of the system" was GM's
traveling exhibit, "Parade of Progress," which made a 20,000-mile
tour of the United States in 1936. Organized at every stop by GM
dealers and the local chambers of commerce, the caravan offered a
rendition of America's past and future that equated progress and
social change with the emergence of new technologies. At a moment
when many looked toward "the people" and "government planning"
as the forces that would guide America's future, the "Parade of
Progress" dramatized a picture of things to come that would be technologically determined, engineered by the genius of eoq>or·ate seienee.
Pmv'imJJS (~0-{c'itmct!, a film show-fentm·ing- tlw familiat· voiee of radio
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commentator Lowell Thomas-tied the whole exhibit together with
an inspirational narrative of America's future. This future was not
defined by governmental programs or by systematic economic planning, but by the unregulated and beneficent activities of American
corporate enterprise. Big business became the hero in this epic tale of
progress.
GM was not alone. Public relations efforts, offering an implicit
defense of the free enterprise system and linking business with the
public interest, were simultaneously being mounted by other giants of
American industry: E. I. DuPont; General Electric; Goodyear; the
Aluminum Company of America; IBM; Westinghouse; and, of course,
American Telephone and Telegraph, the company that discovered the
value of PR at a time when most other corporations were still
damning the public.a 9
This novel trend was noted at the time by Walker and Sklar, the
two TIDE magazine reporters who became corporate America's
Boswell as business moved to embrace the idea of public relations.
Their 1938 book, Business Finds Its Voice: Management's Effort to Sell
the Business Idea to the Public, continues to be the most fully itemized
contemporaneous account of big business' public relations activities
during these critical years of change.
Co-opting the vernacular of political activism that marked the
New Deal period-as in the labor movement, the consumer movement, and the cooperative movement-Walker and Sklar entitled the
shift in business thinking the public relations movement. Through linguistic analogy, they sought to portray a bond of social concern that
connected big business' PR activities with the activities of Americans
who were engaged in a politics that was, as a rule, diametrically
opposed to customary corporation policies.
The attempt to establish a synergy between corporate enterprise
and popular aspiration moved far beyond the public relations efforts
of individual corporations. From the mid-thirties onward-particular-ly following FDR's overwhelming reelection in 1936-the need of
businesses to "consolidate their position," as Bernays had put it,
spawned publie relations efforts in which corporations looked beyond
t.hnir own pa.r·odtial intm·ests and joined together as a united front.
'l'lw 1-("lliding- f'm·<~<~ hdtind this em-pm·a.te eollahoration was Uw
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National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), an industrial trade
organization that figured heavily in Walker and Sklar's story.
NAM was not a new organization. Founded in January 1895, the
group had been the conservative voice of business for decades. ?urin~
that time NAM had done little to smooth relations between big business and 'the public. If anything, it was contemptuous of the public,
reliably opposed to unions, old-age pensions, health care programs,
and governmental relief programs of any kind. Even as the Great
Depression drove millions into destitution, NAM president John
Edgerton continued to issue public statements that typified the im~ge
of the insensitive businessman. When municipal governments considered establishing relief programs following the crash, all that NAM
worried about was the extent to which these efforts might expand the
powers of government and, hence, encroach on the privileges of private wealth. At its national conference, held at New York's Waldorf
Astoria Hotel in October 1930, the following proclamation suggests
the standard contempt the organization expressed toward the suffering of the average American.
The popular mind does not readily grasp the fact that the
appetite of government for power expands with feeding far
faster than do its muscles develop for the increasing weights
of responsibility. The crowds who clamor tor "hand -out,.
s m
various forms from the public pantry are made to believe that
it is all at the expense of the very rich and is therefore, a
legitimate and just process of redistributing wealth and
equalizing opportunity. They do not see the bejeweled hand of
greed and graft concealed in the deceiving glove of imitative
human interest. 40
.(!

Statements such as this drove NAM to the brink of extinction.
Whatever their inner convictions, few businessmen were interested in
publicly associating themselves with such pronouncements in the
midst of so much social misery.
At the gate to the graveyard, however, a palace revolt began,
breathing new life into NAM. In December 1931, as business historian Richard Tcdlow recounted, Edgerton was ousted by a group of
irulustriulists-mmnber·s of a pl'ivate dimwr· eluh, the Brass llats-
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who were concerned that because of the economic collapse, "radicals"
and "demagogues" threatened to seize control of the nation. They
determined that action needed to be taken and NAM needed a new
direction.
One of the group, Robert L. Lund-president of Lambert Pharmaceutical Corporation, the makers of Listerine mouthwash replaced
Edgerton as president. Familiar with techniques for masking foul
odors, Lund was convinced that the aroma of American business
demanded improvement. Breaking from the organization's past in
September 1933-only six months into FDR's first term-Lund and
the new NAM leadership made the decision to launch a public relations campaign to defend business against the growing uproar of criticism.41 Explaining this decision at NAM's convention in December of
that year, Lund evidenced a new awareness of the problem of public
opinion that would consume NAM over the next two decades.
Industry must educate public opinion ... [A]ny cause must
have public opinion behind it to succeed, and while it has such
support, any cause is virtually invincible. Industry for years
has stood satisfied in its own power and has totally failed in
seeking the favor of public opinion. We have nothing to gain
by being inarticulate .... We must come back to the fundamental fact that unless we reach the people, others will, and
the prejudice they create is more than likely to be injurious.
For business to succeed in this public appeal, Lund continued,
<~ompanies could no longer view themselves as individual economic
<~ntities. Inasmuch as the opposition was becoming more and more
<~onsolidated-assisted by the agency of the New Deal-it was essential for corporations to meld as a force, to act as one under the
banner of "free enterprise." They must see themselves as part of a
(~olwrent system.
II It is of paramount importance that industry and commerce
pull together, and that close cooperation be set up in order
t.lmt business as a whole will he able to do its part in setting
up sound gowr·nm<mtal and eeonomic policies. This means
t.hnt. <~ornpdition bdwomt <~ornHwr·<~ill.l and industr·inl organi-
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zations must be stopped, and all friction and overlapping
effort must be eliminated, and that an authoritative contact
be sustained so that it will be of certain these things will be
done. 42
Over the next two years, however, little was done to implement
this vision. Relations between business and the Roosevelt administration had not yet reached bottom, and old-guard thinking continued to
survive among NAM's membership. By the end of 1935, however, the
terrain had significantly shifted. The Supreme Court had ruled the
NRA-the centerpiece of New Deal legislation-unconstitutional,
and "B'DR was becoming considerably less conciliatory toward a business establishment that he had hoped would participate under the
banner of the NRA's Blue Eagle.
The divisions in American society were growing. The president's
oratory assailed the money changers in the temple while it fired hope
for the future among ordinary Americans. The peril to the business
system, as it had customarily operated, was becoming more palpable.
Resuscitating Lund's idea, his successor as NAM's president,
Colby Chester (chairman of the board of General Foods), made the
consolidation of corporate America around the issue of public relations his number one priority. Speaking to the Congress of American
Industry in 1935, NAM's general counsel, James A. Emery, echoed
this imperative and called upon his legions.
This representative gathering is a call to arms. Not to resist
physical assault but the march of ideas and theories that
steal into the minds of men like a thief in the night .... Never
before has every form of business been so continuously
threatened with the shackles of irrational regulation or backbreaking burdens of taxation.
Do we believe in and intend to retain a system of private
enterprise as the best means of social progress? ...
... We live under a government of opinion. Let us enter
the lists .... Then let us appeal with confidence to every
stockholder, every employee, every man and woman who carJ·ius tlu~ burdens of this hour and liv<~s in tlw shadow of its
J.('J'Pat uJwurtaint.ius, t.o join in tlw gmwral asHault upon Uwsu
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alien invaders of our national thought that menace the security of our common future. 4'1

In~~strialleaders, it appears, were listening. Given the severity of
the cns1s and the growing recognition that something needed to be
done to defend their interests, NAM' s membership began to grow.
~etween 1935 and 1941, according to Fortune magazine, membership
m the organization expanded more than threefold, fi·om 2,500 to
8,000 companieS. 44 Beyond "individual company memberships," Business Week reported in 1937, NAM had affiliates in twenty-four states
and subsumed "several hundred local manufacturers' organizations
and many national manufacturing trade associations." 4" Over a sixyear period NAM's public relations budgets would escalate from
$500,000 to $1 million per year, a tidy sum in those days. 4'' This
money, it should be added, did not include enormous financial and inkind contributions from member companies and trade organizations.
The phrase Corporate America was becoming something more than a
theoretical fantasy. Under the leadership of NAM, the management
of Am~rican businesses-GM, Chrysler, Big Steel, General Electric,
Sylvama, E. I. DuPont, Curtis Publishing, General Foods, and so
forth-were consolidating into a functional apparatus. Its august
~msswn: to combat the evil of New Deal propaganda, to derail the
Idea ~hat governmental programs can help bring about social welfare,
to wm the hearts and minds and imaginations of the American
people, and to save the capitalist system.
NAM's task was described this way in a 1936 internal memomndum on NAM activities, coming out of the East Central Regional
( )ffice in Detroit.
Public sentiment is everything-with it nothing can fail·
without it nothing can succeed! Whether we continue to hav~
a competitive economy depends on what the folks along Main
Htreet think and believe about industry. Right now Joe
Doakes-the average man-is a highly confused individual.
... Industry ... is faced with the job of re-selling all of the
individual .Joe Doakes on the advantages and benefits he
nl\joys undm· a <~ompditiv<! economy. 'l'alking arnong· oursdves
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won't alter public sentiment one iota. We must talk earnestly
about our hopes, achievements, and problems with the man in
47
the street-in every day language he will understand.
The man who would take charge of this effort was not a traditional captain of industry. He was not a "banker" or a "production
man" or a "lawyer" or an "engineer," as Bruce Barton said, but "a
48
great showman and trade-association specialist." When Walter
Weisenburger assumed NAM's executive vice-presidency in 1934, the
elevation of "public relations men" to the highest levels of industrial
policy making, had begun. He was the general who would lead the
holy war.
I.Jaunched with the assistance of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce-representing small-business and professional men, as NAM
spoke for large manufacturing interests-the war was entitled the
campaign for the "American Way." At the heart of this endeavor stood
the desire to challenge the fundamental social assumptions of the
New Deal and to project a picture of American business as a system
that-through its normal routines-responds to and meets the concerns and aspirations of ordinary Americans. The key was to present
a case for American business not from the customary vantage point
of the stockholder, but from "the mass man's point of view."
An early advertisement, produced for the American Way campaign in 1936, offers a snapshot of NAM's efforts at its inception.
Commandeering the ideal of the "greater good," a central element of
New Deal politics, the ad translated that goal into corporate terms.
WHAT IS YOUR AMERICA ALL ABOUT?

... Our American plan of living is simple.
Its ideal-that works-is the greatest good for the greatest number.
You ... are part owner of the United States, Inc ....
Our American plan of living is pleasant.
Our American plan of living is the world's envy.
49
No nation, or group lives as well as we do.
Despite this sunny rhetoric, NAM had an apocalyptic vision of
American society standing at a fateful junetnn~, (~ngag(~d in a batth~
hdw(~(~n two opposing ideas of demo(~J'It(~y, two irr·(~(~Oiwilahh~ ways of'
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life. A 1936 NAM pamphlet-What Is Your American System All
About?-described the moment as one in which Americans faced a
choice between "two kinds of government." In one, "the citizen is
supreme and the government obeys his will"; in the other, "the state is
supreme and controls the citizen."
The first is individualistic, the second is collectivistic. In the
first, man creates machinery to look after him as a separate,
individual entity, and retains the power to run the machinery.
In the second, man is but a small cog in the machinery; his
desires and will are sacrificed to the state.
Like the New Deal, the American Way laid claim to "the greatest
good for the greatest number," but within NAM's ideology, a consequential shift in emphasis had occurred. While New Deal politics maintained
that the economic interests of individual businessmen-or of fictive
"individuals," such as corporations-must not be permitted to trample
the broader needs of the community, NAM's priority was to invert that
formula. The individual and individual rights were upheld as society's
r·aisons d'etre, while the social interest of the community was relegated
to a subordinate status. In NAM's pronouncements "the common good"
became a consequence, rather than the goal, of social life.
Socially, this system preserves freedom of opportunity for the
individual to strive, to accumulate, and to enjoy the fruits of
his accomplishments. Politically, it results in what we call a
"democracy" but what really is a rule of limited powers
granted by individuals, through written constitutions, to state
and federal governments. 50
Democracy-which for New Dealers was founded on the precept
t.hat government of the people must balance economic life to protect
Uw interests of the common good-was being presented in terms that
duunpioned the prerogatives of individual entrepreneurs while providing lip service to the interests of society as a whole.
'lh mount an army to withstand this "collectivistic" current,
lnnintninnd <h~mw~ Sokolsky, a prominent association spokesman,
NAM lllllst J'(~lwh out and nwak(~ll tlw passions of tJw middh~ dass.
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Your job in crystallizing public opinion nationally is to fight
every day, uncompromisingly, fight even if you have to fight
your own people, but go out and win the support of the great
middle class of Americans who want to be in this war. And who
are they~ They are the businessmen, small and large. They are
the bulk of our clergymen; they are the bulk of our teachers;
1
[and, he added] ... they are the bulk of our workerS. 5
"The fight must go on, and it must go on until it is won-the
fight for private enterprise and liberty for the individual," ~o~olsky
harangued his audience. But questions lingered as to how this great
middle class of Americans" would be brought to tow, how this "world
war of ideas" would effectively be waged. Behind the bombast of "free
enterprise" and "individualism," what broad objectives must be most
vigorously pursued~ What organizational structure would best serve
these objectives~ What avenues of communications . should ~e
employed~ And finally, how might NAM devise ~~ effectiv~ rhe~onc
for business to combat the drift of New Deal pohtics and nght Itself
in the public mind~ As the American Way campaign . ~athered
momentum in 1936, it was propelled by a grudging recognitiOn that
prior NAM efforts had done little to answer these questions.

•

•

•

•

•

To cure the middle class of its growing antagonism toward busin~ss,
NAM's first general objective was to publicize the idea that t~er~ IS a
harmony of interests linking corporate America with the maJonty of
ordinary Americans. An essential element here would be an attempt
to use public relations techniques t~ provok~ involunt.a~ ~ental associations regarding the "inter-relatiOn and msepara~~hty o~ t~e eco. prmCip
· · 1e of "free enterprise" and the political prmCiple of
nomic
.
"democracy." As recounted at a NAM Public Relatio~s confe~ence m
1939, the task was to "link free enterprise in the pubhc consciOusness
with free speech, free press and free religion as integral parts of
•
•
•
democracy." 52
A second objective was to redirect current pubhc thinkmg a~out
the late, ei·,..,<rhteenth century
.
~ 1nce
. , mainstream Amer1can
t axes. S
soeiety had often hc~en defined by a pl'Ofouncl amhivalmwe toward taxation. "N 0 taxation without t'!~pt'nHentation," of eo\II'He, had hmm tlw
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battle cry of the Revolution. In the crucible of the New Deal period,
however, things had changed. The idea of a progressive income tax,
one that assessed taxes according to income-the poor paying less,
the rich paying more-had gained ground as a democratic principle.
FDR's program to tax the rich underlined the idea that it was the
government's role to intervene on behalf of the people, even if that
meant encroaching on wealthy Americans who often, in the past, had
succeeded in avoiding their share of the burden.
Here, NAM's basic tack would be to refute the notion that taxes
were levied primarily at the expense of the rich. "Surveys show,"
NAM officials reported, that "a tremendous proportion of the people
do not realize they pay taxes at all but that, where people do recognize the tax burden, taxes are ... unpopular." It was necessary, then,
to take actions that would "add fuel to the growing fire of resentment" against taxes. This meant talking less about how taxes hurt
businessmen and more about the iniquity of "hidden taxes" that hurt
everyone-sales taxes and taxes that are passed on to consumers in
the prices they pay for goods. 53
A third objective of the campaign was to deal with the troublesome problem of organized labor. Given the improved footing of
unions during this period and the growing public acceptance of collective bargaining rights, NAM had to abandon its vocal animosity
toward labor unions in general. A general attack on organized labor
would give way to a focus on the problems of "unscrupulous unionism
and radicalism," problems that, according to NAM, posed a formidable threat to the American Way. 5 4
The fourth broad objective-perhaps the most important of allwas to do battle over the idea of the future. By 1936, there was a
J.\"rowing urgency surrounding this issue. Many Americans believed
that a process of "socialization" was inevitably under way-that
America's future, the future of democracy, and the dream of universal
nquality all depended on government-assisted social and economic
planning. Even in the business community, there were voices arguing
that eorporate America must accept "whatever measure of socialization has been accomplished and adjust to living with it." 55
J~lwing defeatism in their own ranks, NAM's public relations leadPt"Hhip d!~!~ided it muHt addresH the qneHtion of history: the history of
tlu~ f'utm•e and the f'ot'(~eH that WOU)d ch·ive it. 'l'he pi'Ob)mn of tlw
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future would be addressed on two levels. First, NAM would have to
project images of the future in which capitalist industry, not government, was positioned as the motor force of change. This task needed
to be performed with an eloquence capable of competing with the New
Deal vision of the future.
Second, with so many young Americans leaning toward the left, it
was important to make special efforts to reach out to "the oncoming
generation," to convince them "that people who preach that opportunity [through private enterprise] is gone are wrong."'' 6
"The high school and college graduates of today will shape the
future economic and social structure of our country-will decide
'Which Way America?'" explained a 1936 pamphlet from NAM's
Detroit Regional Of:fice." 7 With so much at stake, another NAM publication spelled out, school programs, which were designed to impress
"youthful minds in the formative stage," would be indispensable. 5R

To promote these objectives, it was necessary to build an organization that would operate simultaneously on two important fronts.
On the one hand, it was essential for NAM to convince its corporate
membership to buy into the importance of public relations and to participate in the planning and deployment of the American Way
endeavor. A second organizational task was to establish local mechanisms for NAM to filter its campaign into communities throughout
the United States. Strategies on both fronts were instructed by experiences gained during the First World War.
In terms of mobilizing industrial corporations behind a common
cause, the closest available model was the War Industries Board,
which had coordinated industrial production as the United States
entered the war. Established by Chester (of General Foods) in
1938, NAM's Public Relations Advisory Board performed a similar
function.
Made up of representatives from the nation's major corporations-GM, General Foods, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Armstrong
Cork, R. J. Reynolds, Eastman Kodak, E. I. DuPont, McGraw-Hill
Publishing, American Cyanamid, Lambert Pharmaceuticals, the
Canada Dry Corporation, and so forth-the c~ommittee was desigTH~d
to ensure that NAM and its powm·ful <~orpor·at<~ nwmhm·s W<~r·e all on
Uw sturw png<~ wlwn it <'.turw to puhli<·. r·PintionH Hti'ILt.<~JO'. ( ~hnir<~d hy
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GM's Paul Garrett and reporting to Weisenburger at their regular
meetings, the Advisory Board carried on detailed exchanges
regarding activities under way and plans for the future. 59 Never
before had corporate America engaged in a comparable effort to coordinate and redirect the thinking of the nation.
The organizational approach on a community level took its inspiration from Creel's World War I Committee on Public Information
apparatus. As outlined by James P. Selvage, the director of NAM's
Public Relations Department and aide-de-camp to Weisenburger, the
"organization and operation of a community program" began with the
selection of a "Special Committee on Public Information" (CPI).
Each local CPI should be made up of prominent business and professional leaders, "representative citizens known to be interested in the
subject lof private enterprise] and who have the proper contacts to
raise funds" to forward the campaign. The role of these leaders, he
explained, would be to recruit those in their community who were not
yet involved, and-in order to assist their efforts-to "[r]etain the
services of a full time Public Relations Director" to oversee operations on a day-to-day level. 60
Special CPis, in short, were created to ensure that national
efforts would be realized on a local level. It was the CPis' responsibility, for example, to see that newspapers carried positive stories
about local industries and to invite publishers, editors, and business
writers to NAM-sponsored luncheons. The CPis were also expected to
arrange for nationally produced NAM media to be distributed on a
community level.
Local educational institutions were also a domain of the special
CPis. The CPis should see to it "that school libraries have material
available for reading, the material presenting industry's viewpoint."
The same held for "public libraries." In both settings, NAM materials
geared toward young people should be distributed and displayed.
Beyond schools and libraries, a number of other local arenas for
<~ommunicating the American Way were suggested. Following pattoms established by the :Bour-Minute Men during the war, "Civic
( 'I, ull"',,, " "TXT
.
vvomen' s Groups, " "Negro Groups, " "Fore1gn
Language
( lroups," and "Motion Picture Theatres" were cited as appropriate
venues for sp<~ak<~r·s to ear·ry on the erusade. "Employer-Employee"
mlntions l{t'OIIpH Hhould he <~n<~OIIl'H.J..,I'(~d, and husiness<~s should hold
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Facsimile of a 1937 instructional chart offering a plan for how to build local programs for preaching a pro-business gospel. The National Industrial Council was a
public relations wing of the National Association of Manufacturers. couRTESY oF
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"open houses" for the surrounding community. To influence the direction of informal discussions, CPis provided "Industrial Facts" sheets
to "people who supervise employees and labor" in factories. These
fact sheets were designed to provide foremen with useful answers to
"the average question" coming from the workers they supervised. 61
Consolidating these local efforts, there was also a national media
strategy. All available avenues were exploited: radio, motion pictures,
slide shows with prerecorded narrations, newspapers and magazines,
and even a World's Fair.
To combat the ethos of the New Deal effectively, NAM also had to
employ new rhetorical styles. It needed to cultivate approaches to the
public that would make its ideas not only palatable, but credible and
appealing. The extent to which NAM's efforts succeeded, at least
during the 1930s, is questionable. Yet an examination of this change
in media presentation reveals new directions that, over a period of
decades, would have a profound impact on American culture and
society.
Before 1935, NAM's public rhetoric was essentially a rhetoric of
assertion. In magisterial pronouncements and with little sensitivity to
the broader human context, the organization repeatedly announced
its unwavering commitment to the "Preservation of a Free Enterprise
System." As the cult of prosperity vanished and new ways of thinking
took flight, fewer and fewer Americans were listening.
While post-1935 NAM publicity continued to glorify the private
enterprise system, its inflection began to change in consequential
ways. To some extent, the change in tone reflected public relations
thinking that had gained ground since the U.S. entry into World War
I. Much of the material, for example, was of a visual nature. It also
took rhetorical cues from the publicity work of the New Deal.
With new vigor and creativity, NAM pursued strategies for
dealing with the press. Beyond a news service that distributed news
stories with an "industrial viewpoint" throughout the country, the
association established a multipronged syndication service that
endeavored to place its feature materials in one newspaper in every
town or locale throughout the country. These included a regular
"philosophi<~-hurnomus ... homespun" 1wwspapcr feature called Uncle
AhJI(~r Hays."~
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Wealth of America More Widely
Spread Than in Any Othe': Country

Sudden
Shortenill@:
of
Work Week Endangera

Many Worker• Are Ownen

All Job•

DiMtribution of Millimt>~ of Autos, Radios, Refrigerators
nud Homes Woultl Have Been Impossible Unless
Bulk of Income Went for Wages

Walk through a J{k:oent store and
l!(>f' lht• nnn:dult 111\nl:"' }'<>11 <'nn bu~·
for a dlmf', nnd try to remember
what yonr grnntlfatber paid tor
o:lmllar artlde& Tbeu allk youn;el(
U you beltev..- All these thinK" ean
l>f' mallt> 110 much more cheaply thlll
l'Terybody who makes tbem can have
n one-third boo~<l In wages, on one
rllly's notle?, or evl?n on a year's
notice. and 11tlll make tht> things to
sell tor a dime.
Allk youl"'S('I( 1f tbe ~:ood.R :rou
mnmd'achJrP wauld lrt.and aut:'h a
bike In costa and lltlil Hod conBnmt·rll ready to buy.
[)Q you think automobllt>~ C"II.D ~mt
denly be madt> R third to n quarter
t:'heaper? Or do you tlllnk that the
n>!lult of ~;uddPn Khortl.'nlngof houn
wltblh1.'8111UepllYhiiBIBWOUldbeto
lnt:'rea!OI' th1? price of the C"II.U ao
that a grent number of people would
f!nddenly tll!lt-over lht'Y C<luld not
aiTord to buy one!
That would mean that fewer c-ara
would be made. which wonltl mr11a
that 900n mon people would be> out
ot 'Work. pa the ~arne t>tft'CI waa felt
In other lndu,.tripll We ahould bt
much woi'!OE" otf lhtnl when we

Then Ia no auc:h thins ln
Amerlctl. u an ln'fntora J"roup, aa a
<'lau dlatlnct from those who 1Vork
for a living. The reason It Ia ln:tpoulhle to make any tuch e11111 dl•
Unction Ia that mllliona of cttlaena.
wage and 11alary earnera, al110 are
lnveston.
They are ownl'"n dirPCtly throul{h
ownl'"nhlp of homu. real elll.ate.
honda and RtoeiuJ, or Indirectly
through aavl.n~ b11.nk account& and
tnauranee pollelea. Botb tbe baniUI
11nd the iDIUfDDct' compan!e& Invest
In ~urltle&, and wben securitlea
ue overtaxed or made worthlet~~~ h7
Jeglsladon, then thOIIe who ha'fe
b&nk a('('()uDill or pollcleR art'" the
~lltfPtPrB.
A number of our Jarp
rorporatlona bave more share-

Ob~~rvHtlon Mhows that the pro- I

The 'l!'emalnlng 15 po!r cent goeo~-

~~~~ti;!~d o! 1 ~~epo~~;r!:adn w~·:br~:: I ~O~~et~A~ ~~~~ ~~v::~n~

I

proved machinery, Is the greatest In owned

by

INDIVIDUALS

OF

tl.Je world, and that the Income· MODERATE INCOYE who own
thus produced has been widely the stock 1n our corporations.
spread among all classes of the
population
H this were not the case, the
widespread distribution ot m!Jllons
ot uuton10blles, electricity, rt"frlgerutors, telephones, radios, and lndi''idunlly owned houses which actun!ly took plnce would have proved
!mpOs3lble. Then• would not have
heen the money to purchnse them.
f"ln the face- of things, the ab~urdity of the mis-statements that
~ pPr ccont of the people receive 00
I" 80 per cent of our national Income Is app~~rent.
As a matter of fact, If aucb a poor
o:Jstrlbutlon of wealth existed, the
•ery mass-production and mnss-

Some corporatloWJ have won small
stockholders than employees.
The figures are proved by a study
o! the Federal Income ta:s: statl.stll'll.
As a matter of fact, those rec:elvlng Incomes of s~.OOO a :rear or more
in 1933 got Jess than 10 {>('1' cent of
the entire national tnC<Ime.
Those with Incomes above $100.000
In 1932 and 1933 bad Jess than 1 per
cent of the national lnC<Ime.
It has further been figured ltlat
If In 1933 the enUre lnC<Ime of all
tboae receiving tl.ve thoueand dollars
and more bad been conll.scated by
the government and redistributed
evenly to the remaining 120,000,000
I"BOnS. each penon would luue r~>-

~~,~~~~~pst:~~es0~:~01~ ~~r;;~c~o~~~ :~~~ :~i j!~5 1:::~ :~c~~:~ding
11

1 8

:~ ~ • :c:~ldpl::;: ~';:: !~~:~~b~t national Income, but of Increasing
employed workers, would have been the total ot our wealth .80 that we

lm::ss~~~e~r
orators

:~~~~:~m:~:w~ ~~~e~o~::~~~

words, the soap-box
who have beeu pobonlng Increases In our national income

~b~cv:ub~~ ~;;~~:~~h !~~=~~~~~~:~cs~ wl~e~~r!n~e~~:e~an
plain truth.
And tbls truth is almost directly
O>JilOSted to tbe false doctrines which
tbey preach.
As the Brookings Inatltutlon ot
Washington has reported, thooE"
who work tor a llvlng receive as
"ages about 8!5 per c-ent of all the
national ln<:ome.

started.

That Ia what would ret~ult from
the JllllU~f'"~ted Hve-day, IJ1x-hour
work we-ek ot 30 boun~. It It came
ot a 11udden lniiiPArl of throu~th
normal pn~1!$1'11&11[.1118tcutalnthe
hour8 of work have C<lme.

be distributed

~\o~~t :~:~e~ ~e;~-rtn~e~ ~~~

creation ot this wealth. And any
experiment which holds back rerovery prevents the creation ot new
national wealth, enta the returns to
the employee and employer alike.
leave!! D!l less wealth to ebare, and
prevent8 the return ot the job!eN
to ~lar employmeJJt.

NOTE!
n. ,n;c~. ;., tt.• ,.....nou•
is-oveoftfii•HT'fice,"Everr-•
W01lu f-or tfl• Tu. Coll.cfN.''
;, 1nil•bl• UpcMI requnf Ia
p•mphletfonnfvrdlrectdl..
fributi- in rnpoaN to a demud for prep1r1tiool In th.ls
form.
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hold'el'llthanemploy~.

ThPill'

workf'n,

through

thi?lr

lhr1fl.llrerecelvln,~~;.lnaddltlonto

llll"ir Wlllt1'1111Dd aalulu, a abure of
the proHtB of lndulltry.
Damage
lndn.<~tr.v nnd you burt 11\1 who an
dppendt•nt npon Industry tor A
Uvln~r.

Great Meal88es by
American Patriota
Abraham Lincoln, wbo roee from
A tabonr to become one of the Immortal Hguret of American hllltofJ',
said:
''The prudent, pennlleBt be(ln.u.er
in thl'" world labora tor waps for
awhile, pne a aurplul with whlcb
to buy tOOIR or land for btmaelf',
theu lllbon for blmeelt another
wblle, and at lenJ"I.b hire~ another
new beginner to belp hhn. Tblt 111
the Jnfl. and gl?nerona. and pro.peroua tJJBtem, which opena the wa:y
to all, ctvee hope to all, and coa-,.equent eoerc. and p~ aDd
Improvement of coudldoo to alL..

---------------------

These pro-business articles, already laid out for insertion in company publications,
were distributed to employers around the nation by the National Association of
Manufacturers during the late 1930s. Written to convince workers that unregulated capitalist enterprise was in their best interest, the articles responded to
prevalent Depression-era issues, including the uneven distribution of wealth,
antagonisms between the interests of the working class and those of the owning
class, and SO forth. COURTESY OF HAGLEY MUSEUM AND LIBRARY

A cartoon service, serving more than three thousand weeklies,
disseminated cartoons that humorized a NAM way of seeing. In one
cartoon, one encounters a picture of "the Forgotten Man," a popular
symbol of those devastated by the depression. In criticizing the ways
of big business, FDR-among others-often evoked his name. In
this scene, however, the Forgotten Man is represented as a tattered
and impoverished tax payer, his pockets completely fleeced. Fat cats
reveling in the background, those who have picked him clean, are
labeled "political spcnders." 6"
Tlwt·<~ waN ahm a Hipley's Bdieve It ot' Not-type f<~atm·e ealled the
l'odwt.hook of' Knowh~dw~. Boldly illustrat<~d pag-es <~ornhirwd int<~t·-
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RELEASE NO.I

THE POCKETBOOK
of KNOWLEDCE

Two examples of The Pocketbook of Knowledge, syndicated as part of the National
Association of Manufacturers's public relations efforts during the late 1930s. Amid
a familiar "Ripley's Believe It or Not" kind of feature, amazing facts were presented
about private enterprise and the American Way of Life. couRTESY oF HAGLEY MUSEUM
AND LIBRARY

esting facts about the world

("THE l<'AVORITE SMOKE OF 'l'HE WOMEN

OI<' BURMA IS THIS OVERSIZI<JD CIGARETTE, TWICE AS BIG AS A CIGAR";
"THE 'SCOLD'S BRIDLE' WAS USI<JD IN MEDIEVAlj LONDON TO PUNISH
WOMEN WHO GOSSIPI<JD OH SCOLDED TOO

MUCH

FITTED SO CljOSI<J OVER TIII<J MOUTH IT PERMITTED AN OFF'ENDEH TO

and so forth) with
facts calculated to present American private enterprise as the most
advantageous economic system in the world: "CHILD LABOR? A RECENT
SURVEY OF 1,572 LEADING MANUF'ACTUHERS SHOWED THAT WITH A
'l'OTAL EMPLOYMBNT m~ 2,900,000 WORICEJRS ONijY 28 CHILDHI<JN
ITNDI<JR 16 Yl<JARS OF AGE WI<JRE EMPLOYI<JD!"; or "IN THI<J UNI'l'I<JD
S'l'A'l'gH 'l'III~Im IS ONE AlTTOMOBILI<J FOI{ I<JVERY 5 PEOPiji<J ... FRA.l\JCE
UTTBR NOTHING MORE ANNOYING 'l'ILW A GRUNT";

IIAH ONI•; l•'Oit ~;vimY

22;

I~NULAND, ON~J I•'OR I<JVElW

23; ITAIX, ONE POl{
J•;VJ<mY 10!1 .... f'Of,ANI> CAN BOAH'l' BITT ON/<J 1~;1/{ l•'Oit I•;VJ•;I{y 1,2H4 <W
I'I'H I'OI'IIJ,A'l'ION!" OUwr· atllal':ing; l'ad,s wm·u intundnd to udtwnk tmin-
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formed people about the "hidden taxes" they routinely paid: "n'

YOU

SMOim ONE PACK OF CIGARETTES A DAY, 'rHE FEDERAL TAX AIDNI<J
AMOUNTS TO AI,MOST $22.00 L1 YEAR!"

64

On the serious side, a team of six professedly independent scholars
took turns writing a daily syndicated column on economics for 265
newspapers around the country. In the column, "You and Your Nation's
Affairs," the six (who included faculty members from Princeton, Vanderbilt, NYU, Stanford, and the University of Southern California, as
well as Ernest Minor Patterson, president of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science) routinely blamed America's economic woes
on misguided New Deal policies, arguing that unregulated business was
the surest passageway to recovery. Paying heed to rules governing
"third-party" PR strategies, NAM's hand in each of these features was
not overtly acknowledged. 6" Newspaper publishers, many of whom were
antagonistic to the New Deal, kept the secret and happily accepted
these features for publication.
NAM also published a You and Industry series of booklets for distribution in schools, colleges, and public libraries. Guided by the
dictum to "speak plainly, in the people's language," these booklets
were , as NAM described them, attractively designed and "easy to
understand." Aimed at the younger generation, the You and Industry
series, as Weisenburger explained, exemplified "the heart and soul of
the whole campaign"; they were meant to link the sentiments of "the
individual with the industrial system." 66
This was also the intent of a "newsweekly for boys and girls" that
began publication in 1937. Disseminated with the cooperation of
schools, Young America was a dramatic attempt to battle for the
hearts and minds of America's young people. Articles, such as "Your
Neighborhood Bank," "Building Better Americans," and "The Business of America's People Is Selling," offered children a weekly userfriendly portrayal of capitalism, a system that was portrayed to look
67
after them, their families, their communities, and their interestS.
With tens of thousands of individual subscribers and copies distributed in 70,000 schools, Young America was seen as a vehicle for carrying "the story of American industry into those places where the
. most needed-th esch ool aml th t.' h orne. "';"
story 1s
"Used by thousands of teadwrs for elassmom assig-nnwnts and
<~ollatend r·,~ading," NAM dainu~d, "it (•.ountm·ad.s Uw r·adimd pr·opa-

ganda which is finding its way into our American institutions."
Explaining its purpose to prospective sponsors, Young America presented itself as the tonic that would lure children away from the troubling political tendencies of the time in which they were growing up.
Strange-that American industry worries about today's radicals-with never a thought of what today's youth will think
about American industry TOMORROW ... One million
youngsters will come of age this year.... A large percentage
of these youngsters have no idea "what America is all about."
Many have warped conceptions of the American system.
Some are out-and-out communists ... YOUNG AMERICA
urges industry to tell its message to boys and girls-whether
the medium be YOUNG AMERICA or several other juvenile
publications .... [Y]outhful minds in the formative stage are
more receptive to your message. 69
Mimicking a documentary approach to communication that, as
William Stott argued, defined much of thirties culture, NAM also
engaged in the production of documentary films for distribution to
schools, movie theaters, and other public settings. Distributed by
Paramount Pictures, many of these films assumed a rousing inspirational tone. In ten-minute films like America Marching On, epochal
narrations by Lowell Thomas-and other conservative jawsmiths as
well-trumpeted the story of ''America marching upward and onward
to higher standards of living, greater income for her people, and more
leisure to enjoy the good things of life as the greatest industrial
system the world has ever seen began to develop.mo Here was a tale of
uninterrupted scientific progress, of a history driven by the genius of
American industry and by its stunning record of technological
achievements. 71 The people, who in much New Deal publicity were portrayed as the dynamic backbone of democracy, here assumed the role
of fortunate recipients, individuals who simply profited from the
largesse of a free enterprise system.
William Bird, a historian of film and television, wrote that during
tlw lat1~ 1!I:JOs, tlw pmpaganda of Ameriean businesses inen~asingly
mov< ~d f'r·om a "r·hetori<~al" to a "d r·arnuti<~" idiom. In tlwir· sem~~~~ tiw "tlw
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most expeditious way of asserting their social and political leadership,"
more and more companies sought to convey "the personal meaning of
corporate enterprise" through the vehicle of dramatic entertainments. 72
In NAM's public relations activities from 1935 onward, the
employment of dramatic formats was a conspicuous element. Much of
NAM's publicity assumed the format of situation comedy and drama.
To some extent, this general shift had been anticipated by theorists of
social psychology going back to Gustave Le Bon.
"The imagination of crowds" IJe Bon had argued in 1895, is most
efficiently stirred when ideas are transmitted dramatically. "For this
reason," he wrote, "theatrical representations ... always have an
enormous influence on crowds." 7'3 Walter Lippmann developed this idea
in much greater detail in 1922. Inspired by the example of Hollywood,
he maintained that drama is a powerful tool of persuasion because it
supplies its audience with readily available "handles of identification,"
ways of seeing themselves in relation to the ideas being presented.
We have to take sides. We have to be able to take sides. In the
recesses of our being we must step out of the audience on to
the stage, and wrestle as the hero for the victory of good over
evil. We must breathe into the allegory the breath of life. 74
In NAM's publicity from the mid-thirties forward, these ideas
would come to fruition as an earmark of the way that big business
would increasingly present itself to ordinary Americans. NAM's social
philosophy, its long-standing commitment to unencumbered corporate
enterprise, would continue, but it would he assisted by a highly personalized idiom, often through family dramas.
Roy Stryker, epitomizing the outlook of New Deal publicity,
instructed his photographers to draw out the "social forces" that are
"present in a scene." Within the lives of the ordinary Americans being
photographed, Stryker believed, the overarching conditions of society
would become more evident. 75 FDR, in his fireside chats, also painted
in broad stroke. Though he assumed a personal tone with his listeners, he encouraged them to see themselves and their circumstances
in relation to the world at large.
NAM's dramatiu publiuity proePPdPd fr·om tlw opposite din~dion.
It. tmulml to I'P<hH•,p all qtwstions to family and intm·pm·so11al situa-
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tions. In its approach to telling business's story, it made the individual and the personal more prominent and diminished broader
social ways of looking at the world. Even the division between wage
labor and capital was likely to be presented as an easily resolved disagreement between a patient and understanding father and a wellmeaning, but misguided son.
This penchant for burying social and economic issues under layers
of highly personalized drama was palpable in The American Family
Robinson, a fifteen-minute weekly radio program produced by NAM,
beginning in 1935, and distributed, free of charge, to radio networks
and local stations throughout the country. The program, it was
explained at a March 1935 meeting of NAM's CPI, was intended to
present "industry's principles against an entertaining background of
family life and humor." 76 At that time, the program was already being
carried by 211 radio stations, "48 NBC and Columbia chain stations."
The American Family Robinson chronicled the lives of an apparently typical American family. There was Luke and Myra Robinson
and their two kids, Betty and Bob, and a number of stock characters
(Dick Collins, Professor Broadbelt, Margolies, and others) who provided the program with its necessary political archetypes. A NAM
rundown of the program identified some of the characters and enumerated their implicit dramatic objectives:
Luke, the sanely philosophical editor of the Centerville
Herald, espouses a fair deal for business and industry.
There's Betty and Dick in love to bring romance in; Professor
Broadbelt, prototype of the panacea peddler ... and Mrs.
Robinson who always brings to bear the leveling influence of a
woman's judgement.
''All this," the text continued, "is made interesting, alive and tells
industry's story so that it gets a hearing from the mass mind in
understandable terms." 77
An unpublished NAM scenario related one particular series of
episodes:
'l'lw <~ornpamtivdy p<~aepful life at Centerville is suddenly tlisruptnd by a had IW<~idt~nt at Markham's ftll'llitur·n plant. Hev-
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eral men are hurt and the occasion is seized by some as an
opportunity for rioting. Bedlam breaks loose and the town is
in an uproar. Markham doesn't know the cause of the accident and this ... only serves to inflame the growing animosity against him.
Luke Robinson, editor of the Centerville Herald, comes forward
as "Markham's only champion." For this, he is vilified by the community, "accused of being paid by Markham to hide the true facts of the
accident." All Centerville is against Luke and Mr. Markham. The
Bridge Club boycotts their weekly get-together at Mrs. Robinson's.
"The scene shifts to the meeting of the Friends of the Downtrodden. Bob [Luke Robinson's son] has prevailed upon his father to
attend. Betty [Luke's daughter] is also there to hear Dick [her
romantic interest] ... deliver his paper on his idea of a future
Utopia." Suddenly, Dick's presentation is "interrupted by Margolies,
the society's chief trouble maker."
Margolies tears into Mr. Robinson for supporting Markham.
"Robinson replies that all the known facts about the accident have
been disclosed in the Herald but that the blame has not yet been determined." Margolies and the Friends of the Downtrodden accuse Robinson of being "a tool of the interests" (a euphemism for big money).
After much Sturm und Drang, the confrontation leads to a Saturday night "trial of Citizens of Centerville vs. Markham," held at the
town hall. The issue of "the accident" has disappeared, and the trial
is now about the oppression of Markham's workers. Miraculously,
Markham is not only vindicated, but is revealed as a munificent benefactor. Though his "factory has been running at a loss for some
time " he has continued to keep workers on the payroll. The town
ends' up giving Markham an ovation.
Following all this, Dick and Betty-who had had a spat over the
Markham matter-are reconciled. Dick admits that "he has made a
fool of himself" as part of the Friends of the Downtrodden and even
comes to question whether "reform is a bad thing."
"'No,' answers Robinson. 'There is a natural evolution of reform
which goes on constantly-and reform is good when brought about
slowly and under those 'rules of the game' whieh have proven good
and tnw for thr·m~ huruh·ed ymu·s. But when you semp Uw ruh~s and
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try reform in the twinkling of an eye, a lot of people are going to get
terribly and unnecessarily hurt.' mR With this statement, the story line
ends with Betty and Dick in love once again.
Your Town, a NAM movie produced in 1939, provided a parallel
narrative. In this one, "Jerry" gets into trouble with the law when,
after joining a crowd to listen to soap-box radicals "shouting 'down
with this-and down with that'" in front of the "Manson factory,"
people start having "fun" by throwing bricks. Later in the film,
"Gramps" sits Jerry down for a heart-to-heart talk and sets the lad
straight.
"I saw this town grow-l was a part of it all," he tells his
grandson. Drawing on a sage memory, he recounts the town's history
from the time it was a "vacant lot" until now.
He recalled the time when Manson came to the little settlement seeking a factory site. He saw the factory constructedand the town grow up around it. He told Jerry how every man,
woman, and child had a stake in the success of that factory.
Jerry, viewers are advised, "learned some American fundamentals
and was grateful." 79 As in the Markham factory story, father-or, in
this case, grandfather-knew best.
In both stories one sees a fascinating cultural dynamic unfolding,
one that remains with us today: the use of idealized renditions of the
patriarchal family as a means of upholding and transmitting conservative values. To some extent, the dramatic content of The American
Ji'amily Robinson radio soap opera and the film, Your Town, were a
repackaging of Victorian morality for modern times. "The family"
was reborn as a sentimental archetype, a safe haven from the slings
and arrows of a dangerous world. But here, instead of sheltering the
s1msibilities of an anxious middle class-as had been the case in the
late nineteenth century-the family came to the rescue of corporate
America, which itself is portrayed as paternally benevolent.
NAM's dramatic personalization of political-economic issues went
beyond its n~staging of Victorian morality plays on radio and in film.
fi'lood 'Jlide, a filrnstr·ip slide show with a synchronized recorded sound
1.1'11.<'.1<, mnployed a day-in-tlw-lif<~ motif to instmet audienc~es about the
eviiH of' "hidden" tu.xntion.""
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A married couple, Paul and Maggie, are shown being inundated
by "taxes, taxes, taxes," as the "Tax Grabber"-a froglike creature"doggcd them all day long." The narrator, Paul, describes their life as
a perpetual governmental bombardment:
Each morning a taxed alarm clock woke them up. They
brushed their teeth with taxed toothpaste. At night they read
by a taxed electric light, listened to a taxed radio.
It sounds as if they're trying "to tax us to death," Maggie sighs. "You
can't even dodge taxes by dying," Paul informs her; "157 taxes are
buried in your funeral bill."R 1 Once again, the personal lives of ordinary Americans provided a serviceable medium for an industry way of

seemg.
NAM's vast national billboard campaigns-built around the
thematic slogans "There's No Way Like the American Way" and
"What's Good for Industry Is Good for You"-offers another case
in point. Funded by a $1.2 million gift from the Outdoor Advertising Agencies group (plus another $180,000 in in-kind posting
costs from the Campbell-Ewald Company), this 1937-38 campaign
82
put up 20,000 billboards in its first year and 45,000 in the second.
By 1938, every location in the country with a population of more
than 2,500 had at least one of these signs. "The billboards are one
part of the [American Way] campaign everyone sees," commented
Weisenburger. sa
Though the billboards were not narrative in form, each enacted
an imaginary dramatic tableau. The posters with the common slogan,
"There's No Way Like the American Way," used Rockwellesque
family scenes as visual reinforcement for the economic points that
were being asserted. One that claimed "WORLD's SHORTEST
WORKING HOURS," for example, was illustrated by a family-a
smiling mother and father and their two neatly dressed children (a
boy and a girl)-enjoying a picnic outing by a pastoral meadow. In
the distance, was the automobile that they drove to the outing.
Another billboard, proclaiming "WORLD's HIGHEST WAGES,"
depicts the father kissing his little girl good-bye as the mother-in an
apron-looks on admiringly from the door of tlwir eor.y suhurhan
honw. Pedmps UH~ most. wdl-k11own i11 tlw sur·ius-lH~(~Il.IISe it. hemurH~
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the target of some caustic photographs by Dorothea Lange and Margaret Bourke-White-showed the delighted family tooling along tlw
highway in their shiny new sedan, their little puppy sticking his head
out the window. Here the tag line was "WORLD's HIGHEST STANDARD OF l.JIVING."
Again, as in the family dramas, an economic system was distilled
into captivating and safe images of family life. Personalized pleasures
in generically middle-class contexts offered a stark, if chirpy, contrast
to the socioeconomic renditions of both wretchedness and possibility
that formed the stock-in-trade of New Deal communications.

•

•

•

•

•

The American Way campaign is suggestive on two counts. First,
NAM's public relations campaign was not just about NAM. Among
NAM's leadership, on its Public Relations Advisory Board, and in the
alphabet soup of trade groups that fronted for NAM (the NIC, or
National Industrial Council; the NIIC, or National Industrial Information Committee; and so forth) were the leaders of America's
largest corporations. Chambers of commerce throughout the country,
local appliance and automotive dealerships, and fraternal organizations-the Rotary, for example-also participated in NAM's public
relations endeavors. NAM's PR activities, then, provide one with a
powerful keyhole through which one can witness the strate6ric
thinking of corporate America, in coalition with a number of other
conservative interests, at a moment of extreme crisis. Second, though
the American Way campaign's success in reforming the public
mind-at least during the late thirties-is arguable, the businessoriented worldview amplified by the campaign would become more
and more prevalent in the United States in the period following the
Second World War.
A supreme change in this direction came even before the war. It
was the 1939 New York World's :Fair, "The World of Tomorrow" as it
was called. More than any publicity effort of the decade, the fair provided corporate America with a resounding opportunity to respond to
the political hazards of the moment and to the nettlesome publicity of
UH~ N(~W D(~al.

!11
t.hat.

dnst~r·ihing- nwdit~val t~al'llivals,

t.hmu~ yt~al'ly r·evt~lr·it~s

Mikhail Bakhtin maintairH~d
wm·n t~haradnrir.Pd hy what. hn t.t~r·mnd a
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arti•FACT
In 1937, the National Association of Manufacturers launched a nationwide billboard campaign designed to combat the New Deal's economic activism and to prompt mental associations between
popular visions of the good life and the idea of an unregulated corporate enterprise system. The
billboards were placed in every community in the United States with a population of 2,500 or more.
Dire social realities and persistent economic misery, however, contradicted the chirpy claims of the
billboard campaign at every turn. These observable contradictions became a favorite theme of
photographers who documented NAM's "There's no way like the American Way" billboards in settings that silently subverted the campaign's intended message. Figure 1, above right, is Margaret
Bourke-White's famous Life magazine photo, "After the Time of the Louisville Flood." The other
photograph, of a NAM billboard along a desolate stretch of Highway 99 in California [Figure 2,
below right[, was taken by Dorothea Lange on assignment for the FSA.
NoTE: As this book went into production, an ironically colorized version of "After the Louisville Flood" was
created for use on the cover. In this computerized reinterpretation, the NAM billboard was cheerily colorized,
whil~ the stark reality of people on the relief line remained in documentary-style black and white.
Time Inc., which owns tlie original Bourke-White photograph (until copyright finally runs out in A.D.
2012), refused to grant permission for such use of their picture, citing it as one of the corporation's "most
valued images" and noting that such images are never allowed to appear on covers of publications that are
not ~roduced by Time Incorporated. Colorizations of Life magazine photos, they added, are "not ever"
sanctiOned.
Conversely, FSA photographs-such as the one that now graces the book's cover-are, and have always
been, "public domain." Produced under federal auspices on behalf of the American people, these pictures
belong to everyone and may be used without restriction. In the genesis of this book's cover, at least, the
platitude that the private enterprise system champions artistic creativity, and ensures the free flow of ideas,
is thrown dramatically into question.

ARCHIE BISHOP

"double life." On the one hand, the festivities acknowledged and paid
tribute to the hierarchy of the "official" order. On the other, within a
highly ritualized symbolism, they made space for a worldview in which
that hierarchy was turned on its head, where ordinary people and
their utopian imaginations ruled. Amid the carnival, for a fleeting
moment, there was an exhilarating aura of "change and renewal," a
"temporary suspension of all hierarchic distinctions and barriers," a
lifting of the "norms and prohibitions of usuallife." 84
This tension also characterized the 1939 World's Fair. Though situated in a world where social distinctions continued to be marked, much
of the fair's rhetoric projected a fiercely democratic outlook. Seconding
the New Deal's sociological symbolism, the World of 'lbmorrow presented itself-above all-as a celebration of the people, observed historian Warren Susman in an evocative essay on the fair. "It insisted it
was the People's Fair and developed itself for the average American!' 85
In public pronouncements, Grover A. Whalen-the fair's president-stressed this point repeatedly. "This is your Fair, built for you,
and dedicated to you," he informed visitors in his preamble to the Offi<~'l:al (fuide Book, "[T]hc Fair was built for· and dcdiented to thn people.
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FIGURE 1. COPYRIGHT ((;1 TIME, INC.

FIGURE 2.

It was built to delight and instruct them," he would later assert.H 6
When F'DR addressed the multitude at the fair's opening ceremonies, this spiritual bond between tlw fair· and tlw prirw.iple of the
gr·eatm· good wn.s t.IH~I'n f'ol' all to S(ln,

All who come to this World's Fair in New York ... will receive
the heartiest of welcomes. They will find that the eyes of the
United States are fixed on the future. Our wagon is hitched
to a star. But it is a star of good will, a star of progress for
mankind, a star of greater happiness and less hardship, a
star of international good will, and, above all, a star of peace.
May the months to come carry us forward in the rays of that
hope. I hereby dedicate the New York World's Fair of 1939
and declare it open to all mankind. 87
Yet the World's Fair also lived a second life, one dominated by
economic more than social considerations. The success of the fair
depended upon the participation of exhibitors, and while planners
spoke of a desire to be "fully representative of community interests,"
it was also true that most of these interests didn't have the means to
build elaborate exhibits. "[T]he Fair should have included the cooperative movement, the granges and farmers' groups, the many useful
and important social organizations that make up life in every community," fretted one fair administrator. "But you can't sell space to those
folks. They haven't any money." 88
Those who did have the money were America's large corporations,
and the planners' efforts to attract corporate participation were energetic. In addressing the business community, the common good was
not the primary selling point of the Fair Corporation. More than anything else in this regard, the World's Fair was offered as an opportunity for business to rescue itself from a profound political crisis.
Exploiting its association with populist New Deal values, the fair presented itself as a strategic "public relations" opportunity for businesses to vindicate themselves in the public mind, to restake their
claim on America's future, and to counteract the hegemony of the
New Deal. This, in large measure, is what exhibitors attempted to do.
Fbr the most part, previous World's Fairs had provided ritualized
occasions for companies to show their technologies and products to a
receptive middle-class public. Even the 1933-34 "Century of
Progress" exposition, held in Chicago, had followed this formula. By
the late thirties, however, it was apparent that, for· buHinnss, a display
of wares would not bn tmou!o('h.
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The World's Fair's planners emphasized the importance of conveying social ideals. "We believe that the program of the Fair must have
an underlying social objective," announced a statement of its founders.
It must demonstrate the betterment of our future American
life. It must stress the vastly increased opportunity and the
already developed mechanical means which this twentieth
century has brought to the masses for better living and
accompanying happiness. 89

"Other fairs have been chiefly concerned with selling products,"
explained Bernard Lichtenberg, director of public relations for the
Fair Corporation. "[T]his one will be chiefly concerned with selling
ideas." Characterizing the World of Tomorrow as "the greatest single
public relations program in industrial history," Lichtenberg encouraged corporate exhibitors to approach the fair as a dynamic arena for
battling the influence of the "New Deal Propaganda." 90
Corporations should "take a lesson" from the "modern-day propaganda achievements" of the New Deal, Lichtenberg advised. "Just as
the government is making use of such means as Pare Lorenz's The
River on the screen, and the Living Newspaper on the New York
stage to get across a message in an entertaining way," he told them,
exhibitors must assemble their public demeanors with entertainment
values in mind. 91
It was not enough for big business simply to preach to people. It
wanted to provide people with a recreational opportunity to imagine
themselves as part of an engaging and futuristic spectacle. It needed
to stage symbolic reconciliations between the egalitarian social objectives of the New Deal and the fundamental economic objectives of the
commercial system. Before the gates had opened, as the business
community primed itself for ideological battle, the commitment to
entertainment, as a way of conveying an "underlying social objective,"
was evident.
Yet there were critical distinctions separating New Deal media
fr·om those that emerged from the corporate sector at the World's
I~ltir·. If the Nnw Deal relied, primarily, on the idiom of social documentary, Uw t'air·'s husiness-inspir·ed entertainments were highly persotutli;r.ed t'u.mil,v di'IUtms mixed with mil'lwulous t.edmo-fant.asieH.
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This new formula is manifest in The Middleton Family at the New
York World's Fair (1939), a widely distributed promotional film produced by Westinghouse to trumpet the fair's commercial optimism in
the American heartland.
The film had clearly taken some cues from The American Family
Robinson. As with the Robinsons of Centerville, the Middletons of
Indiana were characterized as a quintessential American family. 92 Also
like the Robinsons', the Middletons' personal lives both contained and
subsumed larger social issues. Reduced to amusing disagreements
among family members, weighty social issues became the stuff of situational drama; simply presented, easily controlled, happily resolved.
As the story opens, the Middleton family has traveled east for a
visit with Grandma and to make their pilgrimage to the New York
World's Fair. 'Thm Middleton, a genial midwestern businessman, and
Bud, his humorously pigheaded son, are engaged in a spirited debate
over the world that awaits them in the future.
Reducing severe social divisions to simple generational misunderstandings, Bud's character sits in for-and disposes of-the misguided millions who have lost their belief in business' ability to
provide meaningful opportunities for America's future. This lapse of
faith, 'Thm patiently explains to his son, is why he has decided to
bring his family to the World's Fair. "You've heard all the talkers,"
those who have disparaged industry's achievements, he informs his
obstinate son. "Now you're going to see the doers."
'Thm and Jane Middleton have another child as well, an older
daughter named Babs, who's been living in New York with Grandma.
As was the case with Betty Robinson, Babs' s leanings are driven by
romantic affection. As the story opens, Babs is infatuated with her
art teacher, Nick Makaroff. Nick is a man, she tells her parents, who
"knows the world like we know Main Street." As the story unfolds, his
worldliness turns out to be a "fashionable" antipathy toward private
enterprise. Even more literally than her little brother, Bud, Babs has
been seduced by radical thinking. 93
Their visit to the World's Fair is restricted to the Westinghouse
Building, but this is enough to spur a religious conversion in both
Middleton children. Led through the exhibit by ,Jim Treadway-a
young Westinghouse tour guide who hails from baek honw-Uwir·
wayward nffm\tions begin to dtallg'(~.
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Thrilled by Elektro, a seven-foot talking robot who can count to
five on its right hand; enthused by the experience of appearing on
closed-circuit television; and enchanted by
. scores of other technoloaical wonders that overflow the exhibit, Bud admits that the future
might not look so bad after all. Fbr Babs, the change is libidinally
expressed. A<; Makaroff condemns the Westinghouse pavilion as a
"Temple of Capitalism," Babs's passions shift from this rootless cosmopolite and cathect, instead, onto Jim Treadway, hometown boy
turned missionary for the new-time religion.
Mother Jane, though not caught in the grip of radical politics,
also undergoes a transformation of sorts. When she first gets to
Grandma's, she isn't sure which excites her more: a visit to the
World's Fair or a chance to savor Granny's great home cooking. She
is metaphorically torn between an older and simpler way of life-represented by Grandma and her cooking-and the brave new world she
is about to encounter. At the Westinghouse exhibit, this ambivalence
is happily resolved. After witnessing a dish-washing contest between
"Mrs. Drudge," who frenziedly hand washes her dishes, and "Mrs.
Modern," who stands by tranquilly as her dishwasher performs the
chore, the choice is clear. Even Grandma is convinced. 94
While akin to the Robinson family, the Middletons were, at the
same time, significantly different. The crises that were encountered by
the Robinsons relied on Victorian values for their resolution; a strong
father's moral teachings-advocating respect for customary valuesacted as the primary medium through which new understandings were
reached. With the Middletons, the father's authority was in question
from the beginning. The agency of transformation for the Middletons
occurred when they were offered an opportunity to imagine themselves
in a marvelous technological future that would serve their every need.
If the Robinsons preached a restraint born of scarcity and a strong
sense of deference, the Middletons were propelled into a world of abun(lance, where consumers would be kings and queens.
In a rare moment of prophecy, the New York Times described The
M1:ddleton Family at the New York World's Fair as an illustration of
"tomorrow's propaganda." 9 '' The same could have been said of the
Wol'ld's F'air· as a whole. As a panoramic event, it foretold a world in
whidt private (\OI'pm·atious would (~xist primar·ily to sm-ve tlw almighty
~

(',OIISIIIIIPI'.
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This principle permeated the World's Fair. The fair's entire physical ambience communicated a theatrical rendition of a corporately
animated tomorrow in which hardship had disappeared.
This vision was cosmetically engineered by established industrial
designers, men like Norman Bel Geddes, Walter Dorwin Teague, and
others, specialists in the design of products and packaging, who were
commissioned to assemble psychologically mesmerizing environments.
The fair allowed them to work their magic on a vision of the future
itself, to create a corporate theme park where private enterprise and
popular notions of social progress would be aesthetically fused. Their
objective, in short, was to turn power into beauty.
Teague, who drafted plans for a NAM pavilion in the fair's second
year, explained:
The OQjective of this exhibit should be to prove to the public
the desirability of the American system of free individual
enterprise, and the democratic way of life ....
It must also be planned from the viewpoint of the visitor's
interests, instead of reflecting only the exhibitor's viewpoint.
... [T]he most commendable and educational exhibit will fail
completely of its purpose unless it is presented in such a dramatic form that the people are interested, entertained; if possible, fascinated and delighted as they view it. The exhibit should
be such that people will crowd to see it, give it their attention,
and go away to disseminate enthusiastic reports of it ....
... The exhibit should be designed as a unit-a single
impressive show which can be seen in not more than twelve or
fifteen minutes, built around the single theme stated above,
96
and driving it home with the maximum of impact.
While corporate exhibits celebrated New Deal principles of e<;ual
opportunity, economic security, and the greater good, they concurrently
made the argument that it would be the free enterprise system-not an
activist government-that would make these social ideals attainable.
Throughout the exhibits, popular entertainment and the aestheticization of commerce-usually disguised as science-were the h'1Iiding
prineiples. OM's F'uturama, <l1~sig1wd by Bel o~~dd!~S, earTied visitors
into a t'uturisti1~ Anu~ri1•a linked by de1•tr·onil•.ally h>11id1~d, IWI~ident-ft'lle
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highways. Whatever the uncertainties of the moment, trumpeted the
exhibit, individual automobility-and the lubricated leisure that it
affords-would persevere as the overriding precept of American life.
Throughout the fairground corporate idolatry ruled. Products
assumed heroic proportions, reborn as sacred monuments. In tribute to
the cash nexus, a giant cash register (National Cash Register Corporation), recognizable from a great distance, towered above fair goers'
heads. There were immense Kodak cameras for recording personal memories, giant UndeiWood typewriters for making secretaries' lives more
satisfying, and apparitionally lit automobiles hovering atop worshipful
pyramids in tribute to the insatiable wanderlust of American motorists.
Amid the displays, through a silent eloquence of scale, the
assumptions of New Deal culture were being embraced and-at the
same time-implicitly disputed. If the FSA photographs had projected a vision of the world in which the lives and concerns of ordinary
people dwarfed the tattered promises of a corporate consumer culture, within the World's Fair, this balance was overturned. Corporate
research departments, not social planning, would propel America and
consumers' needs foiWard; modern appliances, not social cohesion,
would make life worth living; and prodigious boxes of Sunshine biscuits-baked by the happy little Sunshine Bakers scampering around
its perimeter-would offer fairy-tale rejoinders to those who, like
John Maynard Keynes, dared to wonder whether "private and social
interest" necessarily coincide.
In its details, the corporate World of Tomorrow was designed to
take the prototypical ''Americans" of New Deal culture-farmers
'
industrial workers, and consumers-and present them with a future
in which private enterprise would prevail not only economically, but
ideologically; a future in which private enterprise would reaffirm its
hold on the public mind and on popular horizons of possibility. In an
overview of the fair, published by the merchandising magazine TIDE,
these intentions were unmistakable. 97
In an attempt to "turn farmers into friends," agribusinesses offered
themselves as benefactors to a long-aggrieved agricultural population.
I'I'lwl Heinl': Dome and the Beech-Nut Building make frequent r·et'm·1~JWI~H to the depmulmwt~ on farm produets. Hwift &
( h, always lll~leHJ.('IWt'l~d by livestod< r·aiser·s after· hdtm·
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(ABOVE AND OPPOSITE) Within the cosmology of World's Fair exhibits, giant enterprise
was depicted as the source of both social progress and human happiness. The
contrast with FSA photographs is marked. If FSA photographs emphasized the
texture of human experience and minimized commercial ideals, the World's Fair
photographs and exhibits tended to overturn this model: featuring corporate
grandeur and trivializing all but commercial experiences.

prices, court their favor by showing how the company's promotions of unpopular cuts [of meat] create a broader
demand. The railroads get in another lick by showing how
they've helped the farmer take his products to market.
Responding to the much-heralded achievements of the Tennessee
Valley Authority and other New Deal programs for rural electrification, Westinghouse, along with a number of privately owned utilities,
engagingly demonstrated how their "all-electric" farms of the future
would place the wonders of modern technology at the fingertips of
long-suffering rural Americans.
Coneer·ns of labor were also addr·essed. "'!'hat any of tlu~
~~xhihitm·s has 1w1~r bmm harassed by labor pi'Oblmns, many of' thmn

still unsolved," commented TIDE, "no Fair visitor would ever guess."
Companies proudly "point out how big a proportion of [their]
expenses are for wages," and work conditions are depicted in inspirational tones. Retorts to common knowledge were everywhere to be
found.
lT.8. Hteel uses photo-murals to show its workers cheerfully
toiling .... Fhrd's animated production chart ... is full of
gay littl1~ figures t.lmt ruwm· hint of assmnbly lines.
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The "overall objective" of such theatrics, TIDE concluded, was "to
knock down in general terms any conceptions that industry overworks
and underpays."
To underscore their commitment to democracy and to propagate
a corporate rendition of the future, a number of companies launched
plans for bringing employees to the fair.
One unique twist is Goodrich Tire's, who're using the Fair to
better employee relations by helping workers finance Fair junkets. General Electric is reportedly considering a similar
plan, and has, along with Goodrich and many others, dedicated specific Fair days to its employees. Johns Manville is
one of those on the bandwagon with a special recreation room
for the exclusive use of visiting employees and stockholders.
Even more resounding than customized entreaties to farmers and
workers were public relations efforts at the fair that were intended to
rebuild bonds with middle-class consumers who had become, like Dick in
the American Family Robinson, "Friends of the Downtrodden." These
people and their sentiments were essential to big business' political
comeback, and in every corporate exhibit "the consumer" was heralded
as the sovereign citizen and prime beneficiary of the world of tomorrow.
In big businesses' exorbitant celebration of "the consumer," one
may discern critical ways in which New Deal values were simultaneously validated and transfigured in the fair's corporate environments.
As the chosen beneficiary of industrial progress, this consumer spoke
to a modernist imagination that saw society on the brink of universal
abundance, approaching a time when democratic egalitarianism
would be reinvigorated and mass-produced consumer goods would be
available to all. This vision had been an elemental faith guiding many
New Dealers.
The New Deal's version of the consumer, however, was activist
and participatory. The consumer movement of the thirties was
engaged in ongoing struggles for informative labeling and reliable
grades and standards. It had targeted both advertising and chain
stores as countenancing unfair monopolies. Some activists were twen
engaged in an effort to advanee a noneomnwreial, eonsumm'-11111
I~OO(li~I'H.tiVI~ I~COIIOilly.
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This rendition of the consumer contrasted sharply with consumers as seen in the corporate spectacles of the fair. If the New
Deal's consumer was an active participant, the World's Fair proposed
a consumer who was primarily a spectator, a person who was invited
to watch himself or herself amid the dazzling bounty of a corporate
future that waited just beyond the near horizon. If the New Deal's
consumer was a historical subject, the corporately coded consumer
was the exhilarated recipient of industrial largesse. History was made
by corporate research departments.
To promote this commercial rendition of the consumer, however,
the activist consumer needed to be marginalized. This condition was
achieved in February and March 1938, more than a year before the
World's Fair opened.
Ironically, the genesis of the corporately coded consumer came
out of the fair's planners' early belief that-for the World's Fair to
have legitimacy-the consumer movement would have to be represented in the World of Tomorrow. At the same time, the planners
didn't want consumer participation to frighten away corporate
exhibitors. The solution to this dilemma came with a decision to build
a Consumer Building at the fair and to designate an Advisory Committee on Consumer Interests that would bring together people who
often sat at opposite ends of the table. Hoping the committee would
encourage chronic antagonists to find a common ground, the Fair
Corporation appointed assorted "leaders of the consumer movement"
and "trade association executives, advertisers, retailers, publishers."
The committee began meeting in 1937.
Consumer activists had been hesitant to sit with mainstream
commercial interests, but they agreed to do so with the following
understandings. They were told that they could circulate an ongoing
consumer questionnaire at the fair and that the exposition would
include a consumer exhibit that would be noncommercial in outlook.
They also believed that they would be permitted to supervise the
consumer content of other exhibits. As time passed, however, these
accords were violated. The businessmen who had agreed to finance
the questionnaire decided that they would do so only if questions "of
~~ornmercial value" were included on the survey. In short, they
wislwd to exploit the qtwstionnaire for market-research purposes;
~~ollSllllHH'H' opi11iolls wm·e of vahw to thmn only insofar· as they eul-
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THE ENCYCLOPAlDIA BILLBOARDICA

Technology, Publicity
& Social Progress
From the time of the industrial revolution
many people have seen NEW TECHNOWGIES
AS THE KEY TO SOCIAL PROGRESS. Still with US
today, this belief has informed conflicting
strategies of public address over the course
of the twentieth century.

served as a bridge between Progressive and New Deal
approaches to visual communication-Tugwell and
Stryker placed great emphasis on the emancipating
powers of technology, but their interpretation of
progress saw technology only as a means to a greater
end. To these visionary publicists, new labor-saving products, such as the home washing machine
[See Figure r), were beneficial because they would
allow people to sr,end their lives pursuing "higher
human purposes.
In the corporate representation of technological
emancipation that permeated the Fair, however, the
notion of "higher human purposes" had been
scuttled in favor of pure commodity fetishism.
Throughout most of the Fair's exhibits, there was
no higher human purpose than the joy derived from
the purchasing of products. In publicity photos
[Figure 2], commodities assumed the _scale of religious monuments; consumers were depicted as adoring worshipers. In America's future---it was proposed-corporate exhibitors, always attuned to
public desire, would serve as the ultimate arbiters
of spiritual fulfillment.

Between these two visions lies an important question, one that remains with us still. l.. Will the future be guided by the yardstick of the common good,
and be shaped by a belief in the diversity of human
possibility? or LWill the future be defined in terms
of new products to be consumed, and be ordained
by the bottom-line wisdom of corporate enterprise?

The eleetTic washing mad1illl' is fn$t
repl!u•ing the old washboard nml tub
-ru1ving time nnrl energy whinh can
be <lirP<'!!'d toward higher human
po~c~. (Cour1•'SY K. Y. Edison
Figure 1: Publicity of Social Enterprise: Illustration and
caption from American Economic Life, 1925.

Depending upon the motive and context of the publicity, however, interpretations of the relationship
between technology and social betterment have differed significantly. These differences are observable if we compare the publicity of social enterprise,
as articulated by Rex Tugwell and Roy Stryker in
the mid-19205, with the publicity of private enterprise that took flight at the New York World's Fair
in 1939·
In American Economic Life, and the Means to Its Im-

provement (1925)-the economics textbook that

Figure 1: Publicity of Private Enterprise: A promotional photo for the Eastman Kodak exhibit at
theNewYorkWorld'sFair,1939

©BILLBOARDS OF THE FUTURE

minated in sales. There were other violations as well. Without their
permission, the chair of the committee, Paul Willis (president of the
Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America), exploited consumer
lnad<~l's' nanws and o!'ganiza.tions to lend authenti<~ity to his eornmit.t.n!~, w!Jiln IIOIWOIIIIIIPI'(~iaJ IIIPII!hPI'H of' t.Jw ('.OIISIIIIWI' IIIOV<HIWI!t
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did not supervrse the development of non-commercial consumeroriented exhibits.
Convinced that the "Fair Corporation had welched on its original
agreement," twenty-one consumer leaders on the committee publicly
and bitterly resigned. By March 1938, there was no longer any consumer representation on the Advisory Committee on Consumer Interests. 98 The Consumer Building would be built and consumer issues
would be mimicked, but "the consumer" had moved from being a participant in the fair to becoming one of its prefabricated products. In
the second year of the fair, the Consumer Building was renamed the
Fashion Building, perhaps an unwitting tribute to the ways that the
World of Tomorrow had helped to transform the consumer from a
thorn in the side into a marketable image.
Symbolically, the World's Fair would be inclusive. All facesfarmers, workers, consumers-would be seen within its venues. Few
from among these groups, however, would be heard from. Enveloping
a corporately controlled apparatus, a lavish spectacle of democracy
emerged as a stand-in for democratic participation.
In 1927, Lippmann had written that the key to leadership in the
modern age would depend on the ability to manipulate "symbols which
assemble emotions after they have been detached from their ideas."
The public mind is mastered, he continued, through an "intensification
of feeling and a degradation of significance." In a variety of ways, the
New York World's Fair served as the laboratory in which these ideas
were tested in a popularly accessible form. Symbols that had come to
the fore during the thirties-the people, the farmer; the worker; the consumer; the greater good, economic democracy-were detached from the
issues and ideas that had propelled them forward and became credentials for corporate institutions against which many of these issues and
ideas had, initially, been aimed. In a vast and buoyant extravaganza,
feelings were uplifted; meanings were overthrown.
Early in the New Deal administration, FDR had tried to forge a
working rapprochement between Keynesian economic planners and
the business community on behalf of "the greater good." By 1935,
when a eonservative Supreme Court dismantled the National
H.eeovel'y Administl'ation, tlw attempt at !'eeoneiliation had failed. In
t.Ju~ nnsu i I! f.(' ynar·s, pol iti<~al bitt.!~r·nnss <~nsund. I•'D ){' s l'hd.ol'i<·. bneamn
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increasingly antibusiness, while NAM denounced the New Deal as
antithetical to the American Way.
In Flushing Meadow Park, the rapprochement that had failed
organizationally reemerged, in altered form, on a grandiose symbolic
level. The World's Fair provided a chance for ideas of the people, of
socially motivated planning, and of private enterprise to come
together in the form of one, colossal entertainment. Against the fractious black-and-white realism of New Deal documentary, a colorful
corporate Oz had been invented. An optimistic vision of a society
moving ever forward, improving everyone's lives, and unencumbered
by social contradictions had been mounted on the boards of one great
stage.
Though the entertainment would last only briefly and the cheer
would be shattered by war, the fair's vision would continue, in the
form of a promise, through the war years and into the postwar era. It
would become the essential core of public relations thinking and of
American commercial culture more generally.

PART 5

Commercializing
the Cosmos

15
Public Ultimatums
1936, AS Adolph Hitler employed the cult of Aryan supremacy to
draw the German masses toward the brink of total warfare, Walter
Benjamin remarked that "[w]ar and war only can set a goal for mass
movements on the largest scale while respecting the traditional property system." 1 In the intoxicating fervor of combat, Benjamin
declared, irreconcilable tensions between capital and labor-chronic
social and economic antagonisms-melt away beneath a sacred
banner of national blood lust.
Fbr corporate America, which had endured the humiliation of
public scorn throughout much of the New Deal era, the United
States' entry into the Second World War lent weight to Benjamin's
judgment. As the mobilization for war forged a reconciliation between
the Roosevelt administration and large-scale manufacturers, the reputation of big business began to improve and the corporate role in the
defense of democratic principles gained increasing notoriety. Stark
social disparities-which throughout the thirties had preoccupied the
nation's attention-began to fade from public view as the federal government, giant enterprises, and the vast majority of the American
people discovered common ground in a prodigious struggle to save the
world from fascist aggression.
Fbr business leaders and their beleaguered public relations counsels, the salve of war brought a welcome sense of relief. Many began
to nurse the impression that the troublesome activism of the thirties
was behind them and that new, more auspicious, priorities had captured the public mind. "[T]his is not the time to be promoting economie and general reform measures and everyone accepts that,"
r·epor-ted Hex llal'low, a pr·ominent puhlie r·elations strategist, in

I
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1942. The U.S. war effort, he boasted triumphantly, had finally
checked the nation's disconcerting leftward drift.
[T]he major interest of the administrative heads, in Washington, is winning the war, not making domestic changes.
Some of the leftish groups have even complained that they
were being forgotten, with the result that the President has
had to reassure them that all social gains are not going to be
abandoned.
The influx of dollar-a-year men, and the ascendency of conservative Army and Navy people have changed the situation,
too. There has recently been a noticeable change in the appreciation of business men's contribution to our nationallife. 2
In business circles, there was a high-spiritedness that hadn't been
seen since the late twenties. Addressing a National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM) Executives Conference in Philadelphia in
1943, J. Howard Pew, president of Sun Oil, observed that industry's
contribution to the war effort was already laying "the foundation for
a better understanding of American business" among the public at
large. "Slandered and vilified as it was in the thirties, subjected to
crushing regulations and restrictions," he announced, corporate
America was finally vindicating itself, serving "the nation and the
world so well in this hour of peril."a
This renewed confidence inoculated public pronouncements from
other commercial enterprises as well. "Not so long ago it seemed
politically popular to smear bigness in business as unserviceable and
something to be penalized," narrated a 1944 institutional advertisement for the Hearst Corporation, whose owner, William Randolph
Hearst, was a well-known foe of Roosevelt's New Deal administration. "Then came the war," the ad related, and this kind of misbegotten thinking had happily disappeared. "Remembering the
desperate need we had for weapons with which to fight for our
country's life," it inquired derisively, "do you think now that any of
our businesses will be too big for that~" The Hearst Corporation projected its logic forward. "l.Jooking beyond war, and to the piled-up
needs of the world and our·selves fm· mm·e and bdtm· things, do you
think Umt any of our· husirwsses willlu~ too big· for Umt"l"·•
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This sense of cautious optimism was not simply the consequence
of corporate involvement in the production of weapons and other
essential war materials. Just like the First World War, business
involvement in a thriving propaganda campaign-this time with a
legion of writers, broadcasters, moviemakers, publicists, and other
mass media experts who were organized by radio newsman Elmer
Davis's Office of War Information-had also emboldened private
enterprisers with the conviction that they might, once again, gain
mastery over the popular imagination. 5 War and the attendant need
to stir feelings of national solidarity were, once again, supplying a
state-of-the-art laboratory where business could experiment with the
tools of ideological command. Conscientiously applied, many businessmen believed, the lessons of war might carry over into the peace.
W J. Wier, of Chicago's Lord and Thomas advertising and public
relations agency, offered a typical example of this hopeful way of
thinking. "Here we sit with the greatest force for moving mass psychology that the world has ever seen," he proudly announced to his
fellow publicists, picturing the vigor of America's war propaganda
machinery. "Nothing that Goebbels has can hold a candle to it."
In the postwar era, Wier declared, popular sentiments should be
redirected toward the vision of America that had debuted at the
World's Fair, but had been dramatically postponed by the exigencies
of war.
We can awaken in the American people the dream they have
been looking for and asking for and begging for since the turn
of the century.
We can explain why the American way of life-with its
bathtubs and pop-up toasters and electric refrigerators and
radios and insulated homes-is worth sacrificing anything
and everything not only to preserve but to take forward in a
future more glorious than ever. 6
Yet not all projections were so sanguine. If war offered eloquent
oppm'tunities, it also underscored many of the problems that corporations had faeed thmughout the thirties. Heavy taxes and tight governrrwntal regulation of lmsinesses' war'tinw opemtions, for example, only
lumlmwd tlw t•.orpor·ate t~ornmitmmrt to building- a postwar· Armwimr.
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where the deep inroads of New Deal activism would be finally, and decisively, reversed. In widespread "planning for postwar" deliberations,
business leaders repeatedly emphasized the need to elevate "Private
Enterprise" to the consecrated status of a "Fifth Freedom," joining
"Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Worship, Freedom From Want, and
Freedom From Fear" in the pantheon of nonnegotiable democratic
principles. 7 Behind such daydreams lay a desire to associate corporate
ambitions with the social values of the New Deal while disabling the
intrusive structures of regulatory control that had become business as
usual throughout the thirties and into the war years.
Shepherding these efforts, as might be expected, was NAM,
whose leaders were convinced that the postwar period would be a hazardous one for American business. "[W]e must not let the praise now
being showered on industry blind us to the fact that our American
way of life barely survived the onslaught against it in the thirties,"
Sun Oil's Pew reminded his NAM compatriots, and "this danger is
not yet passed." 8
Believing that "[i]ndependent business will live or die in the post
war world," NAM leaders formed the Committee for Economic Development (CED) in October 1943 that convened under a "cloak of
secrecy" and began to delineate "a post-war chart for American
industry." 9 High on the CED's agenda lay the issue of "jobs for sol- '
diers and war-workers" and the ability of manufacturers to sustain
"as high a level of employment and production as possible" to ensure
the conditions of social stability they so acutely desired. 10
This objective was underscored by Frederick C. Crawford, NAM's
president. ''After the war," he cautioned NAM members, "the biggest
task ahead of us will be to preserve all our historic freedoms, and to
insure individual freedom of opportunity at home." This will be no
mean task, he continued, enumerating business' social goals for the
postwar era.
Political plans to besmirch business management are in the
making .... Industry has a great story to tell, but it has
failed miserably to bring a better understanding of our· eeonomic freedom. It has not emphasized in the publie mind
what that frw~dorn aetually means in tenns of workm· wdfm·o,
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nor has it brought this important message directly to the
worker. Only a clear knowledge of what our basic freedoms
have meant in the development of our American way of life
will enable us to preserve them .... As a molder of mass
thinking, [then,] industry has a sacred obligation to perform.
Either industrialists must take the lead to counteract those
influences which would destroy our democratic system, or
they must resign themselves to the inevitable loss of all those
freedoms which have made America the envy of all mankind. 11
On the calendar of the CED and in Crawford's clarion pronouncement, there was a pregnant shift from NAM' s customary rhetoric.
I >reviously, NAM' s primary target audience for its PR efforts had been
the Anglo-American middle class, people who were seen to have lost
their way in the storm and stress of the Great Depression. Even in the
depression, NAM evinced a congenital disdain for working-class
demands. In the crucible of war, however, and amid an economic
n~covery kindled by war production, NAM leaders began to speak of
America's workers-many of them from immigrant backgrounds, who
were now soldiers or munitions workers-with mounting concern. It
was these people who would be returning to peacetime with a powerful
sd of democratic expectations, and it was they who must be appeased
to safeguard the interests of American business.
One way that business began to address these groups was through
its wartime advertising. A shortage of consumer goods-exacerbated
hy government-imposed rationing-made product advertising pointh~ss at the time. Companies instead produced "public relations" ads
that highlighted corporate participation in the war effort, while presenting exuberant pictures of postwar America as a society where a
<•.ornucopia of wondrous new products (televisions, washing machines,
nnd other modern appliances, for example) would be the birthright of
nil Americans. Fictitious and generic American families, like "the
Nrniths" and "the Browns," showed up in a wide range of advertisernents, providing graphic and alluring depictions of a consumptionddinnd "good life" that would be available to all after the war. In their
vow to bring about a limitless, produet-laden bounty, these commercial
<•ornmuniqu(~s offered a pidm·esqtw alter·native to soeial dcmocratie
idnu.s of tlw "gr·nu.t<w J.,•ood" that hu.d gairwd <mr·r·nn<~y dw·ing tlw N<~w
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in your future!

There's a
•

It's a picture that will have tu wait.
America has an imt:x>rtantjob to dn
bdore your smart, peacetime Ford can
be produced.
• . , But when your new Ford does arrive, you'll be proud of it. Fur it will be
big and roomy-have plenty of ''go''.
Its styling vdJ.l be youthful, beautifuL
"THE FORD SHOW...

Inside· and oui, lL wiU he rich app{'uring
--with many rcfim'nwnht ::s-at\lt<'\lly, .it
will he thrifty and reliahle as all Ford
cars have been for mnre than 4-0 years .
... Ye:;, cxdting new fun i<;; in the offing
for you. :Fo1· some day the net•essary
word will come through. And we'll be
ready to .start our produdion pla11s. Un-

8ri1Manl slnafni £tars, on:M$tU

a11~

cllorus,

hery Suntlay, MBr net\ffll1k.

til that timf.>, however, the full Ford re~
will continue to he devoted to
the needs of final Vidory.

soUl'('{':-!

2.00 PM.., E-W T, 1:00 P.M., O.W.T ., tZ;OO M., M.W.T.,

11:00 AM., P.W.T.

This 1945 advertisement from the Ford Motor Company is but one illustration of a
promising, product-defined vision of the American future that was proposed by
much wartime advertising. NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY PICTURE COLLECTION

Deal period. Private industry, the ads affirmed, would provide the
fountains by which America's material thirsts would be querwhed.
At the same time, eorporate kadm·s w1~r·e also agitated hy tlw
mass mobil i;.mtion ag·ai nst "t.lu~ tr·ad it.ional pt'OIH~r'!.y system" that had
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grown throughout the thirties and that, they feared, might reappear
when the war ended. The unprecedented power and legitimacy of
labor unions made this concern all the more real. In response to these
eontingencies, they reasoned, the promise of newfangled commodities
would not be enough. Private enterprise-unfettered by governmental intervention-would also need to paint a picture of itself as
the only system through which democratic values and aspirations
would be adequately met. The threat of a mobilized public would
require business to package itself as a pure expression of the people's
will. "You can no longer tell your employee what to do," exclaimed a
writer in Printers' Ink, "you must sell them." ~
This task of selling the business system was seen by many as one
that demanded careful public relation~ planning, and opinion
researchers-including Elmo Roper, Claude Robinson of the Opinion
Research Corporation, and Henry C. Link of the Psychological Corporation-launched statistical surveys designed to plumb the depths
of the public mind. Questioning the appeal of the concept, "free
enterprise," for example, I,ink found that most Americans failed to
respond to the idea. 'fhe "great public," his study concluded, "neither fears nor understands State Socialism nor does it crave or
understand our system of free enterprise." For business effectively to
forge an identity of interests between itself and ordinary working
Americans, Link advised, "a new and more realistic vocabulary" of
persuasion, attuned to the outlook of the public mind, must be
invented. 1'1
Behind the quest for a new vocabulary-an enterprise that would
advance dramatically as the war came to an end-lay one overarching public relations objective. "In the reconversion period" from a
wartime to a peacetime economy, as W W Suitt-director of sales
development for a large manufacturing concern-worded it, there
must also he an accompanying "reconversion of thought."
1

The thinking of the general public must turn from acceptance
of eontrols, restrietions and regulations placed as a war-time
nxig·mwy on business as wdl as individuals, to a demand on
the part of Uw voter for a r·etur·n to a syst1~rn wlwru a work
~~~·onomy l'.all f'undio11-wlu~r·e business 1~a11 s1~1~k its owu level
in u f'r·ee l'.ornpntitive n11t1~r·pr·isn.
11
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As explained in the forward to the Proceedings of NAM's 1944
national conference, members had to expand their expertise beyond
the workaday "techniques of production and distribution." More than
knowing about "the material needs which it supplies to the people,"
business must also develop a greater sensitivity to "the personal feelings of the public toward industry as a whole and in particular." The
apparition of a perpetually polled public-repeatedly having its temperature taken to provide businessmen and politicians with a suitable
rhetorical spin-was beginning to loom over America's horizon.
As the Second World War moved toward a conclusion, reflections
on public-opinion management became increasingly routine. The War
Advertising Council-which had generated a mountain of publicity
under the auspices of the Office of War Information-encouraged
war propagandists to maintain their state of mobilization after the
peace. "This country's wartime information mechanism," they
reported, "was powered almost entirely by American business."
During the war, they explained,
[b ]usiness assumed the public information job-and the
public has been conscious of that fact. Having assumed this
responsibility, can business now drop it completely?
... It seems overwhelmingly to the interest of business and
the people to continue it.
Wartime public opinion polls confirmed the rising popularity of business .... good opinion universally held for the
advertiser who enlisted in the public service.
Given these circumstances, the Advertising Council
argued, business could ill-afford to abandon the powerful
advantage spawned by the image of this "unselfish" contribution to the war effort. 15

•

•

•

•

•

Despite business's renewed sense of aplomb, as the war ended there
was still trouble in Babylon. Phantoms encircled the American military-industrial triumph. Anxiety about the future continued to occupy
business leaders. Public relations agendas, inspirl~d by a horTifiestill fresh-memory of the deeade-long "onslaught" against busirwss,
WPI'P ntlll'km·s of <•m·por·at.n IIIIPILS<~.
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Amid the confetti of victory, recalled Leo Bogart-who participated in high-level public relations discussions during the mid- to
late-forties-there was a belief among many of America's corporate
elite that they were stepping into "a very perilous and uncertain
period." 16 Despite an economic recovery fueled by the war and an
ostensibly recuperated public reputation, there was a sense of foreboding. With the war now over, nervous recollections of a seething
popular antipathy toward giant enterprises returned to haunt the
reveries of business leaders. In the citadels of power, men who badnot long before-been vilified as "economic royalists" were concerned
that a restive populace might, once again, clamor at their gates. In
ways hard to fathom from the vantage point of the market-governed
world in which we live, the New Deal, its aggressive social Keynesianism, and a decade of popular mobilization had considerably intimidated corporate America.
Nowhere was this situation more apparent than behind the gates
of the Westchester Country Club, one of the country's venerableand restricted-monuments to Anglo-American rule in the United
States. There, in a sequestered meeting hall in November 1945, an
inner circle of powerful men met to discuss the social contingencies
faced by capitalist enterprises, hoping to arrive at decisions that
would protect their considerable interests and redirect the future lif<l
of the nation.
This landmark occasion was the first in what would be a series of
Public Relations Conferences convened by the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey (SONJ) and its affiliated companies. Attending the
meeting were top executives of the New Jersey holding eompany
(known today as Exxon), several key representatives from Standur·d'N
recently established public relations department, and a promimmt
group of outside advisers from a variety of relevant fields .
If any company needed to address a public relations el'isis it. WILN
Htandard Oil. For three-quarters of a century, no other eor·por·nt.ion
had attraeted an equivalent amount of public contempt. ~'ourulml hy
,John n. Roeknfdler in the early 1 H70s, Uw Htandar·d Oil 'l'r·uHt. HOOII
seilr.nd eont.I'OI of t.lw Amm·i<~an putroleum industr·y, c~omhinillj.l'
H<~h<HIInH of f\tuuwin.J <~OIIHO)idn.tion with II. f'm•o<•iollH OV<~I'JIOW<H'iiiJ,l' of
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smaller, localized producers. 17 Rockefeller's predatory manipulations
began to attract public scorn when they were described by Henry
Demerest Lloyd in "The Story of a Great Monopoly," published in
1881.
Following a decade of governmental investigations and stillborn
lawsuits against the petroleum giant, in 1902 Progressive journalist
Ida Tarbell published a series of articles detailing the trust's myriad
corrupt practices. Growing public indignation laid the way for a spectacular-though basically inadequate-antitrust decision in 1911,
which proposed to dissolve the monopoly.
In ensuing decades, despite the efforts of Ivy Lee, Standard
Oil-and the Rockefeller name-became widespread symbols for
reckless, socially irresponsible corporate greed. As oil executives converged at the Westchester gathering, these harsh judgments continued to taint the company's name. In a candid "Review of Public
Opinion Particularly Mfecting Standard Oil," Frank Surface, assistant to the president of SONJ, matter-of-factly recited the tale of
public disaffection. "The history of Standard Oil in its relations with
the public has not been too fortunate," he began.
Back in the days after the turn of the century, in the "trust
busting" days of Teddy Roosevelt, Standard Oil was regarded
as the prime example of a powerful, grasping, iniquitous business organization. Ida Tarbell's book, the dissolution suit,
and so forth confirmed this idea of the company.
"In the thirty years or more that followed," Surface conceded, "very
little was done to offset this idea of the company." 1'
By 1945, as the Public Relations Conferences began, another
more recent cloud darkened Standard Oil's future. In March 1942,
a Senate committee chaired by Harry Truman-while investigating concentrations of economic power- had stumbled upon a
particularly damaging bit of information. The committee learned of
a series of patent and process-exchange agreements-for synthetic
"Buna" rubber-between SONJ and the notorious German chemical cartel, I. G. Farben. Later it would he revnaled that thm::e
agreements persisted even aftm· the Unit1~d Htatm:; had enter·ed the
war. 1!1
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Accusations of treachery spread through the mass media. A corporation with an already dubious past was now shaken by a new
onslaught of public condemnation. The I. G. Farben scandal, Surface
reported to his colleagues, hit the company "like a small atomic
bomb." Embarrassed executives, for the first time, "really awakened
to the necessity of doing something about public opinion." 20
By the middle of 1943, a new public relations department had
been created, which began by devoting nearly all its energies to
"defending the company against charges of collusion with the Germans."21 Now, as SONJ executives-and a number of pertinent
others-conferred at the Westchester Country Club, the specific
fallout of the I. G. Farben connection gave way to a more sweeping
sense of emergency.
On the morning of November 19, following a greeting by George
Freyermuth, who managed SONJ's public relations outfit, Elmo
Roper stood to address the gathering. Roper was one of the country's
leading experts on public opinion in 1945. During the 1930s, Roper
had distinguished himself conducting surveys for Fortune magazine.
He would later go off on his own, conducting the Roper poll. Until
George Gallup scooped the survey-research community by correctly
forecasting a Roosevelt victory in 1936, Roper was America's most
highly regarded opinion analyst.
Roper was not a disinterested student of public opinion. Like
most pollsters, he pondered public opinion for strategic purposes, to
provide those who paid for his services with an advantage over those
whose thoughts were being methodically mapped.
Though Roper was never trained as a social scientist, his ability
to read the public mind, as well as his authoritative bearing, had
impressed a wide number of corporate clients. He had the personality
to command their attention and the knowledge and ability to advise
them on important policy decisions. Bogart, who participated in
HONJ's early PR meetings, described Roper as a man who instilled
mwrmous confidence in those who employed him.
I I1~ was a man of hrreat poise, a tremendous sense of humor.
1111~ I did not suf'fm· fools gladly Iand had I no tolm·anee for
hullshit., t.houlo(h lu~ ~~ould sling a little hit. hi111sdf. I lie was!
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very articulate, very charming, [and had] a great ability to
get to the kernel of what was actionable in survey data. [He
was] not a technician, never pretended to be. He left that to
the people around him. [He had a] great interest in politics,
and a strong personal political sense in his handling ... of
clients and other people. 22
At this Public Relations Conference-and m subsequent meetings-Roper was called on to synopsize the general "mood of the
American people." His report was dire, not just for a company that
had habitually disregarded the winds of public opinion, but for all who
desired to uphold the principle of unregulated private enterprise.
Employing a jargon that revealed the extent to which theories of social
psychology had informed his profession, Roper described a population
that was extraordinarily jittery and potentially explosive, one that had
just experienced "fifteen years of emotional crisis." He went on:
They had ten years of depression, with all of the emotional
disturbance that goes with not knowing where your next meal
is coming from, or whether or not you are shortly to reduce
your scale of living.
They were plunged out of practically ten years of the kind
of emotional crisis that goes with a depression into roughly
five years of a different kind of emotional crisis, a war, where
everyone was worried about what was going to happen to his
son, or his brother, or her husband.
So we have today tired, somewhat frustrated and emotionally disturbed people. 23
Roper then moved from a psychological to a political-economic
plane. During the depression and throughout the war period, he
reported, Americans had grown more and more predisposed to look
beyond the privately owned corporate system toward government as
the ultimate insurer of their economic survival, particularly their
"right to work continuously at reasonably good wages."
Now, as the postwar period commenced, many Americans continued to hold on to this axiomatic bdief. Fbr fre(~ ent(~r-prisers, tJw
irnpli(•.ations of this n~por·t W(~r·e fonniduhh
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[D]espite the fact that they look to industry for the bulk of
the jobs, a very large majority of the people in the countryand that includes rich people as well as poor people-are
committed to the belief that if private industry can't or won't
provide jobs for everyone who is willing and able to work,
then it is the proper function of government to do it. 24
Explicit in Roper's review was the degree to which underlying
corporate faiths- regarding the sanctity of private enterprise and the
primacy of the profit motive-were being widely questioned. Also
clear were the ways in which public thinking-particularly regarding
governmental activism-threatened to block business' plans for
rolling back the incursions of the New Deal.
"While a "great majority of Americans" continued to "believe in
the capitalistic system," Roper warned, corporations were confronted
by a nonnegotiable battery of conditions. A national reordering of priorities-propelled from the bottom up-jeopardized business' longrun objectives. The American people, he enunciated, "have made up
their minds to a number of ultimatums."
[O]ne of the ultimatums is that never m the future shall
property rights be placed above human rights. Another one is
that continued corporation dividends cannot be regarded as
being as sacred as continued wages for labor. Rightly or
wrongly, the American public wants the guaranteed annual
wage. Rightly or wrongly, it believes the guaranteed annual
wage can be achieved.
Together, these stipulations testified to a basic weakening of customary corporate prerogatives and capitalist faiths. These provisos,
Hoper counseled, would have to be addressed by SONJ and other corporations as they set their agendas for postwar America.
At bottom, the prevailing social expectation had become the guarantned economic security of all people. "The only question in my
mind," he eoneluded, "is whether industry is going to get credit for
Iwiping to hr·ing I it] about ... or credit for opposing it as long as it
possibly eould."u• F'or those present, the impli<'.ations of this n~por-t
wor·e both diHturhing- u.nd c•.hmr·. 'l'lw c~ornpu.ny would have~ to rnu.ke Uw
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active cultivation of public relations a central component of its business planning.
A<l the discussion moved along, the sobering gravity of Roper's
report gave way to issues of a more particular and actionable nature.
How should Standard Oil redefine its public image? What steps could
be taken to remold public attitudes toward the New Jersey corporation?
"It is up to us," declared Eugene Holman, one of SONJ's top
executives, "to satisfY the general public that our job is being well
done." To do so, Holman admonished, the nature and structure of
Standard Oil's business had to be reconsidered. Corporate leaders
could no longer afford to view themselves simply as oil men.
... [I]n the producing field, the refining field, the transportation field, the marketing field, we have very able technicians. But in the past few years we have come to realize that
what I might call our human engineering wasn't perhaps
being so well done. In order to promote this human engineering group, of which you gentlemen are a very large part,
we hope to stimulate procedures ... and we hope that we
may come to feel that we are doing just as good a job in our
human engineering as we are in our other forms of engineering.26
Complimenting Roper as SONJ's sociopsychological analyst, Earl
Newsom served as the company's primary planner in the field of
"human engineering." Brought into Standard Oil at the time of the
I. G. Farben debacle, in 1943 Newsom became the corporation's general counsel on public relations.
Newsom's past experience made him ideal for the job. Among
other distinctions, he had helped to dig Henry Ford out of a hole after
the auto tycoon was exposed as an advance man for the Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Zion, a counterfeit conspiracy document distributed to inflame anti-Semitic paranoia.
Newsom had carefully cultivated an enigmatic image of himself as
a man who was perpetually lost in thought. Though he spent a lifdirrw
working as a servant of power·, in his habits he pt·qjed.nd a mystiq\1(~ of
personal indnp1~rulmu~n and irwor'11tptihility. "llll1~ ost1~nt.at.iously
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avoided business lunches and had lunch everyday in the same place,
eating the same frugal repast and reading his New York Times."
Now, at the 1945 PR conference, Newsom offered general guidelines on how to "develop and maintain in the public mind a favorable
image" of SONJ and its affiliates. As was his studied custom, he
spoke "in such a low voice that everybody had to lean forward in his
chair, so even the most banal utterances took on a portentousness."n
Bypassing the kind of bedrock issues raised by Roper, Newsom's
strategy gave short shrift to the idea that corporations must reform
themselves and their economic practices in response to a new and
nonnegotiable set of public "ultimatums." Against Hoper's apostate
suggestion that a fundamental readjustment of the economic system
might be necessary for private industry to survive, Newsom emphasized the necromantic side of public relations, the ways that Standard
Oil could employ the contrivances of mass persuasion to trump the
stumbling block of a belligerent public.
If the fundamental problem of a coq)oration is to disclose to

the American people that it is an enterprise with a heart-a
good company-a good citizen-an institution to be trusted,
then all public relations thinking must be directed toward
bringing the American people to recognize that fact. That is
the theme. That is the motif. That is the string on which all
the beads must be strung.
The company, Newsom continued, cannot afford to project the
public image of a giant and powerful enterprise, insensitive to public
indignation, as had been its longtime practice. If we look at Standard
Oil "as a kind of mausoleum on a mountain top-a great institution,"
he warned, "We become awed in the presence of ourselves." Though
Htandard Oil's power may be a fact of life, Newsom counseled, its public
d.iquette must be more sympathetic, more accessible. Responding to
!,ink's call for a "new vocabulary" of power, Newsom suggested that
HON,J must begin to evolve a commercial vernacular, a way of speaking
Umt. meshed with the dynamics of inteq)ersorml relationships.
What WI~ must. r·n11rnrnh1~r· ... is that. a l'.ompa11y 1~a11 wi11 fri1~ruls
mul illfhH•JWI' Jll~oph~ if it. will Ill~ quit.1• 11at.unr.l, l'rinrully, l'asy-
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going, frank, colloquial, and unpretentious. It is this friendly,
easy-going manner, perhaps more than any other single thing,
which, in the long run, will win public confidence. 2R

As the first Public Relations Conference came to an end, a man
named Robert Haslam stood up to summarize the conclusions of the
gathering. When Standard Oil was attacked by the Truman committee in 1942, the company had summoned Haslam-then the general sales manager-to plug the leaks in the corporate ship. It was
Haslam who had founded the public relations department, and it was
he who had guided its development from the boardroom ever since.
Speaking as a member of the SONJ Board of Directors, Haslam's
word bore the imprimatur of corporation policy; his comments on the
conference were definitive.
Earlier in the conference, during some informal exchanges,
Haslam expressed enthusiasm for Newsom's presentation and its
strategic recommendations. Uncomfortable with Roper's more radical
systemic approach, Haslam embraced Newsom's emphasis on "the
impressionistic, the emotional, as against the factual approach, in
order to influence people and provide a good climate for our public
relations." Instead of substantively altering company policiesregarding profits, employment, and economic security-Haslam
argued that Standard Oil must anthropomorphize its image in the
public mind, "present the Jersey Company in the light of being
human, being likeable, being generous and honest as against being a
large producer, refiner, or marketer of petroleum products ... "29
Now as he brought the meetings to a close, Haslam reiterated this
overarching public relations goal with remarkable and instructive
frankness. When the company is under attack, he recited, "don't deny
something ... affirm something else. [I]dentify yourself with the
things that you want people to think of when they think of you."
Implicitly accepting the revised picture of America that had taken hold
in the New Deal era and recognizing anticorporate antagonism as a
given of postwar American life, Haslam expanded on the lexicon that
would be needed to bypass these perilous historical developments.
[WJhen the uhair1nan of our Board g·ets up on some oeeasion,
shouldn't say, "I d(~sir·(~ in tlw mmw of ()(),000

lw
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stockholders ... " He says, "I desire in the name of 60,000
American laborers .... " Identify yourself not with bondholders, coupon clippers, Wall Street, but with labor, with
Americans.
Closing his remarks, Haslam suddenly assumed a tone of disquietude. Ideas about a serviceable corporate vocabulary were, once
again, overshadowed by the daunting political-economic realities.
Despite Haslam's comfort with Newsom's approach, Roper's concerns refused to melt away.
Above all else, Haslam warned, the company must not lose sight
of the dangerous times it was navigating and of the social democratic
ideas that continued to threaten the future of Standard Oil and private enterprise more generally.
[T]here is a revolution of ideas right around the corner.... We
have seen those revolutions and ideas hit us and never knew
that they were coming until afterward, and then we would
start in figuring out why we never knew. It usually comes out
that either we didn't have our ear to the ground, or we
weren't looking in that direction ...
What I am fearful of is that we will not be aware of the
thunderstorm that is coming up on the horizon .... I am a
little fearful that we are a little too smug, and our antenna is
not sensitive enough to pick up these wave-lengths.:lo
Thus closed the first in a series of Public Relations Conferences
hdd hy Standard Oil. Subsequent conferences would elaborate on
issues raised at this inaugural parley, but here, at the Westchester
( ~ountry Club in November 1945, a new tone was set. A council of
Plites, meeting to discuss the ways they might conscript the affections
ol' the American public, pondered their future. Some, like Roper, propos(~d the need for corporations to adapt to popular economic expectations that had taken root in the thirties: the need to reevaluate overall
•·•~onomie thinking and to forge an industrial system that would be
HII'IH'turally r·esponsivn to social welfare issues. Others, like Newsom,
t.t•ruhwnd lnsH l'urulanumtal approadws, pmposing the need to perfect
t.Ju~ tnc~hniqunH ol' lllll.HS p(~I'SIIH.Sion and to (~t·c~ate It BIOI'U effieient
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opinion-management apparatus. As a group, they underscored the
unmistakable centrality of public relations as a corporate policy concern
and provided a revealing glimpse of discussions and debates that would
shape PR practice in the years directly following the Second World War.

•

•

•

•

•

The uncertainties expressed by the Standard Oil executives and their
advisers were hardly unique. Throughout the late forties, the social
imperatives of the New Deal and unsettling memories of mass mobilization continued to cast shadows over business thinking. "The most
important problem business faces today ... is the fact that business
isn't out of the doghouse yet," recited Fortune magazine in May 1949.
Sixteen turbulent years have rolled by since the New Deal
began to rescue the People from the Capitalists, and no one
can say that business has retrieved the authority and respect
it ought to have if the drift to socialism is to be arrested.
Every U.S. businessman, consciously or unconsciously, is on
the defensive. 31
A clear indication of this defensiveness was the rapid growth of
corporate public relations. In a review of business' continuing troubles, Fortune inventoried this progression:
Some 4,000 corporations now support whole "public relations"
departments and "programs." About 500 independent firms,
some of them knocking down more than half a million a year
in consulting fees alone, are supported mainly by business. 32
Richard Tedlow, a business historian, expanded on this development:
The field was flooded with new practitioners and budgets
soared with expenditures for institutional advertising and for
experiments with such "educational" devices as comic books
and company-sponsored economics courses. More chief executives took a personal hand in public relations, and more counselors were attaining the rank of vice-president m· assistant to
the president.' 1'1
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Yet beyond the exponential growth of public relations, the
assumptions behind corporate public relations were also changing.
Enlarging upon approaches initiated by NAM in the late thirties, the
tone of PR planning was characterized less and less by narrowly conceived commercial motives and was driven, more and more, by broad
political considerations. Amid widespread discussions of the need to
build bridges between corporations and ordinary Americans, public
relations architects assumed an increasingly evangelical tone.
Vernon Scott, a prominent businessman and leader of a national
antitax group, provides a typical example of this shift in thinking.
Writing of the need to use public relations as a weapon in defense of
"our present economic system" against the "expanding authority of
the State," Scott exhorted businessmen to join in "the greatest ideological war of all times," the struggle to depose governmental supervision over economic planning.
Our public relations effort, to succeed, must always consider
the political front ....
The opposition is so organized. We are not .... Our first
line of action ... is to prove to the American public the superiority of Democratic Capitalism over any other form of social
economy. It must be done by example, by comparison, by
chapter and verse out of the books of both faiths.
... Perhaps it can be done through one of the great
national organizations-the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
NAM, CED, or some other. Or perhaps that too will have to be
built from the grassroots as the new program begins to unfold.
But coordination we must have, to insure that the whole public
gets our message; not just the active practitioners of capitalism.
Here at home we must constantly preach and prove that a
planned economy destroys free markets, shackles free enterprise, reduces the standard of living for all, beats down private initiative and cripples competition, the live [sic] blood of
eapitalism.'14
( hw of the most daunting political ohstaeles that businessmen
f'a!•ed in tlw id!~olog·ieal war· af.!,'ainst f.!,'Ovm·nment was analyzod by
Ilowm·d ( ~Juu;o, lu~nd of' public~ rdatious for· Omwr·al 1~'10ds rwd a
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nationally influential figure in the PR field. Writing in 1945, he
observed that the public had become more and more educated in
social and economic matters during the depression.
The American people today ... are by and large a sophisticated and articulate group .... They are full of questions
about the economic and social system to which they return
and which in large part they will shape themselves.
Inspired by a new sense of confidence in their inalienable rights,
ordinary working-class Americans held the conviction that to justify
its existence, an economic system must be organized to sustain the
greater good. Social standards must be applied to all economic
activity. This way of thinking, Chase asserted, required corporate
enterprise to "satisfy the individual both in his role as consumer and
his role as citizen." 35
Two years later, Chase continued to issue political admonitions.
"Can capitalism survive? ... [when] three out of four Americans are
prepared to say yes to almost any question that reflects discredit on
our corporate system?" he asked. Amid "a new human groping for
spiritual satisfaction," he responded, the continuation of a free enterprise system requires successful competition "for men's minds and
men's loyalties." Unless corporate public relations can gain an advantage in this direction, he concluded, people will continue to expect
their government to "keep an eye on business." 36
Elsewhere in public relations circles similar concerns were being
repeatedly aired. In 1946, for example, John W Hill-cofounder of
the public relations behemoth, Hill and Knowlton-argued that a deep
divide, isolating corporate management from workers,and members of
the general public, was the most pressing public relations problem of
the day. "[T]he line of communications between management and its
workers and neighbors," he maintained, "has broken down and ...
something must be done about it. Industrial management lives in one
world, the workers live in another. An iron curtain," he announced,
seizing a metaphor ordinarily reserved for a geopolitical context,
"stands between them."
The "first step" in bridging this hazardous 1-,rtllf, Hill instJ·tH~t(~d,
must bP pffor1.s d(~sigrwd to gain workm·s' tJ·ust. ){A.~pl'ising lUI IU'hrtl-
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ment made by Theodore Vail during the Progressive era, Hill warned
that business can not abandon its social leadership role to the forces
of dissension.
The task of getting facts to workers in acceptable form is not
child's play. The mind of many a worker is sealed by his suspicion of the boss. The first step in this job is to win the confidence of workers ....
The logical leader of labor is the employer.... If the iron
curtain is to be torn, it will be up to the employer to do it.
The individual employee cannot. And his spokesman, the
head of his union, will not, because to most labor union officials the iron curtain is an advantage.'l 7
The need to gain the loyalty of workers was an often-repeated
theme in this time of transition. The ability of big business to regain
control over the direction of American society depended on its
capacity to draw adherents to its way of seeing on a mass scale.
Evoking Roper's take on the public mind, Claude Robinson-president of Opinion Research, Inc.-reported that many Americans
accepted big government as a necessary safeguard against the wiles
of reckless corporations. Unless business effectively joined the fray
and gained the hearts of its workers, Robinson maintained, the
prospects for free enterprise were indeed grim.
... [S]tudies ... show that the most fertile ground for infiltration of collectivist and authoritarian ideology in this
country are the minds of men who work in your factories."
The survival of business, Robinson concluded, would depend on a crusade to convert these workers to a belief in the private enterprise
system. "[T]he future of authoritarianism in the United States will be
determined by the social understanding of people in the grass roots.
It is public opinion in the home precincts that will decide. 38
A h'Tass mots pro-business movement, however, would not gain
hy spnaking in the name of stockholders, bondholders, and
(•oupotl dippm·H. It. rH~(~dPd to fonnulntt~ a eornmnreial vm·naeuhu· that
(~onvm1.s
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spoke to everyone. This would be a fonnidable chore, observed Link of
the Psychological Corporation. The prevailing drift of civic instruction, he reported, had thrown the merit of free enterprise into question. "In recent decades," Link contended, "our schools and
publications have done a better job in promoting socialism than in
promoting the American system of private capitalism ... a system
that combines freedom with plenty." To regain its legitimacy, Link
advised, business must do more than simply trumpet its marvelous
new products. It must also "promote the principles, the ideas, the
freedoms which make plenty possible."
To do so, Link noted, there needed to be a shift from a pubic relations policy that had routinely emphasized the importance of corporate rights to one that spoke in terms of the rights of all people. It
was necessary for "a transfer in emphasis from free enterprise to the
freedom of all individuals under free enterprise; from capitalism to
the much broader concept: Americanism." 39
Simply put, corporate communications must move away from the
vocabulary of the businessman and must appear accessible and familiar
to the average American. One writer in Printers' Ink, in an attempt to
inform this strategy, mimicked the mindset of this American:
[W]e common men will understand the story better if it comes
from someone we know, like the concern down the street where
Uncle Will and Neighbor Joe work. We all have greater
interest in the things we personally know a little about, and
our interest increases in pace with our knowledge. 40
While Link advised that a conscious manipulation of symbols
would harvest the loyalties of working-class Americans, Howard
Chase argued that rhetorical devices would not be enough. Unless the
private business system substantively delivered on general social
expectations that had evolved over the previous decade and a half,
Chase argued passionately in 194 7, corporate public relations efforts
would merely inherit the wind. For capitalism to flourish in these critical times, more fundamental actions needed to be taken.
I am eonvineed that this JH'O<~nss of identifYing husirwss with
uu~ gt'l~ll.t goals of tlw hllltlll.ll I'IW<~, Uw l.!,'t'(~ll.t hut sitnpln goals,
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Is all that can maintain today's free corporate system....
[L]et us use every power to identifY the owners and managers
with the simple goals-better education for everybody's children, better health and nutrition, better housing, better opportunities based on ability, more security for the aged and infirm,
more respect for the opinion of any man who has opinions.
"Corporate survival," Chase cautioned, "depends on how quickly corporate management catches on." 41

•

•

•

•

•

In the wake of the thirties, the argument for drastic action held a
good deal of weight. As Fortune magazine summarized the situation
in 1949, social exigencies now challenged the corporation to "make a
policy of its social consciousness." 42
Chase, who became president of the Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA) in the late forties, added significantly to this way of
thinking. With a rare sense of history, he argued that capitalists must
abandon their knee-jerk conservatism and reconnect to their liberal
mots. They must revive the time when merchants played a leading role
in struggles for democracy, individual freedom, and the general welfare
of society. Business, he maintained, must wrest the mantle of liberalism from government and work to "expand the living standard of the
American people through competitive production and distribution."
"It is time for those of us in industry," Chase sermonized in 1945,
to embrace the "really radical nature of our proposal to increase standards of living." We must abandon "the defensive forever," he
asserted, and "move positively and aggressively into the arenas in
which public opinion is made ... "
To Chase, public relations must he nothing less than an "operating
philosophy by which our worthy economic institutions can reintegrate
themselves into the basic aspirations of the people of this country." 4a In
brief, a system of we~fare capitalism must be brought about to arrest
and incapacitate the vexing incursions of a welfare state.
i'Jven Edward L. Bernays paid homage to the ideas of welfare
<~apitalism. 'lh <~omhat "Depression Factors" that had changed the
thinking or most Atru~r·i<~atiS, husiJI(~Sses had to sen thmnsn\ves as
"so<~iu.l, u.s w<~llu.s <~<~onomi<~" institutions. A<~<~<)l'(ling to Bnr·nays, husi-
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ness must become the advocate of "stabilized employment; pensions;
social security; old age insurance; group accident; sickness, hospital
and life insurance." They must also take the lead in "the fields of
racial relations, housing, and education" and willingly participate in
the scrupulous maintenance of "advertising, labelling and packaging"
standards. It was essential, he announced, for public relations
thinking to reach beyond the use of "slogans" and "incantations." 44
Others concurred. Writing in the Harvard Business Review in 1949 ,
Robert Wood Johnson, head of Johnson & Johnson pharmaceutical company, maintained that business must develop a "permanent and complete social policy." It must assume a position of social "trusteeship," as
he put it, to attune its interests to those of the general public.
Trusteeship would emphasize our points of common interests
and responsibility, not merely our differences. Such a spirit
would bring new health to the business world. It would overflow into political life, with patriotism and concern for the
common good mitigating struggles by pressure groups and
special interests. 45
A year later, writing in the PRSA's Public Relations Journal
'
Johnson endorsed welfare capitalism as the route that business-in
the interests of self-preservation-must take. 'Tho many cards were
stacked against conventional patterns of corporate behavior.
"[U]nless we think and act our best now," he cautioned, "there is a
danger that socialism will creep upon us unnoticed." 46
Contemplating "management's responsibilities in a complex
world," Frank Abrams, president of Standard Oil, proposed a similar
formula. "If we are to be helpful in advancing our American way of
life," he suggested, "we must be willing to show by example that individual objectives can best be served when they are identified with the
common good." Corporations, he continued, must evince "a strong
sense of responsibility to the community." Emulating doctors and
lawyers, businessmen must assume a "professional" sense of "service," Abrams asserted. 47
This metamorphosis is ineornpr·ehensihle unless it is evaluatt~d in
r·dation to tJw New Deal pel'iod. Dur·inj.(' tlmt tinw, the n~~~~~tor·at1~
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broadened to include people who had previously been marginal to
American political life. Popular conceptions of America and Americans had changed. The thirties had also witnessed an unprecedented
governmental focus on the problems of poverty and on the development of programs designed to enhance the social and economic security of all citizens. The voice and the needs of "the people" gained new
consideration from political leaders, and the federal government
defined itself as the people's champion against the chronic vicissitudes of a "free" capitalist market. Perhaps most important, a large
number of formerly disenfranchised Americans came out of the Great
Depression with the idea that they were protected by a battery of federally secured social and economic rights. This impression had been
confirmed, again and again, as business's opinion experts-Link,
Roper, Robinson, and others-studied the anatomy of the public mind.
Against this new and potentially risky terrain, corporate America
was forced to reexamine its historic mission. "So long as the major
American problem was economic and industrial," wrote Russell Davenport, an editorial consultant for Fortune, "we had preceded upon the
assumption that private initiative was the way to get things done." In
the turmoil of the Great Depression, however, all this had changed.
... [W]hen the New Deal hit the social problem, it boldly
reversed this [customary business] assumption. It gave lip
service, to be sure, to private initiative so far as economic
matters were concerned. But with regard to the social
problem it made the curious assumption that the ... initiative in social matters should lie with government.
The balance of American society had shifted, Davenport
observed, "starting a whole new trend in the evolution of America ...
a trend toward giving the government more and more initiative on
social matters and then in matters bordering on the social." 'l'lw
rights of private business, he concluded, had been severely compmmised by this development, and only the "affirmation of a new pl'ineiple-the principle of private initiative in social matters"-would
ovm-tum this unhealthy tide. 4"
'l'he aftimmtion of this new pri!l(~iph~, howevm·, would r·nquir·e Uw
d1~ploymont. of' two int.m·t.wiru~d puhlit~ rdations effor-ts. I~,irst, it. would
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be necessary to incapacitate the legitimacy of New Deal assumptions.
The idea that the federal government was the prime vehicle for taking
the "initiative on social matters" would have to be contested head-on.
Second, as governmental activism was rolled back, it would also be
necessary to institute corporate social policies that offered meaningful alternatives to the public initiatives of the New Deal. 'Ib a significant degree, far-reaching public relations activities, beginning in
the late forties onward, addressed this two-pronged agenda.
In fateful ways, the beginning of the Cold War provided a convenient context for the assault on governmental activism. When Winston
Churchill described a world divided by an "iron curtain," in FUlton,
Missouri, on March 5, 1946, he coined a phrase that would propel
American foreign policy for much of the remainder of the century.
A pervasive ether of anticommunism shaped the contours of
domestic politics as well. First, the red scare helped to sustain an ideological atmosphere of incessant military mobilization as a normal
aspect of American life. This atmosphere not only served to safeguard
the "traditional property system," but it also justified an uninterrupted transfer of public wealth to the newly powerful "militaryindustrial complex."
At the same time that anticommunism rationalized unprecedented federal expenditures on war materials-reshaping the terrain
of America's industrial economy along the way-it also transformed
the universe of discourse surrounding federal spending on social programs. While colossal governmental grants to private "defense" contractors were typically characterized as unquestionably patriotic-vital
to the preservation of American democracy-public spending on federally administered social programs was vilified, more and more, as
the subversion of traditional freedoms.
In 1922, Walter Lippmann postulated that to be successful in
mobilizing public opinion around a cause, it is necessary to delineate
your opposition as villains and conspirators. In defense of private
enterprise and against the further implementation of governmental
social programs, a vigorous conservative publicity machine took I.ippmann's axiom to heart. From the late forties onw~u·d, it l)(\earno
irwreasingly eommon to ehanwtrwize the New Dml.l's so<~ial K<wrw-
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.;ianism as nothing less than a perfidious drift toward communism. A
l'oreign evil menaced the home front, and governmental activism in
'o<~ial and economic affairs was its most tangible expression.
One of the nation's leading publicists in this regard was J. Edgar
II oover. A propagandist more than a cop, Hoover helped inaugurate a
llll\l'Ciless publicity environment that again and again depicted the
I J nited States as a society under siege. Fbllowing this lead, notorious
l'.OIIh"''essional committees (the House Un-American Activities Comtnittee and the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee) launched
irrvPstigations of Communist infiltration in the United States, andu.lso marching to Hoover's drumbeat-the commercial media system
iwnmsingly presented frightful dramatizations of what would happen
if the "Red Menace" was permitted to succeed.
A lurid photo essay in Look magazine, "Could the Reds Seize
I >droit?" clearly illustrates the ways in which the media provided a
vmme for anti-Communist fear mongering. 49 Staged photographs port.r·uyed a nightmare vision of America's motor city in the grip of
tnkeover and chaos. One caption described "Red" goons spreading
"<~onfusion throughout a terror-gripped city, as this picture shows."
( )tlwr documentary-style images showed gunmen in the streets, comtmmications centers with operators holding their hands up, jail
hreaks, seizures of radio stations, and the takeover of police stations.
1,lw routinization of such images in American popular culture during
this period served primarily to pollute the social environment with
JliU'anoia and distrust.
"When a subject appears to be all around him," an influential
Jnthlie relations specialist, Philip Lesly, wrote in 1974, "a person
l.1111ds to accept it and take it for granted." Offering a profound look
nt. puhlie relations thinking as it evolved in the postwar era, Lesly
t~ont.imwd: "It becomes part of the atmosphere in which he lives. He
finds himself surrounded by it and absorbs the climate of the idea." 50
Nnvnr was this rendition of the public relations process more fit1irrJ.:" than in the late forties and early fifties as anticommunism pushed
Its way thr'lmgh the Arneriean grooves of thought. Not only was the
jll'lll't'al politi<~al <~limatn affel•.ted, hut in a numhm· of er·itienl areas, the
nttud< 011 ~<mdal KlWIH\sialliHm and on Uw prmnise of federally Helmrml
t'illht.H waH hotlr fltH'<~l\ ruul d't'ed.ivo. Onn Htwh ru·nu WitH lwalth enr't1.
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Despite attempts to create a national health care system during the
New Deal years, efforts in this direction had not succeeded. Fbllowing
the war, however, as "public ultimatums" continued to be put forth, the
prospect of universal, federally insured health coverage seemed bright.
In January 1949, with national health insurance bills pending in Congress, many assumed that passage of this "must" legislation was a foregone conclusion. Among organized national constituencies, only
doctors-fearing that their customary prerogatives would be
encroached upon-were vocally opposed to national health insurance.
Panicked by the idea that doctors' customary entitlements would
be smothered by a national health insurance system, the socially conservative American Medical Association (AMA) resolved to launch a
vast and costly public relations campaign to defend the autonomy of
private physicians and scuttle the prospect of health insurance legislation being enacted. 'Ib manage this effort, the AMA hired Clem
Whitaker and Leone Baxter, a California-based husband-wife public
relations team.
A decade before, with reform legislation and a number of other
factors limiting the ability of customary party structures to function
effectively in California, Whitaker and Baxter pioneered mass media
campaign techniques-newspaper, radio, and so forth-in support of
right-wing candidates. 51 Their methods had been successfully used to
malign Upton Sinclair, the Socialist Party candidate for governor of
California, and played a role in defeating a referendum that would
have placed regulatory controls on chain supermarkets. 52
When medicine "got militant ... [and] threw its full weight into
the counterattack" against national health insurance, Whitaker and
Baxter were brought in to devise the AMA' s battle plan. 'Ib derail
national health insurance, Whitaker explained, public relations conventions had to be pushed aside. Developments that threatened to
undermine the traditional power of doctors, he argued, required the
use of extraordinary measures.
Most of us have been trained to keep our clients out of controversy. Under normal conditions, that is a worthy objective.
But these are not normal times-and there are eircumstances undm· whieh it is both had public r·elations and rn01
cowar·dim~ to km~p om· climrts out of contr·ovm·Hy.
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Postwar America provided one of those circumstances, and the AMA
campaign was marked by an aggressive smear attack that linked
national health insurance-and government-insured health rightswith communism.
As the campaign was designed, health care needs were downplayed, and the evil of governmental intervention gained the spotlight.
:he campaign was not based on health care, hut was premised,
mstead, on protecting a way of life. "Our whole economic system is
~nder _fire today," Whitaker explained. "fT]he very system we live by
IS commg under increasing challenge-and we must either stand and
defend it, or we must prepare to surrender it.""'1
'Ib defend the AMA's position, as Baxter noted, she and her husband painstakingly exploited the rhetoric of coercion to explain the evil
lurking behind the supposed altruism of the health insurance bills.
Over an eleven-month period, fortified by the largest public relations
war chest ever assembled to that point-$1.4 million-Whitaker and
Baxter waged a pervasive and successful public attack on what they
christened "Compulsory Health Insurance," adjusting this message t~>
appeal to farmers' organizations; women's clubs; and religiqus, veterans', business, educational, and civic groups. By November 1949
national health insurance was dead in the water, the victim-in lar~
part-of a calculated public tie-in with an un-American way of life. 54
The AMA war chest, however, was not simply used to demonize
the socialistic complexion of "compulsory health insurance." A.'l
Baxter reported, at the tail end of the AMA campaign, while half the
funds was used to mount "defense and attack" strategies, the other
half was used "for the constructive job of building, extending, and
improving the services of the voluntary health insurance system."''''
"We need the complete confidence and militant support of the
American people," Baxter asserted, and tangible alternatives to a feder·ally administered health care system had to be developed.
l{esponding to this necessity-part of a great compromise that waH
l'oq.,"'~d hetwe(m big business and organized labor dur·ing this pcl'iodJll'ivate health insurance inereasingly emerged as an exp<~d.ml par-t of
111an,v workm·s' "fr·inge benefits" packages. 'rhough tJw id<~a of lw~tlth
inHur·aru~~~ as a fedm·ally h'111U'Il.llt<~ed r·ight was SIWrifi<~<~d in tlw
III'<H~<~HH-u.n o<~<mr·r·mw<~ thu.t, in the long- 1'1111, would pr·ov1• fatd'ul-it
nppnut·<~d Umt lwniUr <~ar·1~ had lu~<·.onre a de fud.o, privatdy pr·ovidod
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Despite attempts to create a national health care system during the
New Deal years, efforts in this direction had not succeeded. Fbllowing
the war, however, as "public ultimatums" continued to be put forth, the
prospect of universal, federally insured health coverage seemed bright.
In January 1949, with national health insurance bills pending in Congress, many assumed that passage of this "must" legislation was a foregone conclusion. Among organized national constituencies, only
doctors-fearing that their customary prerogatives would be
encroached upon-were vocally opposed to national health insurance.
Panicked by the idea that doctors' customary entitlements would
be smothered by a national health insurance system, the socially conservative American Medical Association (AMA) resolved to launch a
vast and costly public relations campaign to defend the autonomy of
private physicians and scuttle the prospect of health insurance legislation being enacted. To manage this effort, the AMA hired Clem
Whitaker and Leone Baxter, a California-based husband-wife public
relations team.
A decade before, with reform legislation and a number of other
factors limiting the ability of customary party structures to function
effectively in California, Whitaker and Baxter pioneered mass media
campaign techniques-newspaper, radio, and so forth-in support of
right-wing candidates. 51 Their methods had been successfully used to
malign Upton Sinclair, the Socialist Party candidate for governor of
California, and played a role in defeating a referendum that would
have placed regulatory controls on chain supermarkets. 52
When medicine "got militant ... [and] threw its full weight into
the counterattack" against national health insurance, Whitaker and
Baxter were brought in to devise the AMA's battle plan. To derail
national health insurance, Whitaker explained, public relations conventions had to be pushed aside. Developments that threatened to
undermine the traditional power of doctors, he argued, required the
use of extraordinary measures.
Most of us have been trained to keep our clients out of controversy. Under normal conditions, that is a worthy objective.
But these are not normal times-and there are eircumNtanees under whieh it is both had public rdations and rnoml
c~owar·dim~ to keep om· eli(mts out of (~ont.r·ovm·sy.
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Postwar America provided one of those circumstances, and the AMA
campaign was marked by an aggressive smear attack that linked
national health insurance-and government-insured health rightswith communism.

As the campaign was designed, health care needs were downplayed, and the evil of governmental intervention gained the spotlight.
The campaign was not based on health care, but was premised,
instead, on protecting a way of life. "Our whole economic system is
under fire today," Whitaker explained. "[T]he very system we live by
is coming under increasing challenge-and we must either stand and
defend it, or we must prepare to surrender it." 5'1
To defend the AMA' s position, as Baxter noted, she and her husband painstakingly exploited the rhetoric of coercion to explain the evil
lurking behind the supposed altruism of the health insurance bills.
Over an eleven-month period, fortified by the largest public relations
war chest ever assembled to that point-$1.4 million-Whitaker and
Baxter waged a pervasive and successful public attack on what they
christened "Compulsory Health Insurance," adjusting this message to
appeal to farmers' organizations; women's clubs; and religiQus, veterans', business, educational, and civic groups. By November 1949,
national health insurance was dead in the water, the victim-in large
part-of a calculated public tie-in with an un-American way of life. 54
The AMA war chest, however, was not simply used to demonize
the socialistic complexion of "compulsory health insurance." As
Baxter reported, at the tail end of the AMA campaign, while half the
funds was used to mount "defense and attack" strategies, the other
half was used "for the constructive job of building, extending, and
improving the services of the voluntary health insurance system."""
"We need the complete confidence and militant support of the
American people," Baxter asserted, and tangible alternatives to a feder·ally administered health care system had to be developed.
Hesponding to this necessity-part of a great compromise that was
f'oq.1;ed between big business and organized labor during this periodprivate health insurance increasingly emerged as an expected part of
rnany wor·ken;' "fr·inge benefits" packages. Though the idea of health
inKunuwe as a fedm·ally 1-,'1Hll'anteed r·ight was sam·ificed in the
pr·o(~ess-an O(~(~\ll·r·mwe that, in tlw long r·un, would prove fateful-it
appem·ed Umt lu~alth (•.ar·e had h(~(~orrw a (~~~ fado, privatdy pr·ovid(~d

entitlement for an unprecedented number of working-elass Americans. In the wake of this development, our current health care
system-a powerful, privately dominated medical-industrial complex-began to take shape in lieu of a federally stipulated system of
care.
Without doubt, the robustness of America's corporate economyfrom the late forties well into the sixties-made welfare capitalist programs, like privately mn health care, possible. Just as anticommunism
served as an ideological springboard for the attack on New Deal principles, America's economic boom of the postwar period buttressed big
business' unprecedented ability to provide apparently meaningful
alternatives to government-funded programs. Abetted by increasingly
pro-business and anti-Communist Congresses and presidential administrations, a shift away from the New Deal's social Keynesianism was
taking place. More and more, from this period forward, federal policy
would be defined by a commer-cial Keynesian approach, one that used
federal spending to subsidize private industries.
'rhis shift was particularly evident in the late forties, when private builders and real estate interests mounted a massive public relations campaign against federally sponsored public housing programs.
In the years leading to the Great Depression, the private building
industry had increasingly focused on the profitable practice of
building houses for affluent Americans. As the New Deal addressed a
severe housing crisis during the depression, it began to launch federal
housing programs aimed at serving the needs of those who had been
customarily ignored by private-sector builders and real estate interests. Greenbelt communities and other planned community experiments became an integral part of the New Deal agenda. In support of
the "greater good," the promise of decent housing for all Americans
emerged as one of the nation's most widely hailed objectives.
Following the war, the promise of new housing for returning veterans and their families picked up again. While some continued to
believe that innovative federal housing programs were most capable of
securing the needs of the many working- and middle-class AmCJ·ieans
who were returning from the war, the private housing industry
launched a multilevel PH effm-t to promot1~ privatn 1hwdop11tnnt and
to dd'mtt tlu• spr·ead of "Ho1•.ialiHti1~" pip<' dreaHIH.
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The assault on government-built housing was closely coordinated
with the attack on national health insurance. 56 As with the AMA
effort, the campaign for private housing waved a red flag, smearing
public housing as part of the treacherous drift toward godless commumsm.
Sustaining a publicity campaign managed by the PR firm of Bell,
Jones and Thylor, private building interests also benefited from opportunistic boosters in Congress who argued that "in city after city, Communists were boisterous in the advocacy of more and more public
housing." One of these supporters was Joseph McCarthy, junior Senator from Wisconsin, whose notorious career commenced with a frontal
attack on public housing as a Communist plot. "The aim of ... professional public housers," McCarthy declared, "is to socialize all housing
under the guise of providing housing for the underprivileged." 57
"There are those who maintain that because private enterprise
has not solved" the housing crisis, McCarthy observed in a 1947
report, "we should scrap private enterprise and socialize housing."
Against such fickle schemes, McCarthy proposed that it "seems only
logical that instead of attempting to scrap private enterprise, we
Hhould furnish the necessary aids to make it work." 58
As was the case with the campaign against national health insurance, an anti-Communist assault on federal housing was coupled with
a campaign to develop a private low-cost housing program for
n~turning veterans. In support of this campaign, McCarthy's proposal
became the guiding U.S. housing policy. The Federal Housing AdminiHtration provided guaranteed loans to veterans so they might purdtase mass-produced suburban houses built by the private building
industry. Ironically, the private alternative to public housing-exemplified by tract developments like Levittown-was subsidized, in large
IIH~asure, by the so-called scourge of federal spending.
Health care and housing were but two indices of a society that
was beginning to withdraw from assumptions that had gained
111~1~q>tance

during the New Deal years. Though many New Deal
innovations would remain and federal programs would continue to
pi'Ovide important pr·ot1~etions for a JH~riod of decades (in areas of
Nc H•.ial snmu·ity, uru~rn ploy11wnt ~~OIIIJH~nsation, en vi r·o11 rn1mtal prot!~e1ion, 1t11d oe1m Jmtio11al health a111l Nafdy), a Nlll'l'og-ate rnodd of
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KARL

GROUCHO

Which Marx Gets the Biggest Laugh?
The Man: named Karl, founder of communism, was a dour
charatter who Uved ln the Nlneteenth Century. A deadpan kind
of comic of the Buster Keaton-Ned Sparks type, his act was to
say funny things as though they weren't funny at au.
The Marx named Groucho, on the other hand, Is an out-andout yak man. He's funny all the way.
You get Groucbo'llines right away. Karl's become funny only
over the long pull-a few decades or so. Trouble Is, sometimes,
that a lot of mischief goes on before people get the humor of lt.
Subtle, Karl's stuff Is.
Like where be says capltallsm leads to the concentration of
wealth ln the bands of the few and the impoverishment of the
people as a whole. You don't get that one until you try to find a
place to park. down-town amid aU the Impoverished people
shopping Uke mad ln the department stores. When you do, It
kiDs you. Nobody Is that funny.
Or Uke where Karl says the only answer Is for worken to

seize the tools of production and hand them over to the government to run. You don't get that until you see newsreels of the
new Russlan automobiles, and see that they'd be sneered off
any used-car lot In America. Then you're doubled up In the
aisle especially when you see that only Generals and Commissan ~re rldlng at all. Even Groucho Isn't so funny, after all.
Or Karl's One about the miserable hovels In which worken
must live, stiff with cold as they huddle about the charcoal brazier. You don't get that until Saturday night wben you bear the
furnace cUck on and you notice that the only tblng huddled
around the charcoal brazier are the hamburgen. That stretches
you out holding your sides.
Funny thing Is, that only under capitalism Is there ever enougb
money for comedians. So when It comes to comlct, we've made
our choice. Groucbo can stick to romantic roles, where be and
his countless admlren will have more fun. We'll stk:k to Karl.
He's the biggest laugh of all times.

E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.), WILMINGTON DELAWARE
(Advertisemel'll)
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING •.. THROUGH CHEMISTRY

July, 1952

social progress was being posed, one that advertised a future of universal well-being, sustained by the benevolence of unencumbered
private corporations.
As long as the postwar period of U.S. economic expansion
endured, this "welfare capitalist" vision gained adherents. Higher
wages, private pension programs, a move from working-class to
middle-class lifestyles, and the widespread availability of modern consumer goods provided material validation for a social outlook that, to
a great extent, had been pnnnotml hy puhlie relations sp1~eialists in
tJw yem·s following- tlw Will'. A1~1~onling- to Uw f'ahle, mtpitalism had
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THE ENCYCLOP~DIA BILLBOARDICA

Marxism in Post-World War II
United States
In the years following the end of the Second World
War, federal participation in economic planning~
particularly in support of egalitarian social objectives--came under increasing attack from the corporate sector. Big business, it was argued, would
deliver the goods to all Americans without governmental interference. In the process, the anathematized expletive "Marxist" was applied promiscuously to many who continued to uphold the social
Keynesian concerns of the New Deal era. According to a resurrected commercial mantra, unregulated
private enterprise--not "socialistic" planning~was
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the fountain out of which a true workers' utopia
would naturally flow.
In this word for word facsimile (See Figure L at far
left) of a DuPont advertisment that appeared in the
Public Relations Journal in 1952, Karl Marx, along
with the very notion that capitalism might exploit
its workers, were derisively discounted.
In light of economic conditions at the threshold of
the twenty-first century~ the advance of corporation profits alongside rapidly declining wages; a widening gulf separating rich from poor; the twilight
of the American Dream; the persistent scourge of
homelessness--DuPont's unctuous tone of dismissal
sounds curiously out of place.
------ARCHIE BISHOP

reformed itself. Workers and capitalists had found common ground in
a burgeoning consumer culture. There was no more conflict.
As the fifties commenced, a sense of triumph infused business circles. The assault on New Deal principles had gained ground, and
through the institution of new social initiatives, business seemed to
have moved beyond the reach of historic class antagonisms. In 1951
the editors of Fortune magazine crowed about the "permanent revolution" that had taken place in relations between capital and labor.
"Never have left-wing ideologies had so little influence on the American labor movement as they have today," they boasted. Because of
the general improvement in material living standards and the enactment of tangible programs in response to public ultimatums, social
contradictions that had dogged capitalism since the nineteenth century-and had served to motivate the birth of corporate public relations-appeared to have vanished.
"Fifty years ago," Fortune editors acknowledged, "American capitalism seemed to be what Marx predicted it would be and what all the
muckrakers said it was-the inhuman offspring of greed and irre:-;ponsibility.... It seemed to provide overwhelming proof of the
tJwory that private ownership could honor no obligation except the
obligation to pile up profits."
In tlu~ postwar pm·iod, however, a "great tntnsfol'lnation" had
t.aknn pla1~1~. ( ~otnmo11 "intdh~1~tual ster·eotypns" of (•.lass <~ordii1~t had
Htuldmtly hm~omn olu-1oll'l.n. ( ~or·pm·n.t1~ pr·ospm·ity, ~~ornhirwd with Uw
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pressure of public ultimatums, had brought about a total change.
People in "moderate income families" the magazine tooted, had
radios; electric sewing machines; refrigerators; vacuum cleaners;
automobiles; insurance; medical, dental, surgical, and hospital care;
and so forth-all achieved through private channels. "It is perfectly
evident from the above list, that it is not the capitalists who are using
the people, but the people who are using the capitalists."
This world turned upside down, as Fortune presented it, was
nothing less than the final triumph of public opinion, particularly
opinion as represented by "the rising power of [organized] labor,
which has forced a revision of capitalist thinking and capitalist practices."59 In the face of incontestable public ultimatums, according to
this narrative, American consumers had become kings and queens
and corporations, their humble and ever-faithful servants.

16
Engineering
Consensus
F

public relations, like the society around it, the
decade following the end of the Second World War was a period
of blinding contradictions. On the one hand, "welfare capitalist" PR
agendas-underscoring democratic ideals and building on the notion
of inherent social and economic rights-announced that the voice of
the people had been heard. Corporate America, so went the narrative,
was respectfully and deferentially beckoning to its call. According to
this majestic promise, the ancient utopian longing for universal wellbeing was-at last-in the process of being satisfied.
At the same time, however, the crusade against Godless Communism-and the demonization of all but a "private enterprise" point of
view-was petitioning people's darkest fears, molding their anxieties
into a bleak environment of political silence. Paralleling a determined
attempt to respond to the demands of an active public, a reborn Le
Bonianism was also emerging, one that sought-once again-to
transform the democratic public into a silent and manageable entity.
Nowhere was this curious juxtaposition of democratic ideals and
ardent mass manipulation more eloquently found than in Edward L.
Bernays's 194 7 essay, "The Engineering of Consent." 1 Just as James
Madison's Federalist Paper No. 10 provides an incisive glimpse into
the thinking that propelled the Fbunding Fathers to draft a new Constitution for the United States in 1789, Bernays's "Engineering of
( ~onstmt" offm·s a revealing look at the ideas that have come to inform
Uu~ nxnl't~isn of politi<~al and ueonornie power in our own time. The
t~ssuy r·tmutius 0111~ of' U11~ dt~ar·pst statt~mPnts of t.ht~ assumpt.ious aud
OR THE FIELD OF
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This full-page advertisement, placed in the New York Times by Edward L.
Bernays's PR firm, speaks to the widespread sense of social insecurity that
plagued corporations like Standard Oil of New Jersey as the war came to an end.
COURTESY SPECTOR & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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strategies that have guided public relations practices in the United
States since the war's end.
Preempting the ambience of incorruptibility that surrounds the
Constitution, Bernays opened his essay invoking the Bill of Rights. In
his reading of these basic constitutional protections, however, he
made one curious addition. Conveniently evading the issue of who
controls or who has access to the modern instruments of communication, Bernays declared that "Freedom of speech and its democratic
corollary, a free press, have tacitly expanded our Bill of Rights to
include the right of persuasion."
Given recent history, the embrace of the Bill of Rights was indispensable. Throughout the Second World War, tales of Nazi propaganda and thought control had given systematized techniques of
persuasion an unsavory reputation, one that persisted in the popular
culture of the postwar period. It was critical, therefore, for Bernays
to couch his argument in terms that were compatible with liberal
democratic ideals.
Bernays did not define this expansion of the Bill of Rights as an
augmentation of public dialogue, however. Rather, he stated that it
was a prerogative permitting those who understood-and had access
to-the cognitive highways of the modern media system to guide the
views of the population at large. Attempting to dispose of any questions that his interpretation of democracy might provoke, Bernays
declared that the breadth and pervasiveness of the mass media in the
United States had, by the late forties, made this right of persuasion
"inevitable."
All these media provide open doors to the public mind. Any
one of us through these media may influence the attitudes
and actions of our fellow citizens.
Bernays then proceeded to outline the implications of this
·inevitability for the public relations specialist.
The tremendous expansion of communications in the Unitod
States has g·ivmt this Nation the world's most penetmtinJ(
and effm~tiw appar·at.us for· the transmission of ideas. J<Jvm'Y
r·esidtmt iH •~oust.nnt.ly exposed to tlw impa.d. of our· vnst not.-
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work of communications which reach every corner of the
country, no matter how remote or isolated. Words hammer
continually at the eyes and ears of America. The United
States has become a small room in which a single whisper is
magnified thousands of times.
Given its connectedness to every arena of human interaction-formal
and informal, organizational or merely conversational--the contemporary media structure provided publicists with a distribution system that
corresponded to social life itself. It had become the surging heart of a
modern circulatory system of thought; it pumped blood through the
"crisscrossing" vessels and capillaries of human perception; it was the
fountainhead from which the most distant extremities 1night be fed. 2
Once impenetrably provincial, American society had, in Bernays's
view, evolved into a modern highway system. An educated driver,
equipped with the proper road maps, he maintained, could reliably
transport psychological commerce anywhere that he wished.
Unlike Gabriel Tarde's similar argument-made half a century
before-Bernays's remarks were neither speculative nor academic.
Th Bernays's pragmatic way of thinking, the modern infrastructure
of communication disclosed-in its labyrinthine details-the intermediaries through which power would be effectively exercised in contemporary society.
Knowledge of how to use this enormous amplifying system
becomes a matter of primary concern to those who are interested in socially constructive action .... [O]nly by mastering
the techniques of communication can leadership be exercised
fruitfully.
Assisted by experts "who have specialized in utilizing the channels of communication," Bernays wrote, leaders will be able-whenever expedient-to "accomplish purposefully and scientifically what
we have termed 'the engineering of consent.' " It can be routinely
applied "to the task of getting people to support ideas and
programs."'3
Bernays willingly conceded the "possible evil" inhm·<~nt in tlw us<~
of stwh t<~dllliqtws th<~ ways they might IH~ mnployml to sm'V<~ "anti-
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democratic purposes." 4 Th Bernays, however, this caveat in no way
invalidated the vital point of his argument. Given the scale of modern
democratic society, he believed, the need to "engineer consent" had
become a necessary precondition for the exercise of power.
Aware of the manipulative tone of his hypothesis, Bernays offered
lip service to the idea of a democratic public as a body of informed citizens. Ideally, he proposed, the "engineering of consent" should be
employed only with "the complete understanding of those whom it
attempts to win over." "Under no circumstances," he cautioned,
"should the engineering of consent supersede or displace the functions of the educational system, either formal or informal, in bringing
about understanding by the people as a basis for action."
Venerable principles aside, however, Bernays moved swiftly to the
kernel of his argument: the ongoing necessity-in an outwardly
democratic society-to manufacture the imprimatur of "popular support" to validate the decision-making activities of elites.
[The] engineering of consent will always be needed as an
adjunct to, or a partner of, the educational process .... [I]t is
sometimes impossible to reach joint decisions based on an
understanding of facts by all the people. The average American adult has only six years of schooling behind him. With
pressing crises and decisions to be faced, a leader frequently
cannot wait for the people to arrive at even a general understanding.5
"Planning for mass persuasion," Bernays advised, "is governed
by many factors that call upon all one's powers of training, experience, skill and judgement." 6 He then proceeded to specifY the mechanisms through which the "engineering of consent" might be
accomplished.
First, the public must be studied and analyzed as one considers
the properties of any raw material prior to the manufacturing
process.
What IU'<~ their pres<mt attitudes towar·d the situation with
whidr Uw <•.onsPnt P.ngineer is <'.OJW<~r·ru~d"l What idmr.s ar·<~ tlw
peopln r·eady to ahsor·h"l Whnt ar·<~ thny r·<~ady to do, givmr lUI
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effective stimulant.... What group leaders or opmwn
molders effectively influence the thought process of what followers? What is the flow of ideas-from whom to whom? 'lb
what extent do authority, factual evidence, precision, reason,
tradition, and emotion play a part in the acceptance of these
ideas. 7
'lb gain a useful profile of the public, Bernays insisted,
"painstaking research" must be performed; public temperatures must
repeatedly be taken. The mental predilections of the group you wish
to influence must be also particularized, to know how, or which, tactics might be successfully employed. Though Bernays's conception of
"research" was not yet conversant with sophisticated demographic
survey methods, computerized data analysis, or the use of "focus
groups," he reflected an abiding faith in technocratic leadership and
in the utility of social science inquiry as essential instruments of
modern rule.
As Bernays moved from the problem of research to the question
of tactics, it became unmistakably clear that if leaders were cognizant
individuals, masters of modern science, the public at large was intellectually comatose and could be led, for the most part, by calculated
appeals to its emotions.

From the survey of opinion will emerge the major themes of
strategy. Those themes contain the ideas to be conveyed; they
channel the lines of approach to the public; and they must be
expressed through whatever media are used. The themes are
ever present but intangible-comparable to what in fiction is
called the "story line."
'lb be successful, the themes must appeal to the motives of
the public. Motives are the activation of both conscious and
subconscious pressures created by the force of desires. Psychologists have isolated a number of compelling appeals, the
validity of which has been repeatedly proved in practical
application.
This was a significantly different publie from the orw r<~por-t<~d 011
by Blmo l{opm· two y<~ar·s <~al'li<~J·. D<~spit<~ its battm·<~d Pmot.io11u.l state,
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Roper's public was defined by an insistent presence of mind. It knew
that it wanted a guaranteed annual wage, and if private industry
failed to bring that about, it would look to the government to do so.
Roper's public exercised power; it was inextricably linked to the New
Deal and to the mass mobilizations that had altered the political landscape during the thirties. It came to the table with a nonnegotiable
set of stipulations: "[N]ever in the future shall property rights be
placed above human rights .... [C]ontinued corporation dividends
eannot be regarded as being as sacred as continued wages for labor."
In "The Engineering of Consent," this headstrong public was conspicuously absent. There was no bargaining table, there was no fractiousness; there were only "open doors to the pubic mind." Sticking to
his guns and apparently unfazed by the turmoil of the Great Depression, Bernays painted a portrait of a governable public that was
decidedly neo-Le Bonian in its outlook. His public was essentially viseeral. It was not a subject, but an object, a thing that could be known
and, once known, managed. The capacity to think was not a quality of
those who were situated on the receiving end of Bernays's engineered
public communications. Thought would only be a hindrance.
This understanding of leadership and of the public underscored
the importance of stagecraft. The ability to generate easily digested
mental environments would determine what passed for truth. If Jefferson had once maintained that the "diffusion of information" was
t~ssential to the livelihood of an informed democratic citizenry,
Bernays's essay registered the moment in time when the "diffusion of
information" would increasingly serve as a gambit for the manufacture of instrumental truths.
As Bernays explained it, "the engineer of consent must create
news." He must orchestrate public occurrences so they will be noticed
awl will harvest the acquiescence necessary to sustain a desired out('.orne.

News is not an inanimate thing. It is the overt act that makes
news, and news in turn shapes the attitudes and actions of
people. A good eriterion ... is whether the event juts out of
tlu~ pattm·n of routine. 'rhe developing of events aml eireum:;t.an!~eH tlmt. m·e not J'outiiH~ is one of Uw basi<~ fundions of
Uw mtlo{iJHIIH' of <~onHmtL l~wntH Ho plmllted <~H.Jl he Jll'!~j!~d!~d
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over the communication systems to infinitely more people
than those actually participating, and such events vividly dramatize ideas for those who do not witness the events.
The imaginatively managed event can compete successfully
with other events for attention. Newsworthy events, involving
people, usually do not happen by accident. They are planned
deliberately to accomplish a purpose, to influence our ideas
and actions. R
Implicit within this argument was a modern rendition of William
James's belief that "truth happens to an idea," a total blurring of all
distinctions between social fact and theatrical fantasy. To be effective,
information must be calculated to stir an audience, to provoke an
enduring psychological bond between the public and the corporate.
At Standard Oil, Earl Newsom epitomized this train of thought.
Describing the key factor in a "good public relations program" at the
1946 Public Relations Conference, Newsom cited the need to identizy
and exploit those symbols to which the public is predisposed to
respond.
[A]ll people share some important emotional attitudes ... it
is these very elements which people do have in common that
can lead us to the touchstones for which we are looking.
The clear, noteworthy image thrown upon the screen must
be one of portraying our company as wanting the things that
people want. There must be a merging of image and audience
if people are to say "That is my kind of company-that is
good-let us keep and preserve and extend that institution."
The image cannot be one of human exploitation, of ruthlessness, of greed, of selfishness.
The image must be a human image. Fbr it must reveal a
company as an organization of human beings. Fbr, you see,
we are asking people to "join our crowd"-they who want so
much to join a crowd. 9
Behind all this was a r·eeommitnwnt to an idPa of a publie dr·ivm1
by its mnotions, essentially uru~ons<•ious mul irwapnbh~ of m·it.i<~al
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reason. It was also a repudiation of the principal of participatory
democracy, which had-if for only a brief time-reinvigorated the
American political climate during the 1930s. It looked ahead, once
again, to a democracy that could be efficiently managed from above.
Once condemned as wicked and uncontrollable, the "crowd mind" was
now being conceived as a thing to be knowingly incited and instrumentally governed.

•

•

•

•

•

A tension between the assertion of democratic values and the disdainful manipulation of public sentiments was also reflected in the
ways that PR people approached the question of visual imagery in the
immediate postwar era. To some extent, this approach may be understood as a predictable reaction to the New Deal's successes in pictorial publicity. The photographs of the Farm Security Administration
(FSA) and other examples of New Deal documentation had been
extraordinarily effective in galvanizing public attention during the
thirties. They had been so successful that, at times, business
approaches to visual publicity seemed to borrow directly from New
Deal techniques.
A 1941 advertisement for a stock-photography house, for
example, punctuates the extent to which New Deal photography had
become a visual archetype for truth in the minds of many Americans,
one that businesses could not afford to ignore. Beneath a photo of
two craggy-faced farmers-jawing with each other at the side of a
barn-the text cautioned advertisers that in their choice of advertising photographs, they must be aesthetically wide awake:
THESE FELLOWS RECOGNIZE PHONY FARMERS ....
Dirt farmers can spot phony farm pictures in a flash.
Phony farm scenes, too. And you can't blame them if they connect
phony farm pictures in advertising with phony merchandise.
It takes more than whiskers, a red bandana and a
straw in the mouth to make a farmer.
It takes dirt farming.
That is why we suggest-AUTHENTIC farm photographs
in yom· adv<~rtising. Prints sent to agmwy nwn
without <~ost or· oblig-at.ion. 1"
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At Standard Oil of New Jersey (SONJ), the desire to commandeer a populist tone, to communicate visual connections between
SONJ and the lives of ordinary Americans, led the company, in 1943,
to hire Roy Stryker to head a special photographic unit in its public
relations division.
When first offered the job, Stryker refused it. After all, he had
grown up in a family where each night his father had prayed, "Please
God, damn the bankers of Wall Street, damn the railroads, and double
damn the Standard Oil Company!" 11 "What would Standard Oil want
from me, a New Dealer, the son of a Populist?" he wondered. 12
The political climate of the country was changing, however, and
by 1942 the government's experiment in social photography had come
to an end. Ultimately, Stryker accepted SONJ's offer as an opportunity to continue work he had begun in Washington.
Looking at the photographs taken for SONJ today, one is struck
by their kinship to the FSA pictures. Some of the photographerssuch as John Vachon and Russell Lee-had worked with Stryker in
the thirties; the others were deeply influenced by a New Deal sensibility. While the photographs avoided the extreme poverty and environmental breakdown found in much of the FSA work, the SONJ
pictures were steeped in an idea of "the people" that was linked to the
New Deal era. Though taken in regions dominated by the oil industry,
the pictures were populated by ordinary folks in their ordinary lives.
As with the FSA photos, an aura of realism was conjured in the stark
eloquence of black and white. There was no explicit promotion of the
company or its products.
Fbr SONJ, however, this was exactly the point. Badly in need of
an improved corporate image, SONJ embraced Stryker's rudimentary visual populism as something that might transfer an atmosphere
of social concern to a company long known for its cold-bloodedness.
The desire to annex the charisma of New Deal aesthetics also
drove SONJ's decision, in 1947, to hire Robert Flaherty-the
respected filmmaker who made the documentary Nanook of the
North-to produce Louisiana Story. Shot in the bayou country of
Louisiana, the film told a poignant story of a friendship between an
oil-field worker and a local boy.
As with Stryker's photography projeet, J~'lahm-ty's film did not
openly pr·ornot.<~ tlw eorporation. '"l'lw words 'Standar·d ( )il ( ~ompm1y
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When Roy Stryker headed the FSA photography project, many photographs presented an ironic contrast between the stark realities of ordinary Americans and
the faded hyperboles of corporate merchandising. Less than a decade later, in
photos taken while Stryker led the Standard Oil (New Jersey) Photography Project, such invidious comparisons vanished, replaced by images in which ordinary
folks lived in frictionless proximity to the products and images of commercialism.
An example is this 1 944 Standard Oil photo by Sol Libsohn, "Soldier Home on
Furlough;' which places a huge bottle of Royal Crown Cola at the center of a
joyful family reunion. Kodak MomentsTM, "You deserve a break today!" McDonald's
commercials, and Friends and FamilyrM long-distance calling plans were just a few
decades away. UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVES

(New Jersey)' or 'Esso,'" reported company vice president Stewnrt.
Schackne to the 1948 Public Relations Conference, "occur nowhere in
the film. The only explicit Company connection,'' he allowed, "is tlw
very slight and tenuous one that Humble [Humble, like Esso, was n
princ~ipal eor·por·u.t<~ division of SONJ .1 is included in a list of <~reditH
ut. tho oponiu.c. Mn.u,v of' tlw pieture's seqtwnm~s," lw uddml, "hnvo
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nothing whatsoever to do with oil." 1'3 Here again, the objective was
not to sell oil, but to present the company in human terms, to evoke
a silent identity of interests between the SONJ and ordinary
Americans.
In the case of Louisiana Story, the effort bore fruit. Shown at
international film festivals, the film earned a number of prestigious
awards. As it moved to commercial exhibition, the reviews were
enthusiastic, and SONJ's financing of the project gained widespread
approval.
"Louisiana Story," raved a writer in the Saturday Review of Literature, "is sponsored by one of the most colossal of all industrial
empires, Standard Oil of New Jersey. And ... in the face of all the
customary press agentry common to sponsored films, [Flaherty]
... has produced a poetic vision and lasting human document which
will bring pleasure and understanding to audiences for years to
come." Regarding SONJ's association with the project, the reviewer
continued:
Many will ask, "What does it do for the sponsor?" Well it
doesn't tell you to buy more oil ... or that oil will win the war
or save the peace .... It simply says there is a technology
involved in getting oil from the earth .... It says that the
men who do it are hard-working, intelligent, industrial
craftsmen, decent and productive.
Even newspapers that were customarily hostile to Standard Oil,
found merit in SONJ's involvement. "It so happens," wrote a reviewer
in the New York Star, "that Standard Oil financed Louisiana Story,
and if Standard Oil can feel anything, it ought to be delirious with joy.
It ought to knock itself out patting itself on the back. For Flaherty,
with his knack for making anything he touches endearing ... has
given even his oil well an entrancing human personality.... Yes,
Louisiana Story," the review closed, "makes a body like Oil." 14
For Schackne, Flaherty's film and Stryker's photography project
went far beyond a credible evocation of the New Deal's democratic
ethos. Their achievement, argued a publicity directm· at the company's 194R Public Relations Confermwe, was in tlwir ability to sd
"an mnot.ionnl t.mw" linking Uw ~~ornpnny and Uw puhli1~ on a psyd10-
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logical level, one that allowed "the Company and the public" to "share

an experwnce.
'fhis psychological communion, Schackne advised, must inform
SONJ's public relations thinking overall. One could not expect the
public to study and embrace the complexities of a corporate perspective. To guide public opinion it was necessary to speak to those
regions of mind and spirit that religion-more than science-had
customarily addressed. He continued:
0

"

In this connection I might cite, with entire respect, the
Roman Catholic Church, which frames the imposing logic of
its theology in a setting designed to stimulate the emotions by
color, architectural form, music, and all the beauties of art.
... [W]e are trying to add to our public relations techniques
what might be called some seismographic methods to probe
into the depths of feeling as a supplement to the ::mrface
instruments of fact."'

•

•

•

•

•

Such statements spotlight and exemplifY the Janus face of public
relations in the years following the war. Accompanying an attempt to
respond programmatically to tangible public ultimatums and to speak
to democratic expectations that had accelerated in the United States
from the early 1930s onward, there was a corresponding effort to
erect an emotionally captivating corporate cosmology. Corporations, it
was argued, must follow the lead of the Catholic Church and employ
images-or other "seismographic" stimulants-to draw public sentiment to the "imposing logic" of the corporate system.
This renewed belief in psychological methods of persuasion was
not simply a reiteration of Le Bonian tenets, however. It also reflected
curTent changes taking place in American society. More than any
other development of the period, the introduction of television as an
American mass medium spoke to and informed these changes.
Years earlier, the poet Paul Valery had remarked that "[j]ust as
water·, gas, and electricity arc brought into our houses from far off
... so wt~ shall ht~ supplied with visual or auditory images, which will
nppem· and disnppt~ar· at a simple movenwnt of tlw hand, hardly rnm·t~
t.hnn n Hi~11." 11 ' J>uri11~· t.ht• twl~lltil~s, as rnodenr I'IIIIIIIH~Is of" p1~rstmsio11
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grew, this vision seemed to be nearing but still stood in the distance.
Now, with commercial television's arrival in the late forties, Valery's
prophecy of an audiovisual utility system-a pervasive network of
word-and-image faucets-was about to take hold. Unparalleled occasions to mold the public mind were in the offing.
Even during World War II, this buoyant sense of opportunity was
evident. Speaking at the Boston Conference on Distribution in 1944
T. F Joyce-general manager of RCA's Radio-Phonograph-Television'
Department-chalked out the ways that television would soon change
the contours of American life, offering a variety of interests and an
unparalleled instrument of persuasion.
A nationwide television system is the medium which can
arouse the spirit and will of the people. Through skillful use
of a nationwide television system, American political, business, labor, religious and social leadership can create in the
hearts and in the minds of America's 134,000,000 people the
desire to bring about the peace, security and plenty that is
the dream of every citizen. 17
It was clear; however, that television would be of profounder service
to business than to any other social sector. "No other medium so completely fulfills all the requirements of good advertising," Joyce noted.

Television appeals at once to both the ear and to the eye. In
visual appeal it surpasses printed advertisements .... It
reproduces lifelike images that move and breathe instead of
more static pictures which may have color and form, but show
no signs of life .... [I]t is possible, therefore, to intensify the
effect of a sales message upon the observer.... No other
medium can do the job so well.
"If we have thirty million television equipped homes by the end of
1955," he exclaimed, "we will have thirty million showrooms where
personal, dramatized demonstrations can be made, simultaneously." 1H
Shortly, Joyce's oracle of television's magnetic sway became a
ti'Uism for those eharged with the job of direeting the attentions of
t.lw puhli<~ mind. W1·iting in tlw Public Rdat·ions .Journal in 1!)47

'
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Following the war, to bolster public enthusiasm for the development of nuclear
energy, some who had been involved in the Manhattan project sought to impress
the population with the safety of atomic technology when properly harnessed.
This public relations photograph, taken of a group of Girl Scouts casually hiking
past a nuclear reactor, was part of that instructional effort. FROM RACHEL FERMI AND
ESTHER SAMRA, PICTURING THE BOMB (NEW YORK, 1995). COURTESY NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND
RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

C. J. Durban of the U.S. Rubber Company offered his own personal
observations of people watching television in the early days following
its arrival.
I have been in many television homes when the witching hour
approaches-and this goes for any type of home. There is a
bestirring and excitement-the chairs are placed-everything is gotten ready-with ash trays, the cigarettes, etc.,
within J'Padt l)(~forP it starts .... You know how it is. There is
110 t.olevision nil-("ht. in Uw WPek in whidt W<~ mustn't. havP at

f
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least four extra chairs. When you have something that important to the public ... [y]ou have a potential public relations
tool of tremendous value. 19
Within this ebullient, if anecdotal, sociology of reception, there
was an unmistakable sense that television was an opinion manager's
dream come true. Television created the opportunity to guide people's
thoughts and behavior in an unprecedented manner, right in their
living rooms. In private spaces throughout the nation, the public was
now being assembled simultaneously, its eyes and ears all tuned in the
same direction, stupefied by the peculiar charisma of a newfangled
messenger.
In many quarters, the protean authority of the television medium
was being noted with comparable grandiosity. Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen-one of the first clerics to test the waters of televangelismexplained that it "is fitting that every new medium be used for diffusion of the Word." Television, he continued, was particularly
serviceable to the promulgation of Christian doctrine.
Radio is like the Old Testament, inasmuch as it is hearing
without seeing. Television is the New Testament, for in it the
Word is made flesh and dwells in our living room. 20
Against the memory of mass mobilizations and the immediate
thundercloud of public ultimatums, television was not simply inspiring
as a technology for communicating ideas. It was also a powerful social
metaphor. It accentuated the idea of public life as a spectacle, a thing to
watch more than to participate in. In its panoptic architecture-its
highly centralized system of distribution, its overwhelmingly privatized
mode of reception-it suggested a communicative structure particularly suited to the molding and maintenance of a virtual public.
This sensibility is discernible in the thinking of public relations
people as they navigated the political quietude and relative prosperity
of the fifties. Clearly, corporate public relations was assisted by the
climate of the red scare. Those willing to publicly challenge a business
point of view were becoming more and more h'"Uarded, as the film and
hroudeast industries-along with «~thwational institutions thmughout
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the country--were purged of those harboring "impure" thoughts.
But the instrument of television was equally intoxicating.
It could wrap "gems of tiuth and wisdom," as Leone Baxter put
it in 1950, "in a scintillating mantle that in one way or another captures the interest of the beholder, makes him stop and listen." It could
present "abstract ideas in attractive form to masses of people who are
too occupied with their daily lives to think analytically on their own
account." 2 ' As never before, public relations people exuded a sense of
unlimited access to people's personal lives and inner psyches. Fortified by television-but mirroring habits of thought that went at least
as far back as Gustave Le Bon-the key to their excited sense of
power was the image.
The notion of projecting an image to a public that never assembled as such was becoming the ascendant definition of corporate
public relations activity. 22 The capacity to "open closed minds"
through "dramatic picture building," as Baxter termed it, seemed
more and more feasible. 2'l
Such ideas ran through the deliberations of a rapidly expanding
opinion-management industry. Across the nation, corporate public
relations specialists were becoming increasingly obsessed with the
extraordinary authority of images and with television's unparalleled
capacity to deliver them.
An example of this new sense of empowerment is found in an
unpublished report, "Telephone News on Television," in which Chester
Burger-a pioneer in the field of media consultancy-candidly
advised American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) on the role of television in the company's public relations future. "Telephone News on
Television," according to Burger, was one of the first guidebooks ever
written on the tactical uses of television as a medium of persuasion. 24
To some extent, Burger's 1955 report approached television as
one might evaluate any potential public relations medium: in terms of
the number of people it reached. "People have the television news
habit," he began. "[N]etwork news programs reach 15 million homes.
... A medium as important as television, therefore, should reeniv«~
important consideration in any public relations program." 2''
Yet Bur·g-nr's report looked far· beyond television news' dmnog-mphil~ r·e1wh. It. t~xamirwd the television rrwdium as a uniquo tool of'
~~orrl!nunimtt.ion, one Umt r·equir·ed a diffm·ent puhlil~ r·olut.ionH
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approach from that used with other media. Already in 1955, one of
television's most salient characteristics was its informational brevity,
the proclivity among television news producers to process information
in the form of "bites." This tendency, Burger recommended, should
guide the kinds of materials provided to television news operations:
the linguistic conventions that that should be strictly adhered to.
A written release should be shorter than the average newspaper story. Many newscasters will not use a story that takes
longer than 30 seconds to read, and the absolute limit virtually everywhere is one minute.
Given this need for brevity, he continued, the verbal patois of television should be impersonated in its details:
[S]entence structure should be simplified. Sentences should
be conversational. Familiar words should be used .... A story
should not sound like an official pronouncement. Instead it
should sound as if the newscaster were casually telling a story
to a friend. 26
Beyond Burger's attention to the application and framing of
words for television, he focused at great length on the language ofthe
image, the ways that pictures mutely-yet persuasively-convey
meaning. For AT&T, he advised, such considerations should commence with who is selected to represent the company on television.
Being telegenic was becoming an essential piece of a corporate executive's job definition.
The person you choose will represent the telephone company
to thousands of viewers. His title or official position with the
company will be less important to the Company, the newscaster, and the audience than the impression he makes. 27
Similar considerations should inform the kind of film footage that
is provided to television stations for a news story, he wrote. Inasrnueh
as "pieturcs are the languag<~ of tdnvision," it is neeessary to pr·odtwe
matel'ials that 11.1'1\ eonspimwus in Uwir· ability to stir "maximum
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visual interest." Just as a spokesman's "impression" is more important than his title, the power of film footage must rest, almost exclusively, on "the existing elements of motion and visual interest" in a
story.
Motion picture film has its own language, its own grammar,
just as does the language of words. The pictures must be
relied upon to tell the story by themselves. This is so because
research psychologists have discovered that the television audience gives most of its attention-some say 75%-to the picture.
The practical significance of this is that the cameraman
must tell your story in pictures .... The picture, not the narration has primacy. The pictures don't illustrate the story; they
are the story. The narration merely helps the pictures. 2B
Public relations was becoming aware of the optic unconscious as
never before. If one moved beyond words and relied on images, the
message sent out would be irresistible. Charles M. Hackett, of E. I.
DuPont's Public Relations Department, emphasized this point,
encouraging his peers to embrace the "Forceful and Vivid Vernacular
of the Eye" and learn to exploit its uncanny narrative structure.
[T]he most vigorous employment of pictures-and the one
least understood-is the use of the picture itself as the storytelling medium. Here the picture says it all-it speaks in
exclamation points, it shouts. It puts across its message in
the quickest, most direct way, without need of the written
word.
Such a picture has a simplicity-it makes a definite point.
It has impact. It is relentless; its conclusion is as inescapable
as a black eye. 29
Professional analysts of public opinion were quick to embrace the
drift toward pictorial persuasion. George Gallup, for example, published an artiele in 1956, betraying with rare candor the extent to
whieh Slli'VI~,Y r·ns!\IIJ'!~hers wen~ interested in methods of shaping-as
mtwh nH IIHliLHIIt'ing-opinion. Writing in tlw Publ?:c Udntion.~
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Journal, Gallup praised the growing number of PR practitioners who
were mastering the art of the visual. Radio was still about words he
'
wrote, but " [n] ow the wheel of technology has turned again and a new
band of professionals who think and talk in terms of pictures is
emerging.... The job of developing a language of pictures will never
be finished, but already research is beginning to formulate the principles that make for successful communication through pictures." He
went on, citing the ways that producers of television commercials
were among the most noteworthy at acquiring these skills.
Successful picture language uses the video to communicate
specific ideas or sales arguments. Effective commercials make
sure the "pictures" tell the sales story. 30
To steer public opinion effectively in the future, Gallup concluded,
this skill with television must be cultivated further.
[W]ords will always be primary vehicles of communication,
but now that electronic science has given us new ways to
transmit pictures, a great new opportunity is afforded to
reach and impress a message on the minds of millions of
viewers.-'31
Another prominent pollster, Claude Robinson-president of
Opinion Research, Inc., in Princeton, N.J.-shared Gallup's enthusiasm for television, but thought that too few professionals yet understood the new medium. "There is a cultural lag in the use of television
as a communication medium," he complained. "Television commercials are still being written for radio, depending mostly on words for
the communication of ideas." This anachronistic understanding of
how to reach an audience, he proclaimed, must be replaced. ''A theory
of how to make pictures talk-we might call it 'a language of pictures'-needs to be formulated." 32
Taking their lead from the example being set by television, a
growing number of corporations were reco~rnizing "image" as a erncia) piece of capital, one that ealled for· mmsiderahle investnwnt. A
"eoq>or·at<~ visual pl"og;mm is ntpidly h<~<~oming- a <~omplex and iwlis-
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pensable part of corporate public relations," remarked J. Gordon Lippincott, whose company (Lippincott & Margolies) led the way in a
profession dedicated to creating a "corporate look." The corporation,
Lippincott maintained, must silently broadcast a coherent picture of
itself in minute detail.
Into the corporate look goes a myriad of images-the corporate package, advertisement, trademark, exhibit, logotype,
nameplate, stationery, posters, billboards, direct mail, plant
or office-and especially the product. These images must
transmit a single impression so that the viewer's idea of the
company is continually refreshed and enriched-but never
contradicted. 33
To corroborate this vision, Lippincott quoted the Wall Street Journal:
Today's query for corporation presidents [is]: Does your company have a visual identity? Do your buildings, your letterheads, your office decorations, your reports to stockholders,
your trademarks, your ads and your products picture you and
only you in the public eye? If they don't you may be at a competitive disadvantage.'l4
In 1961, Louis A. Magnani, vice president and executive art director
of Marsteller, Inc. (Now Burson, Marsteller), articulately distilled a
train of thought that had taken flight at the inception of commercial
television and summed up its implications for the job of the PR expert:
[V]isuals remain in a person's mind long after oratorical
appeals to actions have faded away.... There's no doubt that
the hand is quicker than the eye in the world of magic, so in
the equally intangible world of ideas, let's give the eye a hand
by dreaming up a good visual to sell the idea.'35

•

•

•

•

•

Home PR speeialists were convinced that televisual strategies would
h<~ p!u1.ieulu.l'ly useful in the political r·eahn, whm·<~ tJw ability to
assmnhlo puhli<~H wns lUI dmrwntu.l r·equir·enwnt. In l!Hili-n yem·
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when the recognition of the power of images appears to have skyrocketed- James Kelleher, who had done promotional work for Chrysler
Corporation and the U.S. Army, proclaimed that from this time forward, political presentations must be deliberately "designed to create
an overall impression rather than hammer home specific points."
The politician, he counseled, must be an actor, not a policy expert.
"Restrained underplay, the perennial essential of good drama, must
be built into every show." 'lb achieve this goal, Kelleher continued,
meticulous stage direction is a must. The viewer must be imagined in
a home setting, and messages should be crafted to harmonize with
this perceptual venue. Visual politics through the medium of television, he explained, "replaces bombastic 'telling' of the usual political
speech with the individualized 'showing' which the intimate nature of
television and the effectiveness of visual content permits." In short,
[e]ach political telecast must combine the intimacy of the
stage with the planned perfection of a film and confidence
inspiring quality of radio.'36
As Kelleher theorized, at least one man-escorted by a team of
experienced handlers-was putting such ideas into practice, apprenticing in a corporate public relations environment that would soon be
transposed to the American political stage. His name was Ronald
Reagan, and from the beginning, his peculiar metamorphosis from
Hollywood actor to president was guided by corporate public relations specialists. Reagan's political biography embodied the evolution
of corporate public relations thinking as it had evolved since the
1920s: its gospel of free enterprise aimed at corralling the affections
of primarily white, middle-class Americans; its cynical emulation of
New Deal politics; its steadfast gravitation toward a rhetoric of
Images.
Just as corporate PR during the thirties was compelled to
respond to FDR's wizardry as a publicist, Reagan's journey toward
the public stage was also provoked by Roosevelt's extraordinary
public appeal. Some have described the early Reagan simply as an
ardent New Dealer, but Howard Chase's reminiscence of him puts
this label into clearer focus. In 1991, Chase spoke of a day mm·e
than fifty year·s em·lim·, wlwn he and hiH fr·iend l{eagnn witnessed
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President Roosevelt's visit to Iowa City, where both were working in
the local media.'37 As FDR's motorcade rolled through town, they
watched together from an office window close above the street.
Reagan, Chase recalled, was thoroughly mesmerized by Roosevelt,
not by the president's policies or his political vision, but by his
uncanny magnetism. He found FDR's empathic and strikingly
accessible presence electrifying. Years later, even as Reagan moved
toward the political Right-first as a corporate spokesman, then as
an elected politician-communications lessons learned from FDR
were never forsaken.
Reagan's first opportunity to mimic this ideal came in 1954. Paid
what was an enormous salary at the time, he left a film career to
begin an eight-year stint as an official public spokesman for the General Electric Corporation (GE); his job was to humanize the industrial giant. Not only did he host television's weekly General Electric
Theater; but he also spent a great deal of time roaming the nation as
an affable cheerleader for private enterprise, addressing employees at
GE plants across the United States. 38 Traveling from town to town,
he would mix with workers and deliver up to fourteen speeches a day.
By the end of his tenure, he had visited every company facility and
had met with nearly all its 250,000 employees. "We drove him to the
utmost limits. We saturated him in Middle America," remembered
GE PR man Edward Langley. 39 Expanding his already considerable
exposure as a corporate pitchman, Reagan also became a regular
speaker for the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) during
these years. 40
Reagan's appeal was rooted in his remarkable capacity to gain the
confidence of ordinary folks. He saw himself as one of them. ''Would
you laugh," he once asked rhetorically, "if I told you that I think,
maybe, they see themselves and that I'm one of them~ I've never been
able to detach myself or think that I, somehow, am apart from
them." 41
Reagan's telegenic and winsome ordinariness made him a perfect
corporate spokesman, an ideal cover for conservative politien.l
motives. In his neighborly persona, he allowed white, middle-ehtHH
everymen to imagine themselves as having actually assumed powor·.
At the HIUne time, he promoted polieies that serv(~d tlw intm·eHtH of' u
Hrnall eor·por·uto olit.e: <~or·por·a.k wdfa.r<~, tax r·Piief for tlw r·idr, high-
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profit military production, anti-environmentalism, rollbacks aimed at
the rights of labor, corporate deregulation, and the dismantling of
New Deal-inspired social guarantees.
Managed by a corporate coterie-people conversant with the
notion of engineering consent-Reagan's own worldview was credibly
prosaic. Neither a technocrat nor a conventional politician, he was,
above all, an offspring of Hollywood. Not only had he worked as an
actor in Hollywood, but he had also embraced Hollywood's conception
of righteousness and heroism. This way of seeing, according to biographer Lou Cannon, was second nature to Reagan, who once
described himself as a man with "an abiding belief in the triumph of
good over evil," a person who believed in the existence of bona fide
"heroes who live ... by standards of morality and fair play." As
Cannon read it, Reagan's bond with the American public was in his
and their shared delusions. His mind was occupied by "a world
defined by ... stories, a make-believe world in which heroic deeds had
the capacity to transform reality." Inside his head, the "heroic world
of make-believe and the real world coalesced. The man who lived in
both of them could not always distinguish one from the other, and he
came to believe many things that weren't true." 42
This impressionable character fit GE's conservative political
agenda. An unreflective man, Reagan could be tutored, and toward
this end-throughout Reagan's years at GE-he was chaperoned by
a man named Earl B. Dunckel, who became his right-wing political
mentor. As Dunckel and Reagan "travelled in trains and cars and
stood about waiting for transportation in the nether hours of the
day," noted another biographer, Anne Edwards, Dunckel would
"drumbeat conservative politics at him." Soon, Reagan's folksiness
was being employed to vilifY governmental regulation, to express
righteous indignation against "confiscatory" levels of taxation, and to
promote other fixtures of the conservative gospel. 43
Reagan's rise to political prominence drew on the same characteristics that facilitated his work as a corporate booster: his simple vernacular style, his accessibility, and his visceral embrace of Hollywood
narrative as a way of seeing and describing reality. At a moment when
the engineering of consent had become a given of American political
life and pollsters were highlighting the need to master tedmiques fm·
making· "pietm·1~s talk," to apply "a lan~o,'1mge of pid.tm~s" to the ur-ts
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of persuasion, the appearance of Reagan and-more important-of
&aganism, was overdetermined. More than anyone before, he incorporated NAM' s approach to public relations as it had developed from
the mid-1930s onward; he was the consummate admixture of corporate commercialism, right-wing politics, and homespun, visually oriented fictional entertainment.
Reagan's political career read as if it came directly from Burger's
guidebook on PR. His instinctive flair for "staging an event," as
Michael Deaver (Reagan's chief PR strategist from 1975 through the
late 1980s) described it, was thoroughly attuned to a medium that
communicates primarily via pithy visual tidbits. 44 "He came to office,"
Deaver explained, "at a time when the perception of what was done
often mattered as much as what was actually done." Like most public
relations thinking from the early fifties onward, Deaver's estimate
was predicated on the social fact of television as the glue that both
held together and undermined American public life.
These may be harsh thoughts, and not what the scholars and
intellectuals and other wizards want to believe. But in the
television age, image sometimes is as useful as substance. Not
as important, but as useful. ... This is public-relations
chatter, up to a point, and I am not embarrassed by it. Neither is Ronald Reagan. 45
Reagan's appearance on the political stage was simply emblematic of his time. He was the issue of a society in which public relations had grown into an indispensable, increasingly universal,
expedient of power. As the engineering of consent gained legitimacy-and as the demographic study of public attitudes and the
packaging of reality grew in sophistication-the long and complicated relationship between publicity and democracy reached a critical juncture.
Democracy and its antithesis-the domination of the public
sphere by moneyed elites-were reconciled as one. In 1962, reflecting
on his world and questioning the profession he had helped to establish
over the preceding twenty-five years, Chase characterized this calamitous unity of opposites both succinctly and eloquently. "The 'engirwm·ing of ~~oliHI'llt,'" lu~ WI'Ote, "implies the use of all tJw meduwics
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of persuasion and communication to bend others, either with their
will or against their will, to some prearranged conclusion, whether or
not their reaching that conclusion is in the public interest." 46 In the
years since Chase drafted these words, the predicament for democracy that he so forthrightly described has only deepened.

CODA
The Public and Its Problems:
Some Notes for the New Millennium

1995, as this book neared completion, Edward L.
Bernays died in Cambridge, Massachusetts, at the age of 102. 1
Present at the beginning, so to speak, his life (1892-1995) spanned
the history that is explored in this book. It is perhaps fitting, then,
that just as we opened our quest standing at Bernays's doorstep, so
we shall conclude with him.
When I visited with Bernays in the autumn of 1990, I encountered two different people. On the one hand, I met a man who-as
witnessed in his nostalgic recollection of Dumb Jack-understood
public relations as a necessary response to a society in which
expanding democratic expectations were forcefully combating the outmoded assumptions of an old, hierarchical social order. According to
this Bernays, the modern belief in universal rights and popular struggles for democracy had confronted elites with a profound question:
How could they preserve their social, economic, and political advantages in an age when the idea of a privileged class was coming under
mounting attack from below? This first Bernays understood the
"public sphere" as contested ground and public relations as a historic
response to the vocal demands of a conscious, and increasingly critical, public.
Yet as he described his life and his profession, I glimpsed another
Bernays. This one saw the public as a malleable mass of protoplasm,
plastic raw material that-in the hands of a skilled manipulatorcould be manufactured at will. According to this Bernays, the publie
mind posed little danger and could be engineered through dextemus
appeals to its instinctual and unconscious inner life. This Bm·nays
was the paradigmatic "expert" in a world where "expertise" oftm1
n~fm·s to a sc~itmtifimtlly trained individual's eapaeity to monitor, for·eeust, and influmH•.e tlw idc~as aruVor· hdmvior· of othm·s.
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This dichotomy characterized Bernays's thinking over a lifetime.
In the pivotal years of the late 1940s, for example, Bernays evinced
two dramatically dissimilar perspectives on the tasks faced by public
relations specialists in a potentially hazardous postwar world.
At one end, in 1947, Bernays maintained that corporate public
relations must answer to the ultimatums of a public that had-over
the preceding decade and a half-become resolutely aware of its
social and economic rights. 'l'oward this goal, Bernays argued, "slogans" and "incantations" would he insufficient. Business must champion and establish policies that would lead to stable employment;
adequate old-age pensions; social security; and other forms of insuranee, including group accident, sickness, hospital, and life. These concessions, Bernays understood, were necessitated by a public arena
that is shaped, at times, by the ideas and actions of ordinary people
and by the social expectations they bring to the historical stage.
Embedded within this side of Bernays's thinking was an understanding that, willy-nilly, powerful institutions were not always able
to govern the dynamics-or the origins-of public expression. The
mobilizations of the 1930s had actively punctuated that fact.
At the same time as Bernays was recommending substantive programmatic proposals, however, he was also ordaining the "engineering of consent" as an indispensable instrument of rule. This
Bernays was the painter of mental scenery, the fabricator of captivating "pseudo-environments" designed to steer the public mind
furtively toward the agendas of vested power. He was a master of
stagecraft, shaping "news" and "events" with a hidden hand. Beside
the democrat stood the demagogue, a nimble master of illusions, a
man who sought to colonize the public sphere on behalf of entrenched
managerial interests.
It would be a misconception, however, to see Bernays's contradictions as particular to the man. The ambiguities of his perspectivethe murky dissonance separating one who is responding to from one
who seeks to manage the public mind-have marked the history of
public relations throughout the twentieth century.
In the period between 1900 and the First World War, for example,
the genesis of corporate public relations began as a reply to widespread public indignation at the prevailing pnwtie<~s of big husirwss in
tlu~ lT nit<~d ~tat<~s. J;iwing the rnw~kr-aking· publieity of' pr·ogTessivisrn
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and terrified by the articulate militancy of America's industrial workforce, large corporations began to employ public relations firms to
reconcile the openly declared interests of business with the concerns
and goals of a critical-albeit still primarily middle-class-public. In
a variety of ways, public relations during this period attempted to
provide factual argument and, at times, palpable actions that would
answer antibusiness arguments and enunciate a commonality
between the private enterprise system and the public interest.
During and after World War I, as progressivism waned and
working-class militancy was crushed by a vicious program of repression, the complexion of PR began to change. Inspired by the propaganda successes of the wartime Committee on Public Information
and fortified by theories of social psychology, corporate PR moved
away from a "public service" ideal and increasingly aspired to stroke
and cajole the public psyche. Throughout the twenties, a rapidly
expanding legion of public relations experts embraced the conscious
manipulation of symbols as the most effective strategy for appealing
to the public mind. If, prior to the war, public relations had been fired
by the apparition of an aware and discerning population-one that
had vigorously influenced the boundaries of public discussion-the
public was now being conceived as an unconscious organism, eminently susceptible to the mesmeric power of mass suggestion.
By the late forties, corporate PR had swung the other way. Chastened by a wave of mass mobilizations in the thirties and disciplined
by social expectations that had come to the surface during the New
Deal period, corporate public relations programs began to mouth
New Deal values while advancing a welfare capitalist perspective.
Recalling rampant public antagonism toward business throughout the
Great Depression and concerned that it might burst forth anew as the
war drew to an end, a growing number of corporations initiated pension funds, health plans, and other social security policies that an
unprecedented number of Americans now understood to be a constitutionally guaranteed birthright. If the business sector didn't deliver
on these promises, PR people reasoned, the public would turn once
more toward their government, and the survival of "free enterprise"
would be in jeopardy.
As Anwrimu1 busirwss flourished dur·ing· the fifties and prosperity
toudu~d tlu~ liws of' many IH~rdof'or·e "f'orgoU,<~n" Amm·i<~ans, tl1<~
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social emergency of the thirties began to disappear from public relations thinking. Coincidentally, the repressive impact of McCarthyism
nursed the assumption that the public was becoming governable once
again. In this climate, and emboldened by corporate control of a new
and pervasive communications apparatus-television-new ways of
thinking began to arise. Though they coincided-at least for a
time-with welfare capitalist policies, these new ideas were built on
the idea of a fragmentary and spectatorial public that could be
swayed by images that were now being pumped, day and night, into
each and every American home.
In the years since the 1950s, interactions between public relations and social history have persisted. During the 1960s and 1970s,
public ultimatums began to emerge once again. Breaking the hush of
the consensus of the fifties, corporate renditions of "the good life"
and of the United States as the "land of opportunity" came under
mounting scrutiny from within and outside American society. A multiplicity of voices, including those of the civil rights movement, the
anti-Vietnam war movement, women's rights activity, and environmentalism, interrogated the values of a commodity culture and testified to the fact that many people were in exile in the "land of
opportunity." Irreverent, noncommercial media also began to appear
during this period-most notably "underground" newspapers, produced on a shoestring by journalistic fledglings uninstructed in the
conventions of a business-dominated press. As these independent
media spread throughout the country-reminding a generation that
history was in their hands-habitual boundaries separating medium
from audience were violated and redrawn.
As countercultural perspectives erupted, and in the face of
mounting and diverse opposition, corporate PR thinking became
defensive once more. Abandoning the certitude of the fifties, public
relations experts now scrambled to address a public arena that
seemed to be spinning out of control. "[W]e can preserve our
freedom of enterprise only if it fulfills the aspirations of society,"
remarked Harold Brayman of DuPont in 1964. "We must learn,"
once again, "to adapt ourselves to the conditions that exist." To rise
to the occasion, Brayman counseled, old ways of thinking would be
ineffective. "One cannot fight in the jungles of Vietnam," he ar·gued,
"with hattleships."t
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David Finn, of the forward-thinking firm of Ruder and Finn,
helped to retrain PR thinking during this period. Citing emerging
social movements, most of which were questioning the "white bread"
homogeneity of corporate life, Finn maintained that the overarching
presence of "the corporate image" was not simply ineffective, but represented a fundamental public relations problem. One of a generation
of PR men who came forward during the sixties, Finn argued that
corporate public relations must shun the "party line" image of the
corporation that had been so ardently assembled in the years after
World War II. Corporate PR, he advised, must espouse and embrace
the principles of diversity and self-determination that were-like it or
not-gathering in the streets.
What is wrong with the "party line" approach ... is ... the
evils which come in the process of stifling individual initiative.
It suggests that it is more important for the corporation to
create an impression of monolithic unity than for individuals
to express themselves freely. 3
As had been the case throughout much of the century, this shift in
public relations thinking reflected the imprint of popular democracy. If
practitioners help to "build respect for variety in public life, for the right
of people to hold different opinions and to express them freely," Finn
asserted, "I think public relations can thus become an integral part of
the democratic process." To be effective, he warned, public relations
people must be closely tuned to the political intonations in their work.

Public relations should ... be wary of the dangers inherent in
conformity, and the fact that its work could create its own
brand of "big brotherness" if it is not careful. Public relations
should not permit itself to envy the propaganda advantages
which totalitarian governments sometimes achieve through
their monolithic control of communications. Instead it should
learn to respect difference, dissension, conflict, and above all,
individuality ... 4

Fhr· nhout. n dmmde, beginning in the mid-1960s, mueh puhlie
l'tlln.t.ionH wu.H ill s,vru·h with }~'inn's r·emal'ks. As hnd IHltlll tlw mtstl
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before, there was a need to adapt to changing social conditions. A
prime example of this adaptation was the gr·owing number of public
relations people who discussed, as never before, the need to acknowledge the demands of the African American population in the United
States.
"In the Negro community," wrote D. Parke Gibson, publisher of a
newsletter focusing on marketing to African Americans, "the belief
still exists, and it will for some time, that there is insincerity on the
part of American corporations really to provide equality of opportunity to Negroes." To change this situation, Gibson proposed, companies must "[s]eek the advice of reputable Negro specialists in public
relations in order to avoid the possibility of offending Negro Americans through well-meaning hut wrong directed action." 5
James F Langton, public relations officer of the Bank of
America, offered similar counsel. The civil rights struggle, he argued,
was an inevitable outcome of America's past. Corporations, he wrote
in the Public Relations Journal, must sensitize themselves to the history of race relations in the United States.
After a long and agonizing history of white oppression, white
violence and white hate, the Negro today is in a state of
revolt .... It's time we understood this history and, with
understanding, come to realize that Negro hate is the mirror
of White hate, and Negro violence a mirror of White violence. 6
As a start in the direction of redressing African Americans' grievances,
he suggested, "There must be some aggressive employment programs
designed to seek out and encourage trainable Negro applicants." 7
To some extent, such ideas were consonant with the history of
public relations as an imperative corporate response to popular democratic mobilizations. Here, as had been true in the past, corporations-prodded by the federal government-worked overtime to
inaugurate social programs while they flooded the pipelines of persuasion to broadcast a spiritual bond between corporate activities and
the interests of diverse American communities."
The corporate reeognition of Ameriean divPrsity, howtw<~r·, pointt~d
in othm· dir·t~<~tions as wdl. 'lh som!' t~XtPnt, it pi'OvidPd tlw <~or·t~
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around which future approaches to the engineering of consent would
be developed.

•

•

•

•

•

Whatever else may be said of the social movements of the 1960s, it
must be conceded that they were animated by an intensely democratic
vision. Young radicals of the period dared to imagine a future world in
which social injustices predicated on class, race, gender, and persuasion
would be redressed and in which the wretched of the earth would be
rewarded by a realm of unbounded possibility. At the heart of sixties
politics, then, stood the glaring conflict between a democratic ideal of
universal rights and tenacious social realities that were still premised on
the denial of these rights to significant portions of the population, both
at home and abroad. Whether it was African Americans or Chicanos,
heterosexual women or gays, U.S. soldiers in the jungles of Vietnam or
students on the campuses of American universities, each constituency
called America to task, each challenged the nation to implement its
democratic pledge. In widespread calls for "participatory democracy," a
vision of society, administered collectively by-and according to the
needs of-its various constituents, was gaining ground.
As public relations experts approached the tumultuous terrain,
however, an ominous shift began to take place. If, at the grassroots
level, divergent voices were challenging the society to meet its responsibility to all its people, the opinion-measurement industry began a
parallel effort to render this diversity of voices into a set of manageable categories. Beginning in the late sixties and intensifying from
the seventies onward, public opinions and behaviors began to be
demographically factored into discrete analytical units, an instrumental array of "lifestyles" or "subcultures" to be studied and, once
studied, predictably governed. As social or cultural patterns have
shifted, of course, specific categories have changed, but the intent of
these pigeonholes has remained constant: to provide useful attitudinal
road maps that permit compliance professionals-PR experts, political consultants, social psychologists, merchandisers, advertising
eopywriters, and the like-to target particular groups in an idiom
they will pt~rePiVP to he their own. Democracy has given way to demog'rttphy a.H Uw pr·pvailing; Ameriean faith.

•

•

•
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In 1940, market research pioneer Paul Cherington argued that
opinion polling had provided a scientific instrumentality through
which popular democracy could at last be realized. No longer "the
ponderous slithering around of an unjelled protoplasm," he wrote,
"public opinion has become organic." Modern "principles of statistical
sampling," he vowed, had created a reliable mechanism through
which "government of the people" could finally be achieved. 9 In the
face of this democratic breakthrough, he argued, powerful institutions-public or private-could do no less than obediently submit to
the vox populi.
To a large extent, this triumphal catechism has only accelerated
with the growth of demographic opinion analysis since the late sixties.
The customized manufacture of public discourse-serviceable "public
opinions" meticulously convened by pollsters, messages or products
mindfully calculated to appeal to the affections of particular social
groupings-has become epidemic.
As the trend has played itself out, an all-inclusive vision of
democracy has been a casualty. While demographically specific
approaches to the marketing of ideas is often pointed to as a sign of
increased democracy-different groups of people hearing what they
want to hear-it also enables the public relations establishment to
summon opinions and generate messages that exacerbate hostilities
between groups, heighten the prejudices of particular sectors of the
population, and contribute to an increasingly fragmented-and
hence more manageable-society.
Widely publicized gains for one demographic group-Mrican
Americans, women, gays, or people on welfare, for example-are
simultaneously repackaged and advertised as being losses for
another-whites, men, heterosexuals, or wage earners, for instance.
In the process, the New Deal notion of "the people" as a diverse union
with common democratic objectives has been demolished. If the New
Deal vision of "the people" was convoked around the need to contain
the ingrained rapacity of business interests, today popular antagonisms between groups have deepened, while unfettered corporate consolidation is flourishing. Amid carefully orchestrated publicity
campaigns against progressive social initiatives, the idea of an inelusive America, along with a general commitment to the cornmon good,
has heeorne fugitive.
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This development was chaperoned by the publicity machine of
Reaganism, which reinstalled corporate boosterism, free-enterprise
politics, and self-righteous contempt for poor people as the rule of the
day. If public institutions were once seen as the province of all people,
today the term public (as in public education, public housing, public
broadcasting, public assistance, and public health) is most often
employed to characterize institutions that serve people who are
deemed undeserving and undesirable. Amid a religious celebration of
"free" market forces, America has become a society in the process of
extinguishing democratic expectations that rose from the bottom up
during the 1930s, expectations that informed the allegedly golden age
of post-World War II prosperity.
Public relations has played a critical role in this change. Since the
mid-seventies, corporate PR's defection from the idea of universal
rights has been glaring. Citing the pretext of economic exigency, more
and more corporations have diminished or dismantled the public polieies-welfare capitalist programs-that, three decades earlier, were
understood as a necessary response to public ultimatums. Simultaneously, image-management, spin-control, and astro-turf organizingreinforced by demographics and television-have provided the most
visible rendition of public life.
Behind this metamorphosis lie ways of thinking that seek to scale
back the gains of a century. Nowhere is this trend more apparent than
in Philip Lesly's book, The People Factor: Managing the Hurnan Climate, which appeared in 197 4. Editor of the influential Public Relations
1/andbook, Lesly aired a social perspective that sheds a distressing light
on the dynamics of our current moment. Reflecting on the years since
the New Deal, Lesly noted, "Our whole society has grossly overbuilt its
10
. d and proVI'ded"
<~xpectations of what can be achieve
.
This is a consequence of the extrernisrn of "dernocracy"never foreseen by the most visionary founders of our demoeratic society-that seeks to give a voice and power to
everyone on every issue and in the running of every institu11
tion, regardless of his merit in serving society or ability.
HA.\im~t.ing Uw ,J,~ffet·sonian idmtl of an informed eitizenry as an

indiHpommhln ingt·<~diont of demo<'.riW,Y, I,m,)y <•.riti<~ilr.ed Uw wid<~ ltvail-
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ability of public higher education as having released unhealthy egalitarian assumptions.
The multiplication of the number of people who have received
advanced education has not only created a vast pool of
trained personnel and alert citizens. It has resulted in millions of people who have been educated to think they should
have a special place in society. 12
And elsewhere:
The expression by every individual of his preferences is the
essence of democracy and individual freedom, but one of its
effects finds the ignorant demanding control over education-as in ghetto parents' organizations insisting that they
make the decisions for "their" schools. 1'1
In the face of such developments, I,esly argued, the task of public
relations must be to curtail Americans' democratic expectations. Like
Gustave Le Bon-who, in the late nineteenth century, bemoaned the
unhealthy imprint of democratic revolutions on the expectations of
the working class-Lesly looked toward simpler times, when education, among other privileges, was a prerogative of elites and ordinary
people knew their place.
Amid the flight from "liberal" values, the ideal of opinion engineering has again seized control of American public life. From the onset
of Reaganism, we have witnessed the premeditated undermining of civil
rights; the growing economic misery of vast, largely African American
populations; and the rollback of opportunity as even a glimmer of a
promise in many American communities. The United States is more
starkly divided in terms of income than any other industrial nation, and
the politics of the National Association of Manufacturers, once widely
scorned for placing profit above all other values, is the rule of the day.
All this is cavalierly reported as an ineluctable result of shifting public
opinion-a euphemism for the triumph of a relatively small right wing
that has donned the previously accessible mantle of "the people," while
the identity of all others-the numeriealnu\jor·ity-has he1m hur·ied in
a sinkhole of dmnographi1~1l.lly r·,~infor·~~~~~~ "minm·ity" status.
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Today, with a powerful machinery of opinion management deeply
entrenched-and little coherent opposition heard from below-the
meaning and realization of democracy have become more and more elusive. The extent to which power and influence are routinely employed to
assemble "phantom publics" on behalf of any pUIJ)OSe challenges us to
rethink the structures of social communication and to imagine ag·ain
the ways by which democratic participation may he accomplished.
Some may argue, looking back on the history recounted in this
book, that present circumstances are transient-that, as in the past,
the force of democratic expression will undermine and ultimately transgress the engineering of consent. Fbr those who are used to looking at
American history as a "pendulum" swinging back and forth between
conservatism and liberalism, such an eventuality may seem preordained.
But if one examines other developments chronicled in this hook,
this interpretation is significantly flawed. Looking at the historical
development of public relations as a force in American society, one
sees that a consequential change has taken place, one that throws
simplistic pendulum theories into question. Coinciding with recurrent
swings between public relations as a response to democratic mobilizations and as an attempt to colonize the horizons of public expression,
there has been a parallel development. Over the course of this century, while arenas of public interaction and expression have become
scarce, the apparatus for molding the public mind and for appealing
to the public eye has become increasingly pervasive, more and more
sophisticated in its technology and expertise. Economic mergers in
the media and information industries, in particular, are only
reminders that though many are touched by the messages of these
industries, fewer and fewer hands control the pipelines of persuasion.
At the dawn of a new millennium, particularly in the face of this
communications imbalance, pivotal questions become more urgent:
• Can there be democracy when the public is a fractionalized audience? When the public has no collective presence?
• Can there be democracy when public life is separated from the
ability of a puhlie to aet-for itself-as a publie?
• ( ~arr tlwr·n IH~ dnmo1~r·w~y wlwn puhli1~ agmulas ar·n l'OIItirwly pr·ndntm·mirwd h,v "unsnmr nngirwm·s¥"
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• Can there be democracy when public opinion is reduced to the
published results of opinion surveys, statistical applause tracks?
• Can there be democracy when the tools of communication are neither democratically distributed nor democratically controlled?
• Can there be democracy when the content of media is determined,
almost universally, by commercial considerations?
• Can there be democracy in a society in which emotional appeals
overwhelm reason, where the image is routinely employed to overwhelm thought?
• What developments will emerge to invigorate popular democracy
this time around? What will move us beyond prevailing strategies
of power that are aimed at managing the human climate?
These are big questions. Their answers, if they are to come, lie
beyond the scope of any book. Fbr those who continue to cherish democratic ideals, however, these questions point to an agenda for the future.

•

•

•

•

•

In thinking about ways to reawaken democracy, we must keep in mind
that the relationship between publicity and democracy is not essentially corrupt. The free circulation of ideas and debate is critical to
the maintenance of an aware public. The rise of democratic thinking,
in fact, cannot be explained apart from the circulation of pamphlets,
proclamations, and other literary documents that provided a basis for
public discussion and helped to transform once-heretical ideas into
common aspirations.
Publicity becomes an impediment to democracy, however, when
the circulation of ideas is governed by enormous concentrations of
wealth that have, as their underlying purpose, the perpetuation of
their own power. When this is the case-as is too often true todaythe ideal of civic participation gives way to a continual sideshow, a
masquerade of democracy calculated to pique the public's emotions.
In regard to a more democratic future, then, ways of enhancing the
circulation of ideas-regardless of economic circumstance-need to
be developed.
We need to imagine what an active public life might look lik(~ in
an electronic age. We need to diseover ways to move beyond thinking
of publie rdations as a funetion of eornpliarwn nXJWI'ts and ](~m·n to
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think of it as an ongoing and inclusive process of discussion. Ordinary
people need to develop independent ways and means of understanding
and airing public problems and issues and of acting on them.
In 1927 -just as public relations and the modern media system
were coming of age-John Dewey remarked that "[o]ptimism about
democracy is to-day under a cloud." With its bounteous amusements,
he argued, a modern consumer culture was deflecting people from the
functional responsibilities of citizenship. While "we have the physical
tools of communication as never before," he maintained, the public
had minimal access to them and was "so bewildered that it cannot
find itself." 14 "There is too much public, a public too diffused and
scattered and too intricate in composition." 15
'Ib move beyond this predicament and to rediscover itself as a
social force, Dewey asserted, the public must move beyond its status
as an audience of consumers and learn to communicate actively with
itself.
Without such communication, the public will remain shadowy
and formless, seeking spasmodically for itself, but seizing and
holding its shadow rather than its substance. Till the Great
Society [then a common phrase for mass industrial society] is
converted into a Great Community, the Public will remain in
eclipse. Communication can alone create a great community. 16
'Ib a disturbing extent, Dewey's speculations on "the public and
its problems" continue to resonate. In our commercial culture, the
extent to which the public engages in an ongoing and dynamic process
of communication-unassisted by the methods and devices of opinion
experts-is virtually nil. 'Ib move beyond this circumstance, a
number of changes need to be made.
Present inequities regarding who has a say? who gets to be heard?
need to be corrected. The vast power of the commercial communications system today lies in its unimpeded control over the avenues of
public discussion. Fbr this situation to change, the public sphereeurrently dominated by eo:rpo:rate interests and consciously managed
by puhlie mlations professionals-must revert to the people.
'!'hough (~IUIIOUtlagnd by hushwss as usual, the eapaeity to mak(~
stwh n dmngo hu.ppnn is within sight.. Ir·oni<~ally, Uw (HJor·rnous
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authority of a business-centered worldview is derived from the fact
that large corporations have been permitted to occupy and impose
upon public properties-such as the broadcast spectrum-without
paying any significant rent to the public. Fbr a negligible licensing
fee, private corporations harvest an incessant windfall of public
influence.
If this practice was to change-if a fund to support public communication, for example, regularly received a fair rent from those who
were permitted to exploit public properties commercially-funding
for noncommercial venues of expression and for noncommercial
arenas of public education would be plentiful. If 15 to 25 percent of
all advertising expenditures in the United States were applied this
way, the crisis in funding for public arts and education would evaporate. New visions would flourish. Locally based community communications centers-equipped with up-to-date technologies and opening
new avenues for distribution-would magnifY the variety of voices
heard. Schools could more adequately prepare their students for the
responsibilities of democratic citizenship.

This issue of education is pivotal, since it has often been a casualty of public relations reasoning. In 1947, Bernays acknowledged
this danger when he proclaimed that "[u]nder no circumstances
should the engineering of consent supersede or displace the functions
of the educational system." Then-contradicting his own admonition-he added that in most situations, an educated public will only
interfere with leaders' ability to act. Leaders "cannot wait for the
people" to understand issues fully. 'Ib harvest public support efficiently, he advised, it is crucial for leaders to arm themselves with the
implements of "mass persuasion" and look to the engineering of consent as a strategy of first resort. 17
Epitomizing public relations doctrine that had been germinating
since the First World War, this perspective has had dire consequences
for the caliber of public discourse in the United States, particularly in
the decades since the end of the Second World War. Inasmuch as
public relations is rarely intended to inform the population about the
intricacies of an issue and is more often calculated to circumvent m·itical thinking, it has meant that much of what is put for-th for publi<~
eonsumptio11 is intentionally illde<~iplwr·abh~ on a <~olls<•.ious h~vel. 'l'he
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growing primacy of the image-as the preferred instrument of public
address-is predicated on the assumption that images work on
people enigmatically, that they affect people without their even realizing that a process of persuasion is going on.
The implications of this predilection, particularly for the ways in
which we think about education, are considerable. We live in a world
where the modern media of communication are everywhere and
inescapable. Instrumental images vie for nearly every moment of
human attention. Therefore, it is essential for our schools to move
toward the development of critical media and visual literacy programs
from the early grades onward.
The systematic examination of media institutions and the forces
that influence them will encourage students and teachers to look
behind the messages they receive, to uncover what, today, is a predominantly secret world. A better understanding of public relations
practices will allow students to see that conventional categories, such
as "news" and "entertainment," do not adequately describe the forces
at play within them.
In a society where instrumental images are employed to petition
our affections at every turn-often without a word-educational curricula must also encourage the development of tools for critically analyzing images. Going back some time, the language of images has
been well known to people working in the field of opinion management. Fbr democracy to prevail, image making as a communicative
activity must be understood by ordinary citizens as well. The aesthetic realm-and the enigmatic ties linking aesthetic, social, economic, political, and ethical values-must be brought down to earth
as a subject of study.
The development of curricula in media and visual literacy will not
only sharpen people's ability to decipher their world, but it will also
contribute to a broadening of the public sphere. hteracy is never just
about reading; it is also about writing. Just as early campaigns for
universal print literacy were concerned with democratizing the tools
of public expression-the written word-upcoming struggles for
media litenwy must strive to empower people with contemporary
implements of puhli<· dis<~ma·se: video, graphic arts, photOI-,'1'aphy,
!~omput.m·-n.HHiHt.ed jour·nn.lism and layout., and performarw<~. Mm·<~
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customary mainstays of public expression-expository writing and
public speaking-must be resuscitated as well.
Media literacy cannot simply be seen as a vaccination against PR
or other familiar strains of institutionalized guile. It must be understood as an education in techniques that can democratize the realm of
public expression and will magnify the possibility of meaningful public
interactions. Distinctions between publicist and citizen, author and
audience, need to be broken down. Education can facilitate this
process. It can enlarge the circle of who is permitted-and who will
be able-to interpret and make sense of the world.
One last point. As a precondition for other changes, we need to
question demographic categories of identity that, at present, divide
the public against itself and separate people who-when viewed from
a critical distance-may share common interests. Demographics is a
powerful tool of divide and rule. To combat it, we need to rediscover a
sense of social connectedness. Beyond looking out for ourselves-as
individuals or as members of a particular group-we must also learn
to rediscover ourselves in others, to see our concerns and aspirations
in theirs.
At present, the champions of vested power insolently claim to be
acting in the name of public opinion. Engineers of consent-armed
with sophisticated demographic tools-continue to dictate public
agendas. Fbr this situation to change, we need to rethink those habits
of mind within ourselves that disunite ordinary Americans along lines
of class, race, ethnicity, gender, and persuasion, encouraging us to
fight it out over increasingly insufficient crumbs. Until a sense of difference is balanced by a sense of commonality, a democratic public
will be unattainable. For the greater good to prevail, we need to imagine
ourselves as a greater public.
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CODA: THE PUBLIC AND ITS PROBLEMS: SOME NOTES FOR THE
NEW MILLENNIUM
1. Bernays and I corresponded with each other for some time after our
autumn 1990 meeting. I sent him a copy of Chapter 1, "Visiting Edward
Bernays," when it was completed in late 1994. Unhappily, he passed away before
he was able to respond to my narrative of our encounter.
2. Harold Brayman, "Public Opinion: A New Sovereign Power," Public RelationsJournal20 (January 1964), p.14.
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Opinion Quarterly 4 (March 1940), pp. 236-38.
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10. Ibid., p. 8.
11. Ibid., p. 86.
12. Ibid., pp. 104-5.
13. John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems (Athens, Ohio, 1927), pp.
122-23.
14. Ibid., p. 137.
15. Ibid., p. 142.
16. Edward Bernays, "The Engineering of Consent," Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science 250 (March 1947), pp. 114-15.
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Dill, <lmuvill11, ftO
Dooh, 1<11011111'11, IMH

Dorr Dam, Colby, 295
Douglass, Paul, 221
Dow Chemical Corporation, 31, 33
Drift and Mastery (Lippmann), 61-62, 64,
90
DuBois, WE. B., 50, 181
Duchamps, Marcel, 210
Duhamel, Georges, 191-92, 206
Dunckel, Earl B., 396
Duncombe, Steve, 20
DuPont, 299, 303, 308
Durban, C. J., 387-88
E. I. DuPont, 299, 303, 308
Early, Stephen, 248, 250-51, 262
Eastman Kodak, 230, 308
Economic conditions: control of, by heads
of corporations, 42-43; George's examination of wealth and, 46-48; growth of
consumerism and, 224-25; muckraking
techniques for reporting on, 48-49, 51;
pursuit of profit in a democracy and,
41-42
Edelstein, Julius C. C., 249
Edgerton, John, 234-35, 300
Edison, Thomas, 8, 216-17
Ellsworth, James T., 86-87, 89, 98
Emery, James A., 302-3
"Engineering of Consent, The" (Bernays),
6, 22, 373-80
Entertainment industry. See Films; Radio;
Television
Espionage Act, 119-21
Evans, Walker, 273, 274, 275, 282, 286
Everybody's (magazine), 54, 61
Fall of Public Man, The (Sennett), 143
Farm Security Administration (FSA),
263-64,275-77,280-82,284,285,
293,329,381
Fashion Building, World's Fair, 335
Federal Communications Commission, 251
Federal Housing Administration, 369
Federal Theatre Project, 263
Federal Writers Project, 263
Federalist Papers, 373
Filene, Edward, 239
Films: Committee on Public Information
(CPI) work using, 113-16; connection
between mental life and, 207-9; consumerism and, 220; Lippmann's discussion of, 153-54; New Deal use of, 263,
273, 286; promoting a pro-business
attitude using, 216; Standard Oil's use
of, 382-84; World Fairs and use of,
325-27
!<'inn, Dnvid, 40:1
l<'ir·nside dmt.H, 2;):1-itH, 2fi0-fi I, 2fi4
l<'ir·kiuH, ( )Hwnld W., 72
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Pirst International Exposition of Photography, 285
Fish, Frederick P., 86, 88, 89
Flaherty, Robert, 382-84
Fleishman, Doris, 12
Flexner, Simon, 161
Flood Tide (film), 319-20
Fbrd, Henry, 8, 217, 352
Fbrd Motor Company, 331, 344
Fortune (magazine), 185, 187, 285, 286,

295,303,349,356,361,363,371,372
Fbundation for Consumer Education, 293
Four-Minute Man Bulletin, 117
Fbur-Minute Men, 102-4, 116-19, 120,

124,309
Fraser, Steven, 260
Frederick, Christine, 221-22
Free enterprise, 41
Freud, Sigmund, 138-40; Bernays and, 3,
8, 159; images in photography and,
205-6; Lippmann and, 148; object
cathexis theory of, 153
Freudian psychology, 132, 170, 208
Freyermuth, George, 349
Fury (film), 286
Fbturama, World's Fair, 328-29
Gallagher, Hugh Gregory, 244-45
Gallup, George, 185, 349, 391-92
Garrett, Paul, 298, 309
General Electric Corporation (GE), 299,
303; Light's Golden Jubilee of, 4,
216-17, 218; Reagan as spokesman for,
395, 396; World's Fair and, 332
General Electric Theater (TV show), 395
GeneralFbods, 303,308
General Motors (GM), 298-99, 303, 308,

328
George, Henry, 44, 46-48, 239, 298
Gibson, Charles Dana, 113, 122, 123
Gibson, D. Parke, 404
Gifford, Walter, 234
Gilman, Charlotte Perkins, 239
Godey's Ladies Book (magazine), 52, 53
Goebbels, Joseph, 4, 341
GoldDiggersof1933 (film), 286
Goodrich Tire, 332
Goodyear, 299
Grapes ofWrath, The (film), 286
Graphics, in Committee on Public Information (CPI) materials, 113, 116, 122-24;
see also Visual techniques
Grassroots expression, mobilization of, 29,

33
Grenfell, Helen, 79
Griffith, D. W, 115
Griswold, Olenn, 2!)5-96
Omup psyeholojzy. Sm' Cmwd psyeholojzy;
Hoeinl pii,Y!'.holojzy

Group Psychology and the Analysis of the
Ego (Freud), 138, 140
Gunton, George, 239

Habermas, Jurgen, 49, 226
Hackett, Charles M., 391
Hales, Peter, 201
Hall, E. K., 93
Hamilton, Alexander, 241
Hampton's (magazine), 54
Hansen, Alvin, 221
Hard, William, 180-81
Harding, Warren G., 224
Harlow, Rex, 339-40
Harper's Magazine, 83, 110
Haslam, Robert, 354-55
Hawkins, David, 223
Hearst, William Randolph, 340
Hearst Corporation, 178, 340
Herring, E. Pendleton, 289-90
Hill, John W, 358-59
Hill and Knowlton, 29, 292, 358
Hine, Lewis, 202, 267-68, 280
Hitler, Adolph, 156, 293, 339
Hobsbawm, Eric, 288-89
Hofer, E., 215
Holding companies, 229-30
Holman, Eugene, 352
Holmes, George, 251
Holmes, John Haynes, 161
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, Sr., 205
"Home, The" (magazine article), 52, 53
Hoover, Herbert, 217, 219, 222, 224, 225,

235-36,248
Hoover, J. Edgar, 365
House Un-American Activities Committee,

365
Howard, Roy, 17 6-77
Howe, Louis McHenry, 242-43, 247-48,

252
Hull House, 50
Human Nature in Politics (Wallas), 136,

140
Human Rights Caucus, 28-29
Hurley, F Jack, 265, 266
Hymel, Gary, 29

I Am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang (film),
286
I. G. Farben, 348-49, 352
IBM, 299
Immigration: antiwar sentiment and,
104-5; changes in social conditions and,
43-44; media for, 111; middle-class anxiety over, 43, 90
Individualism Old and New (Dewey),
175-76
lndustr·inl Win·kers of tire Wor·ld (IWW),
1or,
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Industrialization, and social reform, 44, 55
Industries: control of economic life by
heads of, 42-43; George's examination
of wealth held by, 46-48; immigration
and labor in, 43; muckraking techniques
for reporting on, 48-49; see also Business
Influencing Public Opinion (Overstreet),

198
Ingersoll, William, 124
Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War, The
(Trotter), 136, 140
Institute of Public Relations, 292
Intelligence-gathering, and AT&T public
relations, 97-98
Intelligence levels of American public, 10
Internal Security Subcommittee, Senate,

365
International Exposition of Photography,

285
Iraq, invasion of Kuwait by, 28
James, William, 39-40, 380
Jefferson, Thomas, 50, 241-42
Johns, William H., 113
Johns-Manville Corporation, 297, 332
Johnson, Robert Wood, 362
Jones "Mother" 79
Journ'alism: cr~wd psychology and,
135-36; exposes of corruption and greed
in, 50-51; growillh of mass media and,
52-53; incorporeal nature of the public
and, 69-70; muckraking techniques in,
48-49, 51-52, 63; shift to social reform
focus in, 54-59; see also Mass media
Joyce, T. F, 386
Keith, Nathaniel, 230
Kelleher, James, 394
Kellogg, Paul, 50, 181
Kennedy, S.M., 216
Keynes, John Maynard, 237-40, 329
Kraus, Rosalind, 208
Kroger, 291
Ku Klux Klan, 115
Kuwait, Iraqi invasion of, 28
Labor: immigration and, 43; trade
unionism and, 290-91
Ladies Home Journal, 161
Lambert Pharmaceuticals, 308
Lang, Fritz, 286
l;ange, Dorothea, 273, 274-75, 278, 321
Langley, Edward, 395
l;angton, ,Jan res 1<:, 404
iJilHMwell, ll~t~·old, liB, 12:,, 14H, 172,
174-7fl, 211i
IJe Bon, (hrHtiiV!I, 1·1:1, 17:1, IHO, 1!14, I!Hi,
aIIi, :I Mil, 40M 1
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164, 166; crowd psychology study of,
64-67, 133-34, 140-42; Freud's theories and, 138-39, 140; Lee and, 74, 75,
81; Lippmann's ideas and, 150; social
psychology and, 133-34; Thrde's ideas
and, 68, 70; Trotter's ideas and, 136,
137
Lee, Gerald Stanley, 76
Lee, lvyL., 60,74-81,89,121,290, 348;
background of, 74-75; journalistic techniques and, 75-76, 78-79; newspapers
for persuasion and, 177-78; on relationships between public relations specialist
and corporate client, 84-85; social psychology and, 131-32, 133; Standard Oil
and, 78-80, 82-83, 110; "truth" in
public relations work of, 78-81, 82, 84
Lee, Russell, 273, 382
LeRoy, Mervyn, 286
Lesly, Philip, 35-36, 365, 407-8
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (Agee and
Evans), 274, 286
Leuchtenburg, William, 237
Levittown, 369
Lewis, David J., 98
Lewis, Sinclair, 221
Liberalism, 41-43, 190
Liberty Bonds, 124
Lichtenberg, Bernard, 292, 325
Life (magazine), 6, 15, 57, 285, 286
Life Is in the Balance (Dow Chemical Corporation), 31, 33
Link, Henry C., 183-84, 345, 353, 360,

363
Lippincott, J. Gordon, 393
Lippmann, Walter, 60-64, 72, 91, 110,

136,146-58,159,173,180,196,257,
283, 316, 335, 364; approaches to the
press used by, 151-57; assumptions
regarding people's perceptions held by,
147-50; Bernays's ideas and, 9; Drift
and Mastery of, 61-62, 64, 90; government public relations in wartime and,
108, 113; LeBon's ideas and, 67; The
Phantom Public of, 9, 147, 155, 163-64;
Public Opinion of, 9, 147, 154-55, 159,
163, 170, 27 4; recommendations on
wartime publicity from, 108, 113; use of
symbols discussed by, 155-58, 335
Living Newspaper, 325
Lloyd, Henry Demarest, 43, 44, 48, 78,
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Long, Morton, 294
Look (magazine), 285, ::365
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Luce, Henry, 286
Lucky Strike cigarettes, 4
Ludlow Massacre, 78-80, 82-88, 110
Lund, Robert L., 301-2
Lynd,Robert, 188-89
McCarthy, Joseph, 369
McCarthyism, 402
McChesney, Robert, 251
McClure's (magazine), 54, 60
McDougall, William, 138
McGraw-Hill Publishing, 308
Mcintyre, Marvin, 248, 262
Madison, .James, 373
Magazines: AT&T packaged news items
for, 94-97; middle class and grmvth of,
53-54; muckraking techniques in,
48-49, 63; Tarde on the voice of the
masses in, 68-70; see also Mass media
Magnani, Louis A., 393
Man Nobody Knows, The (Barton), 225,
226
"Man with a Hoe, The" (Markham),
55-56, 60
Managing the Human Climate (Lesly),
35-36
"Maps and Papers" (Hull House), 50
Marchand, Roland, 210
Markham, Edwin, 55-56, 60
Martin, Everett Dean, 138, 144
Marx, Karl, 45, 298, 370, 371
Mass media: Bernays's use of, 161-62; creating circumstances for news in, 14-15,
18, 22-28, 171-72, 211-12; exposes of
conuption and greed in, 50-51; incorporeal nature of the public and, 69-70;
Lippmann's approaches to, 151-5 7;
managing public opinion using, 71-73;
middle class and growth of, 52-54; New
Deal governmentally manufactured
information for, 289-90; promoting a
pro-business attitude in, 225-26; shift
to social reform focus in, 54-59; see also
Magazines; ;'\ewspapers; Television
Mass psychology: Bm·nays's work on propaganda and, :3; see also Crowd psychology; Social psycholoh'Y
Mattson, Andy, 20
Media. See Films; Magazines; Mass media;
Newspapers; Radio; Television
Medical &view of Reviews, 159-61
Mellon, Andrew, 224
Middle elasses: anxiety over social comlitions among, 42-4:3; aspirations to
wealth of, 22:3-24; A'l'&T image management and, 100; changes from immigTation and, 4:3-44, 90; commitmPnt to
privat•y in, fi 1-fi2; ( ~ommitt.e<' on l'uhlit•
lnf'ol'lllHiion (<~I 'I) for PI'OIIIOt.ing- th<'

war cause among, 106-8; "conscious
personality" of, 1:34-85,137, 141; consumerism and, 221-22, 2:31-32; critical
reasoning by, 144-45; crowd psychology
and values of, 135; fear of revolt from
below felt by, 60-64, 65, 68, 184;
growth of mass media and, 52-54; journalistic focus on social reform and,
54-59; muckraking and, 48-49, 51; savings and stockholding by, 22~; search for
order by, 41; Vail on utopian theorists
and,91
Middleton Family at the New York World's
Fair, The (film), :326-27
Missouri and Kansas Telephone Company,
87
Mitchell, Wesley C., 219-20, 221, 227
Modernism, 209-10
Moley, Raymond, 296
Moody, John, 96
Moody's 1liagazine, 96
Morgan, J. P, Jr., 217
Movies. See F'ilm
Mowry, George, 219, 220, 222
Muckraking, 1 00; fear of revolt and, 63,
68, 73; growth of magazines and use of,
fi4, 58-59; Lippmann and, 61; middleelass reactions to, 48-49, 51; reaction of
big business to, 7:3-74, 75-76; 'feddy
Roosevelt on, 48, 63
Mumford, Lewis, 289
Munsey's Magazine, 54
Mydans, Carl, 278
National Association of Manufaeturers
(NAI\I), 2:34-:35, 246, ~00-321, 340,
:357, 408; American \Vay campaign of,
:304-6, 321, :336; Committee on Public
Information (('PI) of, 309, 317; dramatic situations used by, 316-20; news
articles distributed by, :311-15; posters
used by, ~20-21; Public Helations Advisory Board of, ~08-9, 321; R.cag·an and,
:H!i'i, :397; Wol'ld War II and, 342-46;
World's Fair pavilion of, 328
National Cash Register Corporation, 329
N a tiona] Electric Ijight Association
(:\TEI.....~), 216-17,225
National Food and Grocery Committee,
293
:\Tational Industrial Council (NIC), :121
National Industrial Information Council
(NIIC), 321
National Recovery Administration (Nl{A),
291, 302, 3:lfi
Nat'ional 8chool 8!'rl'iCI' Uulll'lin, I I H
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Negro Arlisan, The (Dill and DuBois), fiO
New Yr1rk Evening Post, 132
New York Herald, 217
New York Star, 384
New York Times, 29, 184-85, 231-32, 285,
327,353
New York World, 82
New York World's Fair (1939), :321-24
News: class experiment with, 2:3-27; creating circumstances for, 14-15, 18,
22-23,28-29, 171-72,211-12;RDosevelt's understanding of use of, 243;
television and, 389-91
Newsday, 21, 26, 29
Newsom, Earl, 352-54, 355, 380
Newspapers: AT&T's use of, 86-87, 88,
94-97; chain ownership and standardization of, 176-77; Committee on Public
Information (CPI) and use of, 111-12;
immigTants and, 111; Lee and strike
reporting by, 77-78, 83; Lee on persuasion by, 177-78; manufacturing and
managing public opinion using, 70-73;
middle class and growth of, 53; National
Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
articles for, 311-15; public opinion polls
reported by, 18 9; Roosevelt's political
campaigns and use of, 242-43; Tarde on
the voice of the masses in, 68-70, 100;
see also Mass media
Novels, and social reform, 58
Nye, Robert, 65
:\Tystrom, Paul, 296-97

Object cathexis theory, 153
Ochs, Adolph, 21 7
.
Office of War Information, 273,.341, 346
Official Bulletin (Committee on Public
Information), 111
Olasky, Marvin, 190
Opinion polls. See Public opinion polls
Opinion Research, Inc., 185, 345, 359, 392
Opinion research industry, 296-99, 406
Our Daily Bread (film), 286
Outdoor Advertising Agencies, 320
Overstreet, Harry, 197-200, 201-4, 207-8
Page, Arthur, 182-83
Palazzi, Lynn, 21-22, 24-27, 32
Palmer, A. Mitchell, 219
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Perry, William A., 119
Pershing's Crusaders (film), 115
Persian Gulf War, 28-29
Pew, J. Howard, 340, 342
Phantom Public, The (Lippmann), 9, 147,
155, 163-64
Philadelphia Negm, The (DuBois), 50, 181
Philadelphia Public Ledger, 180
Photography: connection between mental
life and, 207-9; New Deal use of,
263-83, 381; Overstreet on persuasion
using, 199-200; persuasive power of,
204-7; physics of perception and, 200;
Progressive use of, 201-4; truth and,
200-201, 204; visual metaphors in,
282-83
Pictures. See Photography; Visual techniques
Pittsburyh Survey (Kellogg), 50, 181
Plato, 147
Plow That Brok£ the Plains, The (film), 263
Political science, Lippmann on, 151
Polls. See Public opinion polls; Surveys
Pool, H. W, 96
Post Office, 86
Posters: Committee on Public Information
(CPI), 116, 122-24; National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), 320-21
Power: conflict between common good and,
84; exposes of corruption and greed in,
50-51; guiding public opinion and,
34-36; muckraking techniques for
reporting on, 49; newspapers for manufacturing and marketing of public
opinion and, 70-71; public relations and
propaganda and, 166-68; social control
and, 64, 66
Pragmatism (James), 39
Press. See Mass media
Press Today, The (Lee), 177-78
Previews of Science (film), 298-99
Principles of Advertising (Starch), 182
Printed images, and persuasion, 195-96
Printers' ink (journal), 292, 345, 360
Printing, and voice of the masses, 68-69
Progress and Poverly (George), 46-48
Progressive thought: Creel's work with thtl
Committee on Public Information (CI'l)
and background in, 105, 109, 111;
crowd psychology ami, 134, 13fi, 142;
dread of social chaos and, 6:1-64;
exposes of corn1ption awl greed in,
50-fi 1; George's examination of industrial wealth awl, 46-4H; f'I'OWt.h of 11111!(azines awl, fi4; middle dass Ufl(l H<wial
I'PfOI'III and, 44-4ti, fi(), 7:1; phof.O!(I'Il]>h,Y
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Progressive thought (cont.)
work at AT&T and, 89, 91; World War I
and, 110
Propaganda: Ber·nays's work on, 3, :~5,
163-70; broadcast radio and, 179-tll;
films and, 115; Lasswell on soeial and
political implications of, 17 4-75; newspapers for persuasion in, 177-7tl; social
surveys used in, 1tl1-83; World War II
and,341-42
Propaganda (Bm·nays), 6, 9, 34, 164-70
Protocols ofthe Learned Elders of Zion, 352
Psychoanalysis, 132, 138-40, 148,
153-54,205-6
Psychological Corporation, 184, 185, 345,
360
Psychological Sales Barometer, 185
Psychology: of crowds, 66-67; public relations, 10; see also Social psychology
Public: crowd psychology and definition of,
135; Lee's public relations work and use
of "truth" and, 78-81, 82, tl4; newspaper-s and control of, 72-73; Roosevelt
and, 257; 'l'arde on journalism and
nature of, 69-70, 100; telephone service
and changing nature of, 100-1 01; Vail
on educating, 91-93, 99, 192
Public and Its Problems, The (Dewey), 226
Public opinion: antiwar sentiment in,
105-6; AT&T image management and,
86-87, 89, 92-94, 98; average IQ of the
American public and, 10; Committee on
Public Information (CPI) to manage,
104-8, 131; educating the public to
change, 91-93, 99, 192; elites in a
democracy and guiding of, 34-36; Le
Bon's The Crowd and, 64-67; Lee's
work with Standard Oil and, 78-79, 82,
85; Lippmann on, 150; mass media for
managing, 71-7:3; mobilization of grassroots expression and, 29, 33; newspapers for manufacturing and marketing
of, 70-71; opinion research on, 296-99;
pragmatic conception of truth held in,
39-40; Progressive approach to,
126-27; promoting a pro-business attitude in, 215-16; social change and
power of, 48; social surveys for measuring, 181-83; understanding leadership in, 168-69; visual techniques to
create responses in, 30-31, 33
Public Opinion (Ijippmann), 9, 147,
154-55,159,163,170,274
Public opinion polls: control issues
involving, 188-89; democracy and, 187,
190; sampling methods in, 187-88; simulation of enthusiasm using, 29; see also
Rul"V(~ys

l"ubhl' Opinion (juarft·rly, 2!1-l, 2!17

Public Relations Advisory Board, National
Association of Manufacturers, 308-9,
321
Public Relations Conferences, 306,
347-56, 380, 384-85
Public Relations Journal, 362, 386,
391-92,404
Public Relations Societv of America
(PRSA), 361, 362 ..
Publicity Bureau, 86-R9
R. .J. Reynolds, 308, 325
Radio, :!92; consumerism and, 220; propaganda and use of, 179-81; public
opinion polls reported by, 189; Roosevelt's use of, 250-58, 260-61, 264
Radio Act of 1927, 179
Rancher, Alan R., 216
RCA, 179, 386
1\eagan, Bonald, 394-97, 407
Recent Economic Changes (Mitchell), 221
RBd Cross posters, 123
Resettlement Administration (RA),
263-6~272-77,278,280-82,28~293

Riis, ,Jacob, 55, 201-2
River; 'l'he (film), 263
Robinson, Claude, 185, 345, 359, 363, 392
Rm;kefeller, John D., 46, 78, 82-83, 89,
100,347-48
Rockefeller, John D., ,Jr., 78, 161, 217
IWckefeller family, and Ludlow Massacre,
78-80, 82-83
Roosevelt, Eleanor, 243, 248, 249
Roosevelt, 1<1-anklin D. (FDR), 286-87,
296, 849, 395; approach to publicity
used by, 240-41, 242-45; articulation of
vision of American life by 258-62·
awareness of news covcr;;ge of, 247-48;
democracy and, 241-42; interchanges
between the press and, 248-50; Jeffersonianism of, 241-42, 254; Keynesian
economics and, 237-40; photography
used by, 263-83; radio used by, 250-58,
260-61, 264; range of publicity apparatus used by, 262-64; World's Fair
address of, 328-24
Roosevelt, Theodore, 48, 61, 62, 63, 65,
67, 82, 99
Roper, Elmo, 182, 185, 187-88, 345,
349-51,353,355,359,363,378-79
Ross, Edward A., 71-72,73,101, 173
Ross, T. J. ("Tommy"), 290, 292, 294, 295
Rosten, Leo C., 248
Rotary, 321
Rothstein, Arthur, 273, 280
Ruder and Finn, 40:!
Htmsian lv·vohrt.ion, 1Oli

Sandburg, Carl, 83
Saturday Evening Post (magazine), 120,
217,285
Saturday Review of Literature (magazine),
384
Schackne, Stewart, 383, 384-85
Schwab, Charles M., 217
Sc·ientific American (magazine), 217
Scott, Vernon, 357
Scribner's (magazine), 54
Scripps, E. W, 53
Sedition Act of1918, 121
Selvage, James P., 309
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee,
365
Sennett, Richard, 143
Shahn, Ben, 273
Shelley, Mary, 56
Sherwood, Robert, 253
Simkhovitch, Mary, 51
Simmel, Georg, 209
Sinclair; Upton, 49, 366
Sklar, Paul, 234, 290, 299, 300
Smoking, social causes linked with, 3-4
Social conditions: advertising used to
address, 32, 33; business policies and
consciousness of, 361-64; commitment
to privacy and, 51-52; George's examination of industrial wealth and, 46-48;
immigration and changes in, 43-44;
middle-class anxiety over, 42-43; muckraking techniques for reporting on,
48-49, 51; New Deal photography of,
266-71; Progressive use of photography for describing, 201-4; sales campaigns linked with, 3-4; social control
and, 64
Social control: democracy and, 64, 66, 190;
LeBon's The Crowd and, 64-67; psychology of crowds and, 66-67; social
surveys for, 64; 'l'arde' s suggestions on,
67-70; World War I efforts at, 119
Social movements: civil rights and, 404-5;
New Deal and, 290-92
Social psychology, 10, 131-45, 159;
Freudian theories and, 138-40; Le
Bon's work and, 133-34; leadership
and, 143-44, 157-58, 171; Lee's comments on, 131-32, 133; social surveys
and, 183-84; symbols and, 152, 157,
335; Trotter on unconscious in, 136-38,
143; understanding the public mind
using, 169-71
Hoeial reform movement: exposes of cornrption and !('!'ePd IIJI(l, GO-G 1; fear of
J't•volt f'•·om lu•low und, ti0-ti4, 1:!4; jou•·nulistit• f'ot•HH on, f>·l-f>H; JlOWPI' of' puhlit•
opinion in, ·IH; I'I'OI(I'I'HHiVP pnhliPiH1.H ill,
44-·111, r, 1-rt:.l, flO, 7:1; r•t•nt•l.iou ol' hi~o:

business to, 73-74, 75-76; social surveys used by, 181
Social science: publicity and, 166; social
control and, 64
Social Security Act, 246
Social surveys. See Surveys
Socialist Party, 61, 366
Society: hierarchical view of, 9-10, 13;
implications of propaganda for, 17 4-75;
prizing message before substance in,
32-33
Sociological 1<\md Committee, 160-61
Sociology, and public relations, 10
Sokolsky, George, 305-6
Soule, George, 228, 229-30
Spanish-American War, 110
Standard Oil of New Jersey (SONJ), 78,
82, 308; Louisiana Story film used by,
382-85; Public Relations Conferences
convened by, 347-56, 380, 384-85
Standard Oil Trust, 46-48, 347-48
Starch, Daniel, 182
Steele, Richard, 252
Steele, Ronald, 150
Steffens, Lincoln, 49, 59, 60-61
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